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RÉSUMÉ

Énergie atomique du Canada limitée (EACL) évalue un concept de stockage
permanent des déchets de combustible nucléaire dans une enceinte souter-
raine à grand profondeur dans la roche plutonique du Bouclier canadien. On
a mis au point un programme d'ordinateur appelé SYstems Variability
Analysis Code (Programme d'analyse de variabilité des systèmes) (SYVAC)
comme outil d'analyse pour l'évaluation (à long terme) du concept après
fermeture. SYVAC3, la troisième génération du programme de calcul, est un
programme directeur qui dirige la simulation repétée du système de stockage
permanent pour tenir compte de la variation des paramètres. On a mis au
point le modèle de système, CC3 (Canadian Concept, Generation 3) (Concept
Canadien, 3e Génération) pour l'évaluation après fermeture; il permet de
décrire un système de stockage permanent hypothétique comportant une ins-
tallation souterraine de stockage permanent, la géosphère locale et la
biosphère avoisinant toutes zones de déversement. BIOTRAC (Biosphère
TRansport And Conséquences) (Migration dans la biosphère et conséquences)
est le modèle de biosphère du modèle de système CC3. Les spécifications
d'analyse de BIOTRAC, qui ont été établies au cours d'une période de sept
ans, ont subi de nombreux examens approfondis, exécutés par le Groupe de
travail sur le modèle de biosphère, pour s'assurer que l'intention des
metteurs au point du modèle serait précisée exactement pour la transforma-
tion en programme de calcul FORTRAN. On a écrit la version FORTRAN de
BIOTRAC d'après des versions provisoires de ces spécifications. Les amé-
liorations apportées au programme de calcul sont basées sur des versions
.révisées des spécifications. Les spécifications comprennent un diction-
naire de données, des séries de résumés, des schémas de cheminement des
données, des minispécifications de modèles d'éléments de BIOTRAC (eaux
superficielles, sol, atmosphère, chaîne alimentaire et dose) ainsi que des
calculs à l'appui (interface entre le modèle de biosphère et le modèle de
géosphère, conséquences et bilan de masse).
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ABSTRACT

AECL Research is assessing a concept for disposing of Canada's nuclear
fuel waste in a vault deep in plutonic rock of the Canadian Shield. A
computer program called the Systems Variability Analysis Code (SYVAC)
has been developed as an analytical tool for the postclosure (long-
term) assessment of the concept. SYVAC3, the third generation of the
code, is an executive program that directs repeated simulation of the
disposal system to take into account parameter variation. For the
postclosure assessment, the system model, CC3 (Canadian Concept,
generation 3J, was developed to describe a hypothetical disposal
system that includes a disposal vault, the local geosphere and the
biosphere in the vicinity of any discharge zones. BIOTRAC (Biosphere
Transport and Consequences) is the biosphere model in the CC3 system
model.

The specifications for BIOTRAC, .which were developed over a period of
seven years, were subjected to numerous "walkthrough" examinations by
the Biosphere Model Working Group to ensure that the intent of the
model developers would be correctly specified for transformation into
FORTRAN code» The FORTRAN version of BIOTRAC was written from interim
versions of these specifications. Improvements to the code are based
on revised versions of these specifications. The specifications
consist of a data dictionary; sets of synopses, data flow diagrams and
minispecs for the component models of BIOTRAC (surface water, soil,
atmosphere, and food chain and dose); and supporting calculations
(interface to the geosphere, consequences, and mass balance).
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1. INTRODUCTION

The CC3 (Canadian Concept, generation .3.) model BIOTRAC (Biosphere Transport
and Consequences) describes the iscvement in the biosphere of releases from an
underground disposal vault, and the consequent radiological dose to a
reference individual. Concentrations of toxic substances in different parts
of the biosphere are also calculated.

BIOTRAC was created specifically for the postclosure analyses of the
Environmental Impact Statement that AECL is preparing on the concept for
disposal of Canada's nuclear fuel waste. The model relies on certain
assumptions and constraints on the system, which are described by Davis et al.
(1993). Accordingly, great care must be exercised if BIOTRAC is used for any
other purpose.

BIOTRAC is composed of several models:

a surface water-body model (a lake), described by Bird et al. (1992);

a model of the soils of a vegetable patch and forage field, described by
Sheppard (1992);

the local atmosphere model, described by Amiro (1992); and

a model of the food chain from the lake, a domestic well, the field soils
and the atmosphere to the reference individual, described by Zach and
Sheppard (1992).

The analysis specifications were used to create the FORTRAN computer code
representing BIOTRAC. In general terms, a software system transforms a set of
input data into a set of output data under user control. Specifications for a
software system provide a model of the problem the users want to solve. Here
is what some authors have written about specifications.

A system model is a miniature representation of a complex reality. A
model reflects certain selected characteristics of the system it
stands for. A model is useful to the extent that it portrays
accurately those characteristics that happen to be of interest at the
moment. (DeMarco 1982, p. 41).

The specification should contain all the true recruirements and nothing
but the true requirements . . . A true requirement is a feature or
capability that a system must possess in order to fulfill its purpose,
regardless of how the system is implemented." (McMenamin and Palmer,
1984, p. 3).

. . . a good specification ought to be clear, unambiguous, concise (to
avoid excessive volume), and complete (so that no essential element is
left unspecified). In order to avoid the sin of overspecification, it
should be logical and not physical — it should state what has to be
accomplished by the system rather than how the system should
accomplish it. (DeMarco 1978, p. 169).

Thus, a good specification states what the transformation is, without
detailing how the transformation is to be implemented. Such a specification
is concise and robust. The transformation may be specified in any form the
user chooses, so long as it supplies the necessary details in a clear and
concise form that can be readily understood by the computer software
specialists.
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1.1 FORMAT OF THE CC3 BIOSPHERE MODEL SPECIFICATIONS

Specifications for the SYVAC3 models consist of four components:

1. data flow diagrams (DFDs),
2. a synopsis for each model,
3. minispecifications, in the form of data dependency diagrams

(DDDs), and
4. a data dictionary (DD).

The following notes describe the format of each of these components.

1.1.1. Data Flow Diagrams (DFDs)

A DFD is a network representation of a system; it shows tho active components
of the system (processes) and the data interfaces between them (data flows).
It is also commonly referred to as a "Bubble Diagram." DFDs for the biosphere
model, given in the appropriate chapters (2-10) of this report, are drawn so
that the general flow of data is upward.

Structure

A complete model is represented by a set of DFDs. The highest level DFD,
called Figure 0, represents the entire system at a general level. Each bubble
in Figure 0 is expanded into a full DFD representing more detailed data flows
and processes. Bubbles appearing on detailed DFDs may again be expanded into
more detailed DFDs. This occurs at greater and greater levels of detail until
the processes are simple enough to be described by a minispec (see Section
1.1.3). The bubbles are numbered to show the successive expansions. Bubbles
shown in Figure 0 are numbered 1, 2, 3, etc. Bubbles shown in Figure 2, which
is an expansion of bubble 2, are numbered 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, etc. Those in Figure
2.3, an expansion of bubble 2.3, are numbered 2.3.1, 2.3.2, 2.3.3, etc. All
bubbles are labelled with the structure number and with a descriptive phrase.
Circles (bubbles) represent processes, and arrows represent data flows between
processes.

Processes

All bubbles are labelled with verb phrases, which describe the process
represented by the bubble. A bubble may have any number of incoming and
outgoing data flows. If a bubble has only one outflow, such as concentration
in lakewater, then it is named "calculate concentration in lakewater."
Otherwise, a more general name is used. Bubbles are also labelled with unique
numeric identifiers, such as 1.3.2, showing where they fit into the overall
structure of the data flow diagrams.

On some DFDs the complete name of the process does not fit within the bubble.
The complete names of all processes are given on the bottom of the DFD.

Data Flows

Data flows are identified by short unique names (plus optional subscript),
such as CTAI<rn> or spmass.

By convention, data flows such as CTAI<rn> are labelled as CTAI_rn on the data
flow diagrams.

Double-headed arrows represent data flows that are functions of time. Single-
headed arrows represent data flows that are constant values. An asterisk next
to the name of a data flow means that the data flow appears more than once in
the same DFD.
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All variables needed in a process are shown as data flows entering the
corresponding bubble. Data that are explicitly calculated must emerge from a
bubble. In contrast, sampled parameters are never shown emerging from a
bubble. They are assumed to be sampled by, and available from, the SYVAC
executive code.

Therefore, data flows entering a DFD are either sampled parameters, or
calculated variables that were generated on another diagram. The top DFD,
Figure 0, shows all the sampled parameters that are used in the model. For
BIOTRAC, this data flow is labelled spbio and it is a composite flow.

To prevent clutter, parameters are often grouped together in a list called a
composite flow. This flow may be split at lower levels into any
required number of its components. For example, a bubble may require a
composite flow spdbmat, that is composed of parameters BLDDCF<rn> and BLDOCC,
and other composites spdinorg and spdwood. Where a list such as spdbmat
occurs, the definition of the flow is given in an attachment to the data flow
diagram. (Keywords like spdbmat are also defined in the data dictionary).

Data Stores

Data produced by one process may be stored for subsequent use by another
process. This is done by directing the data as a data flow into a data store.
However, any data exiting a data store must have entered from an earlier
calculation. An example is the storage of a nuclide inventory in a
compartment for use as the precursor inventory in the calculation of the
subsequent nuclide in the compartment.

A data store is represented by two parallel horizontal line segments. Each
data store is named with a data flow name that appears between the horizontal
line segments.

On some DFDs the complete name of the data store does not fit within the data
store. The complete names of all data stores are given on the bottom of the
DFD.

When data stores are used within DFDs to hold a data entry until the next
iteration, for example when CTLS'<nuc> becomes CTLS'<nucp>, another process
such as RENAME CTLS' is added to the DFD. This is done to comply with
requirements of the software package DECdesign that was used to create the
DFDs. DECdesign will not allow data flows leaving a data store to be named
anything other than the name of a data flow entering the data store, or to be
named by an element of a composite data flow entering the data store.
Therefore, to rename this data flow, an extra process was required. This
extra process is not required in any of the analysis specifications, design
specifications or the code.

1.1.2 Synopses

A synopsis is included for each submodel in the biosphere model (at the
beginning of Chapters 4-8 and 10). Each synopsis is a short description of
the submodel and is presented in sufficient detail to allow the reader to
understand the minispecifications. Detailed descriptions of the submodels are
contained in other published reports: the lake model is described Bird et al.
(1992), the soil model by Sheppard (1992), the atmosphere model by Amiro
(1992), and the food-chain and dose model by Zach and Sheppard (1992). An
overview of all these submodels is given by Davis et al. (1993).
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1.1.3 Minispecifications (Minispecs)

A minispec is a concise statement of user policy and rules governing a given
elemental function. Minispecs detail the workings of each process bubble that
is not further expanded into lower level DFDs. The minispecs currently used
for the specifications of the SYVAC3 models (ODD), found in Sections 3-10,
contain the following components.

(1) A Data Dependency Diagram (DDD): This diagram unambiguously depicts the
dependencies between data fields. Two forms of this diagram may be
used: a table, or a diagram. The former is used for the specifications
in this report.

A tabular DDD is composed of two parts: a box showing the lists of time-
dependent data (double-headed arrow) and time-independent data (single-
headed arrow), and a table containing the short name, long name, and SI
units. Local variable names, which are defined in the minispec, are not
included in the data list.

(2) Definitions of the Outgoing Flows: Data flows that are calculated in a
process and used elsewhere are defined at the top of the minispec. The
definition comprises a short name, a long name, SI units, a text
description, and mathematical symbol (if any). Whenever possible, the
short name corresponds to the variable name used in the FORTRAN version
of BIOTRAC. The definition also appears as an entry in the data
dictionary.

(3) Eoruations: Equations are given for any calculations performed in the
minispec. Each equation is numbered within the minispec [e.g. Eq(4)]
and, where possible, referenced back to the supporting documentation,
typically the corresponding research equation (REq) number in the model
synopsis [e.g. REq (41)].

(4) Units Check: The units of the left and right sides of equations are
checked to ensure consistency. The units are shown in the minispec to
show that the check was performed. Unit checks are numbered
corresponding to the equation being checked.

(5) Notes : Any additional explanation of the minispec is given at the
bottom in the form of numbered notes. For example, any process that
must occur in a specific order with respect to another: must be
identified.

1.1.4 Data Dictionary

The data dictionary (Section 2) is an alphabetical list of all variables and
keywords used in the specifications. The following fields are presented for
each variable:

(1) Short Name : Every variable has a short name of at most six characters
that can be used as a FORTRAN variable name. This appears first and is
used for alphabetical ordering of the data dictionary.

(2) SI Units: SI (System International) units are provided for every
variable. They appear inside square brackets (eg. [mol-s"1]. Where the
variable is dimensionless, [-] is used. Either the solidus (/) or
negative exponents may be used in defining a unit. Units may be
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qualified.1 The requirements for acceptable units in the CC3 models are
summarized by Stephens et al. (1989).

(3) Long Name: Every variable also has a long name consisting of several
words (often abbreviated) to be used in formal references to the
variable, such as in the minispecs. If the parameter has an array of
values, then the long name will incorporate a label for each of the
subscripts.

(4) Definition: Each variable is defined in one or two sentences explaining
what physical quantity the variable represents. The definition also
states whether the variable depends on time or space variables, or is
specific to one nuclide, element, mineral type, etc.

(5) Sampled/Calculated: The data dictionary states whether a variable is an
input (sampled) parameter or a calculated parameter. If the variable is
calculated, the appropriate DDD is referenced.

(6) Mathematical Research Symbol : The mathematical symbol used to represent
the data entry in any supporting documentation (the synopses and Davis
et al. (1993)) is given, along with any qualifications of indices.

(7) Composite Data Flows: In addition to definitions of variables, the data
dictionary also defines composite data flows used in DFDs. If a data
flow is composed of other simpler data flows, its composition is
indicated. Symbols used to describe data flow composition are as
follows:

= composition, as in A = B, meaning "A is composed of B"
+ concatenation, as in A = B + C, meaning "A is composed of B

and C"
n/a not applicable, is used to indicate that variables cannot be

decomposed.

1.2 QUALITY ASSURANCE - WALKTHROUGHS OF MODEL SPECIFICATIONS

A walkthrough is defined by Page-Jones (1980) to be "a peer group review of a
product for the purpose of finding any deficiencies in that product." The
object of a walkthrough is to find problems or potential problems, but not to
devise solutions to the problems on the spot. The attendees are challenged to
find flaws.

The draft versions of these specifications were subjected to a series of
walkthroughs. Participants were provided with the information required to
assess the specifications; this included a synopsis of the model, a copy of
the data dictionary, and the draft DFDs and DDDs. Enough material was
presented at each session for about an hour's review.

At the end of the meeting, the participants were asked to either accept or
reject the product. If a product was rejected, follow-up walkthroughs were
held until the product was judged to be acceptable. A product was accepted
when, and only when, all participants concurred.

^•Because many units in the biosphere involve measurements on different
substances (eg. soil, water or air), and under specific conditions (eg. dry
versus wet weight) the following convention has been adopted. Any unit may be
qualified, for example [kgwetvea] for a wet weight of vegetation (plant material) .
The qualification is given as a subscript following the qualified unit. There
are no spaces between words or abbreviations. Equivalent (conventional)
expressions for units in limited character set units are also given (e.g.
Winter/(msou'a) ] = [m/a]). Qualifiers are used in unit checks in the
specifications where required.
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The final draft of the specifications was circulated for comment to the
contributing scientists and their comments were incorporated in version 3A.
The specifications were also reviewed by outside reviewers.

NOTE TO READER

The chapters in this report were originally drafted as individual entities by
different people at different times. There are, therefore, some differences
in style and format. Reports referred to in the synopses of the models are
listed, for convenience, in Reference Lists following the synopses.
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2. DATA DICTIONARY

2.1 CONVENTIONS AND INDICES

The conventions and indices used in naming parameters, indices, and composite
data flows in the CC3 biosphere analysis specifications are described below.

2.1.1 Parameters

Sampled, dependent, and consequence parameters are all designated by a string
of UPPER CASE letters (e.g. NUMMAN, AREAT(Ol), MXLDT(03)).

Time-independent parameters are designated by names as descriptive as possible
(e.g. NUMMAN is the number of persons (man) in a household).

Time-dependent parameters are composed of a string of letters formed by
concatenating the first letters of appropriate descriptors (e.g. CTAPT <nuc>),
which are assigned as described in Table 2.1. In the FORTRAN code, the
parameter names thus formed are used to identify the time series containing
the values of the parameter as a function of time.

In the FORTRAN version of BIOTRAC, several element-specific sampled parameters
are relabelled as nuc1ide-dependent parameters before they are used in the
program:

Element-Specific Name becomes Nuclide-Dependent Name

XATCOF - aquatic concentration ratio ATCOEF

XCRTIO - plant/soil concentration ratio CRATIO

XDGASL - lake water degassing constant DEGASL

XDGASS - soil degassing constant DEGASS

XEMFRC - emission fraction from fires EMFRAC

XPHLIF - plant environmental half-life PHLIFE

XRLFRC - fraction released from water RELFRC

XSDSOR - sediment removal rate SEDSOR

XSKD - soil Kd SKD

XTCOEF - terrestrial transfer coefficient TCOEFF
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TABLE 2.1

TIME-DEPENDENT BIOSPHERE PARAMETERS:
SCHEME FOR CODE SYMBOL ASSIGNMENT AND BREAKDOWN

Type of
Parameter Model Compartment Subcompartments Components

Concentration
Transport

Time

Mass' Total3

around

soil

Lake - - -

well water

Atmosphere

indoor

Aquatic
Water
source
oroundwater
Deposition
irrigation
Layer - - -

Water
Sediment'

Source
Qas

outdoor
Particulate

Dose

Activity

Dose

All (nuclides)
Deposition

Internal4 -

External

Total

Air
water
JFood

Rooting Zone(layers 1+2)
3
4

Maximum
Terrestrial

Aquatic
Burning(agricultural)
Fires (Energy)
Fires (Land-clearing)

Fish
ROOt
Leaf
soil
water

Man
Animal(-->man)

Air
water
around
Building materials wooden

Inorganic

Notes to Table 2.1

1 For lake sediments, this is an interim (shallow sediment) concentration
(not yet weighted with deep sediment concentration).

2 Amount of nuclide, expressed in [mol],
3 For mass balance parameters only
* For iodine, the value has not yet been multiplied by a dose-conversion

factor.
b Activity is calculated from concentration, expressed in [Bq«nT3] .
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BIOTRAC generates numerous consequence parameters. When possible, these were
named systematically by combining the following standard groups of letters:

ER -- error
MX = maximum
DA = dose from all nuclides
DS = <3o.se
DT = dose (total) from a particular nuclide
L = up to time TLIMIT [a]
4 = up to time 101 [a]

VAL = peak value
PATH = path

ID = identifier
PTH = path
CN = concentration
AL = animal-leaf pathway
AR = animal-root pathway
AS = animal-soil pathway
AW = animal-water pathway
F = fish
PL = p.lant-leaf
PR = p.lant-root
T = .time of

PEAK = peak value (over time)

For instance TMX4DT<nuc> is the time of the maximum (peak) value up to 10* a of
the dose (total) of nuclide <nuc>.

Consequences may be indexed as follows :

rn = radionuclide number
nuc = nuc_lide number

toxic = toxic species number
RANK = in order of decreasing MX4DT values
TIME = a set of 25 standard times
COMP = compartment (01 to 12)

2.1.2 Indices

Both time-dependent and constant parameters may be indexed. Indexing
designations follow the parameter name in brackets (e.g. CTAPT<nuc> means that
the value of the time-dependent parameter CTAPT is nuclide-dependent). More
than one index may be used (e.g. CTS<nuc,field>).

When a parameter's index is equated to a particular value within the angle
brackets, such as CTASM<nuc = 226Ra>, this means that the value of (or time
series for) that parameter is for that single case only. Equivalence may be
made to a sampled parameter or decision variable. For example, the soil Kd
(SKD) for a given nuclide (<nuc>) is dependent upon soil type (<soil>).
Hence, the general soil Kd is SKD<nuc,soil>. The soil type is identified by
the decision variable STYPE. Thus, the Kd is for the soil type specified for
the simulation: SKD<nuc,soil=STYPE>. The following indices are used in the
biosphere specifications (numbers that appear after each index are the logical
values used in the specifications and/or computer code):
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PARAMETER INDICES

<field>
Field Type

Forage field = 1
Vegetable patch (or garden)
Woodlot = 3
Peat Bog = 4

= 2

Soil Type

Sand = 1
Loam = 2
Clay = 3
Organic = 4

<bloc>
Biosphere Discharge Location

There are NBLOC discharge
locations (defined by the
geosphere model)

<deposib>
Deposition Source
Atmosphere Plus Lake
Irrigation = 1
Atmosphere Plus Well
Irrigation = 2
Atmosphere Only
Irrigation = 3

<toxic>
Toxic Species

(sequence numbering
depends on species input)

<nuc>
Nuclide
(sequence numbering
depends on nuclides
input)

<nucp>
Nuclide Precursor
decay chain precursor
to <nuc>

Radionuclide

(sequence numbering
depends on nuclide input)

<food>
Food Type

<terr>
Fish = 5

<terr> <animal> <time>
Times at which

Terrestrial Terrestrial Animal each Consequence
Food Type Food Type is Calculated

<animal>
Plant = 4

Meat = 1
Milk = 2
Bird = 3

1 to 25

<bmat>

Building
Material Type

Inorganic
Wooden

<ndc>
Soil Deposition Concentration

Coefficient Counter

1 to 10

<ndt>
Soil Deposition Time
Coefficient Counter

1 to 10

<nsrc>
Soil Groundwater Concentration

Coefficient Counter

1 to 1

<ngt>
Soil Groundwater Time
Coefficient Counter

1 to 7

<RA13K>
Rank

Rank 1 = 1 (highest)
Rank 2 = 2
Rank 3 = 3
Rank 4 = 4
Rank 5 = 5 (5th highest)

Rank 10= 10th (lowest)

<COMP>
Compartment

Vegetable Patch Soil = 1
Forage Field Soil = 2
Woodlot Soil = 3
Peatbog Soil = 4
Vegetable Patch Sediment
Forage Field Soil = 6
Woodlot Soil = 7
Peatbog Soil = 8
Lake Water = 9
Well Water = 10

= 5

<PATH>
Pathway

Air (inhaled) = 1
Root-meat = 2
Root-milk = 3
Root-bird = 4
Root-man = 5
Leaf-meat = 6
Leaf-milk = 7
Leaf-bird = 8
Leaf-man = 9
Water-meat = 10
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PARAMETER INDICES (Continued)

<COMP> <PATH>
Compartment Pathway

Air (Indoor) = 11 Water-milk = 11
Air (Outdoor) = 12 Water-bird = 12

Soil-meat = 13
Soil-milk = 14

«churning pathway(bp)> Soil-bird = 15
Fish-man = 1 6

Agricultural = 1 Water-man = 17
Land and Forest = 2 Air (exposure) = 18
Energy = 3 Blag. Mat.(wood)=19

Bldg.Mat.(inorg.)=2 0
Ground exposure =21
Water exposure = 22
Soil-man = 23

* Nuclides are usually input into SYVAC3-CC3 in groups of 10.

As an example,

Parameter symbol CTAPT<nuc> designates the time-dependent Concentration
of a particular nuclide in the Transport model within the Atmospheric
compartment, due to Particulates from Terrestrial sources.

2.1.3. Composite Data Flows

Composite Data Flows are lists of parameters that are combined into one data
flow. Composite flows were used liberally in the specifications to minimize
clutter on DFDs and to increase the flexibility of the specifications, in
particular to ensure the ease of incorporating changes in parameter flows.
The following conventions were used.

1) Composite flow names are all in lower case letters and include a two-
letter prefix to identify the type of components:

eg - consequences
dp - dependent parameters
dpi - dependent submodel linkage parameters
fp - .fixed parameters
sp - sampled parameters
ts - time s_eries

2) Composite flows are exclusive in that all components of the flow are
used at the specified process destination. However, a parameter may
appear in more than one composite flow at any level (same or different).

An example of a composite flow is tsaq where

tsaq = CTAGA<nuc> + CTAPA<nuc> .
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2.2 BIOTRAC DATA DICTIONARY

AADLo
atmos. dust load, aquatic
[rolater/mlir] [m3/m3] Atmospheric dust loading factor for aquatic sources.
Sampled
AADL n/a

ADAKradionuclide>
activity in air (indoor)
[Bq«m"a\r] [Bq/m3] Activity of radionuclide in indoor air. Calculated
ODD 3.2.1
ACiB n/a

Activity in wooden building materialso

[-] [-] The name of the data store that holds the value of ADEBW<rn> so
the activity of its progeny can be calculated,
n/a

ADAO<radionuclide>
activity in air (outdoor)
[Bq-m;3lr] [Bq/m3] Activity of radionuclide in outdoor air. Calculated
ODD 3.2.1
ACio n/a

ADEBKradionuclide>
activity in inorg. bid. mat.
[Bq/kgdrJ [Bq/kg] Activity of radionuclide in dry inorganic building
materials. Calculated DDD 3.2.3.4.2
Bbu n/a

ADEBW<radionuclide/radionuclide precursor>
activity in wooden bid. mat.
[Bq/kgdryvea] [Bq/kg] Activity of radionuclide in dry wooden building
materials. Calculated DDD 3.2.3.4.1
Bbu n/a

ADIDo
activity in outdoor air for 129I
[Bq/m3ttir] [Bq/m3] Activity of 129I in outdoor air, excluding contribution
from terrestrial gases. Calculated
ACio n/a

ADGW<radionuclide, discharge location>
activity in groundwater
[Bq/m^t-er] [Bq/m] Activity of radionuclide in groundwater over discharge
location. Calculated DDD 3.2.1
CV (food chain/dose synopsis) n/a

ADGWF<radionuclide, field type>
activity in groundwater
[Ba/m3water] [Bq/m] Activity of radionuclide in groundwater over fields.
Calculated DDD 3.2.1
C\" (food chain/dose synopsis) n/a

ADPW<radionuclide, discharge location>
activity in pore water
[Bq/m3wacer] [Bq/m] Activity of radionuclide in pore water over discharge
location. Calculated DDD 3.2.1
Cf" (food chain/dose synopsis) n/a
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ADPWF<radionuclide, field type>
activity in pore water
[Bq/m3uat;er] [Bq/m] Activity of radionuclide in pore water over fields.
Calculated DDD 3.2.1
Cpu (food chain '̂ <"'Se s\T:opsis) n.'a

ADLSF<radionuclide, field type>
activity in lake sediments
[Bq/kgdrysed] [Bq/kg] Activity of radionuclide in lake sediments.
Calculated ODD 3.2.1
CSiED (food chain/dose model synopsis) n/a

ADLTO
atmos. dust load, terr.
[kgdrysoil/mair] [kg/m3] Atmospheric dust loading factor for terres«-rial
sources. The source of dust may include dry lake sediments. Hence, the
unit qualifier "drysed" is equivalent to "drysoil" . Sampled
ADL n/a

ADLW<radionuclide>
activity in lake water
[Bq/m3wacer] [Bq/m3] Activity of radionuclide in lake water. Calculated
DDD 3.2.1
Cf (food chain/dose model synopsis) n/a

ADRINK<terrestrial animal food type>
animal's watering 'n rate
[Lwacer/d] [L/d] The consumption rate for drinking water for one
terrestrial animal of type <animal>, where <animal> = meat, milk or bird.
Sampled
Qdw, where j = terr. animal (meat, milk or bird) n/a

ADS<radionuclide, field type>
activity in soils
[Bq/kgdrysoil] [Bq/kg] Activity of radionuclide in the root zone of each
(field). Calculated DDD 3. 2.1
CSiV and C3/ (food chain/dose model synopsis) n/a

ADWW<radionuclide>
activity in well water
[Bq/m3wot.er] [Bq/m3] Activity of radionuclide in well water. Calculated
DDD 3.2.1
C"" (food chain/dose model synopsis) n/a

AIRDCF<radionuclide>
air immersion dcf
[Sv«a"V (Bq«m;3ir) ] [Sv.a-1/ (Bq.m-3) ] Air immersion dose conversion factor.
Sampled

n/a

ALPHAlo
groundwater regression term for conc/ss
[-] [-] Parameter derived from regression analysis of SCEMR results under
conditions of groundwater contamination. It is related to the steady-state
concentration of contaminant in the soil root zone. Calculated DDD
3.1.1.2.1
BI of CMX = o CBW expfaj in soil model synopsis n/a

ALPHA2<>
deposition regression term for conc/ss
[-] [-] Parameter derived from regression analysis of SCEMR results. It
is related to the steady-state concentration of contaminant in the soil root
zone due to contamination by irrigation. Calculated DDD 3.1.1.3.1
a: of Ĉ ,x = o C

iw exp (a2) in soil model synopsis n/a
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animalo
index for terr. animal food types
[-] [-] Index used to identify the terrestrial animal food types in the
food chain. <animal> = meat, milk and bird. When used in a DFD or DDD it
refers to ALL of these animal foods.
n/a

AQUAo

[-] [-] Alphabetic indicator identifying a discharge from the geosphere
to the biosphere as being located in an aquatic body such as a stream or
lake.
n/a

AREAAQo
lake area
[roarer 1 [m2] Surface area of water body. Sampled
AA (atmosphere model), A: (lake model) n/a

AREAF<field type>
area of each field
[m2] [m2] The area of each <field>. There are a forage field
(<field=forage field>) , a vegetable patch (<field=vegetable patch>) , a fuel
woodlot (<f ield=woodlot>) , and a fuel peat bog (<field=peat bog>) .
Calculated
n/a

AREAT<biosphere discharge location counter bloo
terrestrial discharge area
[m2] [m2] Calculated
n/a

AREATEo
terrestrial catchment area
fnijoii or water! tm2] Lake catchment or watershed area including the surface
area of the lake. Note that the unit qualifier "drysoil" is equivalent to
"soil" here. Sampled
Ad (lake model) n/a

ATCOEF<radionuclide>
aquatic cone, ratio
[Lwater/

kgwec£ood] [Bq/L] The ratio of radionuclide concentration in the
edible portion of freshwater fish [Bq/kgwet£ood] to the concentration of
radionuclide in freshwater [Bq/Lwator] . Sampled as XATCOF<element>
Bid where j = fish n/a

ATCRNo
radon transfer coeff, aquatic
[rtiwater/s] [m/s] Aquatic transfer coefficient for radon. Sampled

n/a

AVOGADo
Avogadro ' s number
[1/mol] [1/mol] Avogadro1 s number. A fundamental constant (= 6.02 x 1023)
Sampled

Nm n/a

AYlELD<terrestrial animal food type>
animal food yield
[kQwecfood'a"1 °r L̂ -a'1] [kg«a': or L^a'1] The annual yield of food (kgwet£ood
or L̂ î ) per <animal> (<animal> = meat, milk, bird)). Sampled
none n/a
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BETAlo
groundwater regression term for time/ss
[-] [-] Parameter derived from SCEMR results. It is related to the time
required to reach steady-state conditions when soil is contaminated by
groundwater. Calculated ODD 3.1.1.2.2
Pi of t̂ x = Y exp(Pi) in soil model synopsis.n/a

BETA2<>
deposition regression term for time/ss
[-1 [-] Parameter derived from SCEMR results. It is related to the time
required to reach steady-state conditions when soil is contaminated by
irrigation. Calculated DDD 3.1.1.3.2
P2 of t^x = Y exp(Pj) in soil model synopsis n/a

BLDDCF<radionuclide>
building material dcf
[SV'a'VBq'kg'̂ y) ] [Sv.a-1/(Bq.kg-1)] Dose conversion factor for external
exposure to building materials. Sampled
DFbj n/a

BLDHTo
building height
[m] [m] Height of building creating a plume wake for smoke from burning
fuel for energy. Sampled
BH n/a

BLDOCCo
building occupancy factor
[-] [-] Occupancy factor for external exposure to building materials.
Sampled
Ob n/a

BLDWIo
building width
[m] [m] Width of building creating a plume wake for smoke from burning
fuel for energy. Sampled
BW n/a

bloco
bio discharge location counter
[-) [-] Identifying integer and ordinal counter for discharge locations
to the biosphere from the geosphere, used as index with GFLOW and LOCTYP.

b n/a

bmato
index for building materials
[-] [-] Index used to identify the two types of building materials used
in the biosphere. <bmat> may be either "inorganic" or "wooden", (i.e. <bmat
= inorganio or <bmat = wooden>). When used in a DFD or DDD it refers to
both types.
n/a

BOG<>

[-] [-] Alphabetic indicator identifying a discharge from the geosphere
to the biosphere as being located in a wetland area such as a swamp, bog,
fen, etc.
n/a

bp<>
see burning pathway
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burning pathway (bp) <>
index to identify the burning pathway
[-] [-] Index used to identify one of the 3 burning pathways;
agricultural, land and forest, and energy.
n/a

BVOLo
building volume
[m3air] [m3] Volume of building in which man may be exposed to gaseous
radionuclides released from water. Sampled
BVOL n/a

CADCFo
internal DCF for "C
[Sv̂ a'VBq'kg'1] [ (Sv/a) / (Bq/kg) ] Internal dose conversion factor for "C.
Sampled
DFCU n/a

CARAIRo
carbon concentration in air
|9c<.rbon/miir] [g/m] Annual average concentration of all nuclides of carbon
in air. Sampled
ACC n/a

CARWDo
carbon cone . in wood bid . mat .
[9carbon/k9dryvea] l§/kg] Annual average concentration of all nuclides of
carbon in wood building materials. Sampled
OBC n/a

CCONTXfood type>
food carbohydrate content

[g/kg] , [g/kg] , [g/kg] , [g/L] The average carbohydrate content of each
food. Food types are plant, meat, milk, bird and fish. Units for food =
plant are tgcarb/kgwetvea] , while those for food = meat, bird and fish are
[gc«b/k9wet£ood] . and for food=milk are [gcarb/LmUk] • Sampled
Gym, where j = food types noted above n/a

CECXsoil type>
cation exchange capacity
[mol/kgdrysoil] [mol/kg] Amount of cations that can be retained by soil.
Sampled
CEC n/a

CF2<>
seconds per day
[s/d] [s/d] The number of seconds per mean solar day (86, 400) . Sampled

none n/a

CF3<>
days per annum
[d/a] [d/a] The number of days per tropical year (365.2422). Sampled
none n/a

CF4<>
seconds per year
[s/a] [s/a] The number of seconds per tropical year (31, 556, 926 = 365
days 5 hours 48 minutes 46 seconds) Sampled
none n/a
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CF5<>
kilograms per litre
[kgdrysoil/Luat:er] [kg/L] Conversion factor created to satisfy the unit checks
for the soil model's regression equation terms. (See ALPHA1, ALPHA2, BETA1,
and BETA2). Sampled
none n/a

CF6<>
cubic metres per litre
[m3/L] [m3/L] Cubic metres per litre. Sampled
none n/a

CFVALUo
carbohydrate fuel value
[kJ/gcarb] [kJ/g] The net energy available to man from carbohydrates.
Sampled
Cec n/a

CHKCR<radionuclide>
check on cone. ratio
[-] [-] Maximum ratio of concentrations of nuclide/radionuclide in plants
and soil for the plant sources of the four terrestrial food types.
Calculated ODD 3.2.2.2.6
none n/a

CLEFRQo
frequency of land clearing fires
[s"1] [s-1] Frequency of fires (either natural or man-caused) clearing
large land areas. Sampled
GF n/a

CNLIM<COMP>
concentration index COMP
[mol/kgdrysoil] (soil) , [mol/Lwacer] (water) , [mol/m

3
air] (air) [mol/kg] , [mol/L] ,

[mol/m3] Limiting value of a concentration. If this value is exceeded, a
warning is issued. Sampled
n/a

COMPo
index for model concentrations
[-] [-] Index identifying concentrations in the consequence calculations:

COMP = 1 = vegetable patch soil
2 = forage field soil
3 = woodlot soil
4 = peatbog soil
5 = vegetable patch sediment
6 = forage field sediment
7 = woodlot sediment
8 s peatbog sediment
9 = lake water
10 = well water
11 = indoor air
12 = outdoor air Sampled

n/a

CNGDSRo
flag - domestic water set to lake
[-] [-] Flag indicating the domestic source of water has been set to the
lake since the well cannot supply all the needs of man. Can have the values
0[=domestic water] and l[=domestic water set to lake]. Consequence
n/a
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CNGFSR<field type>
flag - field irrigation source reset
[-] [-] Flag indicating the field irrigation source has been reset. Can
have the values 0[=sampled value used] and l[=irrigation source reset].
Consc^usnc^
n/a

CNUCID<highest nuclide>
NHIGHest nuclide chain number
[-] [-] Nuclide chain number of the NHIGHest ranked maximum dose.
CONSEQUENCE
n/a

Concentration in lake watero

[-] [-] The name of the data store that holds the concentration of a
nuclide in lake water (CTLW<nuc>) from the previous calculation. In any
given decay chain, calculations are performed in sequence from the first
radiological parent to last radiological daughter. The subsequent
calculation in any given decay chain may use the stored value from the
previous computation to represent the concentration of precursor or parent
nuclide nucp (i.e. CTLW<nucp>).
n/a

Concentration in lake sedimento

[-] [-] The name of the data store that holds the concentration of a
nuclide in lake sediment (CTLS<nuc>) from the previous calculation. In any
given decay chain, calculations are performed in sequence from the first
radiological parent to last radiological daughter. The subsequent
calculation in any given decay chain may use the stored value from the
previous computation to represent the concentration of precursor nuclide
nucp (i.e. CTLS<nucp>).
n/a

Consequenceso

Data flows characterizing the time-dependent part of the simulation of
the system, generally derived from time series. Each consequence is a
single numeric value, although a set of consequences may be represented by
subscripted variables with one or more indices,
cqbio + cqgeo + cqvlt

COVALUo
carbon, oxygen combustion value
[Lox/gcarb] [L/g] The STP oxygen combustion value for carbohydrates; the
amount of oxygen required to metabolize carbohydrates. Sampled
Co n/a

cqbioo

All consequences generated in the biosphere model,
cqbout + cqsoil
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cqbouto

ERLPTH<nuc,path> + MXLCN<nuc , COMP> + MX4DA + MXL-DA 4- MXLDT<nuc>

TMXLCN<nuc , COMP> + TMX4DA + TMXLDA + TMXLDT<nuc> + TPEAK<nuc> + VALDA<TIME>
* VALDT-cnuc , TIME> + MXLAL<nuc, animal> + MXLAR<nuc, animal > +
MXLAS<nuc, animal > + MXLAW<nuc,animal> + MXLF<nuc> + MXLPL<nuc> + MXLPR<nuc>
+ MX4DDT<rn> + TMXLAL<nuc, animal> + TMXLAR<nuc, animal > + TMXLAS<nuc, animal>
+ TMXLAW<nuc,animal> + TMXLF<nuc> + TMXLPL<nuc> + TMXLPR<nuc> + CNGDSR +
CNGFSR<field> + DMST + FORG + VEGE + WDLT + PTBG + WCNLIM<nuc, COMP> + WEFFP
+ WGWDLM<nuc> + WMVDSC<bloc> + WREGTM<nuc> + TGWDLM<nuc>

cqgeoo

All consequences generated in the geosphere model.

cqsoilo

MTIxnuo + MTLS<nuc> + MTLW<nuc> + MTS<nuc, f ield> + MTSL3<nuc, f ield> +
MTSL4<nuc, field> + MTSLR<nuc, field>

cqvlto

All consequences generated in the vault model.

CRATIO<nuclide/radionuclide>
plant/soil cone, ratio
[Bg'kg^t^/tBq.kga1 ii)] [Bq.kg-1/ (Bq.kg-1) ] The ratio of concentration of
nuclide/radionuclide in wet (undried) plant matter to the concentration in
dry soil. CRATIO may be indexed by nuclide or radionuclide. Sampled as
XCRTIO<element> N.B. May be reset (and is renamed CRPRIM in code) (See
Figure 3.2.2.2.6)
-BVi (dose model) -CRj (atmosph. model) n/a

CROPERo
unirrigated cropping loss period
[a] [a] Period over which unirrigated fields experience cropping losses.
Sampled N.B. Will be renamed CRPER, and possibly reset to IRRPER if the
field is irrigated.
n/a

CRPFRCo
cropping loss fraction
[-] [-] Fraction of contaminant lost from soil due to cropping that is
permanently removed. Sampled
e n/a

CRPFRQo
frequency of cropping
[a"1] [I/a] Frequency with which a field is cropped. Sampled
C£ n/a

CRPRIMo
See CRATIO
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CTAGA<nuclide>
atmos. cone, from aq. gas sources
[mol/m3,ir] [mol/m3] Concentration in air of nuclides from aquatic sources
that may exist as gaseous species (<nuc= ":'Rn and 2-?r>) . Calculated EDZ?
3.1.4.3
(CARn,i>AG n/a

CTAGT<nuclide>
atmos. cone, from terr. gas sources
[mol/mair] [mol/m3] Concentration in air of nuclides from terrestrial
sources that may exist as gaseous species (<nuc= 222Rn and 129I>) . Calculated

(CAta.i)« n/a

CTAGWR<nuclide>
atmos. cone, from groundwater
[mol/mair] [mol/m3] Concentration of nuclide in air due to release from
groundwater entering the biosphere. Calculated DDD 3.1.3.8.3
(CAi)GWR n/a

CTAKnuclide/radionuclide/toxio
atmos. cone, (indoor)
[mol/mair] [Bq/m

3
air] [mol/m3] [Bq/m3] Concentration of

nuclide/radionuclide/toxic in indoor air due to all sources. Calculated
DDD 3.1.5
CAi n/a

CTAIGW<nuclide>
atmos. cone, (water suspension)
[mol/m3air] [mol/m3] Concentration of nuclide in indoor air due to
suspension from household water. Calculated DDD 3.1.3.8.1

- i ) IGW(CA i ) I G W n/a

CTAIRNo
atmos. cone, of Rn from soil
[mol/m3aii:] [mol/m3] Concentration of radon in indoor air due to emission
from soil. calculated DDD 3.1.3.8.2
(CAta)IGS n/a

CTAO<nuclide/radionuclide/toxic>
atmos. cone, (outdoor)
[mol/m'air] [Bq/m

3
alr] [mol/m3] [Bq/m3] Concentration of

nuclide/radionuclide/toxic in outdoor air due to all sources. Calculated
DDD. 3.1.5
Cl n/a

CTAPA<nuclide>
atmos. cone, from aquatic particulates
[mol/m3air] [mol/m3] Concentration of nuclide in air from aquatic
particulate sources. Calculated DDD 3.1.4.2
(CAi)AP n/a

CTAPB<nuclide>
atmos. cone, from agri. fires
[mol/m3air] [mol/m3] Concentration of nuclide in air due to agricultural
fires. Calculated DDD 3.1.3.5
(CAJAF n/a

CTAPFE<nuclide>
atmos. cone, from energy fires
[mol/m3alr] tmol/m3] Concentration of nuclide in air due to burning wood or
peat for energy. Calculated DDD 3.1.3.6
(CA:)EF n/a
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CTAPFL<nuclide>
atmos. cone, from land fires
[mol/m3nir3 [mol/m3] Concentration of nuclide in air due to natural forest
fires and deliberate land clearing fires. Calculated ODD 3.1.3.7
(CDu n/a

CTAPT<nuclide>
atmos. cone, from terr. particulates
[mol/m3air] [raol/m3] Concentration of nuclide in atmosphere from
terrestrial particulate sources. Calculated DDD 3.1.3.3
(CAi)TP n/a

CTASM<nuclide>
maximum particulate source concentration
[mol/kgdr.,soil] [mol/kg] Concentration of nuclide in particulate source
(vegetable patch soil, forage field soil or lake sediments) having the
highest concentration of that nuclide. Hence, the unit qualifiers "drysoil"
and "drysed" are equivalent here. Calculated DDD 3.1.3.2
C^ n/a

CTGW<nuclide/radionuclide/toxic, discharge location>
groundwater concentration
[mol/m3water] [Bq/m

3
water] [mol/n\3] [Bq/m3] Concentration of

nuclide/radionuclide/toxic in groundwater (water at top of saturated
unconsolidated overburden, i.e. at watertable) due to discharge from the
geosphere at discharge location. Calculated DDD 3.1.1.1.1
C7 n/a

CTGWF<nuclide/radionuclide/toxic, field type>
groundwater concentration
[mol/m3uater] [Bq/m

3
uater] [mol/m3] [Bq/m3] Concentration of

nuclide/radionuclide/toxic in groundwater (water at top of saturated
unconsolidated overburden, i.e. at watertable) due to discharge from the
geosphere at discharge location over the different fields. Calculated DDD
3.1.1.1.1
C'i" n/a

CTIDo
outdoor atmospheric concentration for 129I
[mol/mair] [mol/m3] Concentration of 129I in outdoor air from excluding
contribution from terrestrial gases. Calculated DDD 3.1.5
C\ n/a

CTIR<nuclide, field type>
irrigation water concentration
[mol/m3wncer] [mol/m3] Concentration of nuclide in the irrigation water used
on each <field> Calculated DDD 3.1.1.1.4
n/a

CTLS<nuclide/radionuclide/toxic,bloc>
lake sediments concentration
[mol/kgdrysed] [Bq/kgdrysed] [mol/kg] [Bq/kg] Concentration of
nuclide/radionuclide/toxic in lake sediments accessible to man in each
discharge zone. Calculated DDD 3.1.2.2.2
Caed.i n/a

CTLS'<nuclide/nuclide precursor>
lake sed. interim cone.
[mol/kgdrysed] [mol/kg] Concentration of nuclide/nuclide precursor in the
bioturbated layer of lake sediments. Calculated DDD 3.1.2.2.2
Csea.i n/a
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CTLSF<nuclide/radionuclide/toxic,field type>
lake sediment concentration
[rnol/kgdrysed] [Bq/kgdrysed] [mol/kg] [Bq/kg] Concentration of
nuclide/ radionuclide/toxic in lake sediments used as soil over all fields.
Calculated DDD 3.1.2.2.2
C3edil n/a

CTLSprimeo

This is a renaming of CTLS' required by DECdesign. See CTLS'.

CTLW<nuclide/radionuclide/toxic/nuclide precursor>
lake water concentration
[mol/m3wacer] [Bq/m

3
water] [mol/m3] [Bq/m3] Concentration of

nuclide/radionuclide/toxic/nuclide precursor in the lake water. Calculated
DDD 3.1.2.1.2
Clit (lake model) and C" (atmosphere model). n/a

CTPW<nuclide/radionuclide/toxic, discharge location>
pore water concentration
[mol/rn3wacer] [Bq/m

3
waCer] [mol/m3J [Bq/m3] Concentration of

nuclide/radionuclide/toxic in pore water (water in soil layer 4, i.e. at
water table) due to discharge from the geosphere at discharge location
<bloc>. Calculated DDD 3.1.1.1.1
Cpx

w n/a

CTPWF<nuclide/radionuclide/toxic, field type>
pore water concentration
[mol/m3wacer] [mol/m3] Concentration of nuclide/radionuclide/toxic in pore
water (water in soil layer 4, i.e. at water table) due to discharge from the
geosphere at discharge location <bloc>, over the different fields.
Calculated DDD 3.1.1.1.1
Cpiw n/a .

CTS<nuclide/radionuclide/toxic, field type>
soil concentration
[mol/kgdrysoil] f.Bq/kgdrysoil] [mol/kg] [Bq/kg] Concentration of
nuclide/radionuclide/toxic in the soil of each field. Calculated DDD
3.1.1.4
CSiV and C3/ (in soil model report), C\ (in synopsis derivation of response
function). n/a

CTSD<nuclide/nuclide precursor, field type>
soil concentration from deposition to surface
[mol/kgdrysoil] [mol/kg] Concentration of nuclide/nuclide precursor in each
field due to contamination by deposition. Calculated DDD 3.1.1.3.4
(Cs(t))itf n/a

CTSDS<nuclide, field type>
soil deposition source cone.
[mol/m3wacer] [mol/m3] Concentration of nuclide in the contaminated
deposition source for each field. Deposition may occur from the atmosphere
or from irrigation water. Irrigation water sources are identified for each
field by IRRIGN(field). Calculated DDD 3.1.1.1.3
n/a

CTSGF<nuclide/nuclide precursor, field type>
soil concentration from groundwater contam.
[mol/kgdrysoil] [mol/kg] Concentration of nuclide/nuclide precursor in each
<field> due to groundwater. Calculated DDD 3.1.1.2.4
(Cs(t) )"" n/a
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CTSI<nuclide/nuclide precursor, field type>
soil concentration from irrigation
[mol/Kgdli.SCil! [mol/kg] Concentration of nuclide/nuclide precursor in each
field due to contamination by irrigation. Calculated DDD 3.1.1.6.2
(Cs(ti l i w

CTWW<nuclide/radionuclide/toxic>
well water concentration
[mol/m3water] [Bq/m

3
water] [mol/m3 ] [Bq/m3] The concentration of

nuclide/radionuclide/toxic in the water withdrawn from the well.
Calculated DDD 3.1.1.1.2
C"" (in food chain/dose, and soil model synopses) . n/a

CWATERo
carbohydrate water yield
[Lw«er/9carb] [L/g] The average metabolic yield of water from carbohydrates.
Sampled
Cmw n/a

DD<>

Abbreviation for "data dictionary"
n/a

DDDO

Abbreviation for "data dependency diagram"
n/a

DDE<radionuclide>
man's total external dose
[Sv/a] [Sv/a] Annual dose to man from external exposure to materials
contaminated with radionuclides. Calculated DDD 3.2.3.5
Dai •*• Dhj + Dgj + SDbu where 1 = either wooden or inorganic building
materials, n/a

DDEA<radionuclide>
man's air immersion dose
[Sv/a] [Sv/a] Annual dose to man due to immersion in air contaminated by
radionuclide. Calculated DDD 3.2.3.1
Dai n/a

DDEB<radionuclide, building material type>
man ' s building exposure dose
[Sv/a] [Sv/a] Annual dose to man from exposure to building materials
(either <bmat=wooden> or <bmat=inorganic>) that are contaminated by
radio, jclide, whichever source is more contaminated. Calculated DDD
3.2.3.4.3
Dbu where 1 = either wooden or inorganic building materials, n/a

DDEG<radionuclide>
man's ground exposure dose
[Sv/a] [Sv/a] Annual dose to man from exposure to ground (forage field
soil, vegetable patch soil or lake sediment) contaminated by radionuclide.
Calculated DDD 3. 2. 3. 3

n/a

DDEW<radionuclide>
man's water immersion dose
[Sv/a] [Sv/a] Annual dose to man due to immersion in water (lake water or
well water) contaminated by radionuclide. Calculated DDD 3.2.3.2
Dhi n/a
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DDI<radionuclide>
man's total internal dose
[Sv/a] [Sv/a] Annual dose to man from radionuclide due to internal
exposure routes. Calculated DDD 3.2.2.5
Dwt + DSj + Dij + S Deljk where j = plant, meat, milk, bird and fish and k =
all 8 food ingestion pathways, n/a

DDIA<radionuclide>
man's inhalation dose
[Sv/a] [Sv/a] Annual dose to man from inhaling air contaminated by
radionuclide. Calculated DDD 3.2.2.4
Dii n/a

DDIF<radionuclide>
man's food ingest, dose
[Sv/a] [Sv/a] Annual dose to man due to the consumption of <food> =
plant, meat, milk, bird and fish contaminated with nuclide. Calculated
DDD 3.2.2.2.7
S E Deijk where j = plant, meat, milk, bird and fish, and k = the 7 food
ingestion pathways, n/a

DDIFHo
man's internal dose from 3-H
[Sv/a] [Sv/a] Annual dose to man due to 3H in the environment. Includes
ingestion of all foods, drinking of water and inhalation of air.
Calculated DDD 3.2.2.7
DHH3 n/a

DDIFFM<radionuclide/radionuclide precursor>
man's fish ingest, dose
[Sv/a] [Sv/a] Annual dose to man from consuming fish contaminated by
radionuclide/radionuclide precursor present in lake water. Calculated DDD
3.2.2.2.5
Deijx where j = fish and k = water-*fish-man. n/a

DDIFLA<radionuclide/radionuclide precursor, terrestrial animal food type>
man's dose from animals (plant-leaf)
[Sv/a] [Sv/a] Annual dose to man from consuming <animal = terr = meat,
milk, bird> that have ingested plants contaminated by
radionuclide/radionuclide precursor via deposition. Calculated DDD
3.2.2.2.2.3
Deijk where j = meat, milk and bird, and k = air-plant leaves-animal-man n/a

DDIFLM<radionuclide/radionuclide precursor>
man's dose from plants (leaf)
[Sv/a] [Sv/a] Annual dose to man from consuming plants contaminated by
radionuclide/radionuclide precursor via deposition. Calculated DDD
3.2.2.2.2.2
Deijk where j = plants, and k = air-plant leaves-man, n/a

DDIFRA<radionuclide/radionuclide precursor, terrestrial animal food type>
man's dose from animals (plant-root)
[Sv/a] [Sv/a] Annual dose to man by consuming terrestrial <animals> that
have eaten plants contaminated by radionuclide/radionuclide precursor via
root uptake. Calculated DDD 3.2.2.2.1.1
Deijk where j = animal and k = plant root-animal-man. n/a

DDIFRM<radionuclide/radionuclide precursor>
man's dose from plants (root)
[Sv/a] [Sv/a] Annual dose to man from eating plants contaminated by
radionuclide/radionuclide precursor via root uptake. Calculated DDD
3.2.2.2.1.2
Dei:jx where j = plants and k = plant root-man, n/a
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DDIFSA<radionuclide/radionuclide precursor, terrestrial animal food type>
man's dose from animuls (soil)
[Sv/a] [Sv/a] Annual dose to man from consuming <animais> that have eaten
soil contaminated bv radionuclide/radionuclide precursor. Calculated ODD
3.2.2.2.4
Dei:)k where j = meat, milk and bird, and k = soil~animals-man. n/a

DDIFWA<radionuclide/radionuclide precursor, terrestrial animal food type>
man's dose from animals (water)
[Sv/a] [Sv/a] Annual dose to man from consuming <animals> that have
ingested water contaminated by radionuclide/radionuclide precursor.
Calculated DDD 3.2.2.2.3
Deijk where j = meat, milk and bird, and k = water-animals-man. n/a

DDIS<radionuclide>
man's soil ingestion dose
[Sv/a] [Sv/a] Annual dose to man from ingesting soil contaminated with
radionuclide. Calculated DDD 3.2.2.6
DSj n/a

DDIW<radionuclide>
man's drinking water dose
[Sv/a] [Sv/a] Annual dose to man from consuming water contaminated with
radionuclide. Calculated DDD 3.2.2.3
DWi n/a

DDT<radionuclide>
man's total dose
[Sv/a] [Sv/a] Annual dose to man from radionuclide due to all internal
and external exposure pathways . Calculated DDD 3.2.4
none n/a

DECAY<nuclide>
radiological decay constant
[I/a] [I/a] The array of rate constants (A) for a single type of nuclear
transformation of each nuclide. X is defined by the relationship:

where Nj is the quantity of nuclide i, and d
is the rate of transformation of nuclide i.
A! may also be considered to represent
- the probability that a nucleus will experience
a transformation, (per unit time) or

- the fraction of material undergoing the
transformation per unit time. DECAY may be
indexed by <nuc>, <rn>, or <nucp>. Calculated (in CC3)

n/a

DEGASL<nuclide>
lake water degas, constant
[I/a] [I/a] Rate constant for loss of gaseous nuclide from the lake by
degassing Sampled as XDGASL<element>
€i (lake model synopsis) , Nw (atmosphere model synopsis) n/a

DEGASS<nuclide, soil type>
Soil Degas. Constant
[1/s] [1/s] Rate constant for loss of gaseous nuclide from soil by
degassing. Sampled as XDGASS<element>
Tlsi n/a
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DEMMANo
water demand per capita
[mjwatar/a] [m3/a] The annual demand for water per capita. Note: This
quantity includes domestic uses in addition to ingestion (c.f. WNEED)
Sampled
Dp n/a

Dependent parameterso

Data flows calculated from sampled parameters. Each dependent
parameter is a single numeric value, although a set of dependent parameters
may be represented by subscripted variables with one or more indices.
Dependent parameters include all data flows that communicate between process
bubbles and are outputs from minispecs, including the elements of data flows
dplgv, dplbg, and dplgb shown on Figure 0. These data flows are not always
shown as external data flows on diagrams that are expansions of Figure 0.
At the discretion of the assessment analyst, some dependent parameters may
be omitted as external data flows because of design constraints,
dpbio + dpgeo + dpvlt

Deposito
index for deposition sources

Index used to identify the three possible means of deposition of
contaminants to the soil from above. Contamination may occur via aerial
(wet plus dry) deposition only (<deposit=Atmos. only>), via aerial
deposition plus irrigation with lake water (<deposit=Plus Lake Irrig.>), or
via aerial deposition plus irrigation with well water (<deposit=Plus Well
Irrig.>). See "source",
n/a

DFD<>

Abbreviation for "data flow diagram".
n/a

DISAlo
aq. dispersion term coeff. 1
[-] [-] The first coefficient in the dispersion relationship for nuclides
released into the air from the surface water body. Sampled
A constant (5) n/a

DISA2<>
aq. dispersion term coeff.2
[-] [-] The second coefficient in the dispersion relationship for
nuclides released into the air from the surface water body. Sampled
A constant (9) n/a

DISTlo
terr. dispersion term coeff.1
[-] [-] The first coefficient in the dispersion relationship for
terrestrial gases and fires. The term is based on regression and units are
inappropriate. Sampled
A constant (4.87) n/a

DIST2<>
terr. dispersion term coeff.2
[-] [-] The second coefficient in the dispersion relationship for
terrestrial gases and fires. The term is based on regression and units are
inappropiate. Sampled
A constant (3.56) n/a
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DISTAQo
aquatic dispersion term
[sTnia^r/nvUr] [s.m/m3] Dispersion relationship for nuclides originating
from the surface water body (LAKE). See atmosphere submodel report for
derivation. Calculated ODD 3.1.4.1
(DISP)M n/a

DISTERo
terr. dispersion term
[s-m2soll/m

3
air] [s.m/m3] Dispersion relationship for nuclides originating

from both terrestrial sources (soils or sediments) and products from burning
vegetation. See Atmosphere submodel report for derivation. Calculated
DDD 3.1.3.1
(DISP)TC n/a

DISTRFo
forage field dispersion term
[S'm2soil/malr] [s.m2/m3] Dispersion relationship for nuclides originating
from the forage field Calculated DDD 3.1.3.10
n/a

DISTRWo
woodlot dispersion term
[s'm2oU/m

3
air] [s.m2/m3] Dispersion relationship for nuclides originating

from land fires in the woodlot. Calculated DDD 3.1.3.11
n/a

DMSTo
domestic source of water
(-] [-] See DOMEST Consequence
n/a

DOMESTo
domestic source of water
[-] [-] Parameter that identifies the domestic source of water as either
a "lake" or a "well". Calculated DDD 3.3.3.1
n/a

Dose due to animal drinking water pathwayo

The name of the data store that holds the dose from a nuclide via the
animal drinking water pathway DDIFWAtrnp,animal) from the previous
calculation, i.e., the parent or precursor of the current nuclide,
n/a

Dose due to animal soil ingestion pathwayo

The name of the data store that holds the dose from a nuclide via the
animal soil ingestion pathway DDIFSA<rnp,animal> from the previous
calculation, i.e., the parent or precursor of the current nuclide,
n/a

Dose due to fish pathwayo

The name of the data store that holds the dose from a nuclide via the
fish pathway DDIF<rnp> from the previous calculation, i.e., the parent or
precursor of the currect nuclide,
n/a
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Dose due to leaf-animal pathway <>

The name of the data store that holds the dose from a nuclide via the
leaf-animal pathway DDIFLA<rnp,animal> from the previous calculation, i.e.,
the parent or precursor of the current nuclide,
n/a

Dose due to leaf-plant pathwayo

The name of the data store that holds the dose from a nuclide via the
leaf-plant pathway DDIFLM<rnp> from the previous calculation, i.e., the
parent or precursor of the current nuclide,
n/a

Dose due to root-animal pathwayo

The name of the data store that holds the dose from a nuclide via the
root-animal pathway DDIFRA<rnp,animal> from the previous calculation, i.e.,
the parent or precursor of the current nuclide,
n/a

Dose due to root-plant pathwayo

The name of the data store that holds the dose from a nuclide via the
root-plant pathway DDIFRM<rnp> from the previous calculation, i.e., the
parent or precursor of the current nuclide,
n/a

dpbioo

All dependent parameters defined in the biosphere model,
dpbiol + dplbg + dpldos + dpltrans

dpbiolo

CHKCR<rn> + DOMEST + EFFP + FRATE<food> + IRRIGN<field>

dpgeoo

All dependent parameters defined in the geosphere model.

dplbgo

Dependent parameters passed from the biosphere model to the geosphere
model in linkages between the two models.
QWDEM

dpldoso

DOMEST + dpldosi

dpldosio

DOMEST + IRRIGN<field> +. QIRR<field>
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dplgbo

Dependent parameters passed from the geosphere model to the biosphere
model in linkages between the two models.
LASRET<bloc .nuc> + LOCTYP<bloc> + MAR5AD<bloc> + DECAY<nucp> -"•
LASRET<bloc,nucp> + DPTHWL + OVWDPT + NBLOC + QWCAP + QWSUR~

dplgvo

Dependent parameters passed from the geosphere model to the vault model
in linkages between the two models.

dplsoilo

dplwell + IRRIGN<field> + LOCTYP<bloc> + NBLOC + QIRR<field>

dplterro

AREAF<field> + AREAT<bloc>

dpltranso

dplsoil + dplterr + EFFP + AREAF<field=garden> + AREAF<field=foragefield> +
AREAF<field=woodlot> + AREAF<field=peatbog>

dplwello

DPTHWL + LOCTYP<bloc> + OVWDPT + QWDEM + QWSUR

DPSTYPO
dble precision soil type
[-] [-] Sampled
n/a

DPTHWLo
depth of well
[m] [m] Depth of the well. Geosphere
n/a

dpvlto

All dependent parameters defined in the vault model.

DRATEo
man's drinking water ingest, rate
[Lwater/a] [L/a] Rate of ingestion of drinking water by man. Calculated
ODD 3.2.2.1.3.3
Udw n/a

DRYDEPO
dry deposition velocity
[m«ir/inisoii'S) ] [m3/(m2.s)] Transfer coefficient describing radionuclide
transfer from the atmosphere to surfaces irrespective of precipitation.
Sampled
Vd or Vd n/a
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DWS<>
dry/wet soil conversion factor
[kgdI?,SOii/kgv,,.,oil3 [kg/kg] The ratio of the dry weight of soil to the wet
weight of soil. It is independent of soil type as applied in the food
cÎ73Îr7/cioss rr.odsl SHinp"'ed
dws n/a

EFFPo
effective annual precipitation
[roister/ (ni2soll«a) ] [m3/(m2.a)] The annual effective precipitation onto the
soils of both fields; it is equal to the total annual precipitation (PRECIP)
minus surface runoff, and is equal to the sum of evapotranspiration,
subsurface storage and subsurface runoff. Calculated DDD 3.3.4
Pe n/a

EFRAC<food type>
food energy fraction
[-] [-] The fraction of man's total energy need that is supplied by each
of the 5 food types. Food types are meat, milk, bird, plant and fish.
Sampled
Ycfj where j = each food type noted above, n/a

elemer^o
element index
[-] [-) Identifying integer rind ordinal counter for elements in decay
chain sequence used as index with element-dependent data flows,
n/a

EMFRAC<nuclide, burning pathway>
emission fraction
[-] [-] Fraction of nuclide released from vegetation in agricultural
fires, energy fires, or land and forest fires. Sampled as XEMFRC DDD
3.1.3,5
EMFRAC,. AF. EF. or LF

ENERGYO
man's total energy need
[kJ/d] [kJ/d] Man's total daily energy requirement. It reflects the
basal metabolic rate required for the basic maintenance of life processes
and includes requirements for the normal physical activity of a 70-kg man.
Sampled
En n/a

EPEATo
energy content of peat
[MJ/kgdrypeat] [MJ/kg] The energy content of natural peat convertible to
heat. Sampled
none n/a

ERLPTH<nuclide = highest nuclide, pathway>
error in integrated pathway dose
[-] [-] Error achieved in calculating integrated dose of a nuclide
received through its principal pathway up to the end of the simulation.
Consequence
n/a

EWOODo
energy content of wood
[MJ/kgwecwood] [MJ/kg] The energy content of natural wood convertible to
heat. Sampled
none n/a
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EWC<>
energy/water conversion ratio
[Lw,,e,/kJ] [L/kJ] Conversion factor to estimate man's water needs (wneed)
based upon his total energy need (ENERGY). Sampled

FCONT<food type>
food fat content
[gf.t/kgwetve,]. tgf=t/kgueCfood], [gf«/kgwet£ood], [g£«/kgwet£ood], [g£at/Lmilk] [g/kg],
[g/kg], [g/kg], [g/kg], [g/L] The average fat content of each food; food
types are meat, milk, bird, plant and fish. Units for food =
plant= [g£ac/kguet ] , while those for food = meat, bird and fish =
[gf=t/kgwecfood] . The units for food = milk = [g£at/LmilJ . Sampled
Fym.j where j = food types noted above, n/a

FEEDR<terrestrial animal food type>
animal's feed cons'n rate
[kgwetvea/d] [kg/d] The weight of feed or forage consumed daily by one
animal of type, where animal = meat, milk or bird. Sampled
Qf3 where j = meat, milk or bird n/a

FFVALUo
fat fuel value
[kJ/g£ac] [kJ/g] The net energy available to man from fats. Sampled
Fee n/a

f ieldo
index for fields
[-] [-] Index used to identify the four fields <field=forage field,
vegetable patch, woodlot or peat bog>.
n/a

FIRFRQo
frequency of agricultural fires
[1/s] [1/s] Frequency of agricultural fires that burn contaminated
vegetation. Sampled
ff n/a

foodo
index for all food types

Index used to identify the food types in the food chain. Food = terr
and food = fish, where terr is the index for the terrestrial food types.

n/a

FORGo
forage field irrigation source
[-] [-] See IRRIGN Consequence
n/a

FORYDo
forest yield
[kçjwecbiomass/m"2] [kg/m2] Production of forest biomass that can be burned in
a fire. Sampled
Fy n/a

FOVALUo
fat oxygen combustion value
[Lox/g£at] [L/g] The STP oxygen combustion value for fats; it represents
the amount of oxygen required to metabolize fats. Sampled
Fo n/a
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FRACAD<discharge location>
terr. part of discharge zone
[-] [-] Terrestrial fraction of discharge area. Sampled
n/a

FRATE<food type>
man's food ingestion rate
[kgwecvefl/a] , [kgwet£ood/a] , [kgwec£ood/a] , tkgwec£ood/a] , [ [L^/a] [kg/a] , [kg/a] ,
[kg/a] , [kg/a] , [L/a] A person's annual rate of ingestion of each <food>
type. Units for <food=plant> = [kgWBtve!,/a] , while those for <food=meat, bird
and f ish> = [kgwec£ood/a] . The units for <food=milk> = [Lmillt/a] . Calculated
ODD 3 .2 .2 .1 .2
U5 n/a

FUELUSo
fuel consumption
[MJ/a] [MJ/a] The rate of burning organic material for energy; energy
required to heat a house. Sampled
none n/a

FWATERo
fat water yield
[Luater/g£at] [L/g] The average metabolic yield of water from fats. Sampled

Fmw n/a

GAMMAo
SCEMR gamma
[a] [a] Parameter required to give appropriate units to tMX in regression
equation of SCEMR results. It relates to P: and P2. Sampled
y in soil synopsis n/a

GFLOWo

GFLOW<bloc,nuc> + GFLOW<bloc,nucp>

GFLOW<biosphere discharge location, nuclide/nuclide precursor>
geosphere flow rate
[mol /a] [mol/a] Flow rate of nuclide/nuclide precursor to the biosphere
at discharge location indexed by bloc. The biosphere discharge location may
either be TERR, AQUA, BOG or WELL. (See LOCTYP<bloc> for notation).
Calculated ODD 2.5
n/a

GRDCF<radionuclide>
ground exposure dcf
[Sv«a"V (Bq«kg"w

l
etsoil) ] [Sv.a-1/ (Bq.kg-1) ] Dose conversion factors for each

radionuclide for external exposure to contaminated soil. Sampled
n/a

GROCCo
ground exposure occupancy factor
[-] [-] The fraction of time that man is exposed to ground contaminated
by radionuclides. Sampled
Og n/a

HAFOOD<terrestrial animal food type>
animal feed holdup time
[d] [d] The average time from consumption of feed or forage by an animal
to the time of the consumption of the animal by man. Sampled

where j = meat, milk or bird n/a
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HALFHIo
highesr daughter half-life
[a] [a] Highest half-life for which ingrowth of a daughter nuclide in the
food chain will be computed by assuming secular equilibrium with its parent.

c? -; —*-, i .̂ - ̂

none n/a

HASOIL<terrestrial animal food type>
animal soil holdup time
[d] [d] The average time from consumption of soil by animals to the time
of consumption of the animal by man. Sampled
thsD where j = terr. animal (meat, milk, or bird) n/a

HAWATR<terrestrial animal food type>
animal water holdup time
[d] [d] The average time from drinking of water by animals to the time of
consumption of the animal by man. Sampled
thw3 where j = terr. animal (meat, milk, or bird) n/a

HDCFo
internal dcf for H-3 ,
[Sva"1/ (Bq-kg^an) ] [Sv.a-1/(Bq.kg) ] Internal DCF used in the 3H specific
activity model to account for all internal doses received by man due to 3H
released to the environment. Sampled
DFH3 n/a

HFISHo
fish holdup time
[d] [d] The time from capture of a fish to the time of consumption of the
fish by man. Sampled
thp n/a

HINuRGo
building inorg. holdup time
[d] [d] The time from removal of inorganic material from the environment
soil to the time of occupancy of a structure incorporating finished products
made from the material. Sampled
thb! where I = inorganic n/a

HLIFE<nuclide/radionuclide>
radioactive half-life
[a] [a] Radioactive half-life. HLIFE may be indexed by nuclide or
radionuclide. Sampled
t%, n/a

HMWATRo
drinking water holdup time
[d] [d] The time from removal of water from the natural environment until
it is consumed by man. Sampled
thdw n/a

Hold linkages to geosphereo

[-] [-] The name of the data store to hold data entering from the
geosphere that are not used in the section, Model Linkages to Geosphere, but
are used elsewhere in the biosphere model,
n/a

HPLANTo
plant holdup time
[d] [d] The average time from removal of plant food material from the
terrestrial environment to their ingestion by man. Sampled
th n/a
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HWOODo
building wood holdup time
[d] [d] The time from removal of wood fn-.rc. the environment to the time of
occupancy of a structure incorporating finished products made from the wood.
Sampled
thbj where I = wood n/a

HYAIRo
hydrogen concentration in air
[9hydrosen/mlir] tCT/m3] Annual average concentration of all nuclides of
hydrogen in air as water vapour. Sampled
AIRH n/a

HYMANo
hydrogen concentration in man
tShydrosen/kgman] [g/kg] Annual average concentration of all nuclides of
hydrogen in man. Sampled
MCh n/a

HYWDo
hydrogen cone . in wood bid . mat .
[ghydrooen/kgdryveg] [g/kg] Annual average concentration of all nuclides of
hydrogen in wood building materials. Sampled
OBH n/a

HYWTRo
hydrogen concentration in water
[9hydr00en/

mV«} t9/m3] Annual average concentra r. ion of all nuclides of
hydrogen in surface water body. Sampled
WATERH, CFWK n/a

IDCF<nuclide/radionuclide/radionuclide precursor>
ingestion dose conv. factor
[Sv/Bq] [Sy/Bq] The 50 a committed dose equivalent [Sv] per unit
nuclide/radionuclide/radionuclide precursor [Bq] ingested by ICRP standard
adult man with a body mass of 70 kg. Sampled

where i = radionuclide n/a

IMLAo
iodine aq. mass-load, coeff.
[ro3w«ter*m~air] [m3 /m3 ] Rate of release of iodine from the surface water body.
Sampled

AIML n/a

IMLTo
iodine terr. mass-load, coeff.
[kgdrysoil«m;,3

acei.] [kg/m3] Rate of release of iodine from soil. Sampled
IML n/a

INDCFo
internal DCF for 129I
[Sva'VBq'kg"1] [ (Sv/a) / (Bq/kg) ] Internal dose conversion factor
accounting for both ingestion and inhalation of 129I . Sampled
DFI129 n/a

INDRNo
indoor Rn transfer coefficient
[mol222Rn«m'

3
alr/ (molten» 'kĝ drysou,] [ (mol/m3) / (mol/kg) ] Emission rate of 222Rn

due to 226Ra entering a building. Sampled
INDRN n/a
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INFILTo
building infiltration rate
[s"1] [s-1] Rate of turnover of air in a building. Sampled
INFILT n/a

INHDCF<radionuclide>
inhalation dose conv. factor
[Sv/Bq] [Sv/Bq] The 50 a committed dose equivalent [Sv] per unit
radionuclide [Bq] inhaled by ICRP standard adult man with a body mass of 70
kg. Sampled

n/a

INIDNo
stable iodine intake
[kg/a] [kg/a] Total annual intake of stable iodine. .cr.rpled
Inx n/a

IRATEo
man's inhalation rate
[m3air/a] [m3/a] Total volume of air required for man in one year given
ENERGY requirement. Calculated ODD 3.2.2.1.4
li n/a

IRRIGN<field type>
field irrigation source
[-] [-] Parameter that identifies whether a <field> is irrigated, and if
so it identifies its source as either the lake or the well. If no
irrigation for that <field> occurs, then IRRIGN<f ield> = NONE. If
irrigation occurs, the source is either a lake (IRRIGN<field> = LAKE) or a
well (IRRIGN<field> = WELL). Calculated ODD 3.3.3.2 and 3.3.3.4
n/a

IRRPERo
irrigation period
[a] [a] Period of time irrigation has been applied to dose calculation,
in those cases where irrigation is invoked. Sampled
n/a

IRRVOL<soil type, index n>
irr. vol. regress, coeff.
[See body of entry for definition of units] [m3/(m2.a)], [-], [m3/ (m2.a) ] ,
[1/m] Coefficients of regression equation used to calculate the volume of
irrigation water required to bring the soil up to crop soil moisture
capacity annually. There are 4 coefficients (i.e. n=l to 4). units for
each are: n=l, [m3wacer/ (m

2
soil«a) ] ; n=2 [-] ; n=3, [m3wacer/ (m

3
soll«a) ] ; and n=4,

[l/msoil] . Each coefficient is dependent upon soil type (identified by
STYPE) . The regression coefficients have arbitrarily been assigned units
such that the calculated parameter will have the correct units. Sampled

a through d (in soil submodel report) . n/a

LASRET<discharge location, nuclide/nuclide precursor>
last geosphere segment ' s retardation factor
[-] [-] Retardation in the last geosphere segment preceding discharge to
the biosphere. Geosphere
n/a

LAYR3<>
depth of soil layer 3
[msoil] [m] The depth or thickness of the third layer in the SCEMR soil
model. Calculated DDD 3.1.1.5.2.3
LAYR3 n/a
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LAYR4<>
depth of bottom soil layer (4)
[msoll] [m] The depth or thickness of the fourth layer in the SCEMR1 soil
model. It is always set at 0.2 m. Sampled
T •> VP fl <-. * —
i-r\ 1 *\ -r* i * / i_i

LAYRRo
depth of soil root zone (1+2)
fmsoii] [nO Tne depth or thickness of the root zone in the SCEMR1 soil
model. This thickness is constant at 0.3 m. Sampled
LAYRR n/a

LD<>
lake depth
[nWerl [m] The mean depth of the surface water body (i.e. lake).
Sampled
Zi n/a

LFTIMo
duration of fuel peat use
[a] [a] Duration of fuel peat usage by a typical individual in the
critical group. Sampled
none n/a

LOCTYP<biosphere discharge location counter bloo
discharge location type
[-] [-] Alphabetic indicator of the type of the discharge flow from the
geosphere to the biosphere at discharge location <bloc>. LOCTYP entries may
take the values AQUA for discharge to an aquatic body such as a stream or
lake, BOG for discharge to a wetland area such as a swamp, bog, fen, etc.,
TERR for discharge through a well. LOCTYP may only be indexed by <bloc>.
Calculated DDD in geosphere
none n/a

LPARTMo
sedimentation rate
[kgdry3ed/ (raster «a) ] [kg/(m2.a)J The rate for deposition of lake sediments
per unit area of lake. Sampled
Ws n/a

LTIMo
interpolation times
[a] [a] Sampled
n/a

MAREAD<discharge location>
modified discharge area
[m2] [m2] modified discharge area Geosphere
n/a

mas '^'radioactivity conv. fctr
[kg/ uO[] [kg/Bq] Mass of 129I corresponding to 1 Bq of activity. Sampled
gb n/a

MASRDCo
mass/radioactivity conv. fctr
[kg/Bq] [kg/Bq] Mass of "C corresponding to 1 Bq of activity. Sampled
gc n/a
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Mass in lake sedimento

[-] [-] The name of the data store that holds the value of MTLS<rn> so
the mass of its progeny can be calculated.
n'a

MOIST4<soil type>
soil moisture (layer 4)
[roloter/roLu] [m3/m3] Moisture content in the fourth soil layer, the layer
that is in chemical equilibrium with the geosphere groundwater, at steady-
state water flow conditions. Sampled
n/a

MTL<nuclide>
mass of nuclide in lake
[mol] [mol] The mass of nuclide in lake (sediments + water). Calculated
ODD 3.1.1.5.1.3
MTL<nuc> n/a

MTLS<nuclide/nuclide precursor>
mass of nuclide in lake sediments
[mol] [mol] The mass of nuclide/nuclide precursor in lake sediments.
Calculated DDD 3.1.1.5.1.2
MTLS<nuc> n/a

MTLW<nuclide>
mass of nuclide in lake water
[mol] [mol] The total amount of nuclide in the water of the lake.
Calculated DDD 3.1.1.5.1.1
MTLW<nuc> n/a

MTS<nuclide, field type>
mass of nuclide in soil
[mol] [mol] The mass of nuclide that is present in the soil of the
specified field. Calculated DDD 3.1.1.5.2.5
MTS<nuc,field> n/a

MTSL3<nuclide, field type>
mass of nuclide in soil layer 3
[mol] [mol] The mass of nuclide that is present in the specified field.
Calculated DDD 3.1.1.5.2.4
MTSL3<nuc,field> n/a

MTSL4<nuclide, field type>
mass of nuclide in soil layer 4
[mol] [mol] The mass of nuclide that is present in the fourth (bottom-
most) layer of soil of the specified field. Calculated DDD 3.1.1.5.2.1
MTSL4<nuc,field> n/a

MTSLR<nuclide, field type>
mass of nuclide in soil root zone
[mol] [mol] The mass of nuclide that is present in the top two layers of
soil (rooting zone) of the specified field. Calculated DDD 3.1.1.5.2.2
MTSLR(nuc,field) n/a

MVDISC<biosphere discharge location counter bloo
modified geo. discharge
[m3water/a] [m3/a] Modified annual total volumetric discharge of water
through the geosphere at the water table at discharge location <bloc>.
Calculated from VDISC<bloc> by geosphere. Calculated (Geosphere)
none n/a
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MVDSCLo
mod. geo. discharge low limit
[m3uatei./a] [m3/a] Lowest discharge volume from geosphere allowed to
contribute to compacted lake sediments and groundwater contamination.
n 'a

MXLAL<nuclide/radionuclide/toxic, terrestrial animal food type>
max. cone./act. in animals from leaves
[mol/kg] [Bq/kg] [mol/kg] [Bq/kg] Maximum concentration/activity of a
toxic/radionuclide/nuclide in consumed animals due to contamination in
leaves. Consequence
n/a

MXLAR<nuclide/radionuclide/toxic, terrestrial animal food type>
max. cone./act. in animals from roots
[mol/kg] or [Bq/kg] [mol/kg] or [Bq/kg] Maximum concentration/activity of
a nuclide/toxic, non-radionuclide/radionuclide in consumed animals due to
contamination in roots. Consequence
n/a

MXLAS<nuclide/radionuclide/toxic, terrestrial animal food type>
max. cone./act. in animals from soil
[mol/kg] [Bq/kg] [mol/kg] [Bq/kg] Maximum concentration/activity of a
toxic/radionuclide/nuclide in consumed animals due to contamination in soil.
Consequence
n/a

MXLAW<nuclide/radionuclide/toxic, terrestrial animal food type>
maximum concentration/activity in animal from water
[mol/kg] [Bq/kg] [mol/kg] [Bq/kg] Maximum concentration/activity of a
toxic/radionuclide/nuclide in consumed animals due to contamination in
drinking water. Consequence
n/a

MXLF<nuclide/radionuclide/toxic>
max. cone./act. in fish
[mol/kg] or [Bq/kg] [mol/kg] or [Bq/kg] Maximum concentration/activity of
a toxic/radionuclide/nuclide consumed due to ingestion of contaminated fish.
Consequence
n/a

MXLPL<nuclide/radionuclide/toxic>
max. cone./act. in leaves
[mol/kg] [Bq/kg] [mol/kg] [Bq/kg] Maximum concentration/activity of a
toxic/radionuclide/nuclide in consumed plants due to contaminated leaves.
Consequence
n/a

MXLPR<nuclide/radionuclide/toxic>
max. cone./act. in roots
[mol/kg] or [Bq/kg] [mol/kg] or [Bq/kg] Maximum concentration/activity of
a nuclide/toxic, non-radionuclide/radionuclide in consumed plants due to
contaminated roots. Consequence
n/a

MX4DA<>
max. dose all nuc. to 104 a
[Sv/a] [Sv/a] Maximum dose to man from all nuclides up to 104 a.
Consequence
n/a
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MX4DDT<radionuclide>
dose at time of max. dose to 10* a
[Sv/a] [Sv/a] Dose to man from one nuclide at time of maximum dose up to
10* a. Consequence
n/a

MXLCN<nuclide/radionuclide, compartment>
maximum concentration in biosphere compartment
[mol/kg] or [mol/m3] [mol/kg] or [mol/m3] Maximum concentration in
biosphere compartment. Consequence
n/a

MXLDAo
max. dose all nuc. to end of simulation
[Sv/a] [Sv/a] Maximum dose to man from all nuclides up to the end of the
simulation. Consequence
n/a

MXLDT<nuclide/radionuclide>
maximum dose from all pathways
[Sv/a][mol/a] [Sv/a] Maximum dose to man from all pathways for one
nuclide/radionuclide. Consequence
n/a

no

[-] [-] Index for IRRVOL<soil,n> identifying regression coefficients,

n/a

NBLOCo
number of discharge locations
[-] [-] The number of discharges from the geosphere to the biosphere.
The type of each discharge location (aquatic, wetland, terrestrial, well) is
indicated by LOCTYP<bloc>. Calculated DDD in geosphere
n/a

ndc<>
index for RCDC regression coefficients
[-] [-] Index used to identify one of 10 RCDC regression coefficients
used in the soil model,
n/a

ndt<>
index for RCDT regression coefficients
[-] [-] Index used to identify one of 10 RCDT regression coefficients
used in the soil model,
n/a

NETPo
net annual precipitation
[roister/ (miater or sou*3)! [m3 / (m2 . a ) ] The total annual direct precipitation
less evapotranspiration from land surfaces (or evaporation from the surface
of a lake). It represents surface runoff from land (or retained
precipitation on the lake itself) that will flush the lake. Sampled
P in lake model synopsis n/a

ngc<>
index for RCGC regression coefficients
[-] [-] Index used to identify one of 7 RCGC regression coefficients used
in the soil model,
n/a
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ngt<>
index for RCGT régression coefficients
[-] [-] Index used to identify one of 7 RCGT regression coefficients used
in the soil model.
-. 'a

NHIGHo
number of highest nuclides
[-] [-] Number of retained nuclides (ranked by MX4DT value) -value set at
5 in code,
n/a

NSEDo
thickness of mixed sediment
[m] [m] Thickness of the bioturbated sediment layer on the lakebed.
none n/a

NTIMEo
number of times
[-] [-) Number of times used to approximate a time series; set at 25 in
code,
n/a

NTLPTH<highest nuclide, pathway>
integrated pathway dose
[-] [-] Integrated dose of a nuclide received through its principal
pathway up to the end of the simulation. Consequence
n/a

nuc<>
nuclide index
[-] [-] Identifying integer and ordinal counter for nuclides in decay
chain sequence used as index with nuclide-dependent data flows. The set of
radioactive nuclides forms a subset of <nuc>. Another subset is the set of
toxic nuclides of any element, <toxic> (see "toxic"). <rn> and <toxic> may
overlap,
n n/a

nucpo
•i;:dex for nuclide's radiological parent
!-: [-] Index used to identify the radiological parent of the contaminant
nuclide indexed by "<nuc>".
n/a

NUMANKterrestrial animal food type>
terr. animals/household
[-] [-] The number of terrestrial animals of each animal type <animal =
meat, milk, bird> assumed to be required for one household. Used to
calculate the total volume of water required from either a well or a lake.
Calculated DDD 3.3.5
Na n/a

NUMMANo
persons per household
[-] [-] The number of persons in a household. Used to calculate the
volume of water consumed, and number of animals and size of fields needed to
support them. Sampled
Np n/a

OVWDPTo
overburden depth at well
[m] [m] Overburden depth at well. Geosphere
n/a
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OXCONVo
oxygen/air conv. factor
[Lair/L0J [L/L] The inverse of the fraction o*! oxygen in air (by volume) .
Sampled
oac n/a

OXUTILo
oxygen utilization factor
[Lox.in/Lox.usedl [L/L] The degree (or efficiency) of utilization of oxygen
inhaled by man. Sampled
ov n/a

PARTIMo
particulate deposition time
[a] [a] The most recent period of time over which lake sediments are
deposited that are accessible to man (e.g. typically 50 a). Sampled
none n/a

PCONT<food type>
food protein content
I9proteln/kgwetveg J ' I SproLein' ^9wec£ood J ' I Cfprotein/kgwetfood J ' I 9protein/^9wet£ood J ' [CTprotein' Lmilk
[g/kg], [g/kg], [g/kg], [g/kg], [g/L] The average protein content of each
food. Food types are meat, milk, bird, plant and fish. Units for food =
plant = [gprotein/kgwetveg] , while those for food = meat, bird and fish =
[9protein/kgwecfood] • The units for food = milk= [gprotein/Lmiik] • Sampled
Pym.j where j = foods noted above, n/a

PEAKDS<nuclide/radionuclide, pathway>
maximum dose via pathway
[Sv/a] [Sv/a] Maximum dose to man from a certain pathway at the time of
the total maximum dose. Consequence
n/a

PFVALUo
protein fuel value
[kJ/gprotein] [kJ/g] The net energy available to man i'rom proteins.
Sampled
Pec n/a

PHLIFE<radionuclide>
plant environ, half-life
[d] [d] The length of time for half of a radionuclide aerially deposited
to be lost in the absence of radiological decay. Sampled as
XPHLIF<element>
tp n/a

PIFRAC<terrestrial food type, deposition type>
plant intercept, fr'n
[-] [-] The proportion of a radionuclide that is initially retained by
the above-ground, edible portion of plants during wet or dry aerial .
deposition, or during sprinkle irrigation. It is used for plants consumed
by man (<terr=plant>) or animals (<terr=<animal=meat, milk, bird») and is
independent of nuclide identity. Sampled
r.j, where j = terrestrial foods n/a

POROS4<soil type>
soil porosity (layer 4)
[m3/m3soil] [m3/m3] The fraction of the volume of soil layer 4 not occupied
by solid material. Sampled
p n/'a
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POROSR<soil type>
soil porosity (layers 1+2)
[m3/m3soll] [m3/m3] The fraction of the volume of soil layers 1 and 2 (the
plant rooting zone) not occupied by solid material. Sampled

POVALUo
protein oxygen combustion value
[Lox/gprotein] [L/g] The STP oxygen combustion value for proteins; it
represents the amount of oxygen required to metabolize proteins. Sampled
Po n/a

PRECIPo
total annual precipitation
[m3woter/ (m

2
soil or uater-a)] (m3/(m2.a)] Total annual direct precipitation.

Sampled
P in soil research model, P0 in atmos. model synopsis n/a

PRODMDo
provisional domestic water
[-] [-] See PRODOM Sampled
n/a

PRODOMo
provisional domestic water source
[-] [-] Decision variable provisionally identifying the source of
domestic water. Can have values l[=lake] or 2[=well]. Used to set the
value of DOMEST consistent with capacity of supply source to meet the
demand. Sampled under the real variable name PRODMD
none n/a

PROIRDo
propensity to irrigate
[-] [-] See PROIRR Sampled
n/a

PROIRR<field type>
propensity to irrigate
[-] [-] Decision variable deciding whether or not each <field> is
irrigated (irrespective of irrigation source). Can have values l[=yes], 2
[=no]. Used to set IRRIGN<field> consistent with capacity of supply source
to meet the demand. Sampled under the real variable name PROIRD
none n/a

PROLOCo
probability of location
[-] [-] Probability that humans or a crop will be in the path of
atmospheric nuclides generated by energy fires. This applies to human
inhalation and immersion, or deposition to a vegetable field. Sampled
LOCPROB n/a

PROPTo
prob. of using peat for energy
[-] [-] Probability that peat will be burned as an energy source by the
critical group. This can happen only when organic soils are selected.
Sampled
PEATPROB n/a

PROSEDo
prob. of using sediment as soil
[-] [-] Probability that sediment will be used instead of soil in all
fields. Sampled
n/a
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PTBGo
peat bog irrigation source
[-] [-1 See IRRIGN Consequence
n/a

PTYDo
peat yield
[kgdrypeat.«nr

2] [kg/m2] Weight of dry peat per unit area of land. Sampled
PY n/a

PWATERo
protein water yield
[Lwater/gproteiJ [L/g] The average metabolic yield of water from proteins.
Sampled
Pmw n/a

PYIELD<terrestrial food type>
plant yield
[kguetveg/m

2
soil] [kg/m2] The (annual) wet weight of agricultural crops

harvested per unit area and consumed by man (<terr=plant>) or animals
(<terr=<animal=meat, milk, bird») . Sampled
Y, where j = terr. food type (plant, meat, milk or bird) in the dose/food-
chain model; and YIELD in the atmosphere model, n/a

QDOMo
total domestic water requirement
[rniacer/a] [m3/a] Total annual water demand per household with NUMANI
animals, and NUMMAN persons. Calculated ODD 3.3.1
none n/a

QIRR<field type>
irrigation demand
[ro3water/(m

2
soil«a) ] [m3 / (m2 . a) ] The volume of water required per square metre

to bring the soils of <field> up to field capacity moisture (i.e., up to the
maximum amount of water soil can hold by capillary action alone). It is
calculated using a regression equation derived from SCEMR modelling and is
dependent upon soil depth (SD<soil>), effective annual precipitation (EFFP),
and four regression coefficients (IRRVOL<soil, n=l to 4>). The coefficients
are dependent upon soil type (STYPE). Calculated DDD 3.3.2
Iw n/a

QWCAPo
volumetric well capacity
[m3wacer/a] [m3/a] The maximum annual capacity of the well to supply water.
Calculated geosphere
Qma* n/a

QWDEMo
volumetric demand on well
[m3water/a] [m3/a] Annual volume of water demanded of and supplied by well,
including both surface water captured and deep groundwater captured.
Calculated DDD 3.3.3.3
Qdem in geosphere documentation, n/a

QWSURo
surface water flow into well
[m3wacer/a] [m3/a] Annual volume of (possibly contaminated) surface water
captured by well that mixes with and dilutes deep groundwater captured by
well. The surface water itself may be contaminated. QWSUR will always be
greater than or equal to zero. Calculated geosphere
QSur n/a
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RCDC<soil type, counter ndo
soil dc. regres. coeff.
[(See body of definition for units)] [-],[1/m],[m2.a/m3],[m.a/m3]
Regression coefficients (where n=l to 10) for contaminating soil by
i-5t=>nri>; i r i nn nf ,~i-;rr ,--;:::•: r;,̂ r:!->: r-.T rh^ =;.->•; 1 =::"*,-s-̂ > mv,A m-pcc ̂  —^ pv,<- s . .,deposition of contaminants to the soil surface. The coefficients were
derived from analyses of SCEMR1 results and relate to the steady-state root
zone concentration of a <nuc> in a given <soil> type. They should have the
appropriate units such that ALPHA2 will be unitless when EFFP is in [m/a],
SD<soil> is in [m], and SKD<nuc,soil> is in [L/kg]. Hence, they have been
assigned units such that the calculated parameter will have the correct
units.

ndc SI units

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

(-]
[1/nwil

[m2
50il.a/m3

watcr]
[-]
[-]

[l/msoi l]
U/nisoii]

[m.oil«a/nwer]
[mg0 i l«a/m«a t .e r]
[mso i l«a/mt,a te r]

Sampled
a1, b1, c1, d1, e1, f1, g1, h1, I1, m1 n/a

RCDT<soil type, counter ndt>
soil dt regres coeff
[(See body of definition for units)] [-],[1/m],[m2.a/m3],[m.a/m3]
Regression coefficients (where n=l to 10) for contaminating soil by
deposition of contaminants to the soil surface. The coefficients were
derived from analyses of SCEMR results and relate to the time to attain a
steady-state root zone concentration of a <nuc> in a given <soil> type.
They should have the appropriate units such that BETA2 will be unitless when
EFFP is in [m/a], SD<soil> is in [m], and SKD<nuc,soil> is in [L/kg].
Hence, they have been assigned units such that the calculated parameter will
have the correct units.

ndt SI units

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

[-]
[1/nwl

[m2
soil.a/m3

wacer]
[-1
[-]

[l/msoil]
[ l/msou ]

[m,oil *a/nK.acer]
[m|011.a/m|ster]

Sampled
n1, q1, r1, s1, t1, u1, v1, w1, x1, y1 n/a
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RCGC<soil type, counter ngo
soil gc regres coeff
[(See body of definition for units)] [-],[1/m],[m2.a/m3],[m.a/m3]
Regression coefficients (where n=l to 7) for contaminating soil by
^rcur.dwater ccnta~ir.ar:ts. The coefficients vsre derived frorr. analyses cf
SCEMR results and relate to the steady-state root zone concentration of a
<nuc> in a given <soil> type. They should have the appropriate units such
that ALPHA1 will be unitless when EFFP is in [m/a], SD<soil> is in [m], and
SKD<nuc,soil> is in [L/kg]. Hence, they have been assigned units such that
the calculated parameter will have the correct units.

ngc SI units

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

[-]
, U/m so l l]

[m-soil'a/m3
wat.er]

[ -]
[l/mso.1]

[m?011.a/m^atar]
[nW.a/mlater]

aG,
Sampled

, d6, eG, gG n/a

RCGT<soil type, counter ngt>
soil gt regression coefficients
[(See body of definition for units)] [-] , [1/m] , [m2 .a/m3] , [m.a/m3]
Regression coefficients (where n=l to 7) for contaminating soil by
groundwater contaminants. The coefficients were derived from analyses of
SCEMR results and relate to the time to attain a steady-state root zone
concentration of a <nuc> in a given <soil> type. They should have the
appropriate units such that BETA1 will be unitless when EFFP is in [m/a] ,
SD<soil> is in [m] , and SKD<nuc, soil> is in [L/kg]. Hence, they have been
assigned units such that the calculated parameter will have the correct
units .

ngt SI units

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

[-]

[m2
soil.a/mLCeJ

[ l/mjjii]
[l^soil * 3/Hlyater ]
[m s o l l-a/mw a t e r]

Sampled
m n/a

RDD< radionuclide, field type, deposit>
deposition rate to plants
[Bq/ (m2soil'd) ] [Bq/(m2.d)] Rate at which radionuclide is deposited to the
surface of plants in a <field> may be due to atmospheric deposition (wet
plus dry) or to irrigation. Whether a <field> is irrigated and from what
source is identified by the decision variable IRRIGN<field>. Calculated
DDD 3.2.2.2.2.1
d, n/a
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REFRACXfood type>
rescaled food energy fraction
[-] [-] The rescaled values of EFRAC<food> such that £ REFRAC<food>=l
(over all foods). Calculated{3.2.2.1.1) DDD 3.2.2.1.1
Ycf, n/a

REGTMGo
tr/tmax (groundwater)
[-] t-] Used in relating tr and t̂ x from the SCEMR regression analysis for
soil contamination by groundwater. This relationship is approximated by tr =
t^x/REGTMG. Calculated DDD 3.1.1.2.5
p n/a

REGTMIO
tr/1^ (irrig'n/depos'n)
[-] [-] Used in relating tr and t̂  from the SCEMR regression analysis for
soil contamination by groundwater. This relationship is approximated by tr =
tMX/REGTMI. Calculated DDD 3.1.1.3.5
p n/a

RELFRC<nuclide>
fraction released from wtr
[-] [-] Fraction of a nuclide released from water exposed to the air
indoors. Sampled as XRLFRC <element>
RELFRACi n/a

RENEWo
forest renewal time
[a] [a] Time required for a forest to replace trees harvested for
fuelwood. Sampled
none n/a

RESFLS<nuclide>
lake sediments response (full)
[-] [-] Time-dependent concentration of contaminant <nuc> in the lake-
sediment compartment following a unit impulse input of contamination.
Calculated DDD 3.1.1.5.1.4
RSEDI n/a

RESPD<nuclide, field type>
soil response to deposition of contain.
[-] [-] Time-dependent concentration of contaminant nuclide in the soil
root zone of both <fields> to a unit impulse input of contamination by
deposition. Deposition may occur by wet and dry atmospheric deposition
alone or may include irrigation. Calculated DDD 3.1.1.3.3
R1 n/a

RESPG<nuclide, field type>
soil response to groundwater contam.
[-] [-] Time-dependent concentration of contaminant nuclide in the soil
root zone of both <fields> following a unit impulse input of groundwater
contamination. Calculated DDD 3.1.1.2.3
RG n/a

RESPI<nuclide, field type>
soil response to irrigation contamination
[-] [-] Time-dependent concentration of contaminant nuclide in the soil
root zone of both <fields> to a unit impulse input of contamination by
irrigation. Calculated DDD 3.1.1.6.1
R1 n/a
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RESPLS<nuclide>
lake sediments response
[-] [-] Time-dependent response of contaminant nuclide in the lake
sediment compartment following a unit impulse input of contamination;
truncated at time PARTIM. Calculated DDD 3.1.2.2.1
R - - , * r. ' ~:

RESPLW<nuclide>
lake-water response
[-] [-] Time-dependent response of contaminant nuclide in the lake-water
compartment following a unit impulse input of contamination. Calculated
DDD 3.1.2.1.1

Response functiono

[-] [-] The solution of a linear differential equation (LDE) under
specified initial and boundary conditions describing the effect of a unit
impulse input on a system. Equally, the response function may be the
solution of a set of LDEs. Depending upon the formulation of the
differential equation (s), the response function may represent the fractional
amount of material remaining in the system as a function of time, or the
fractional flow of material passing out of the system boundary as a function
of time. The response function is normally used in a convolution integral
to obtain the time-varying output from a previously calculated time-varying
input. In SYVAC3 , the convolution is numerically evaluated by the time-
series modul CONVOL. The units required depend upon those of the input and
those required of the output (i.e., result of the convolution integral).

n/a

rn<>
radionuclide index

Index used to identify the radionuclides considered within the systems
model. Radionuclide is the radiological subset of nuclide. <rn> may
overlap <toxic>. Some short-lived isotopes appear only within the
biosphere.
n/a

rnpo
index for radionuclide's parent

Index used to identify the radiological parent of the radionuclide
indexed by "<rn>".
n/a

RNTOX<nuclide>
radionuclide/toxic element indicator
[-] [-] Indication if nuclide being simulated is a radionuclide or a
toxic. Can have the values 1 [ radionuclide] or 2[=toxic]. Consequence
n/a

Sampled parameterso

[-] [-] Data flows defining the system to be simulated consisting of all
input data flows to the nuclear waste disposal system model. Each sampled
parameter is a single numeric value, although a set of sampled parameters
may be represented by subscripted variables with one or more indices.
spbio + spgeo + spvlt
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SBCo
soil/inorg. bid. mat. ratio
[-] [-] Relates radionuclide concentrations in inorganic building
material to their concentrations in (dry) soils such as clay, sand or
gravel . Sampled
sbc n/a

SBD<soil type>
soil bulk density
[kgdrysoii/mdrysoil] [kg/m3] The ratio of soil mass to its volume. Sampled
n/a

SCAGWo
cone, of carbon in groundwater
[kgcu/Lwacer] [kg/L] Annual average concentration of carbon in groundwater.
Sampled
CWC n/a

SD<soil type>
soil depth above wtr table
t^son] [ro] Depth of unsaturated soil from the water table to the soil-
atmosphere interface. The thickness of the unsaturated soil zone. Sampled

(soil model) SD n/a

SDLOW<soil type>
soil depth lower limit
tmsoiJ I™] Smallest soil depth for which the simple soil model is used.
For shallower depths, the concentration of each nuclide in the soil is
determined directly from the groundwater concentration. Sampled
none n/a

SEDBDo
sediment bulk density
[kgdrysed/mdrys<ld] [kg/m3] The ratio of dry lake sediment mass to its volume
Sampled
Pas n/a

SEDKD<nuclide>
sediment Kd
[Luster /kgdrya<id] [L/kg] The Kd for nuclide in the lakebed sediments. The
concentration of the solute in the adsorbed phase divided by the
concentration in the solution phase. Calculated Geosphere
Kdi n/a

SEDPR<discharge location>
sediment porosity
[-] [-] Porosity of deep sediment Calculated
Pas n/a

SEDSOR<nuclide>
sediment removal rate
[I/a] [I/a] Rate constant for the removal of nuclide from lake water to
the sediment . Sampled as XSDSOR <element>
ai n/a

SIGMAo
SCEMR sigma
£ mister /k^drysou) t^/kg] Parameter required to give appropriate units to C
in regression equations based on SCEMR results. Value = 1. It relates to
and a2 • Sampled
o n/a

max
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SINGWo
cone, of "7I in groundwater
[^gii27/Lwacer] [kg/L] Annual average concentration of :27I in groundwater.
Sampled
CW: n/?.

SKD<nuclide/radionuclide, soil type>
soil Kd
[Lwater/k9drysoii] [L/kg] The soil Kd for an element (nuclide) in the soil.
The concentration of the solute in the adsorbed phase (mass of solute per
unit mass of dry soil) divided by the concentration of solute in the
solution phase (mass of solute per unit volume of soil pore water). SKD may
be indexed by <rn> as well as nuclide. Sampled as XSKD <element,soil>
Kdi n/a

SOFCAo
carbon content of body
[kg] [kg] Amount of carbon contained in the human body soft tissues.
Bc n/a

SOFMASo
mass of body soft tissue.
[kg] [kg] Mass of soft tissues in the human body.
Bm n/a

soilo
index for field soil type
[-] [-] Index used to identify the four soil types: sand, loam, clay and
organic, i.e. <soil=sand, loam, clay, organio. It is identified in any
given simulation by the decision variable STYPE.
n/a

Soil concentration from deposition to surfaceo

[-] [-] The name of the data store that holds the concentration of a
nuclide in the soil (CTSD<nuc,field>) due to contamination by deposition or
irrigation from the previous calculation. In any given decay chain,
calculations are performed in sequence from the first radiological parent to
last radiological daughter. The subsequent calculation in any given decay
chain may use the stored value from the previous computation to represent
the concentration of precursor or parent nuclide (i.e. CTSD<nucp,field>).

n/a

Soil concentration from groundwater contaminationo

[-] [-] The name of the data store that holds the concentration of a
nuclide in the soil rooting zone (CTSG<nuc,field>) due to groundwater
contamination from the previous calculation. In any given decay chain,
calculations are performed in sequence from the first radiological parent to
last radiological daughter. The subsequent calculation in any given decay
chain may use the stored value from the previous computation to represent
the concentration of precursor or parent nuclide (i.e. CTSG<nucp,field>).

n/a
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Soil concentration from irrigation contaminationo

[-] [-] The name of the data store that holds the concentration of a
nuclide in the soil (CTSKnuc, f ield>) due to contamination by irrigation
frc.T; the previous calculation. In any given decay chain, calculations are
performed in sequence from the first radiological parent to last
radiological daughter. The subsequent calculation in any given decay chain
may use the stored value from the previous computation to represent the
concentration of precursor or parent nuclide (i.e. CTSKnucp,field>).
n/a

SOILHDo
soil ingestion from hands
[kcjdrysoii*3"1] [kg/a] Man's rate of soil ingestion from dirty hands.
Sampled
Hs n/a

SOILPTo
soil contamination of plants
[kgdrysou/^ETwatvus} [kg/kg] Amount of (contaminated) soil associated with
plants ingested by man. Sampled
Ps n/a

SOILR<terrestrial animal food type>
animal's soil ingestion rate
[kgdrysoil/d] [kg/d] The amount of soil ingested daily by one terrestrial
animal of type <animal=meat, milk, and bird> that contribute animal products
to man's diet. Sampled
Q.SJ where j = terr. animal (meat, milk or bird) n/a

SOILRNo
radon emission source rate
[mol̂ Rn'nT̂ ij'S-1/ (mol̂ sRo'kg'̂ cu) ] [mol .m-2 .s-1/ (mol.kg-1) ] Outdoor
emission rate of 222Rn due to 2-sRa in soil. Sampled
Qw, n/a

spaqo

AADL + AREAAQ + ATCRN + CF4 + DEGASL<nuc> + DISAl + DISA2 + IMLA + LD +
UWGHT

spareao

CF3 + EPEAT + EWOOD + FEEDR<animal> + FRATE<food> + FUELUS + LFTIM + NUMMAN
+ PYIELD<terr> + RENEW + SBD<soil> + SD<soil> + STYPE + YBUILD

spbioo

All sampled parameters used as input by the biosphere model,
spconb + spdose + spintb + sptrans

spconbo

CNLIM<COMP> + DECAY<nuc> + IDCF<nuc> + MVDSCL + NTIME + TIMES<TIME> +
TLIMIT

spdairo

BLDOCC + GROCC + INHDCF<rn>
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spdbmato

BLDDCF<rn> + BLDOCC + spdinorg + spdwood

spdconvo

AVOGAD + CF4 + DECAY<rn>

spddrino

ADRINK<animal> + CF3 + CF6 + DECAY<rn> + HALFHI + HAWATR<animal> +
HLIFE<rn> + IDCF<rn> + IDCF<rnp> + TCOEFF<rn,animal>

spdexto

AIRDCF<rn> + BLDOCC + DWS + GRDCF<rn> + GROCC + PROSED + spdbmat +
WTRDCF<rn> + WTROCC

spdfisho

ATCOEF<rn> + CF3 + CF6 + DECAY<rn> + HALFHI + HFISH + HLIFE<rn> + IDCF<rn>
+ IDCF<rnp>

spdfoodo

CRATIO<rn> + LAYRR + PYIELD<terr=plant> + PYIELD<terr=animal> + SBD<soil>
spddrin + spdfish + spdleaf + spdroot + spdsoil + STYPE

spdgwdo

CADCF + CF6 + INDCF + INIDN + MÀSRAD + SCAGW + SINGW + SOFCA + SOFMAS +
THYIDN + THYMAS + MASRDC

spdh3<>

HDCF + HYMAN -t- HYWTR

spdinorgo

CF3 + CF6 + DECAY<rn> + HINORG + MOIST4<soil> + PROSED + SBC + SBD<soil> +
SD<soil> + SDLOW<soil> + SKD<rn,soil> + STYPE

spdinto

spdair + spdfood + spdgwd + spdh3 + spdrate + spdsoi!2 + spdwatr

spdleafo

CF2 + CF3 + DECAY<rn> + DRYDEP + FEEDR<animal> + HAFOOD<animal> + HALFHI +
HLIFE<rn> + HPLANT + IDCF<rn> + IDCF<rnp> + PHLIFE<rn> +
PIFRAC<terr,deposit> + PRECIP + PYIELD<terr=animal> + PYIELD<i:err=plant> +
TCOEFF<rn,animal> + TEXPOS<terr> + WASHOT
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spdoseo

spdconv + spdext + spdint

spdrate <>

EFRAC<food> + spiral + spirfo •<• spirwa

spdrooto

CF3 + CRATIO<rn> + DECAY<rn> + FEEDR<animal> + HAFOOD<anima1> + HALFHI +
HLIFE<rn> + HPLANT + IDCF<rn> + IDCF<rnp> + PROSED + TCOEFF<rn,animal>

spdsoilo

CF3 + DECAY<rn> + HALFHI + HASOIL<animal> + HLIFE<rn> + IDCF<rn> +
IDCF<rnp> + PROSED + SOILR<animal> + TCOEFF<rn,animal>

spdsoi!2<>

IDCF<rn> •*• PROSED + SOILHD + SOILPT

spdwatro

CF3 •*• CF6 + DECAY<rn> + HMWATR + IDCF<rn>

spdwoodo

CRATIO<rn> + CF3 t- CF6 + DECAY<rn> + HALFHI + MOIST4<soil> + HLIFE<rn> +
HWOOD + HYWD -t- HYWTR + PHLIFE<rn> + PROSED + SBD<soil> + SD<soil> +
SDLOW<soil> + SKD<rn,soil> -f STYPE + TBUILD + WDW + WIFRAC + YBUILD

spexto

PROPT -t- PROSED + SD<soil> + SDLOW<soil> + SKD<nuc, soil> + LAYR4 +
MOIST4<soil> + PROLOG

spgconco

CF6 + DECAY<nucp> + MOIST4<soil> + SBD<soil> + SD<Soil> + SDLOW<soil> +
SKD<nuc,soil>

spgeoo

All sampled parameters used as input by the geosphere model.

spimeto

CCONT<food> + CWATER + FCONT<food> + FWATER + PCONT<food> + PWATER +
WATCON<food>
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spintbo

ADRINK<animal> + CF3 + CF6 + DECAY<nuc> + DEMMAN + FRACAD<bloc> +
rRKVOL^soil, li> T NUI-Ii'IAN -<• rRCDGM T FRuZRR»-l:itrj.a> -r PROSED T SD<SOlj.> T
SDLOW<soil> + sparea + STYPE + AYIELD<animal> + NETP + PRECIP

spiraio

CF6 + CCONT<food> + COVALU + FCONT<food> + FOVALU + OXCONV + OXUTIL +
PCONT<food> + POVALU

spirfo<>

CF3 + CCONT<food> + CFVALU + ENERGY + FCONT<food> + FFVALU -f PCONT<food> +
PFVALU

spirwao

CF3 + ENERGY + EWC + spimet

splakeo

splakes + splakew

splakeso

AREAAQ + CF6 + DECAY<nuc> + DECAY<nucp> + LD + LOCTYP<bloc> + LPARTM +
MAREAD<blOG> + MVDISC<bloc> + MVDSCL + NSED + SEDKD<nuc> + SEDPR<bloc> +
SEDSOR<nuc> + THSED + SEDBD

splakewo

AREAAQ + AREATE -t- DECAY<nuc> + DECAY<nucp> + DEGASL<nuc> + LD + NETP +
SEDSOR<nuc>

spraasso

AREAAQ + CF6 + DECAY<nuc> + DECAY<nucp> + LAYR4 + LAYRR + LD + MOIST4<Soil>
+ POROSR<soil> + SD<soil> + SDLOW<soil> + SEDSOR<nuc> + SKD<nuc,soil> +
SBD<soil>

spmaxdo

CF4 + DECAY<nuc> + DECAY<nucp> + DEGASS<nuc,soil> + GAMMA + PROPT + SIGMA +
spmaxdc + spmaxdt

spmaxdco

CF5 + EFFP + RCDC<soil,ndc> + SD<soil> + SKD<nuc,soil> + STYPE

spmaxdt<>

075 + EFFP + RCDT<soil,ndt> + SD<soil> + SKD<nuc,soil> + STYPE
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spmaxgo

CF4 -t- DECAY<nuc> + DEGASS<nuc, soil> + GAMMA + SIGMA T spgconc + spmaxgc +
spmdxgt

spmaxgc<>

CF5 T EFFP + RCGC<soil,ngc> + SD<soil> + SKD<nuc,soil> + STYPE

spmaxgto

CF5 f EFFP + RCGT<soil,ngc> + SD<soil> + SKD<nuc, soil> + STYPE

spmaxio

DECAY<nuc> t- DECAY<nucp> + DEGASS<nuc, soil> •*- GAMMA + SIGMA

spscrpo

CRATIO<nuc> + CROPER + CRPFRC -r CRPFRQ ^ IRRPER + LAYRR +
PYIELD<terr=animal> + PYIELD<terr=plant> •*• SBD<soil> + STYPE + YBUILD + CF4

spsoilo

spmass + spmaxd -t spmaxg + spssour •+ spssura •*• spspeat + spspwcr + spmaxi +
spscrp

spspeato

PROPT + STYPE

spspeco

AREAAQ + BVOL + CF4 + DISTAQ + DOMEST t INDRN + INFILT + NBLOC + NUMMAN •»•
RELFRC<nuc> -t- USAGE

spspwtro

CF6 + DECAY<nuc> + DECAY<nucp> + FRACAD<bloc> + LAYR4 + MAREAD<bloc> +
MOIST4<soil> + SBD<Soil> + SD<soil> + SDLOW<soil> + SKD<nuc,soil> + STYPE

spssouro

CF4 + DRYDEP + MVDISC<bloc> + MVDSCL -f PRECIP + WASHOT

spssumo

CEC<soil> + STYPE
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spterro

ADLT + BLDHT + BLDWI + CF4 + CF6 + CLEFRQ + CRATIO<nuc> + DEGASS<nuc, soil>
-i- DIST! T DIST 2 -r EMFRÀCXnuc, bp>+ EPEÀT -r EWOOD + FIRFRQ -r FÛRYD T FUELUS -r
LAYRR + PTYD + PYIELD<terr> + SBD<Soil> + SOILRN + spspec + STYPE + UWGHT +
WAKE

sptranso

spaq •+• spext + splake + spsoil + spterr

spvlto

All sampled parameters used as input by the vault model.

STYPEo
soil type
[-] [-] Decision variable that designates the type of soil as either
sand, loam, clay or organic based on particle size and organic matter
composition. Both fields (vegetable patch and forage field) are of the same
soil type. Sampled
n/a

SYVAC output fileo

[-] [-] The name of a collection of data stores, which contain variables
and time series, that are kept in permanent output files. The data are
available for inspection after the run is completed.
n/a

time
[a] [a] The time being simulated. It has a value greater than zero
(beginning of simulation) and less than the maximum time of the simulation,
TLIMIT.
n/a

t'<>
dummy t ime
[a] [a] The dummy timp being used in the convolution integral. It has a
value between zero (beginning of the simulation) and t.
n/a

TBUILDo
exposure time for wood bid. mat.
[d] [d] The time that trees are exposed to aerially deposited
radionuclides prior to harvest for lumber. Sampled
teb n/a

TCOEFF<radionuclide, terrestrial animal food type>
terr. transfer coeff
[d/kgwet£ood] , [d/kgwet£ood] , [d/Lnilk] , [d/kg], [d/kg], [d/L] The fraction of an
element <rn> ingested daily by terrestrial animals <animal> that is
transferred to 1 L of milk, or 1 kg of meat, bird, or edible portion of egg.

Units: <animal=meat, bird> [d/kgwat£ood]
<animal=milk> [d/Lnilk] Sampled as

XTCOEF<element, animal>
Fld where j = meat, milk, bird, n/a
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TERRo

[-] [-] Alphabetic indicator identifying a discharge from the geosphere
to the biosphere as being located in the unsaturated zone of a terrestrial
area,
n/a

terro
index for terrestrial food types
[-] [-] Index used to identify the two terrestrial food types:
<terr=animal> and <terr=plant>. See "animal"
n/a

TEXPOS<terrestrial food type>
above ground exposure time
[d] [d] The average time that crops are exposed above ground to aerially
deposited radionuclides prior to harvest by man (<terr=plant>), or the time
between successive grazir^gs in a typical pasture for plants consumed by
animals (<terr=meat, milk or bird>). Sampled
te.jk where j = terrestrial food type: plant, meat, milk or bird and where k =
air > plant leaves > animals > man, and > plant leaves > man
n/a

TGWDLM<nuc1ide>
time dose reset to groundwater limit
[a] [a] Time that dose for 129I or "C was reset to the groundwater
dilution limit. Consequence
n/a

THSEDo
thickness of access, sediment
[msedlment] [m] Thickness of sediment layer on the lake bottom that is
accessible to man. Sampled
none n/a

THYIDNo
iodine content of thyroid
[kg] [kg] Amount of iodine contained in the human thyroid.
Thi n/a

THYMASo
mass of thyroid
[kg] [kg] Mass of human thyroid.
Thm n/a

TIMEo
interpolation times
[-] (-] Time at which a consequence value is calculated and output,
n/a

TIMES<interpolation times>
time of consequence
[a] [a] Time at which a consequence value is calculated and output,
n/a
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Time serieso

Data flows of variables that are a function of time characterizing the
time-dependent part of the simulation. Each time series is an approximation
to a function of time over a continuous time interval based on a finite
number of time/value pairs. This composite data flow consists of all time
series generated in the simulation, including each component of data flows
tslvg and tslgb shown on Figure 0. These time series are not always shown
as external data flows on diagrams that are expansions of Figure 0.
tsbio + tsgeo + tsvlt

TLIMITo
maximum time for simulation
[a] [a] Time at which a simulation ends. sampled
n/a

TMXLAL<nuclide/radionuclide/toxic, terrestrial animal food type>
time of max. cone./act. in animals from leaves
[a] [a] Time of maximum concentration/activity of a
nuclide/radionuclide/toxic in consumed animals due to contamination in
leaves. Consequence
n/a

TMXLAR<nuclide/radionuclide/toxic, terrestrial animal food type>
time of max. cone./act. in animals from roots
[a] [a] Time of maximum concentration/activity of a
nuclide/radionuclide/toxic in consumed animals due to contamination in
roots. Consequence
n/a

TMXLAS<nuclide/radionuclide/toxic, terrestrial animal food type>
time of max. cone./act. in animals from soil
[a] [a] Time of maximum concentration/activity of a
nuclide/radionuclide/toxic in consumed animals due to contamination in soil.
Consequence
n/a

TMXLAW<nuclide/radionuclide/toxic, terrestrial animal food type>
time of max. cone./act. in animal from water
[a] [a] Time of maximum concentration/activity of a
nuclide/radionuclide/toxic in consumed animals due to contamination in
drinking water. Consequence
n/a

TMXLF<nuclide/radionuclide/toxic>
time of max. cone./act. in fish
[a] [a] Time of maximum concentration/activity of a
nuclide/radionuclide/toxic consumed due to ingestion of contaminated fish.
Consequence
n/a

TMXLPIxnuclide/ radionuclide /toxio
time of max. cone./act. in leaves
[a] [a] Time of maximum concentration/activity of a
nuclide/radionuclide/toxic in consumed plants due to contaminated leaves.
Consequence
n/a

TMXLPR<nuclide/radionuclide/toxio
time of max. cone./act. in roots
[a] [a] Time of maximum concentration/activity of a
nuclide/radionuclide/toxic in consumed plants due to contaminated roots.
Consequence
n/a
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TMX4DAO
time of max. dose up to 10* a
[a] [a] Time of maximum dose to man from all nuclides up to 104 a.
Consequence
n/a

TMXLDAo
time of max. dose all nuc. to end of simulation
[a] [a] Time of maximum dose to man from all nuclides up to the end of
the simulation. Consequence
n/a

TMXLDT<nuclide/radionuclide>
time of maximum dose from all pathways
[a] [a] Time of maximum dose to man from all pathways for one
nuclide/radionuclide. Consequence
n/a

TMXLCN<nuclide/radionuclide, compartment>
time of max. cone, in biosphere compartment
[a] [a] Time of maximum concentration in biosphere compartment.
Consequence
n/a

toxico
index for nuclides of toxic elements
[-] [-] Index used to identify the nuclides of toxic elements. Note:
<toxic> is a subset of <nuc> and may overlap <rn>.
n/a

TPEAK<nuclide>
time of maximum dose
[a] [a] Time of maximum dose to man from all pathways. Consequence
n/a

tsactlo

ADAI<rn> + ADAO<rn> + ADID + ADGW<rn,bloc> + ADLSF<rn,field> + ADLW<rn> +
ADS<rn,field> + ADWW<rn>

tsact2<>

ADAI<rn> + ADAO<rn> + ADLSF<rn,field> + ADLW<rn> + ADS<rn,field> +
ADPWF<rn,field> + ADWW<rn>

tsact3<>

ADLSF<rn,field> + ADLW<rn> + ADS<rn,field> + ADWW<rn>

tsaqo

CTAGA<nuc> + CTAPA<nuc>

tsbioo

All time series generated in the biosphere model.
tsactl + tsact2 + tsact3 + tsaq + tsbld + tsddif + tsdose + tsrn + tssrn +
tsterr + tstoxic
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tsbldo

ADEBKrn> + ADEBW<rn>

DDIFFM<rn> + DDIFLA<rn,animal> + DDIFLM<rn> + DDIFRA<rn,animal> +
DDIFRM<rn> + DDIFSA<rn,animal> + DDIFWA<rn,animal>

tsdexco

DDEA<rn> + DDEB<rn,bmat> + DDEG<rn> + DDEW<rn>

tsdinto

DDIA<rn> + DDIS<rn> + DDIW<rn>

tsdoseo

tsdosel + tsdose2

tsdoselo

DDE<rn> + DDKrn> + DDIF<rn>

tsdose2<>

DDT<rn> + tsdext + tsdint

tsgeoo

All time series generated in the geosphere model.

tslgbo

Time series of nuclide flow rates for each nuclide at each biosphere
discharge location forming the principal ]ink between the geosphere and
biosphere models.
GFLOW

tslvgo

Time series of nuclide flow rates for each nuclide from each vault
sector forming the principal link between the vault and geosphere models.

tsrno

CTAKrn> + CTAO<rn> + CTGW<rn,bloc> + CTGWF<rn, f ield> + CTID +
CTLSF<rn,field> + CTLW<rn> + CTPW<rn,bloc> + CTPWF<rn,field> + CTS<rn,field>
+ CTWW<rn>
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tssrno

CTLSF<rn, field> + CTS<rn, f ield> + CTLW<rn> + CTWW<rn> + CTAKrn> + CTAO<rn>

tscerro

CTAGT<nuc> + CTAGWR<nuc> + CTAIGW<nuc> + CTAIRN + CTAPB<nuc> + CTAPFE<nuc>
+ CTAPFL<nuc> + CTAPT<nuc>

tstoxico

CTAI<toxic> + CTAO<toxic> + CTLW<toxic> + CTS<toxic,field> + CTWW<toxic> +
CTLSF<toxic.field>

tsvlto

All time series generated in the vault model.

USAGEo
water usage indoors
[m3water/ ( s -person) ] [m3/ (s. person )] Amount of water per person used indoors
from which gaseous nuclides may escape. Sampled
USAGE n/a

UWGHTo
weighted wind speed
[-] [-] Coefficient used to adjust the aquatic and terrestrial dispersion
relationships DISTAQ and DISTER. Sampled
none n/a

VALDA<interpolation times>
total dose (all nuc) at given time
[Sv/a] [Sv/a] Total dose to man from all nuclides at a given time.
Consequence
none n/a

VALDT<nuclide/radionuclide, interpolation times>
total dose (one nuc) at given time
[Sv/a] [Sv/a] Total dose to man from a nuclide/radionuclide at a given
time. Consequence
none n/a

VDISC<biosphere discharge location counter bloo
annual geosphere discharge
[neater/a] [m3/a] Annual total volumetric discharge of water through the
geosphere at the water table at discharge location<bloc>. Sent to geosphere
for calculation of MVDISC<bloc>. Sampled
none n/a

VEGEo
vegetable patch irrigation source
[-] [-] See IRRIGN Consequence
n/a

WAKEo
plume wake entrainment coeff.
[iti'S"1] [m/s] Plume wake entrainment coefficient. Sampled
UCAV n/a
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WASHOTo
washout ratio
[mllr/m

5
wacer] [m3/m3] Coefficient describing average radionuclide transfer

from the atmosphere to surfaces through scavenging by precipitation.
Sampled
vJr n/a

WATCON<food type>
food water content
tLwater/kgwetveg] , [LKater/kgwe,.£ood] , [Lwater/kgwet.£oo(j] , tLwocer/kgwet.£ood] , [Lwacer/Lmilk]
[L/kg], [L/kg], [L/kg], [L/kg], [L/L] The average water content of each
<food>. <food> types are meat, milk, bird, plant and fish. Units for
<food=plant> = [Lwacer/kgwetvea] , while those for <food=meat, bird and fish> =
[Lwater/kgwet£ood] . The units for <food=milk> = [Lwater/Lmilk] . Sampled
Ywc3 where j = food types noted above, n/a

WCNLIM<nuclide/radionuclide, compartment>
flag - compartment cone, is above limit
[-] [-] Flag indicating the compartment concentration is greater than the
concentration limit allowed. Can have the values 0[=compartment
concentration is okay] and 1[concentration is above limit]. Consequence
n/a

WDLTo
woodlot irrigation source
[-] [-] See IRRIGN Consequence
n/a

WDW<>
wood wet to dry ratio
[kgwetwood/k9drywood] [kg/kg] The ratio of the wet and dry weights of wood.
Sampled
wdw n/a

WEFFPo
flag - eff. precipition reset to 0.2
[-] [-] Flag indicating the effective precipitation has been reset to
0.2. Can have the values 0^calculated value used] and l[=reset to 0.2].
Consequence
n/a

WELLo

[-] [-] Alphabetic indicator identifying a discharge from the geosphere
to the biosphere as being through a well,
n/a

WGWDLM<nuc]ide>
flag - reset dose to groundwater limit
[-] [-] Flag indicating the dose for 129I or UC has been reset to the
groundwater dilution limit. Can have the values 0[=calculated value used]
and l[=reset to groundwater dilution limit]. Consequence
n/a

WIFRACo
plant intercept, fraction - wood
[-] [-] The fraction of a radionuclide aerially deposited on "wood" that
is retained. Sampled
rb n/a
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WINPUTo
man's water input from food
[Lwacer/a] [L/a] Man's water input from all food types including metabolic
conversion of carbohydrates to water. Calculated DDD 3.2.2.1.3.2
none n/a

WMVDSC<discharge location>
flag - discharge volume is less than limit
[-] [-] Flag indicating the modified discharge volume is less than the
modified discharge volume limit. Can have the values 0[=calculated value is
okay] and 1[=calculated value is less than limit]. Consequence
n/a

WNEEDo
man's water need
[Luat(,r/a] [L/a] Man's drinking water requirement given his total annual
energy need. Calculated DDD 3.2.2.1.3.1
none n/a

WREGTM<nuclide>
flag - regression time set to 1.6
[-] [-] Flag indicating the regression time has been reset to 1.6. Can
have the values 0[=calculated value used] and l[=reset to 1.6].
Consequence
n/a

WTRDCF<radionuclide>
water immersion dcf
[Sv«a~1/ (Bq«m"w

3
ater) ] [Sv.a-1/(Bq,m-3)] The dose conversion factor for

external exposure to water contaminated by radionuclide. Sampled
DFh, n/a

WTROCCo
water immersion occupancy factor
[-] [-] The fraction of time that man spends immersed in water during
swimming or bathing. Sampled
Oe n/a

XATCOFo
sampled for ATCOEF
[Bq/L] [Bq/L] Sampled
n/a

XCRTIOo
sampled for CRATIO
[Bq«kg-l/(Bq«kg-l)] [Bq.kg-1/(Bq.kg-1)] Sampled
n/a

XDGASLo
sampled for DEGASL
[I/a] [I/a] Sampled
n/a

XDGASSo
sampled for DEGASS
[1/s] [1/s] Sampled
n/a

XPHLIFo
sampled for PHLIFE
[d] [d] Sampled
n/a
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XRLFRCo
sampled for RELFRC
[-] [-] Sampled
n/a

XSDSORo
sampled for SEDSOR
[I/a] [I/a] Sampled
n/a

XSKDo
sampled for SKD
[L/kg] [L/kg] Sampled
n/a

XTCOEFo
sampled for TCOEFF
[d/kg], [d/L] [d/kg], [d/L] Sampled
n/a

YBUILDo
plant yield for wood
[kgwetveg/m

2
soil] [kg/m2] The wet weight of harvested trees used for wooden

building materials per unit area of soil on which they grew. Sampled
Yb n/a
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3. OVERVIEW OF THE BIOTRAC SPECIFICATIONS

The following pages contain the Context Diagram, data flow diagrams and
minispecs (DFD Figures 0, 3.0, 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 and ODD Figure 3.4), with
attachments, that give an overview of the BIOTRAC specifications.
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LEGEND
lime ser ies S~n~\

^^ • • r • r r ? ? s "

lime-Independent
pa rame te rs

data s tore

Variable list:
3p... Sa.TlpicJ
Op... dependent
Is... time series
cq... consequence

CONTEXT DIAGRAM
(2 Attachments)
94-APR-01
Version 03A
H.A. Halliday

Dependent
Parameters

Consequences

Time
Series

MODEL NUCLEAR
WASTE DISPOSAL

Sampled
Parameters
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Attachment 1 to
Context Diagram
94-APR-01
Version 03A
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-19
Version 04A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

1) These specifications cover a single simulation for which the defining
parameter values are known. The method of input of the sampled parameters and
the method of output of the dependent parameters, the consequences and the
time series are not specified here. Some additional code, specified
elsewhere, must be used to provide these functions.

2) In these specifications, variables that are functions of time, referred to
as time series, are manipulated. The details of operations involving time
series are not specified here, but these functions (creation, addition,
multiplication, division, convolution, finding maxima, etc.) must be provided.
In addition, the solutions to some differential equations are referred to and
these solutions must also be provided.

3) For the purposes of Environmental Assessment in the context of the Canadian
Nuclear Fuel Waste Management Program, the input and output functions are
provided by SYVAC3, the third generation of the SYVAC code. In this SYVAC3
implementation, time series are created, manipulated, stored, and sent to
output using SYVAC3 time series management routines. Solutions to
differential transport equations are provided by an associated modelling
library package (ML3). The assessment analyst provides sampled parameter data
to the model through SYVAC3, either by providing values for the sampled
parameters, or by providing probability distributions for the sampled
parameters, which are then sampled by SYVAC3 to provide values, for one or
more simulations. The assessment analyst accesses the simulation results from
SYVAC3 output files.
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Consequences =

Dependent Parameters =

Sampled Parameters =

Time Series =

cqbio + cqgeo + cqvlt

dpbio + dpgeo + dpvlt

spbio + spgeo + spvlt

tsbio + tsgeo + tsvlt

Attachment 2 to
Context Diagram
94-APR-01
Version 03A
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-19
Version 04A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely
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Lfija^Bxr&fe^
Jlr-p s?.'l«s

time-independent
parameters

( " j process n

data store

Va.-.'sils l i s t :
sp... sampled
dp... dependent
ts... time series
cq... consequence

FIGURED
(2 Attachments)
MODEL NUCLEAR WASTE
DÎSPOAL SYSTEM

94-APR-01
Version 03A
H.A. Halliday

o
MODEL
THE
BIOSPHERE
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Attachment 1- to

94-APR-01 •
Version 03A
H.A. Halliday

94-Jun-29
Version 04A
K. Demoline

Expansion of Composite Flows

Consequences = cgbio + cqgeo + cqvlt
Dependent Parameters = dpbio + dpgeo + dpvlt
Sampled Parameters = spbio + spgeo + spvlt
Time Series = tsbio + tsgeo + tsvlt

1) Composite data flows dpvlt, dpgeo, and dpbio are not always shown or
expanded on lower level diagrams. These composite data flows contain all
dependent parameters.

2) Composite data flows tsvlt, tsgeo, and tsbio are not always shown or
expanded on lower level diagrams. These composite data flows contain all time
series.

3) The nuclear waste disposal system is modelled as a function of time, one
nuclide at a time. When radionuclide chains are modelled, the nuclides are
modelled in order from first precursor to last progeny. It is assumed, that
throughout each simulation, the current time and the time of the end of the
simulation are available, in addition to the number and identities of the
chain precursor nuclides.
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Attachment 2 to
Figure 0
94-APR-01
Version 03A
H.A. Halliday

94-Jun-29
Version 04A
K. Demoline

cqbio = cqbout + cqsoil

dpbio = dpbiol + dplbg + dpldos + dpitrans

dplbg = QWDEM

dplgb = LASRET<bloc,nuc> + LOCTYP<bloc> + MAREAD<bloc> + DECAY<nucp>
LASRET<bloc,nucp> + DPTHWL + OVWDPT + NBLOC + QWCAP + QWSUR

spbio = spconb + spdose + spintb + sptrans

tsbio = tsactl + tsact2 + tsact3 + tsaq + tsbld + tsdiff + tsrn +
tssrn + tstoxic

tslgb = GFLOW = GFLOW<bloc,nuo + GFLOW<bloc,nucp>

Note;
The composite dataflows spgeo, cqgeo, tsgeo, dpgeo, spvlt,

tslvg, dplgv, cqvlt, tsvlt, and dpvlt are defined in either the geosphere or
vault submodels. Output time series from all geosphere nodes, tslgb, are
defined as GFLOW in these biosphere specifications, whereas the outputs from
different nodes are defined separately as GFLOW and SEDFLO in the geosphere
specifications. In the geosphere specification tslgb = GFLOW + SEDFLO.
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LEGEND

time series

nme-inaepenaejM

parameters

O Vanab
process n sp

dn.

data store J.q"

e list:
. sampled

decnndpnt
time series

. consequence

FIGURE 3.0

MODEL
LINKAGES T
GEOSPHEFJE

3.3

3.1 - MODEL TRANSPORT IN BIOSPHERE
3.2 - CALCULATE DOSES
3.3 - MODEL LINKAGES TO GEOSPHERE
3.4 • CHECK SAMPLED PARAMETERS
3.5 - COMPUTE CONSEQUENCES FOR BIOSPHERE
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Attachment 1 to
Figure 3.0
94-APR-01
Version 03A
H.A. Halliday

94-Jun-29
Version 04A
K. Demoline

cqbout = ERLPTH<nuc,path> + MXLCN<nuc , COMP> + MX4DA + MXLDA + MXLDT<nuc> +
NTLPTH<nuc , PATH> + CNUCID<nuc> + PEAKDS<nuc , path> + KNTOX<nuc> +
TMXLCN<nuc , COMP> + TMX4DA + TMXLDA + TMXLDT<nuc> + TPEAK<nuc> +
VALDA<TIME> + VALDT<nuc , TIME> + MXLAL<nuc, anima 1> +
MXLAR<nuc, anima 1> + MXLAS<nuc, animal> + MXLAW<nuc,animal> +
MXLF<nuc> + MXLPL<nuc> + MXLPR<nuc> + MX4DDT<rn> +
TMXLAL<nuc,animal> + TMXLAR<nuc, animal> + TMXLAS<nuc, animal> +
TMXLAW<nuc, animal > + TMXLF<nuc> + TMXLPL<nuc> + TMXLPR<nuc> +
CNGDSR + CNGFSR<field> + DMST + FORG + VEGE + WDLT + PTBG +
WCNLIM<nuc , COMP> + WEFFP + WGWDLM<nuc> + WMVDSC<bloc> +
WREGTM<nuc> + TGWDLM<nuc>

cqsoil = MTL<nuc> + MTLS<nuc> + MTLW<nuc> + MTS<nuc, field> +
MTSL3<nuc, field> + MTSL4<nuc, f ield> + MTSLR<nuc, field>

dpbiol =

dplbg ̂

dpldos =

dplgb =

dpltrans

spconb =

CHKCR<rn> + DOMEST + EFFP -f FRATE<food> + IRRIGN<field>

QWDEM

DOMEST + dpldosi

LASRET<bloc , nuc> + LOCTYP<bloc> + MAREAD<bloc> + DECAY<nucp>
LASRET<bloc , nucp> + DPTHWL + OVWDPT + NBLOC + QWCAP + QWSUR

= dplsoil + dplterr + EFFP + AREAF<field=garden> +
AREAF<field=foragef ield> + AREAF<f ield=woodlot> +
AREAF<field=peatbog>

CNLIM<COMP> + DECAY<nuc> + IDCF<nuc> + MVDSCL
TIMES<TIME> + TLIMIT

NTIME +

spdose = spdconv + spdext + spdint

spintb = ADRINK<animal> + CF3 + CF6 + DECAY<nuc> •*• DEMMAN + FRACAD<bloc> +
IRRVOL<soil,n> + NUMMAN + PRODOM + PROIRR<f ield> + PROSED +
SD<soil> + SDLOW<soil> + sparea + STYPE + AYIELD<animal> +
NETP + PRECIP

sptrans = spag + spext + splake + spsoil + spterr
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ttachment 2 to
Figure 3.0
94-APR-01
Version 03A
H.A. Halliday

94-Jun-29
Version 04A
K. Demoline

tsactl = ADAI<rn> + ADAO<rn> + ADID + ADGW<rn,bloc> + ADLSF<rn,field> +
ADLW<rn> + ADS<rn,field> + ADWW<rn> •

tsact2 = ADAI<rn> + ADAO<rn> + ADLSF<rn,field> + ADLW<rn> + ADS<rn,field>
ADPWF<rn,field> + ADWW<rn>

tsact3 = ADLSF<rn,field> + ADLW<rn> + ADS<rn,field> + ADWW<rn>

tsaq = CTAGA<nuc> + CTAPA<nuc>

tsbld = ADEBKrn> + ADEBW<rn>

tsddif = DDIFFM<rn> + DDIFLA<rn,animal> + DDIFLM<rn> + DDIFRA<rn,animal> +
DDIFRM<rn> + DDIFSA<rn,animal> + DDIFWA<rn,animal>

tsdose = tsdosel + tsdose2

tsdosel = DDE<rn> + DDKrn> + DDIF<rn>

tsdose2 = DDT<rn> + tsdext + tsdint

tsrn = CTAKrn> + CTAO<rn> + CTGW<rn,bloc> + CTGWF<rn, f ield> + CTID +
CTLSF<rn,field> + CTLW<rn> + CTPW<rn,bloc> + CTPWF<rn,field> +
CTS<rn,field> + CTWW<rn>

tssrn = CTLSF<rn,field> + CTS<rn,field> + CTLW<rn> + CTWW<rn> +
CTAI<rn> + CTAO<rn>

tsterr = CTAGT<nuc> + CTAGWR<nuc> + CTAIGW<nuc> + CTAIRN + CTAPB<nuc> +
CTAPFE<nuc> + CTAPFL<nuc> •*• CTAPT<nuc>

tstoxic = CTAI<toxic> + CTAO<toxic> + CTLW<toxic> + CTS<toxic,field> +
CTWW<toxic> + CTLSF<toxic,field>

In some of the DDDs that appear below this figure, unit conversion
factors (CF_) are used. These are not explicitly noted in the accompanying
research model synopses.
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LEGEND

time series

parameters

process n

data store

Variable list:
sp... sampled

eg... consequence

FIGURE 3.1
(1 Attachment)
MODEL TRANSPORT IN
BIOSPHERE

94-APR-01
Version 03A
H.A. Halllday

CTLS_nuc_bloc

CTLSF_nuc_liel3

CTLW.nuc '
CTGW.nuc.bloc

CTGWF.nucJIeld

CTPW_nuc.bloc

CTPWF_nuc_lleld

CTS_nuc_lleld '

CTWW_nuc '

3.1.1 • MODEL TRANSPORT IN SOIL
3.1.2 - MODEL TRANSPORT IN LAKE

3.1.3 • MODEL TRANSPORT OF TERR. CONTAMINANTS IN THE ATMOSPHERE

3.1A • MODEL TRANSPORT OF AQUATIC CONTAMINATNS IN THE ATMOSPHERE
3.1.5 • SUM ALL ATMOSPHERIC CONCENTRATIONS

3.1.6 • IDENTIFY CONCENTRATIONS OF RADIONUCLIDES AND TOXIC ELEMENTS

' - THIS DATA FLOW APPEARS MORE THAN ONCE WITHIN A DATA FLOW
ON THIS DIAGRAM
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Attachment to
Figure 3.1
i9 4-APR-01
Version 03A
H.A. Halliday

94-Jun-29
Version 04A
K. Demoline

cqsoil = MTL<nuc> + MTLS<nuc> + MTLW<nuc> + MTS<nuc,field> +
MTSL3<nuc,field> + MTSL4<nuc,field> + MTSLR<nuc,field>

dplsoil =dplwell + IRRIGN<field> + LOCTYP<bloc> + NBLOC + QIRR<field>

dplterr =AREAF<field> + AREAT<bloc>

spaq = AADL + AREAAQ + ATCRN + CF4 + DEGASL<nuc> -t- DISAl + DISA2 +
IMLA + LD + UWGHT

spext = PROPT + PROSED + SD<soil> + SDLOW<soil> + SKD<nuc,soil> + LAYR4 +
MOIST4<soil> + PROLOG

splake = splakes + splakew

spsoil = spmass + spmaxd + spmaxg + spssour + spssum + spspeat +
spspwtr + spmaxi + spscrp

spterr = ADLT + BLDHT + BLDWI + CF4 + CF6 + CLEFRQ + CRATIO<nuc> +
DEGASS<nuc,soil> + DIST1 + DIST2 + EMFRAC<nuc,bp>+ EPEAT + EWOOD +
FIRFRQ + FORYD + FUELUS + LAYRR + PTYD + PYIELD<terr> +
SBD<soil> + SOILRN + spspec + STYPE + UWGHT + WAKE

tsaq = CTAGA<nuc> + CTAPA<nuc>

tsrn = CTAI<rn> + CTAO<rn> + CTGW<rn,bloc> •*• CTGWF<rn, field> + CTID +
CTLSF<rn,field> + CTLW<rn> + CTPW<rn,bloc> + CTPWF<rn,field> +
CTS<rn,field> + CTWW<rn>

tssrn = CTLSF<rn,field> + CTS<rn,field> + CTLW<rn> + CTWW<rn> +
CTAI<rn> + CTAO<rn>

tsterr = CTAGT<nuc> + CTAGWR<nuc> + CTAIGW<nuc> + CTAIRN + CTAPB<nuc> +
CTAPFE<nuc> + CTAPFL<nuc> + CTAPT<nuc>

tstoxic =CTAI<toxic> + CTAO<toxic> + CTLW<toxic> + CTS<toxic,field> +
CTWW<toxic> + CTLSF<toxic,field>
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LEGEND
lime series

lime-independent
parameters

o—
data store

Variable list:
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cq... consequence

FIGURE 3.2
(1 Attachment)
CALCULATE DOSES

94-APR-01
Version 03A
H.A. Halliday

CHKCR_m

FRATE food

CALCULATE
DOSES DUE TO

CALCULATE
DOSES DUE TO
INTERNA

CALCULATE
DOSES DUE TO
iXTERNA

RDD_rn_field_deposit

DOMEST

spdext

CONVERT
.CONCENTRATION
UNITS

tsact2
tsactl

3.2.1 - CONVERT CONCENTRATION UNITS
3.2.2 - CALCULATE DOSES DUE TO INTERNAL ROUTES
3.2.3 - CALCULATE DOSES DUE TO EXTERNAL ROUTES
3.2.4 - CALCULATE DOSES DUE TO ALL EXPOSURE ROUTES
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Attachment to
Figure 3.2
94-APR-01
Version 0.:A
H.A. Halliday

94-Jun-29
Version 04A
K. Demoline

dpldosi = DOMEST + IRRIGN<field> + QIRR<field>

spdconv = AVOGAD + CF4 + DECAY<rn>

spdext = AIRDCF<rn> + BLDOCC + DWS + GRDCF<rn> + GROCC + PROSED + spdbmat +
WTRDCF<rn> + WTROCC

spdint = spdair + spdfood + spdgwd + spdhS + spdrate + spdsoi!2 + spdwatr

tsactl = ADAKrn> + ADAO<rn> + ADID + ADGW<rn,bloc> + ÀDLSF<rn,field>
+ADLW<rn> + ADS<rn,field> + ADWW<rn>

tsact2 = ADAKrn> + ADAO<rn> + ADLSF<rn, field> + ADLW<rn> + ADS<rn, field> +
ADPWF<rn,field> + ADWW<rn>

tsact3 = ADLSF<rn,field> + ADLW<rn> + ADS<rn,field> + ADWW<rn>

tsbld = ADEBKrn> + ADEBW<rn>

tsddif = DDIFFM<rn> + DDIFLA<rn,animal> + DDIFLM<rn> + DDIFRA<rn,animal> +
DDIFRM<rn> + DDIFSA<rn,animal> + DDIFWA<rn,animal>

tsdext = DDEA<rn> + DDEB<rn,bmat> + DDEG<rn> + DDEW<rn>

tsdint = DDIA<rn> + DDIS<rn> + DDIW<rn>

tsdosel = DDE<rn> + DDKrn> + DDIF<rn>

tsdose2 = DDT<rn> + tsdext + tsdint

tsrn = CTAKrn> + CTAO<rn> + CTGW<rn,bloc> + CTGWF<rn, f ield> + CTID +
CTLSF<rn,field> + CTLW<rn> + CTPW<rn,bloc> + CTPWF<rn,field> +
CTS<rn,field> + CTWW<rn>
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FIGURE 3 3
(1 Attachment)
MODEL LINKAGES TO
GEOSPHERE

94-NOV-2!
Version 04A
H.A. Halliday

DECAY.mic
DECAY.nucp

LASRET_bloc_nuc

LASHET_bloc_nucp

FRACAD.bloc

MAREAD.btoc

3.3.1 - CALCULATE TOTAL DOMESTIC WATER REQUIREMENT
3.3.2 • CALCULATE IRRIGATION REQUIREMENTS

3.3.3 • IDENTIFY WATER SOURCES AND CALCULATE DEMAND ON WELL
3.3.4 • CALCULATE EFFECTIVE PRECIPITATION

3.3.5 • CALCULATE NUMBER OF ANIMALS

3.3.6 • CALCULATE AREA OF FIELDS
3.3.7 • CALCULATE TERRESTRIAL AREAS FOR DISCHARGES

3.3.8 - CALCULATE PROGENY FLOWS

Data Store • Hold Linkages To Geosphere
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Attachment to
Figure 3.3
94-FEB-15
Version 02A
H.À. Halliday

94-Jun-29
Version 03A
K. Demoline

sparea = CF3 + EPEAT + EWOOD + FEEDR<animal> + FRATE<food> + FUELUS +
LFTIM + NUMMAN + PYIELD<terr> + RENEW + SBD<soil> + SD<soil> +
STYPE + YBUILD

GFLOW = GFLOW<bloc,nuc> + GFLOW<bloc,nucp>
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spdose - sampled parameters for the BIOTRAC dose
code

sptrans - sampled parameters for the BIOTRAC
transport code

spintb - sampled parameters for the
BIOTRAC/GEONET interface

FIGURE 3.4
(No Attachments)

CHECK SAMPLED PARAMETERS
94-FEB-15
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A . Halliday

S4-Jun-29
Version 03A
K . uemoline

spdose

spintb

Short Name Long Name
Research
Math Symbol SI Unit

All sampled parameters used

by BIOTRAC and its interface

with GEONET.

Check the sampled value of each BIOTRAC parameter, including sampled
parameters used to define the BIOTRAC interface with GEONET, to see if the
value is within the range allowed by the data contributor. If the value is
within the range, continue to execute the simulation. If the value is outside
the acceptable range, output a warning message, "reject" the simulation, and
carry on to the next simulation.

N.B. The code to do this testing will be dependent on the content of the
database used with the code. If the data changes, the checking routines may
also have to be changed or the checking routines deactivated (in the latter
case, this protection against wrong data will be lost).
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4. GEOSPHERE-BIOSPHERE INTERFACE

4.1 RESEARCH MODEL SYNOPSIS

The CC3 BIOTRAC biosphere model connects with the CC3 GEONET geosphere model.

The biosphere receives information from the geosphere on nuclide flows and
converts it to appropriate flows and concentrations to drive the lake and soil
submodels. The geosphere first provides the biosphere with the well's
capacity to supply water, QWCAP [m3ui!lter/a] ; the biosphere returns the demand on
the well, QWDEM [m3water/a] ; and finally the geosphere supplies the biosphere
with the amount of water drawn down from the surface into the well, QWSUR
[m3water/a] , which dilutes contaminant concentration in well water. These
interactions of the two models involve the following calculations by the
biosphere model :

1) Modelling well usage by the critical group in terms of
a) numbers of domestic livestock,
b) areas of fields and irrigation demand, and
c) total well demand;

2) determining contaminant concentrations in the geosphere discharges to the
biosphere via the
a) well,
b) lakebed, and
c) groundwater under fields; and

3) determining the part of each aquatic discharge assumed to be terrestrial.

The geosphere also sends to the biosphere the areas of the discharges modified
for the effect of the well MAREAD<bloc>, as well as the sediment porosity,
SEDPR<bloc>, the sediment partition coefficients, SEDKD<nuc>, and retardation
factors for the last geosphere layer preceding discharge to the biosphere,
LASRET<bloc,nuc>. The biosphere model uses the discharge areas to calculate
the part of each discharge area assumed to be terrestrial, AREAT<bloc>.

4.1.1 Modelling Well Usage

Several of the human activities modelled in the CC3 biosphere involve a source
of water. Specifically, the critical group may require water for

- domestic needs such as drinking, cooking, bathing, laundry, and watering
livestock;

- irrigating a garden; and
- irrigating a forage field.

The critical group may obtain water for its needs from either

- a surface water body (the lake), or
- a well.

In each simulation the choice of source to meet each need is sampled from a
probability density function representing the probability of a practice. This
includes, for example, the probability of irrigating a field, PROIRD<field>,
and the frequencies with which people currently use different sources of water
for each purpose, e.g. a lake versus a well as a source of domestic water
supply, PRODOM. These sampled values determine whether or not a preferred
source can meet the demand placed on it, e.g., whether a well can supply
enough water to irrigate a garden as well as satisfy domestic needs.
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The critical group's annual domestic needs, QDOM [mj,at:er/a], consist of direct
personal requirements, e.g., for drinking, cooking, bathing and laundry, and
the requirements of the group's livestock, i.e. the terrestrial animal food
tr\T»e? : rrseat, ni Ik. nr.d bird. The direct human requirement is described by an
annual demand per person DEMMAN [m3uater/(person«a) ] , and the number of persons
in the critical group NUMMAN [person], supplied by the water source.

a) Numbers of Domestic Livestock

The water requirement for domestic animals is described by a daily consumption
rate per animal ADRINK<animal>, [Lwater/d] , and the number of animals of each
type (meat, milk, bird) supplying the critical group, NUMANI<animal>. The
number of animals of each type is calculated from the average dressed yield of
that type of animal AYIELD<animal>, [kgwec£ood or L̂ â"1] , the annual ingestion
rate of that food type per person, FRATE<animal> [kguec£ood or L^m^a"

1] , and the
number of persons in the critical group, NUMMAN [person]:

NUMANKanimal> = NUMMAN • FRATE<animal> . (0)
AYIELD<animal>

The expression is rounded to the next higher integer.

The domestic water demand QDOM is given by

QDOM = NUMMAN • DEMMAN + V"V NUMANKanimal> • ADRINK<animal> . (1)

animal

b) Areas of Fields and Irrigation Demand

The garden and the forage field may be irrigated. Neither the woodlot nor the
peat bog is assumed to be irrigated. Water for the garden may come from the
lake or the well, if there is one. Water for the forage field comes from the
lake.

The amount of water required annually to irrigate a square metre of soil, Iw,
is described by an equation derived from SCEMR, the soil model for concept
assessment (Sheppard 1992). Iw is a function of total annual effective
precipitation, Pe, soil type, STYPE, and soil depth, SD. The functional
relationship is as follows:

Iw = a -i- b • Pe + c • SD + d • SD • Pe (2)

where
a, b, c and d are regression constants from SCEMR, and are different for
each soil type,
Pe is total annual effect ive precipitation [m3

woter/ (m2
s o i l-a) ] , and

SD is the soil depth [m].

The annual effective precipitation Pe, is calculated as the difference between
the total annual precipitation, PRECIP, and the net annual precipitation,
NETP:

Pe = PRECIP - NETP . (2a)

If this equation gives a value less than 0.2, Pe is set equal to 0.2.

For any given simulation, it is assumed that all fields have the same soil
type and experience the same total annual effective precipitation. The
irrigation demand per square metre of irrigated soil is therefore the same for
all fields. However each field has a different area, AREAF<field>. The
annual volume of water required to irrigate the respective fields is the
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demand per square metre times the area of the field. The garden is assumed to
be just large enough to supply the critical group with vegetables, fruit and
cereals. Its area is calculated from the food crop plant yield,
PYIELD<plant>, a person's annual ingestion rate of plants, FRATE<plant>, and
the number of persons in the critical group, NUMMAN:

AREAF<field=garden> = NUMMAN • FRATE<plant> . (2b)
PYIELD<plant>

The forage field is assumed to be large enough to support the critical group's
domestic animals. Its area is calculated from the yield of forage plants,
PYIELD<animal>, the feed consumption rate of each animal, FEEDR<animal>, and
the number of animals of each type needed to feed the critical group,
NUMANKanimal> :

AREAF<field=forage field> = V"\ NUMANKanimal> • FEEDR<animal> . (2c)

Li PYFIELD<ariimal>

The areas of the woodlot and peat bog, which may be the source of heating
fuel, are calculated as follows:

AREAF<field=woodlot> = FUELUS • RENEW (2d)
EWOOD • YBUILD

where
FUELUS = energy required to heat the critical group's dwelling for a year

[MJ/a],
RENEW = forest renewal time [a],
EWOOD = convertible energy content of fuel wood [MJ/kgwetwood] , and
YBUILD = plant yield for wood [kgwetwood.m;

;
oil] .

AREAF<field=peat bog> = FUELUS » LFTIM (2e)
EPEAT • SBD<soil=organic> • SD<soil=organic>

where
EPEAT = convertible energy content of fuel peat [MJ/kguetpeac],
LFTIM = duration of fuel peat use [a] ,

SBD = soil bulk density [kgdrysoii-m;
3
drysoil] , and

SD = soil depth [m].

It is assumed that the forest renews itself every RENEW years, and that at all
times sufficient peat is available to heat the critical group's dwelling for a
period of LFTIM years, no matter what the choice of fuel source was at
previous times.

Choice of Water Source

As noted above, water is required for domestic purposes, and possibly to
irrigate a garden or a forage field. In addition to the conditions noted
above, tl.ree further constraints have been applied to the use of water
sources :

1. It is assumed that if a well is used to supply water for domestic
purposes, it will also be used to water the garden (if its capacity
permits - see below).

2. It is assumed that if the forage field is irrigated, it will be irrigated
using lake water. This assumption is based upon economic considerations
and current practice.
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3. A source must be capable of meeting the total demand placed upon it.
Preliminary calculations have shown that the well wi', 1 always be able to
meet domestic needs. If the well is to be used also as a source of water
to water the garden, its annual capacity to supply water, QWCAP [m3wae;er/a] ,
must be greater than the combined demand for domestic and irrigation
needs, QDOM + QIRR<field=garden> • AREA<field=garden>. Given the large
area of a watershed, i.e., catchment area for the lake, AREATE, it is
assumed that the lake can meet any demand the critical group places upon
it to meet any or all of its needs.

The above considerations require the following decisions to be made in each
simulation:

DECISION REQUIRED CRITERION:

Is the well the domestic source? Probability PRODOM

If the provisional answer to A is yes,
then can the well meet the demand?

If the well cannot supply domestic
needs, the source of domestic water
is changed to "lake", and a warning
flag is set.

Is the garden irrigated?

QWCAP à QDOM

Probability PROIRR
<field=garden>

If the answer to C is yes, and the
domestic source is the well, then can
the well meet the demand?

If ves. both domestic needs and
vegetable garden water are supplied
by the well. If no. domestic needs
are satisfied by the well and garden
irrigation water is taken from the lake,
and a warning flag is set.

E| Is the forage field irrigated?

QWCAP ;> CPOM +
QIRR<field=garden>
• AREAF<field=garden>

Probability PROIRR
<field=forage field>

If yes, the source is the lake.
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This leads to the following decision tree to select sources to satisfy
domestic needs, and garden and forage field irrigation in each simulation.
Questions are designated by the boxed let-ters above.

No

V
Domestic Needs <-
Source: Lake

Yes

No

V
Garden Irr'n
Source: None

Garden Irr'n
Source: Lake

i
V

V
No I—I Yes

E I
V

n•> B—i
F v

Needs
Source: Well

Garden
Source:

Forage Field Irr'n Forage Field Irr'n
Source: None Source: Lake

c) Total Well Demand

In each simulation, the volumetric demand on the well, QWDEM [m3uater/a] , is
calculated as follows:

i) If the domestic water source is the well, and the vegetable patch is
also watered using the well, then

QWDEM = QDOM + QIRR<field=garden> • AREAF<field=garden> . (3a)

ii) If the domestic water source is the well, but the garden is not
irrigated from the well, then

QWDEM = QDOM . (3b)

iii) If the well is not used at all,

QWDEM = 0 . (3c)

4.1.2 Determining Contaminant Concentrations in the Geosphere Discharges to
the Biosphere

Contaminants escaping the geosphere may enter the biosphere via

a) the well,
b) the lakebed, and
c) the soils at the top of the saturated unconsolidated overburden (water

table).

Contaminants discharged at all of these locations may flow to and contaminate
other parts of the biosphere. The geosphere model does not generate discharge
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flow rates, GFLOW<bloc,nuc>(t), for progeny radionuclides that were assumed to
be in secular equilibrium with their parent radionuclide in the vault and
geosphere models. The biosphere model must evaluate the progeny flows before
starting the lake and soil models. This is done by the following equation:

GFLOW<bloc,rn=progeny>(t) = GFLOW<bloc,rn=parent>(t)
• DECAY<parent> / DECAY<progeny>
• LASRET<bloc,parent> / LASRET<bloc,progeny> (3d)

where
GFLOW<bloc,rn>(t) =discharge flow rate of radionuclide rn from dischfiçe

bloc [mol/a],
DECAY<rn> = decay constant for radionuclide rn [I/a], and

LASRET<bloc,nuc> = retardation of nuclide nuc in the last geosphere layer
preceeding discharge to the biosphere at bloc [-].

Concentrations in the well water and groundwater are calculated in the soil
model; concentrations in the lake are calculated in the lake model.

a) Well

The concentration of a nuclide in water withdrawn from the well CTWW<nuc>(t)
[mol/m3W!ltei:] , is a function of the fraction of the aquifer's flow that is
captured by the well.

We distinguish between two broad classifications of wells: overburden wells
and bedrock wells. An overburden well is relatively shallow, and extends only
into the overburden above the rock of the geosphere. A bedrock well is
generally deeper and we conservatively assume that it always intersects a
fracture zone in the centre of the contaminant plume.

For the bedrock well, the captured fraction, GFLOW<bloc,nuc>(t) [mol/a], is
calculated in the geosphere model, it is assumed that the captured nuclides
are dispersed and diluted uniformly throughout the total volume of water
withdrawn from the well, QWDEM. A volume, QWSUR, of lake water containing a
concentration of contaminant nuclide, CTLW<nuo(t), may be drawn back down
into the well. The well water concentration is thus

CTWW<nuo(t) = [GFLOW<bloc,nuc->(t) + CTLW(t) <nuc>.QWSUR] / QWDEM (4)

where discharge location type LOCTYP<bloc>=WELL.

If the well is so shallow that it does not penetrate the overburden above the
bedrock (i.e., if the depth of the well, DPTHWL, is less than overburden
depth, OVWDPT), then the well water concentration is set equal to the lake
water concentration in the overburden well.

b) LaKebed

It is assumed, to simplify the model, that all water-borne contaminants reach
the lake instantly, whether they enter the biosphere via the well, the lakebed
or the soils of the fields. Sorption of radionuclides dissolved in the water
rising through compacted sediment is modelled in the CC3 geosphere. Transfer
of radionuclides on particles settling out of the lake to form a well-mixed
surface layer of sediment is modelled in the CC3 biosphere lake submodel.

It is assumed that used well water and ground water from the fields both run
off into the lake. They contaminate some quantity of soil en route to the
lake, but it is assumed that this process does not diminish the amount of
contaminant entering the lake. Therefore the amount of contaminant flowing to
the lake is simply the sum of all geosphere discharges, GFLOW<bloc,nuc>(t),
over all the NBLOC discharge locations, including the well:
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NBLOC
Flow of nuclide nuc to the lake [mol/a] = £ GFLOW<bloc,nuc>(t) (5)

bloc=l

c) Groundwater Under Fields

The soil model is driven by a groundwatar concentration at each discharge for
each nuclide, CTGW<bloc,nuc> (t) [mol/iti3water] . which is calculated as

CTGW<bloc,nuo(t) = GFLOW<bloc,nuc>(t) / MVDISC<bloc> (6)

where

LOCTYP<bloc> = AQUA, i.e. the discharge is aquatic

and

MVDISCXbloo = annual volumetric water discharge to the biosphere
through discharge location bloc [m3/a].

Equation (6) is calculated only for discharges for which MVDISC<bloc> is
greater than a minimum value MVDSCL, which is the minimum geosphere flow
analyzed in the model.

The model assumes that there is always at least one non-zero aquatic
discharge.

4.1.3 Determining the Terrestrial Part of Each Aquatic Discharge

It is assumed that a fraction FRACAD<bloc>, of each aquatic discharge area is
actually terrestrial, i.e., low-lying land beside the surface water body
available for fields. The terrestrial area associated with each discharge
bloc AREAT<bloc>, is calculated as follows:

AREAT<bloc> = FRACAD<bloc> • MAREAD<bloc> (7)

where MAREAD<bloc> = discharge area.

REFERENCE

Sheppard, M.I. 1992. The Soil Submodel, SCEMR1, for the Assesment of
Canada's Nuclear Fuel Waste Management Concept. Atomic Energy of Canada
Limited Report, AECL-9577, COG-91-194.
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Q D O M [ m j
v a t e r / a ] T O T A L DOMESTIC WATER

REQUIREMENT Total annual water demand per
household with NUMANI animals, and NUMMAN
persons. CALCULATED (3.3.1) Research

FIGURE 3.3.1
(No Attachments)
CALCULATE TOTAL DOMESTIC
WATER REQUIREMENT

L.C. Wojciechowski
Version 01A

94-Jun-30
vercion 02A
K. Demoline

ADRINK<animal>
CF3
CF6
DEMMAN
NUMMAN
NUMANI <animal>

QDOM

Short Name Long Name
Research

Math Symbol SI Unit

ADRINK<animal>
CF3
CF6
DEMMAN

NUMANKanimal>
NUMMAN

QDOM

ANIMAL'S WATER ING'N RATE

DAYS PER ANNUM

CUBIC METRES PER LITRE

WATER DEMAND PER CAPITA

TERR. ANIMALS PER HOUSEHOLD

PERSONS PER HOUSEHOLD

TOTAL DOMESTIC WATER REQUIREMENT

Qdw,

none
none
Dp
N.
Np

none

ÏU,.t/d]
[d/a]
[m!'LJ

tm3u.t.r/a]
M
[-1

[ml,t.r/a]

Eq(l ) QDOM = NUMMAN • DEMMAN + ^ NUMANKanimal> • ADRINK<animal> • CF3 • CF6

REq(l)

* E
animal=meat,milk,bird

UNIT CHECK:

Eq( l ) [m3
wacer/a] = Kater/a] + [-]

_d

a

JET

L
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QIRR<field> [mjwater/ (m^oil-a) ] IRRIGATION DEMAND The
volume of water required per square metre to
bring the soils of <field> up to field

amount of water soil can hold by capillary
action alone). It is calculated using a
regression equation derived from SCEMR
modelling and is dependent upon soil depth
(SD<soil>), effective annual precipitation
(EFFP) , and four regression coefficients
(IRRVOL<soil,n=l to 4>). The coefficients
are dependent upon soil type (STYPE).
CALCULATED(3.3.2) Research mathematical
symbol : Iw

FIGURE 3.3.2
(No Attachments)
CALCULATE IRRIGATION
REQUIREMENTS
94-FEB-15
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-Jun-30
Version 03A
K. Demoline

IRRVOL<soil,n>
SD<soil>
EFFP
STYPE

> QIRR<field>

Short Name

EFFP

IRRVOL<soil,n>
QIRR<field>
SD<soil>
STYPE

Long Name

EFFECTIVE ANNUAL PRECIPITATION

IRRIGATION

IRRIGATION

SOIL DEPTH

SOIL TYPE

VOLUME REGRESS. COEFFICIENTS

DEMAND

ABOVE WATER TABLE

Research
Math Symbol SI Unit

P.
a-d

Iu
SD

None

[m3u.t.r/(m
2.on'a):

[see Data Diet.
[m'U8ter/(m

!.011-a) ]

[m,ou]
[-]

For all fields:

where <soil=STYPE>

Eq(l) QIRR<field> = IRRVOL<soil,n=l> + IRRVOL<soil,n=2>

REq(2) + IRRVOL<soil,n=3> • SD<soil>

+ IRRVOL<soil,n=4> • SD<soil> • EFFP

EFFP

NOTE: QIRR is the same for all fields.

UNIT CHECK:

Eq(l) Regression coefficients have been assigned units .such that when EFFP

is in [m3water/(m
2
soil«a) ] and SD<soil> is in [msoil] , then

QIRR<field> is in [m3water/ (m
2
soil«a) ] . See entry for

IRRVOL<soil,n> in data dictionary.
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LEQEND,,,.. ,

time series

time-Independent
parameters

O Variab
p;««s ,1 sp.

dp.

data store J "̂

e list:
. sampiaa
. dependent
time series

. consequence

FIGURE 3.3.3
(No Attachments)
IDENTIFY WATER SOURCES
AND CALCULATE L/EMAND

ON WELL
94-FEB-15
Version 02A
H.A. Halllday

IDENTIFY
DOMESTIC

ATER SOURCE

3.3.3.1 - IDENTIFY DOMESTIC WATER SOURCE

3.3.3.2 - IDENTIFY GARDEN IRRIGATION SOURCE (IF ANY)

3.3.3.3 • CALCULATE DEMAND ON WELL
3.3.3.4 - IDENTIFY FORAGE FIELD IRRIGATION SOURCE (IF ANY)

' • This data How appears more than once on this diagram
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DOMEST [-] DOMESTIC SOURCE OF WATER Parameter
which identifies the domestic source of
water as either a "Lake" or a "Well".
CriLCULrii nD ^ j . o . j . .̂ J
mathematical symbol: None

FIGURE 3.3.3.1
(No Attachments)
IDENTIFY DOMESTIC WATER
SOURCE
92-SEP-28
L.C. Wojciechowski
Version 01A

94-Jun-30
Version 02A
K. Demoline

Short Name

PRODOM
QDOM > DOMEST
QWCAP

Research
Long Name Math Symbol SI Unit

DOMEST DOMESTIC SOURCE OF WATER None [-]

PRODOM PROVISIONAL DOMESTIC WATER SOURCE None [-]

QDOM TOTAL DOMESTIC WATER REQUIREMENT None Im3.«.r/a]

QWCAP VOLUMETRIC WELL CAPACITY QMX [ml.t.r/a]

IF
Research Synopsis:
Questions A and B ELSE IF
in the decision Eq(l)
tree.

PRODOM = 1 THEN
DOMEST = LAKE
PRODOM = 2 THEN
IF (QDOM > QWCAP) THEN
DOMEST = LAKE
Set a flag indicating that although the domestic
well source was randomly selected to be the "well1

in this simulation, the source was changed to
"lake" because the demand would exceed the well's
capacity to supply water.
ELSE
DOMEST = WELL
END IF

END IF

UNIT CHECK:
[m3

wacer/a] = [m3
water/a]
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IRRIGN<field>F]FIELD IRRIGATION SOURCE
Parameter that identifies whether a
<field> is irrigated, and if so it
identifies its source as either the lake
or the well. If no irrigation for that
<field> occurs, then IRRIGN<field> = NONE.
If irrigation occurs, the source is either
a lake (IRRIGN<field> = LAKE) or a well
(IRRIGN<field> = WELL). CALCULATED
(3.3.3.2 and 3.3.3.4) Research
mathematical symbol: none

FIGURE 3.3.3.2
(1 Attachment)
IDENTIFY GARDEN IRRIGA-
TION SOURCE (IF ANY)
94-FEB-15
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-Jun-30
Version 03A
K. Demoline ^

AREAF<field=garden>
DOMEST
PROIRR<field=garden>
PROSED
QDOM
QIRR<field=garden>
QWCAP
SD<soil>
SDLOW<soil>

--- > IRRIGN<field=garden>

Short Name

AREAF<field>

DOMEST

IRRIGN<field*

PROSED

PROIRR<field>

QDOM

QIRR<field>

QWCAP

SD<3oil>

SDLOW<soil>

Long Name

AREA OF EACH FIELD

DOMESTIC SOURCE OF WATER

FIELD IRRIGATION SOURCE

PROBABILITY OF USING SEDIMENT AS SOIL

PROPENSITY TO IRRIGATE

TOTAL DOMESTIC WATER REQUIREMENT

IRRIGATION DEMAND

VOLUMETRIC WELL CAPACITY

SOIL DEPTH ABOVE WATER TABLE

SOIL DEPTH LOWER LIMIT

Research
Math Symbol

None

None

None

None

None

None

I.
Q»«x
SD

None

SI Unit

Cm']

[-]

1-]
(-]

[-]
[m3wlt..r/a]

im3w.t.r/(m
j.oli'a)]

(n>l«t.r/a]

[n>wiil
ln>. ni
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Attachment to
FIGURE 3.3.3.2
94-FEB-15
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-Jun-30
Version 03A
K. Demoline

If sediment is used as soil then do not irrigate the
vegetable patch.
IF (PROSED = 1) THEN

IF (PROIRR<field=garden> = 1) THEN
PROIRR<field=garden> = 2
Set a warning flag indicating that irrigation
has been prevented.

END IF
END IF

IF

Research Synopsis:
Questions C and D Eq(l)
in the decision
tree.

((PROIRR<field=garden> = 1) • AND •
(SD<soil>«GT«SDLOW<Soil>)) THEN
IF (DOMEST = WELL) THEN
IF (QDOM + QIRR<field=garden> •

AREAF<field=garden>«GT-QWCAP) THEN
IRRIGN<field=garden> = LAKE
Set a warning flag indicating that although
the garden was randomly selected to be
irrigated from the "well", the source of water
was changed to "lake" because the well
capacity was insufficient to supply the water
needed to supply both domestic needs and
garden watering requirements. The domestic
source remains the well.

ELSE IRRIGN<field=garden> = WELL
END IF

ELSE IRRIGN<field=garden> = LAKE
END IF

ELSE IRRIGN<field=garden> = NONE

END IF
IF ((PROIRR<field=garden>=l) • AND

• LE • SDLOW<soil>)) THEN
(SD<soil>

UNIT CHECK:
Eq(l)

Set a warning flag indicating that although the garden was
randomly selected to be irrigated, irrigation was not
permitted because the soil is so thin that it is assumed to
be saturated with groundwater.

= [m3
wnter/a] + [m3

watar/ (m2
so i l-a) ] • [m2]
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QWDEM [mjwater/a] VOLUMETRIC DEMAND ON WELL
Annual volume of water demanded of and
supplied by well. It includes both
surface water captured and deep
groundwater captured. CALCULATED
(3.3.3.3) Research mathematical symbol:
Qdem in geosphere documentation.

FIGURE 3.3.3.3
(No Attachments)
CALCULATE DEMAND ON WELL
94-FEB-15
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-Jun-30
Version 03A
K. Demoline

AREAF<f ield=garden>
DOMEST
IRRIGN<f ield=garden> - - ->
QDOM
QIRR<f ield=garden>

QWDEM

Short Name Long Name
Research
Math Symbol SI Unit

AREAF<field> AREA OF EACH FIELD

DOMEST DOMESTIC SOURCE OF WATER

IRRIGN<field> FIELD IRRIGATION SOURCE

QDOM TOTAL DOMESTIC WATER REQUIREMENT

QIRR<field> IRRIGATION DEMAND

QWDEM VOLUMETRIC DEMAND ON WELL

None

None

None

None

I.

[m2]

(-1

[mjw.c.t/(m
2.oa-a)]

Research Synopsis:
Equations 3(a),
3(b) and 3(c)

IF (DOMEST = WELL) THEN
IF(IRRIGN<field=garden> = WELL) THEN

Eq(l) QWDEM = QDOM + QIRR<field=garden> •
AREAF<field=garden>

ELSE QWDEM = QDOM
END IF

ELSE QWDEM = 0.
END IF

UNIT CHECK:
= [m3

wacer/a] + [m3
uater/ (m2

s o U«a) ] • [m2]
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IRRIGN<field>F]FIELD IRRIGATION SOURCE
Parameter that identifies whether a <field>
is irrigated, and if so it identifies its
source as either the lake or the well. If
r:c irrigation for that <field^ occurs, then
IRRIGN<field> = NONE. If irrigation occurs,
the source is either a lake (IRRIGN<field> =
LAKE) or a well (IRRIGN<field> = WELL).
CALCULATED {3.3.3.2 and 3.3.3.4) Research
mathematical symbol: none

FIGURE 3.3.3.4
(No Attachments)
IDENTIFY FORAGE FIELD
IRRIGATION SOURCE
(IF ANYÏ
92-SEP-28
Version 01A
L.C. Wojciechowski

94-OCT-19
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

PROIRR<field=forage field>
PROSED
SD<soil>
SDLOW<soil>

- - -> IRRIGN<field=forage field>

Short Name

IRRIGN<field>

PROIRR<field>

PROSED

SD<soil>

SDLOW<soil>

Long Name

FIELD IRRIGATION SOURCE

PROBABILITY OF IRRIGATION

PROBABILITY OF USING SEDIMENT AS SOIL

SOIL DEPTH ABOVE WATER TABLE

SOIL DEPTH LOWER LIMIT

Research
Math Symbol

None
None
None
SD

None

SI Unit

[-]
[-]
[-]
[m.ou]
[m.011]

Research Synopsis:

Question
decision

E in the
tree.

If sediment is used as soil then do not irrigate the
forage field.
IF (PROSED = 1) THEN

IF (PROIRR<field=garden> = 1) THEN
PROIRR<field=garden> = 2
Set a warning flag indicating that irrigation has
been prevented.

END IF
END IF
IF ((PROIRR<field=forage field> = 1) • AND • SD<soil>
• GT • SDLOW<soil>)) THEN

IRRIGN<field=forage field> = LAKE
ELSE IRRIGN<field=forage field> = NONE
END IF
IF (PROIRR<field=forage field>=l) • AND •
(SD-soil«LE«SDLOW<soil>)) THEN
Set a warning flag indicating that although the forage
field was randomly selected to be irrigated, irrigation
was not permitted because the soil is so thin that
it is assumed to be saturated with groundwater.
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EFFP [nrwiltet/(m,oil«a) ] EFFECTIVE ANNUAL PRECIPITATION
The annual effective precipitation onto the
soils of both fields; it is equal to the total
annual precipitation (PRECIP) minus surface
runoff, and is equal to the sum of
evapotranspiration, subsurface storage and
subsurface runoff. CALCULATED (3.3.4)
Research mathematical symbol: Pe

FIGURE 3.3.4
(No Attachments)
CALCULATE EFFECTIVE
PRECIPITATION
92-SEP-28
Version 01A
L.C. Wojciechowski

94-Jun-30
Version 02A
K. Demoline

NETP
PRECIP - - -> EFFP

Short Name Long Name
Research

Math Symbol SI Unit

EFFP

NETP

PRECIP

EFFECTIVE ANNUAL PRECIPITATION

NET ANNUAL PRECIPITATION

TOTAL ANNUAL PRECIPITATION

,,.,.,/(mj.oll.a)]

/ (f'w.t.r or .oil*3)

Eq (1) EFFP = PRECIP - NETP
REq (2a)

IF (EFFP.LT.0.2) THEN
EFFP =0.2
Set a flag indicating that EFFP was reset to 0.2.

END IF

UNIT CHECK:

: [m3
w a t e r / (m2 .o i l»a)] = [m3

wat.er/ (m2
wacer or s o i l«a) ] -
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NUMANI<animal>TERR. ANIMALS PER HOUSEHOLD The
number of terrestrial animals of each animal
type (animal = meat, milk, bird) assumed to be
required for one household. Used to calculate
the total volume of water required from either
a well or a lake. CALCULATED (3.3.5) Research
mathematical symbol : Na

FIGURE 3.3.5
(No Attachments)
CALCULATE NUMBER
OF ANIMALS
92-SEP-28
Version 01A
L.C. Wojciechowski

94-OCT-19
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

AYIELD<animal>
FRATE<food> --> NUMANI <animal>
NUMMAN

Short Name

AYIELD<animal>

FRATE<food>

NUMANKanimal>

NUMMAN

Long Name

ANIMAL FOOD YIELD

MAN'S FOOD INGESTION RATE

TERR. ANIMALS PER HOUSEHOLD

PERSONS PER HOUSEHOLD

Research
Math Symbol

None

«i

N.

NP

SI Unit

t (kg w.t!<!Cd or LnUk) •

(See definition in

[-J

[-]

a'1]

DD)

Eq(l) NUMANKanimal> =
REq(0)

NUMMAN
FRATE<anima1>

AYIELD<animal>

N.B. The expression on the right-hand side of Eq(l)
is to be rounded up to the next integer value.

UNIT CHECK:

[-] = [-]
Lmilk • a'1]

[kgwet:£ood or Lrailk • a'1]
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LEGEND >

time series

time-independent

parameters

S~fT\
! j oTocess n

data store

Variable list:
Sf. 53mp'Pd
dp... dependent
ts... time series
cq... consequence

FIGURE 3.3.6
(No Attachments)
CALCULATE AREA
OF FIELDS

94-FEB-14
Version CCA
H.A. Halliday

AREAF_garden
AREAFJoragefield AR :AF_woodlot

CALCULATE AREA
OF GARDEN

CALCULATE AREA
OF. FORAGE FIELD

CALCULATE AREA
OFWOODLOT .

FRATEJood

NUMMAN

PYIELD_plant

\ CF3
FEEDR_animal

NUMANI_animal

PYIELD_an!mal

I

\

J

EWOOD

FUELUS

RENEW

YBUILD

CALCULATE AREA
OF PEAT BOG

3.3.6.1 - CALCULATE AREA OF GARDEN
3.3.6.2 - CALCULATE AREA OF FORAGE FIELD
3.3.6.3 • CALCULATE AREA OF WOODLOT
3.3.6.4. - CALCULATE AREA OF PEAT BOG
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AREAF<field=garden> [m"] AREA OF EACH FIELD The area
of each field. There are: a forage field, a
garden, a fuel wood lot and a fuel peat bog.
CALCULATED(3.3.6.1) Research mathematical

I

'FIGURE 3.3.6.1
(No Attachments)
CALCULATE AREA OF

IARDEN
94-FEB-15
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. HalJ.iday

94-OCT-19
Version 03A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

FRATE<food> > AREAF<field=garden>
NUMMAN
PYIELD<terr=plant>

Short Name

AREAF<field>

FRATE<food>

Long Name

AREA OF EACH FIELD

MAN'S FOOD INGESTION RATE

Research
Math Symbol

None

SI Unit

[mz]

(See definition in

NUMMAN PERSONS PER HOUSEHOLD

PYIELD<terr=plant> PLANT YIELD

Data Dictionary)

[kgu.t.v.,/m
j.oll]

REq(2b) AREAF<field=garden> = NUMMAN •

UNIT CHECK:

[m2] = [-]

FRATE<food=plant>

PYIELD<terr=plant>

[kgwetveg/a]'

[kgwetvea/m
2

30il] "

per person per annum
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AREAF<field=forage field>[m'] AREA OF EACH FIELD The
area of each field. There are: a forage field,
a garden, a fuel wood lot and a fuel peat bog.
CALCULATED (3.3.6.2) Research mathematical
symbol : none

FIGURE 3.3.6.2
(No Attachments)
CALCULATE AREA OF
FORAGE FIELD
94-FSB-15
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-19
Version 03A
K. Demoline

CF3
FEEDR<animal>
NUMANI<animal> --> AREAF<field=forage field>
PYIELD<terr=animal>

Short Name

AREAF<field>

CF3

FEEDR<animal>

NUMANI<animal>

PYIELD<terr=animal>

Long Name

AREA OF EACH FIELD

DAYS PER ANNUM

ANIMAL'S FEED CONSUMPTION RATE

TERR. ANIMALS PER HOUSEHOLD

PLANT YIELD

Research
Math Symbol

None

None

Qfj
N.

Y>

SI Unit

[»']

[d/a]

(kgu.tv.0/dj

1-1

[̂ ««./«Ul

REq(2c) AREAF<field=forage field> =-E NUMANI<animal>•

animal = meat, milk, bird

FEEDR<animal> • CF3

PYIELD<terr=animal>

UNIT CHECK:

[d/a]

* per animal per annum
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AREAF<field=woodlot> [m'] AREA OF EACH FIELD The area
of each field. There are: a forage field, a
garden, a fuel woodlot and a fuel peat bog.
CALCULATED (3.3.6.3) Research mathematical
symbol : none

FIGURE 3.3.6.3
(No Attachments)

WOODLOT
94-FEB-15
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-19
Version 03A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

EWOOD
FUELUS
RENEW
YBUILD

> AREAF<field=woodlot>

Short Name

AREAF<field>

EWOOD

FUELUS

RENEW

YBUILD

Long Name

AREA OF EACH FIELD

ENERGY CONTENT OF WOOD

FUEL CONSUMPTION

FOREST RENEWAL TIME

PLANT YIELD FOR WOOD

Research
Math Symbol

None

None

None

None

Y>

SI Unit

I»']

[MJ/kgu.tuood]

[MJ/a]

[a]

[*gu.tv.0/m'.oll]

REq(2d) AREAF<field=woodlot> = FUELUS • RENEW
EWOOD • YBUILD

UNIT CHECK:

tm2)
[MJ/a] • [a]

[MJ/kgwecwood] • [kgwetveg/m2]

Subscript wetwood is equivalent to wetveg here.
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AREAF<field=peat bog> [m'] AREA OF EACH FIELD The area
of each field. There are: a forage field, a
garden, a fuel weed let and a fuel peat bog.
CALCULATED (3.3.6.4) Research mathematical
symbol: none

FIGURE 3.3.6.4
(No Attachments)
CALCULATE AREA OF
PEAT BOG
94-FEB-15
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-oct-19
Version 03A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

EPEAT
FUELUS
LFTIM
SBD<soil>
SD<soil>
STYPE

> AREAF<f ield=peat bog>

Short Name

AREAF<field>

EPEAT

FUELUS

LFTIM

SBD<soil>

SD<soil>

STYPE

Ptr^Y f)o\

Long Name

AREA OF EACH FIELD

ENERGY CONTENT OF PEAT

FUEL CONSUMPTION

DURATION OF FUEL PEAT USE

SOIL BULK DENSITY

SOIL DEPTH ABOVE WATER TABLE

SOIL TYPE

IF STYPE=organic

ARfàG'-'^-ï e*~\ A — r-naat- VirM-rs. —

Research
Math Symbol

None

None

None

None

None

SD

None

FUELUS

SI Unit

[m2]

[MJ/kgdryl,..J

[MJ/a]

[a]

Ikgary.011/m
3
dry.ou]

[m]

[-]

• LFTIM

EPEAT « SBD<soil> • SD<soil>

ELSE

AREAF<field=peat bog> = 0

UNIT CHECK:

[m2] =
[MJ/a] • [a]

[MJ/kgdrypeat] • [kgaryp<!at / m3
drysoil] [m]
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|AREAT<bloc> [ITT] TERRESTRIAL DISCHARGE AREA
area of terrestrial portion of each
discharge area. Research mathematical
symbol : none
CALCULATED 3.3.7

FIGURE 3.3.7
(No Attachments)
CALCULATE TERRESTRIAL AREAS
FOR DISCHARGES
94-APR-01
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-Jun-30
Version 03A
K. Demoline

FRACAD<bloc>

MAREAD<bloc>
--> AREAT<bloc>

Short Name

AREAT<bloc>

FRACAD<bloc>

MAREAD<bloc>

Research
Long Name Math Symbol

TERRESTRIAL DISCHARGE AREA None

TERRESTRIAL FRACTION OF DISCHARGE AREA None

MODIFIED DISCHARGE AREA FROM GEOSFHERE None

SI Unit

[m2]

[-]

[m2]

REq(7) AREAT<bloc> = FRACAD<bloc> • MAREAD<bloc>

UNIT CHECK:

[m2] = [-] • [m2]
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GFLOW<bloc,nuc> [mol/a] GEOSPHERE FLOW RATE
Flow rate of nuclide <nuc> to the
biosphere at discharge location bloc.
CALCULATED (2.5)
Research math symbol : none

FIGURE 3.3.8
(No Attachments)
CALCULATE PROGENY FLOWS
94-FEB-15
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-Jun-30
Version 03A
K. Demoline

DECAY<nuc>
DECAY<nucp>
LASRET<bloc, nuo
LASRET<bloc, nucp>

GFLOW<bloc,nuc> <— GFLOW<bloc,nucp>
GFLOW<bloc, nuo

Short Name

DECAY<nuc>

DECAY<nucp>

GFLOW<bloc , nuo

GFLOW<bloc , nucp>

LASRET<bloc,nuc>

LASRET<bl oc , nucp>

Long Name

RADIOLOGICAL DECAY CONSTANT

RADIOLOGICAL DECAY CONSTANT

GEOSPHERE FLOW RATE

GEOSPHERE FLOW RATE

RETARDATION IN LAST GEO. SEGMENT

RETARDATION IN LAST GEO. SEGMENT

Research
Math Symbol

*,

X,

None

None

None

None

SI Unit

[I/a]

[I/a]

[mol/a]

(mol/a)

[-)

[-)

If the nuclide does not have a parent then
GFLOW<bloc,nuo = GFLOW<bloc,nuc>

For all nuclides <nuc> that have a parent <nucp>:

REq(3d) GFLOW<bloc,nuc> = GFLOW<bloc,nucp>
• (DEC*VY<nucp> / DECAY<nuc>)
• (LAShET<bloc,nucp> / LASRET<bloc,nuc>)

UNIT CHECK:

[mol/a] = [mol/a] • ([I/a] / [I/a]) • ([-] / [-])
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5. THE SURFACE WATER MODEL

5.1 RESEARCH MODEL SYNOPSIS FOR THE LAKE AND LAKE SEDIMENTS

5.1.1 Conceptual Model

Radionuclides would be discharged from the geosphere to one or more
topological low points. For modelling purposes it is assumed that the entire
discharge ends up in a lake with negligible delay.

Small fractions of the discharges may contact the water table under fields
near the lake shore and contaminate the overlying soil zone and plants. It is
assumed that these fractions of the radionuclides quickly reach the lake in
runoff. The amounts thus temporarily diverted from entering the lake are not
subtracted from the discharge flows to the lake.

Similarly, it is assumed that water drawn from the well for domestic and
irrigation purposes reaches the lake with agligible delay. Water withdrawn
from the lake for domestic and irrigation purposes is assumed to be returned
to the lake. Consequently the input flow of a radionuclide to the lake is
expressed (see Geosphere-Biosphere Interfaces Synopsis, Eq{5)) as follows:

NBLOC

GFLOW <bloc,nuc> (1)

bloc=l

where GFLOW <bloc,nuc> is the total annual flow [moles per year] of
radionuclide "nuc" (or "i") from the geosphere to the biosphere at
discharge location "bloc". Here, GFLOW is summed over all geosphere
discharge locations, including the well.

In each simulation it is assumed that the volume of the lake is constant so
that the flow into the lake equals the flow out of the lake. The water flow
from the lake can be approximated by the product o;; the net precipitation
(precipitation less evapotranspiration NETP) and the catchment area (AREATE) .

5.1.2 Lake Water

The rate of change of the total amount of radionuclide i in the lake water and
lake sediments may be written as the sum of inflows plus ingrowth from
precursor i-1, minus losses due to outflow, decay of all precoursors, and
gaseous evasion from the surface of the lake:

dMtot-i(t)
- = Xlit(t) - Aa-P-Cjitt) + Xi.iMtot ̂ (t) - A.iM̂ .̂ t)

dt
- Ei-C^ift) -Vi (2)

(3)
dt dt

where Mtoci(t) = amount of radionuclide i in the lake water and sediments
[mol]

Ad = catchment area of lake (i.e. watershed) [m2] ,

P = net precipitation [m/a] ,
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£i = the rate at which volatile or gaseous isotopes evade the
lake's surface and enter the atmosphere [I/a],

V\ = volume of lake [m3] ,

Cia(t) = concentration of radionuclide i in lakewater [mol/m3] ,

Xi^v-j.j = radiological decay constants for nuclide i and its
precursor i-1, respectively [I/a],

Mi,i(t) = amount of radionuclide i in lakewater [mol], and

Mjed.iC1' = amount of radionuclide i in lake sediments [mol].

Radionuclides in the lake water may adhere to suspended particles and be
deposited in lake sediments. In the long term this transfer can be described
by a net rate of transfer. The quantity of radionuclide in the lake sediments
changes with the difference between the rate of transfer from the lake water
plus ingrowth due to decay from precursor i-1 already in the sediment, and the
loss due to decay of i in the sediment:

(4).
dt

where 0̂  = rate constant for net transfer of radionuclide i from the
lake water to the lake sediments [a"1] .

Here,

V: = A! • Zj (5)

where A: is the lake area [m2ual:er]
 an<3 zi i-s cne mean depth of the lake [m] .

For the lake water it follows from Equations (2), (3) and (4) that

dC^ft) Ad«P Xiift) Mi.i.itt)
+ G! £(t) (CXi + Ei + - + A.J = - + Xi.i- - . (6)

'dt

Solving Equation (6) by Laplace transform results in the following expression
for the lakewater concentration:

Cn(t) = [Xiitf )/V, + Xi.j • Cii.^f )] e-P-"^'1 dt' (7)
JO

Ad«P
where P = aL + Ei + - + Kj_ (8a)

Vi

and Ci.i.̂ t') = M^.itt'J/Vi. (8b)

Hence the response of the lake water compartment to a unit impulse input is

Rlfl(t) = e-P"" (9)

where P is defined in Equation (8a) .
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5.1.3 Lake Sediment

The aquatic discharge zones are covered by a sediment layer of bioturbated
sediment lying on a compacted layer. The two layers together constitute
sediment considered accessible to the critical group.

Nuclides are removed from the lake water by sorption on suspended particles
and deposition in sediments. The amount of nuclide i in the sediment is
obtained by solving equation (4) by Laplace transform. This relationship
(assuming the area of the sediment Ased equals the area of the lake AJ is as
follows :

tf

J
M«dll(t) = [CCiVjCj.ift') + Xi-jtW^U')] • e-u-|c-t') dt' . (10)

The concentration of i in the sediment at any time is given by

.
Csedi(t) = - (11)

Ai'W^tt)

where W3ed(t) is the mass of (dry) sediment per unit area of lake.

Combining Equations (10) and (11) we arrive at the convolution integral for
the concentration of nuclide i in the lake sediment:

t
{[aiz1c1.»(t')/w.ed(t)]

0

5.1.4 Concentration in Bioturbated Sediment Layer

In the lake model, it is assumed that sedimentation occurs continuously and
contributes to sediment bulk at the bottom of the lake. The rate of
accumulation of sediment per unit area is assumed to be constant. This
requires that the mass of sediment per unit area at any time be given by

W.«,(t) = W. • t + N°. (13)

where Wsed(t) = mass of (dry) sediment per unit area of lake [kgdry/m
2] ,

Ws = rate of accumulation of (dry) sediment per unit area of
lake [kgdry/ (m

2«a) ] , and

N° = initial mass of (dry) sediment per unit area of sediments
[kgdry/m

2] .

Consider the amount of nuclide present in the bioturbated layer (e.g., over
the last 50 a in the following discussion) . In the specifications, this
period of time is specified as "PARTIM" (see data dictionary), and is
calculated from the depth of the bioturbated layer NSED.

For PARTIM = 50, the amount (dry weight) of bioturbated sediment recently
deposited per unit area is
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W5s°ed = Ws . 50. (14)

Hence, the convolution integral (Equation [ 10 ]} (when changing the limits of
integration) becomes

t [aiVA.iU1) + A1-iM,
s
a
0
d.1_1(f)]«e-Y'

t-tl)at' (15)
:-50

and by the relationship in Equation (11), Ws
5
e°d of Equation (14) may be

substituted for Wsed(t) to give the concentration in the bioturbated layer:

t t Ai-!

i t t ) = t [a^Ci . i f f ) + -
Jt-50 A!

M s
i°«, . i . I( t1)J 'R.« ! . i ( t - t1 )df (16)

where Rsedil(t~t') = e'̂ -'̂ '̂/Ŵ  . (17)

The lower limit of the integral is set equal to 0 for times t less than 50
(i.e., PARTIM).

This latter integral (Equation (16)) is equivalent to

C50 / 4- \ _ I I T ** *} /~* / f- I \ /T«75 O l i Wt$ 0 / 4- t \ \s e d . i ( t ) - I { [ O i Z j C L i f t ' ) /W s e d ] + — M s e d i . i t t )}
JO (Al 'W^ed)

•R s
5

e°d. i ( t - t ' )d t ' (18a)

1
that C^.i.iU1 ) = M^d.i.itt1 ) (18b)

where

I 0.0 t >
Rs.°.d.i(t) =

- A t . ( t )
e t s

50.

50.
(19)

5.1.5 Concentration in Sediment over a Discharge

The aquatic discharge zones are covered by a sediment layer of thickness THSED
[m], comprised of NSED [m] of bioturbated sediment with concentration
calculated by Equation (18a) above, lying on a compacted layer of thickness
(THSED-NSED) [m]. The two layers together constitute sediment considered
accessible to the critical group.

The nuclide concentration in the compacted layer over each discharge location
is calculated from the groundwater concentration at the top of the compacted
sediment layer, CTGW<nuc,bloo, the sediment distribution coefficient for
nuclide nuc, SEDKD<nuc>, the sediment bulk density, SEDBD, and the sediment
porosity, SEDPR. The effective sediment concentration for discharge bloc CTLS
is calculated by depth-weighting the concentrations of bioturbated CTLS' and
compacted sediment layers :
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MSED
CTLS<nuc,bloc> = • CTLS'<nuc>

THSED

THSED - NSED

THSED

SEDPR
+ SEDKD<nuc>

SEDBD
• CTGW<nuc,bloc>(20)

for all aquatic discharges (i.e. where LOCTYP<bloc> = AQUA). MVDISC<bloc> is
the geosphere annual discharge volume of water (modified by the amount drawn
by the well) [m̂ ,OC(,r/a] calculated by the geosphere model. Only discharges
with a volume larger than a minimum value MVDSCL are considered.

5.1.6 Use of Sediments in Fields

In some simulations the fields are assumed to lie as much as is physically
possible on fresh sediments, either because the lake was recently drained for
farming, or the sediments were dredged for use on the fields. In every
simulation the soil concentrations that would result are calculated in case
they are needed in the sediment-as-soil scenario. Each discharge covers an
area, MAREAD<bloc>, on the lakebed. Any areas of the lakebed not over a
discharge are assumed to be covered by sediments with the same nuclide
concentration as bioturbated sediment. The area of the lakebed covered by
sediments with the same concentration as bioturbated sediment is calculated as
folows:

AREASS = AREAAQ - I MAREAD<bloc> where AREAAQ is the area of the lake. (21)

The small terrestrial fractions of the discharges are small and are not
included in the calculation. AREASS is set to zero if the expression in
Equation (21) is less than zero.

The fields (possibly in several portions) are assumed to lie over the
discharges. The resulting soil concentration in each field consists of an
area-weighted average. Fields are assumed to lie over discharges so that the
average concentrations of "sediment-as-soil" for the fields, CTLSF<nuc,field>,
will decrease in the order: garden, forage field, woodlot and peat bog. If
the total area of all the fields is larger than all the discharges, an area of
bioturbated lakebed sediment is used to complete the area of the incomplete
field(s). If still more area is needed to make up the area of one or more
fields, the extra area is assumed to have a concentration calculated by the
soil model for the conditions applied to the type of field whose area is being
made up.
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LEGEND

time series

time-independent
parameters

1 1 orocess n

data store

Variable list:
so samo'ed
up... dépendant
ts... time series
cq... consequence

t CTLS_nuc_bloc
CTLSF_nuc_field

FIGURE 3.1.2
(1 Attachment)
MODEL TRANSPORT IN LAKE

94-FEB-15
Version 02A
H.A. Halliday

AREAFJield

splakes

3.1.2.1 - MODEL LAKEWATER
3.1.2.2 - MODEL LAKE SEDIMENTS
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Attachment to
Figure 3.1.2
94-FEB-15
Version 02A
H.A. Halliday

94-Jul-04
Version 03A
K. Demoline

splakes = AREAAQ + CF6 + DECAY<nuc> + DECAY<nucp> + LD + LOCTYP<bloc> +
LPARTM + MAREAD<bloc> + MVDISC<bloc> + MVDSCL + NSED +
SEDKD<nuc> + SEDPR<bloc> + SEDSOR<nuc> + THSED + SEDBD

splakew = AREAAQ + AREATE + DECAY<nuc> + DECAY<nucp> + DEGASL<nuc> + LD +
NETP + SEDSOR<nuc>
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LEGEND

time series

time-Independent
parameters

f^n~*\ Variable list:

> — X dp.
data store cn"

. dependent
time series
consequence

FIGURE 3.1.2.1
(No Attachments)
MODEL LAKEWATER

94-APR-01
Version 03A
H.A. Halliday

Concentration In
Lakewater

RENAME DATA
FIELD CTLW

CALCULATE
LAKEWATER

ONCENTRA

DECAY_nucp

NBLOC

GFLOW.bloc nuc

EVALUATE
LAKEWATE
RESPONSE

U

AREAAQ
AREATE

DEGASL_nuc

NETP
SEDSOR_nuc

3.1.2.1.1 - EVALUATE LAKEWATER RESPONSE FUNCTION
3.1.2.1.2 - CALCULATE LAKEWATER CONCENTRATION

3.1.2.1.3- RENAME DATA FIELD CTLW

Data Store • Concentration In Lakewater

" • This variable appears more than once within a data (low on this diagram.
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RESPLW<nuc> [-]LAKSWATER_RESPONSE Time-dependant
response of contaminant <nuc> in the lake water
compartment following a unit impulse input of
contamination. CALCULATED (3.1.2.1.1) Research
mathematical symbol: R x 4

FIGURE 3.1.2.1.1
(No Attachments)
EVALUATE LAKEWATER
RESPONSE FUNCTION
92-SEP-28
Version OlA
L.C. Wojciechowski

94-OCT-19
Version 02A
K
Demoline/J.G.Szekely

AREAAQ
AREATE
DECAY<nuc>
DEGASL<nuc>
LD
NETP
SEDSOR<nuc>

Short Name Long Name
Research

Math Symbol SI Unit

AREAAQ

AREATE

DECAY<nuc>

DEGASL<nuc>

LD

NETP

RESPLW<nuc>

SEDSOR<nuc>

LAKE AREA

TERRESTRIAL CATCHMENT AREA

RADIOLOGICAL DECAY RATE

LAKEWATER DEGASSING CONSTANT

LAKE DEPTH

NET PRECIPITATION

LAKEWATER RESPONSE

SEDIMENT REMOVAL RATE CONSTANT

AI Im2umt.t]

Ad [ro'.oll or w.»rl

A» [i/a]
e» [I/a]
Z, [nw.t)

" l^wii»r' '^waiar or ioli*a/ J

Rl.l I")

a, tl/a]

E q ( l ) RESPLW<nuc> = exp {-[SEDSOR<nuc> + (AREATE • NETP) /
R E g ( 5 ) * and (AREAAQ • LD) + DECAY<nuc> + DEGASL<nuc>] • ( t ) }
REq(8a)
R E q ( 9 )

UNIT CHECK:

Eqd) [-] = exp { ( [ I / a ] -. [m2
soil or wacer] • [m3

water/m
2

soil or water -a]

/([n»2B.t.t] • [mw.t.r]) + [I/a] + [I/a]) • ([a])}

* NOTE: REq(5) and REq(8a) are substituted into REq(9).
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:TLW<nuc> [mol/raster J LAKEWATER CONCENTRATION
Concentration of <nuc> in the lake water
CALCULATED (3.1.2.1.2) Research mathematical
symbol: Clpi (lake model) and C" (atmosphere
model).

'FIGURE 3.1.2.1.2
(No Attachments)
CALCULATE LAKEWATER
CONCENTRATION
32-SSF-28
Version 01A
L.C. Wojciechowski

94-Oct-19
Version 02&
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

AREAAQ

DECAY<nucp>

LD

NBLOC

> CTLW<nuc> <-

RESPLW<nuc>

GFLOW<bloc, nuo

CTLW<nucp>

Short Name Long Name
Research
Math Symbol SI Unit

AREAAQ

CTLW<nuc>

CTLW<nucp>

DECAY<nucp>

GFLOW<bloc,nuc>

LD

NBLOC

RESPLW<nuc>

LAKE AREA

LAKEWATER CONCENTRATION

RADIOLOGICAL DECAY RATE

GEOSPHERE FLOW RATE

LAKE DEPTH

NUMBER OF DISCHARGE LOCATION

LAKEWATER RESPONSE

Cj . i - i

None

None

[mol/mj
w.t.t]

[mol/m1,,^.,]

tl/a]

[mol/a]

E q ( l )

R E q ( 7 ) -
R E q ( l )
R E q ( 5 )
REq(8b)
R E q ( 9 )

[NOTE; |

t f NBLOC
CTLW<nuc>(t) = {[ Z GFLOW<bloc,nuo(t ' ) ] / (AREAAQ • LD)

JC bloc=l

CTLW<nucp>(t') • DECAY<nucp>} • RESPLW<nuc>(t-t') dt'

If there is no <nucp> for the current<nuc>,
CTLW<nucp>(t) = 0 for all times t.

UNIT CHECK:

E q ( l ) [mol/m3
wacer] = {[mol/a] / ( [m2

water] • [m

• [ I / a ]} • [-] • [a]

[mol/m3
wacer]

* REq(l), REq (5) and REq ( 9 ) are substituted into REq(7).
Also, note transformation expressed in REq(8b)
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:TLW<nucp> [mol/mtater] LAKEWATER CONCENTRATION
Concentration of <nucp> in the lake water.
CALCULATED '3.1.2.1.3^
Research mathematical symbol:CXii (lake
model) and C" (atmosphere model)

FIGURE 3.1.2.1.3
(No Attachments)
RENAME DATA FIELD CTLW
94-APR-01
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/
H . A . Halliday

94-OCT-19
Version 03A
K. Demoline/J.G. Szekely

:TLW<nucp> CTLW<nuc>

Short Name Long Name
Research

Math Symbol SI Unit

CTLW<nuc>

CTLW<nucp>

lakewater concentration
lakewater concentration [mol/m'w.t.r]

This process receives CTLW<nuc> from the data store Concentration in Lake
water from the previous iteration, and outputs it as CTLW<nucp> for the
current iteration.
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LEGEND . :

time-Independent
parameters

I \ procuss n

data store

sp... sampled
dp... dépendent
ts... time series
cq... consequence

Concentration In
Lake Sediment

CTLSprime.nuc

CTLSprime_m

FIGURE 3.1.2.2
(No Attachments)
MODEL LAKE SEDIMENTS

94-APR-01
Version 03A
H.A. Halliday

CTGW_nuo_bloc

CTLW_nuc

CTLS_nuc_bloc

CTLSF_nuc_lield

CALCULATE
LAKE SEDIMENTS AREAAQ
CQNCE . -\ AREAFJield

, CF6
SEDKD_nuc

SEDPR_bloc

SEDSOR_nuc

THSED \MAREAD_b|oc

v MVDISC.bloc

PART.M - MVDSCL

Lnucp

EVALUATE
LAKE SEDIMENTS
RESPON

iH£Ji*\.
PARTI

DECAYnuc

3.1.2.2.1 • EVALUATE LAKE SEDIMENTS RESPONSE FUNCTION
3.1.2.2.2 - CALCULATE LAKE SEDIMENTS CONCENTRATION
3.1.2.2.3 • EVALUATE PARTIUCLATE DEPOSITION TIME
3.1.2.2.4 - RENAME DATA FIELD CTLS'
CTLSprime_nuc = CTLS'<nuc>
Data Store - Concentration in Lake Sediment
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RESPLS<nuc> [-]LAKE SEDIMENTS RESPONSE Time-
dependent response of contaminant <nuc> in
the lake sediment compartment following a
unit impulse input of contarrdnaticr:;
truncated at time PARTIM CALCULATED
(3.1.2.2.1) Research mathematical symbol:

FIGURE 3.1.2.2.1
(No Attachments)
EVALUATE LAKE SEDIMENTS
RESPONSE FUNCTION
92-SE^-28
Version 01A
L.C. Wojciechowski

94-OCT-19
Version 02A
K. Dernoline/J.G. Szekely

PARTIM

DECAY<nuc>
RESPLS<nuc>

Short Name Long Name
Research

Math Symbol SI Unit

DECAY<nuc>

PARTIM

RESPLS<nuc>

RADIOLOGICAL DECAY RATE

PARTICULATE DEPOSITION TIME

LAKE SEDIMENTS RESPONSE

[I/a]
la]

0 .0 t > PARTIM
E q ( l )
REq(19)

RESPLS<nuc> =
eXp{-DECAY<nuc>.(t)} t < PARTIM

UNIT CHECK:

Eq(l) [-] = exp {[I/a] • [a]}

Equation options: [a] = [a]
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:TLSF<nuc, f.ield> [mol/kgdry3ed] LAKE SEDIMENTS
CONCENTRATION IN FIELD Concentration of
<nuc> in field <field> when sediment is
used for soil. CALCULATED (3.1.2.2.2)
Reseaicv mathematical svmbol : C«.̂  =

CTLS<nuc,bloc> [mol/kgdrysed] LAKE SEDIMENTS
CONCENTRATION Concentration of <nuc> in
lake sediments accessible to man in each
discharge zone. CALCULATED (3.1.2.2.2)
Research mathematical symbol: Cseai

FIGURE 3.1.2.2.2
(3 Attachments)
CALCULATE LAKE SEDIMENTS
ONCENTRATION
94-FEB-15
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-19
Version 03A
K. Demoline/J.G. Szekely

CTLS'<nuc> [mol/kgdrysed] LAKE SEDIMENTS INTERIM
CONCENTRATION Concentration of <nuc> in
the bioturbated layer of lake sediments.
CALCULATED (3.1.2.2.2) Research
mathematical symbol: Csedit

AREAAQ
AREAF<field>
CF6
DECAY<nucp>
LD
LOCTYP<bloc>
LPARTM
MAREAD<bloc>
MVDISC<bloc>
MVDSCL CTLS ' <nuc>
I\oiiiJJ > L. 1 Li or <rlu,C / 3T1GJ.Q> <
PARTIM CTLS<nuc,bloc>
SEDBD
SEDKD<nuc>
SEDPR<bloc>
SEDSOR<nuc>
THSED

Short >'•' 3 Long Name

AREAAQ LAKE AREA

AREAF<field> AREA OF EACH FIELD

CF6 CUBIC METRES PER LITRE

CTGW<nuc,bloc> GROUNDWATER CONCENTRATION

CTLS<nuc,bloc> LAKE SEDIMENTS CONCENTRATION

CTLS'<nuc> LAKE SED. INTERIM CONC.

CTLS'<nucp> LAKE SED. INTERIM CONC.

CTLSF<nuc, £ield> LAKE SED. CONC. IN FIELD

CTLW<nuc> LAKEWATER CONCENTRATION

DECAY<nucp> RADIOLOGICAL DECAY RATE

LD LAKE DEPTH

LOCTYP<bloc> DISCHARGE LOCATION TYPE

LPARTM SEDIMENTATION RATE

CTGW<nuc , bloo
CTLS ' <nucp>
{- 1 LjW<nuc>
RESPLS<nuc>

Research
Math Symbol SI Unit

AI . A» [n>i.t.r]
None [m2]
None [m'/L]

C°,u [mol/mJ
Mt.r]

C.rt.! [mol/kgdry..d]
C..d.i [mol/kgdty,.d]
C..d.i [mol/kgdry..d]
C..a.i [mol/kgdry..d]
CL, [mol/ml.,.,]
XL! [ I /a]
Zj t^t^^t^f]

None [ - ]

W, (kgdry,.d/ (m!
u,t.r«a) ]
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Attachment 1 to
Figure 3.1.2.2.2
94-FEB-15
Version OZA
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halladay

94-Oct-19
Version 03A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

Short Name

MAREAD<bloO

MVDISC<bloO

MVDSCL

NSED

PARTIM

RESPLS<nuc>

SEDBD

SEDKD<nuc>

SEDPR<bloc>

SEDSOR<nuc>

THSED

Research
Long Name Ma eh Symbol

MODIFIED DISCHARGE AREA

MODIFIED GEOSPHERE DISCHARGE

MOD. GEO. DISCHARGE LOW LIMIT

THICKNESS OF NEW SEDIMENT

PARTICULATE DEPOSITION TIME

LAKE SEDIMENTS RESPONSE

SEDIMENT BULK DENSITY

SEDIMENT Kd

SEDIMENT POROSITY

SEDIMENT REMOVAL RATE CONSTANT

THICKNESS OF ACCESS. SEDIMENT

None

None

None

None
none

•̂ed.l

Pd.

Ka,

Pd.

«1
None

SI Unit

[ra=]
lms.«.r/a]
lml.t.r/a]

Ira]
[a)

[-]
Ikgdry.d/nldrya.d]

U<«l.r/fc9dty..d)

[-]

[I/a]
Cn...alB.nJ

Calculate the concentration of the bioturbated sediment layer:

Eq(l)
REq(18a)

CTLS'<nuc> = { [SEDSOR<nuc> • LD • CTLWknuo(t') / (LPARTM
Jo

• PARTIM)] + CTLS'<nucp>(t ' ) • DECAY<nucp>)

• RESPLS<nuo(t-t' ) dt'

[NOTE: I If there is no <nucp> for the current<nuc>, CTLS'<nucp> = 0. for all
times t.

The sediment concentration from Equation (1) must be depth-weighted with the
concentration of the underlying deep sediment layer at each discharge for
possible use in the fields:

Eq(2)
REq(20)

CTLS<nuc, bloo

SEDPR<bloc>
H

SEDBD

NSED

THSED
CTLS'<nuc>

THSED - NSED

THSED

CF6'SEDKD<nuc> •CTGW<bloc,nuc>

for all discharge locations bloc for which LOCTYP<bloo=AQUA and MVDISC<bloc>
is greater than a minimum value MVDSCL.
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Attachment 2 to
Figure 3.1.2.2.2
94-FEB-15
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-19
Version 03A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

UNIT CHECK:

E q ( l ) [mol/kgdrysed] {[I /a] • [rrwej • [mol/m3
water] /

( [kgdrysed/rolater * al * [al )

+ [mol/kgdrysed] • [I/a] } • [-] [a]

E q ( 2 ) [mol/kgdrysed] =
[m]

[m]

( [ m ] - [ m ] )

[m]

• [mol/kgdrysed]

[kg/m3drysed] 3 drysed

•[mol/m3ua«r]

In some simulations the fields are assumed to lie as much as is physically
possible on fresh sediments, either because the lake was recently drained for
farming, or the sediments were dredged for use on the fields. In every
simulation the soil concentrations that would result are calculated in case
they are needed. Each discharge covers an area, MAREAD<bloc>, on the lakebed.
Any areas of the lakebed not over a discharge are assumed to be covered only
by bioturbated sediment. The area of the lakebed covered only by shallow
bioturbated sediment, AREASS, is calculated as

AREASS = AREAAQ - I MAREAD<bloc> (21)
i

Set AREASS = 0. if the expression in Equation (21) is less than zero. The
small terrestrial fractions of the discharges are ignored.

Disposition of Fields in Relation to Discharges

The fields (possibly in several portions) are assumed to lie over the
discharges. As a result, the effective "sediment-as-soil" nuclide
concentration in each field, CTLSF<nuc,field>, will consist of an area-
weighted average. Fields are assumed to lie over discharges so that the
resulting CTLSF<nuc,field> should decrease in the order: garden, forage field,
woodlot and peat bog. If the total area of all the fields is larger than all
the discharges, an extra area of the bioturbated lakebed sediment AREASS is to
be used to complete the area of the incomplete field(s). If still more area
is needed to make up the area of one or more fields, the extra area is assumed
to have a concentration calculated by the soil model for the conditions
applied to the type of field whose area is being made up.
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Attachment 3 to
Figure 3.1.2.2.2
94-FEB-15
Version 02A
J.G. Srekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-19
Version 03A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

Assign the fields to discharges by ranking the peak CTLS<nuc,bloc> values in
decreasing order at any given time. The ranking will thus change with time if
the CTLS values for discharges cross each other. Discharges may be ranked
differently for different nuclides at a given time. Allot the areas of the
discharges MAREAD<bloc> in the order of decreasing CTLS value to the fields
AREA<field> in the order: garden, forage field, woodlot, and peat bog.

Calculate the effective concentration of lake sediment in each field,
CTLSF<nuc,field>, as an average weighted by the areas respectively covered by
mixed sediments over the discharge area(s), bioturbated sediment over the
remainder of the lakebed (if there is any such area), and soil of the
appropriate type for the type of field.
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PARTIM(a)[a] PARTICULATE DEPOSITION TIME The
number of years of sediment accumulation in
the bioturbated sediment layer on the lake
bottom CALCULATED (3.1.2.2.3) Research
Mathematical Symbol: none

Figure 3.1.2.2.3
(No Attachments)
EVALUATE PARTICULATE
DEPOSITION TIME
92-SEP-28
Version 01A
L.C. Wojciechowski

94-Jul-04
Version 02A
K. Demoline

LPARTM
NSED --> PARTIM
SEDBD

Short Name Long Name
Research

Math Symbol SI Unit

LPARTM

NSED

PARTIM

SEDBD

SEDIMENTATION RATE

THICKNESS OF NEW SEDIMENT

PARTICULATE DEPOSITION TIME

SEDIMENT BULK DENSITY

W.

none
none
none

tkgdty..a/ (mj
w.c.t-a)

[rn]
[a]

PARTIM =
NSED.SEDBD

LPARTM

UNIT CHECK: [a] =
[kgdryaeci/m

3
drya(.d]
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CTLS'<nucp> [mol/kgdrysej] LAKE SEDIMENTS INTERIM
CONCENTRATION Concentration of <nucp> in
the bioturbated layer of lake sediments.
CALCULATED (3.1.2.2.4) Research
mathematical symbol: C,rf ,

FIGURE 3.1.2.2.4
(Ho Attachments)
RENAME DATA FIELD CTLS'
94-APR-01
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-Jul-04
Version 03A
K. Demoline

CTLS'<nucp> CTLS'<nuc>

Short Name Long Name
Research

Math Symbol SI Unit

CTLS'<nuc>

CTLS'<nucp>

LAKE SED. INTERIM CONC.

LAKE SED. INTERIM CONC.

[mol/kgary..J
[mol/kgdry..d]

This process receives CTLS'<nuc> from the data store Concentration in Lake
Sediment from the previous iteration, and outputs it as CTLS'<nucp> for the
current iteration.
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6. THE SOIL MODEL

6.1 RESEARCH MODEL SYNOPSIS FOR SOIL

Sheppard (1992) has produced a simple soil model based on regression analysis
of results from the more complex SCEMR model. The simple model has been
incorporated into the CC3 biosphere code specifications in a modified form
using response functions. In the following pages we describe the SYVAC3
compartmental model approach used, identify the equivalent to the SCEMR
regression results, and then develop the equations, including SCEMR-based
regression equations.

The soil model calculates the concentration of each nuclide in the soil of the
rooting zone (top 2 of 4 layers for deep soil, or all of the shallow soil) in
the four fields supplying the critical group. The fields are located over the
terrestrial parts of the discharge zones in a manner that maximizes the soil
concentrations due to rising groundwater in decreasing order of importance of
the soil causing a contaminant exposure to humans. If soil is organic and
peat is burned for energy, the order is peat bog, garden, forage field, and
woodlot. If the soil type is not organic, then peat bog is not used and the
order is garden, forage field and woodlot. The fields differ in probabilities
of irrigation and their source of irrigation (if any). The contributions to
soil contamination due to wet and dry aerial deposition are also included.

The model is a parameterization of SCEMR results. It is implemented with
response functions to inputs of contaminant to each field from above and
below.

Cltl The concentration of radionuclide i in the lake water
[mol/m3water] . Calculated by the lake model.

due
model.

<CÎ)A, The concentration of radionuclide i in the air [mol/m3air]
to aquatic particulates. Calculated in the atmosphere

(C*)AO Tne concentration of gaseous radionuclide i in air
[mol/m34ir] due to aquatic sources. Calculated in the
atmosphere model.

GFLOW<bloc,nuc> The flow of nuclide i/<nuc> from the geosphere to the
biosphere discharge location <bloc> [mol/a].

Outputs:

Cfw or CTPWF<nuc,field>. The effective concentration of
radionuclide i/nuc in the pore water of soil layer 4 at the water table in
each field [mol/m3uoter] .

Ci*1 The concentration of radionuclide i in the well water
[mol/m3WM.er] .

Cf The concentration of radionuclide i in the rooting zone of
the soil of each field [mol/kgdrysoil] .

Calculation of radionuclide concentration in each field.

First the mean groundwater concentration of nuclide <nuc> at each aquatic
discharge location, CTGW<nuc,bloo(t), is calculated as follows (see
Geosphere-Biosphere Interface Synopsis, Equation (6)):
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CTGVKnuc.blocXt) - ̂ -̂gĉ io'̂  ̂ (1)

where

GFLOW<bloc,nuc>(t) represents the flow of nuclide <nuc> from the
geosphere at discharge location <bloc> [mol/a],

LOCTYP<bloo identifies the discharge location type.
LOCTYP<bloc> = AQUA identifies an aquatic discharge, and (2)

MVDISCXbloo is the modified annual discharge of water [m3water/a] to
the biosphere at discharge location <bloc>.

It is assumed that layer 4 of the soil is a well-mixed compartment in contact
with the water table. The pore-water concentration in layer 4 of soil over
the discharge CTPW<nuc,bloo is given by

GFLOW<bloc, nuo ( t )
CTPW<nuc,bloo(t) =

0 MAREAD<bloc> • FRACAD<bloc> ' LAYR4 • GAM<nuc>

GAM<nucp>
+ DECAY<nucp> • • CTPW<nucp, bloo ( t)

GAM<nuc>

MVDISC<bloc, nuo
• exp

MAREAD<bloc> • FRACAD<bloc> • LAYR4 • GAM<nuc>

+ DECAY<nuc> • (t-f)

where

dt' (3)

GAM<nuc> = MOIST4<stype> + SBD<stype> • SKD<nuc,stype>,
MAREAD<bloo is the modified discharge area,
FRACAD<bloc> is the terrestrial fraction of discharge zone,
LAYR4 is the depth of the bottom soil layer or SD<stype>, the soil

depth, if SD<stype> is less than or equal to SDLOW<stype>, the
soil depth lower limit,

MOIST4 is the moisture content in the bottom soil layer,
SBD<stype> is the soil bulk density and
SKD<nuc,stype> is the soil Kd for nuclide <nuc>.

The concentration in the rooting zone in the parts of each field located over
each discharge CTSG<bloc,field> can then be calculated using response
functions according to Equations (55) and (56) below.

The fields (possibly in several portions) are assumed to lie over the
discharges so that the average rooting zone concentrations of the fields,
CTSGF<nuc,field>, will decrease in the order: peat bog (if any), garden,
forage field, and woodlot. If the total area of all the fields is larger than
all the discharges, an area of soil uncontaminated by groundwater from below
is used to complete the area of the incomplete field(s). The effective
concentration in soil in each field for food-chain purposes consists of an
area-weighted aveiaga. Area-weighted effective concentrations are calculated
for groundwater, CTGWF<nuc,field>, pore water, CTPWF<nuc,field> and
groundwater-contaminated rooting zone soil, CTSGF<nuc,field>.
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Calculation of C,""

The well water concentration C^'lt) is calculated as follows (see Geosphere-
Biosphere Interface Synopsis, Equation (4)):

(GFLOW<taloc,nuc> + QWSUR • CTLW<nuc>)
cr'lt) = (4)

QWDEM

for LOCTYP<bloc>=WELL

where
CTLW<nuc> is the lake water concentration [mol/n^,ater] ,

GFLOW<bloc,nuc> represents the flow of nuclide into the well from
the geosphere [mol/a],

LOCTYP<bloc> identifies the discharge type

LOCTYP<bloc> = WELL (5)
identifies discharge location <bloc> as the well,

QWDEM is the total demand on the well [m3
waeer/a] , and

QWSUR is the surface water flow into the well [m3
water/a] .

If the well is so shallow that it does not penetrate the overburden above the
bedrock (i.e. if DPTHWL is less than OVWDPT), then the well water
concentration is set equal to the lake water concentration,

where
DPTHWL is the depth of the well [m] and
OVWDPT is the overburden depth at the well [m].

Calculation of C'

The root zone concentration under each field, C'ft), is given by

Cf(t) = Cftt) + Cf(t) + CjMt) (6)

where
Cf(t) = CTGWF<nuc,field>, mean soil concentration in field [mol/m3]

due to upward movement of radionuclide i from groundwater,

C°(t) = soil concentration due to atmospheric deposition of
radionuclides to the surface of the soil [mol/m3] , and

Cjft) = soil concentration due to deposition of radionuclides to the
surface of the soil in irrigation water [mol/m3] .

The only contribution to atmospheric deposition of nuclide originates in the
lake. Contaminants suspended from terrestrial sources are excluded because
the soil is not depleted when the contaminants are initially released into the
air. The effective deposition source concentration is

Cf" = vd [(C*)AP + (Ĉ l/L, (7)

where

vd [ (CAi)Ap + (C
A)AG] represents the effective flux of contaminant onto

the soil,

vd = vdd • CF4 + vdw - net deposition velocity (8)
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[m 3
a i r / (nf 5 o i l «a)] ,

vdd - dry deposition velocity
•[m3air/(nrs:)11.sn ,

CF4 - seconds per year [s^a"1] ,

vdw = P«Wr - wet deposition velocity (9)
[m3.,ir/(m

2
s,.u«a)] ,

P - total annual precipitation
[m3watar/(m;oil«a)] .

Wr - washout ratio [m3
air/m

3
water] ,

Iw - irrigation water requirement
[m3w.t«V<ro

2
soli'a) ],

and
Iw = a + b.Pe + c«SD + d«SD«Pe (10)

where
Iw = amount of irrigation water at the same concentration that

would have to be added annually to keep the top two soil
layers at field capacity moisture [m3uater/ (m

2
soil»a) ] ,

Pe = effective annual precipitation [m3uatei./ (m
2
aoil«a) ] ,

SD = depth of the unsaturated soil zone [msoil] , and

a,b,c,d, = constants. They are different for each soil type.

If the field is irrigated, C\(t) adds a contribution to the soil concentration
due to the application of irrigation water from the lake or well (depending
which irrigation source has been selected for the simulation) , added over an
irrigation period IRRPER. See the discussion following Equation (65) .

If the soil depth is less than a low limit on depth, SDLOW [m] , then the
nuclide concentration in the soil due to groundwater contamination is defined
simply as though the soil were saturated with groundwater:

Ct°(t) = Cf
w(t) • [p/p -i- P • KdJ (11)

where
p = soil porosity [m3/m3soil]

p = soil bulk density [kgdrysoi;/m
3
drysoil]

Kdi = soil distribution coefficient for nuclide i

Cf (t) = soil concentration of radionuclide i in pore water.

Contamination due to natural deposition, but not irrigation, is added to the
total soil contamination for shallow soil.

If the model overpredicts the sum of the nuclide soil concentrations due to
groundwater and to deposition to the extent that the cation exchange capacity
(CEC) of the soil is exceeded, then the soil concentration is limited to the
CEC for that soil type:

Cf(t) = CEC(soil=STYPE) . (12)
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6.1.1 The Soil Model, SCEMR1

The response of the root zone ci" the soil is characterized by parametric
relationships that were derived from analyses of SCEMR1 model results. The
relanionships give steady-state nuclide concentrations and the times needed to
attain them as a function of effective annual precipitation, soil type, soil
depth, and nuclide Kd.

The approach to incorporating these relationships in the form of response
functions in SYVAC is derived in this section. The SYVAC soil model includes
loss by decay and ingrowth from a parent nuclide. These appear as terms in
the input and response functions of the model.

The following text is extracted from the Soil Submodel report, (M.I. Sheppard
1992). A full listing and definition of all parameters used in SCEMR1 is
included in that report.

Sample SCEMR1 Results and Nuclide Entry Modes

SCEMR1 can be used to predict the soil concentration in each layer using three
primary modes of nuclide entry: 1) a pulse input into the bottom layer,
simulating temporarily contaminated groundwater; 2) a constant input into the
bottom layer, simulating chronically contaminated groundwater; and 3)
irrigation of the topmost two layers with chronically contaminated water.
Irrigation can be modeled alone or combined with either the pulse or constant
contaminated groundwater case. The exact concentration depends on the value
of Kd chosen and the input contaminated water concentration. The pulse case
reaches a peak concentration and then decreases in a log linear, first-order
fashion. The constant case gradually reaches and maintains a steady-state
maximum concentration at steady-state moisture conditions. Continuous
irrigation in the growing season with contaminated water shows a similar trend
as the constant groundwater case, except that an equilibrium is usually
reached much faster and concentrations are usually higher because of direct
application to the soil surface. These cases could be added to achieve a
simplistic combination scenario by using the maximum concentration and
shortest time to maximum concentration for a conservative or highest
concentration consequence. The pulse case can be used to get soil retention
values when groundwater or irrigation-water concentrations decrease.

6.1.2 Development of_SCEMRl for BIOTRAC

SCEMRl Database

A database of nuclide soil concentration as a function of time was generated
by SCEMRl runs that covered the range of the four sensitive parameters driving
nuclide transport following chronic or continuous contamination by groundwater
or by irrigation. This database contained output data for five
precipitations, five soil Kd values, three soil depths, four soil textures and
two contamination cases for a total of 600 simulations of SCEMRl. These
simulations were carried to 100 000 a, when in almost all irrigation and most
groundwater cases steady-state soil concentration had been reached. These
simulations provided a steady-state total soil concentration (Ĉ ) and a time
to reach this concentration (t̂ J for all soil layers for a constant input.

Ĉ ,, is defined as

C™, = Ct.4t (13)

when

Ct.a, - Ct < E (14)
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where At is the time step of the SCEMR1 output data, equal to 10, 100 or
1000 a. If the source of contamination is groundwater, then At =
100 a. If the source is irrigation vater and
t-max < 4000 a, then At = 10 a. li. the source is irrigation water
and tmax > 4000 a, then At = 1000 a.

Further discussion of the convergence criteria, e, for C, at CMX is given
later.

Reduction of the data was required to get a root zone C,̂  and t̂  for the
food-chain and dose and atmosphere submodels. The total soil concentration,
C, was averaged for the top two soil layers and weight<c-cl by layer depth, using

(C lZl + C 2 z 2 ) / ( Z l + z 2 ) (15)

where zx =
thickness of soil layer 1 (m) , ar.cl

Z2
thickness of soil layer 2 (m; .

The smallest t^ value representing the shortest fi.-ne it takes for nuclides to
enter the root zone, usually the tMX of layer 2, was used

as t,,,,̂  for this data-reduction ̂ tep. The SCEMR1 data
for layers 3 and 4 were not used. The data for all ."'"iLMRl simulations are
found in Sheppard (1992), Appendix B for groundwater contamination and
Appendix C for irrigation contamination. The input, concentration in all cases
was 1 mg nuclide«L"1 water.

Regression Analysis of SCEMR1 Database

After completion of the database and correlation and stepwise regression
analysis (Statistical Analysis System 1985), it was apparent that both C^x and
t,,̂  could be described for all conditions of annual effective precipitation,
soil Kd and soil depth by completing a response surface or regression analysis
through the output data for the anchor points in the database. The transition
from the SCEMR1 database for C^x and t,̂  to the response surface allows
BIOTRAC (Davis et al. 1993) to choose any point on the response surface. The
regression analyses are given by Sheppard i!992) in Appendices D and E.

Equations (16) to (19) establish the total soil concentration, Ĉ , in the
root zone when steady-state time, tMX, has br-en reached. Calculation of
steady-state total soil concentration, C°MX, for the groundwater contamination
case can be represented by the statistical relationship

cLx = C"" exp[a° + b°(SD) + c°P + d° In Kd + e°(SD) In Kd (16)

+ fc(SD)P + g°(P) In Kd]

where Ĉ  = maximum root zone soil concentration due to
contaminated groundwater (mg nuclide «kg-1 soil),

C3" = initial groundwater concentration (mg nuclide«L"1

water),

Kd = soil solid/liquid partition coefficient for the
nuclide of concern (L water'kg"1 soil),

P = annual effective precipitation (m'a"1),

SD = unsaturated soil depth (m), and
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aG, b°, c°, d°, e°, f°, gc = constants.

Values for the Ĉ x coefficients by soil type for present (interglacial}
temperature conditions are shown in Table 6.1.

TABLE 6.1

VALUES OF COEFFICIENTS FOR Cl.. BY SOIL TYPE

Constant

a° 1

b° 1

c° -0

d° 0

ec -0

f° -3

g° -o

Sand

.46934

.50668

.345955

.865034

.0926518

.54249

.128521

0.

-0.

-1.

0.

-0.

-0.

0.

Loam

890149

132936

78783

561489

0421368

867822

109834

0

-1

-0

0

-0

1

0

Clay

.403905

.73841

.183661

.563155

.224771

.23753

.405196

Organic

i

0.

3.

0.

-0.

-1.

0.

70865

690871

38706

363218

0361093

88286

156645

Calculation of the time it takes (in years) to reach a steady-state soil
concentration, t̂ ,x, for the groundwater case can be represented by

t̂ x = exp[h° + 1
G(SD) + mGP + n° In Kd + g°{SD) In Kd + r°(SD)P

+ s°(P) In Kd]. (17)

Values for the t0^ coefficients by soil type for present temperature
conditions are shown in Table 6.2..

Calculation of C x̂ for the irrigation contamination case can be
represented by

C'MX = C
iw expfa1 + b^SD) -f c1? + d:(ln Kd)

2 + e1 In Kd + f
1 (SD) In Kd

+ gz(SD)(ln Kd)
2 + hT(SD)P f 1J(P) In Kd -t- m^dn Kd)

2] (18)

where Ciw = irrigation water concentration, mg^L"1.

Values for the Ĉ ,x coefficients by soil type for present temperature
conditions are given in Table 6.3.
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TABLE 6.2

Constant

h°

1°

m°

n°

qc

r°

sc

Constant

a1

b1

c1

d1

e1

f1

g1

h1

l1

m1

8

2

-1

0

-0

-2

0

11

-1

-6

0

0

-0

-0

1

0

-0

VALUES

Sand

.65329

.54232

.02919

.362149

.0680343

.46595

.361079

VALUES

Sand

.55180

.59254

.58491

.0932025

.597230

.00425645

.00643657

.85125

.0558685

.0180819

OF COEFFICIENTS

9.

1.

-2.

0.

-0.

-0.

0.

Loam

65085

28181

29892

450171

0770646

642396

143835

TABLE

OF COEFFICIENTS

6.

0.

-1.

0.

0.

-0.

0.

-0.

-0.

0.

Loam

53522

314873

00261

0638253

665869

00118298

000137801

234584

0253163

00281502

FOR t°.v BY SOIL

Clay

10.0063

0.908425

-1.71255

0.305809

-0.069614

-0.397496

0.254697

6.3

FOR CLv BY SOIL

Clay

7.07767

0.269625

-1.7723

0.0660568

0.646030

0.00755064

-0.00072425

0.441276

-0.00216795

0.000385332

TYPE

Organic

8.53303

1.61424

-1.54796

0.161550

-0.0371124

-0.870342

0.249485

TYPE

Organic

7.87380

0.499570

-1.20787

0.0715230

0.469423

0.0233115

-0.0000052727

0.150251

0.0153029

0.000791759
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Calculation of t̂  for the irrigation case can be represented by

t1^ = exptn1 + qMSD) + r'P -t- sj(ln Kd)
2 -r t1 In Kd + u'ISD) In Kd

^ vMSPï [In KJ? - wMSDIP + x:(P)ln K. f y'Pdn Kd)
2] .

Values for the t:n,jix coefficients by soil type for present temperature
conditions are shown in Table 6.4.

TABLE 6.4

VALUES OF COEFFICIENTS FOR tLv BY. SOIL TYPE

(19)

Constant Sand

n1 11.

q1 -1.

r1 -6.

s1 0.

t1 0.

u1 -0.

v1 -0.

w1 1.

x1 -0.

y1 0.

8483

15661

55503

0715265

779037

0112947

0158932

74042

10214

00377025

7

0

-2

0

0

-0

-0

0

0

-0

Loam

.66484

.274500

.13263

.0688381

.598286

.00910213

.00536028

.245646

.0288249

.0032502

7

-0

-1

0

0

0

-0

0

-0

0

Clay

.65292

.0701984

.74692

.0639452

.604843

.00547399

.00442236

.525455

.024557

.00714894

Organic

6

0

-0

0

0

0

-0

-0

0

0.

.59719

.0193713

.54345

.0685796

.360123

.0399583

.000636214

.21948

.00142838

00842242

Comparison of Regression Equation and SCEMR1 Predictions

All irrigation cases reached steady-state soil concentrations in less than
100 000 a, except for the high Kd (100 L-kg'

1) very low rainfall cases (<0.4 m
annually) on the sand soil. Most groundwater simulation runs reached steady-
state soil concentrations in 100 000 a of transport time. However, for some
higher Kd values (100 L-kg"

1), steady-state soil concentrations were not
reached. Curve fitting could have been pursued
beyond 100 000 a, but there was a risk of underestimating the concentration
and providing non-conservative data to the regression model. Since the
assessment criteria from the AECB require only 10 000 a of detailed
simulation, it was prudent to limit ourselves to the 100 000 a simulation
database. It is also highly unlikely that radionuclides with Kd values
>10 L-kg"1 are going to enter the biosphere through the terrestrial
groundwater discharge pathway, because, in general, a large Kd

oil is associated
with a large Kd°

clt. These highly retentive nuclides would most likely be
retained in the geosphere rock mass. Thus the cases that did not reach
steady-state in 100 000 a (see Sheppard (1992) Appendix B and C) are not
included in the database.

6.1.3 Response Functions and a Compartmental Model

SYVAC3 provides a general mechanism for solving compartment models. In
SYVAC3, a compartment model interacts with other compartments and models by
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exchanging material. Input, output, and internal accumulation of material are
all modelled.

A SYVAC3 compartment model is based on an impulse response function R(t).
Rit" 1 represents the smcun-t of material remaining in the compartment following
a unit impulse input at time 0. Typical compartments have loss rates that
vary linearly with amounts in the compartment (or with concentration, for a
constant-volume compartment). In such cases the response function decreases
exponentially with time

The total amount of material in a compartment at time t is calculated by
summing up the contributions from all previous net inputs. If I(t) is the net
input into the compartment (in units of mol-a"1), for example, and if M(t) is
the total amount of material accumulated in the compartment, then the
following relationship holds:

tfM(t) = I(t') R(t-t') dt' . (20)
Jt'=0

This convolution integral gives the correct amount because the net input
function I(t) can be considered as an infinite sequence of impulse inputs.
The convolution integral adds up the residue at time t from impulses at
previous times t' to yield the total amount of material in the compartment.

In this case, I(t) represents the concentration of nuclide in groundwater or
irrigation water (in units of mol«m"3, rather than a flow into the compartment
in mol'a"1); therefore, the input function does not represent a physical
input. Nevertheless, an equation of the same form as Equation (20) can be
used, as is shown below, by suitable adjustment of the units of R(t).

The following terminology is used to describe the system response approach.
The "response function" describes the behaviour of the system due to a net
unit-impulse or single input, i.e.; it is the response per unit input. The
"system response" is the result corresponding to all inputs at previous times.
For a compartmental model, this corresponds to the amount remaining in the
compartment as a function of time. The units assigned are those required to
make the convolution integral work correctly. Constants can be shifted back
and forth between input functions and response functions shown in Equation
(20) and as a result the units of both functions can be changed to satisfy the
situation.

Derivation of the Response Function

The response function generated by SCEMR1 for contamination of the soil by
groundwater has the form

R(t) = A exp(-t/tr) (21)

where A, the integration constant, and tr, the relaxation time, are more fully
explained below. The dimensions of R(t) and A are a"1.

The derivation of this function starts with Equation (20) and the SCEMR1
regression equations, Equations (16) to (19). We begin by applying Equation
(20) to SCEMR1. The total concentration of nuclide in the soil root zone
(C = CT) due to the presence of contaminated groundwater at the water table
(C3W) is

C(t) " C^(t') R(t-t') dt' . (22)
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In generating the SCEMR1 results for regression analysis, a constant input
concentration, C01"- was used (i.e., C^ft) = C"") ,

R(t') dt

The finite-difference formulation (of Equation (23)) gives

t+At
C(t-t-At) = Ĉ  I K(t') dt' .

Jo
(24)

The difference in soil concentrations from t to t + At is thus

C(t+At) - C(t) =
t+At r t

R(t') dt' - I R(t') dt'
lo

(25)

or

t+At
AC(t) = C81" I R(t' ) dt'

It
(26)

For At sufficiently small, R(t') is effectively constant, and Equation (26)
becomes

AC(t) = C"uR(t)At . (27)

Equation (27) with the finite-difference form (the right-hand side of Equation
(28) below) gives

C^RUJAt = [Cmax - C(t)][l - exp(-At/tr)] .

The definition of Ĉ  or steady-state concentration is

[t') dt'

Substituting Equations (23) and (29) into Equation (28) gives

(28)

(29)

= C0" R(t') dt' - R(t') dt'
o Jo

- exp(-At/tr)] (30)
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or

oof

R(t)At = R(t') dt' [1 - exp(-At/t.)l
Jt

Using the approximation exp(-At/tr) « (1 - At/tr) , which is valid for small
At, gives

R(t) = l/tr R(t') dt' . (32)
It

Solving the integral equation gives the general form

R(t) = A exp(-t/tr) . (33)

The solution of this response function allows us to recreate the soil
concentration with time relationships by using CMX and tMX from the regression
equations describing the output of the SCEMRl research code.

Identifying the Constant A in the Response Function

The constant of integration, A, in Equation (33) may be solved for by first
substituting Equation (33) into Equation (29), the definition of Cmax:

A exp(-t/tr) dt (34)
D

and then integrating the resulting equation,

(35)

Solving for A and substituting into Equation (33) gives a more detailed form
of the response function:

R(t) = [CTCX exp(-t/tr)]/(C
BWtr) . (36)

Expr-L-ssing the Constants of the Regression Forms for R(t) for the Case of
Increasing Soil Concentration

The response function, Equation (36) , can be represented in a complete form by
inserting the expressions for Ĉ , t̂  and tr. The derivation of tr is
presented here for the case of increasing soil concentration (and groundwater
sovirce concentration constant for t > 0) .

The SCEMRl regression results for t̂ x and Ĉ , Equations (17) and (16), are of
the form

t0^ = y exp pl (37)

and

C^ = a C"1* exp <*! (38)

where aa and PJ are the expressions derived from the regression analysis and
are functions of annual effective precipitation, soil depth, and nuclide Kd.
Gamma (y) corresponds to one year and is required to give t̂ ,x in units of
years, whereas sigma (a) corresponds to m3 water-kg'1 dry soil and is required
to give Ĉ x in units of mol «kg"

1 dry soil. Sigma (a) must have units of m3«kg~1

because Ĉ ,x is in mol-kg"
1; C"1* is in units of mol-m"3.
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We must now relate tr and t°mx and determine a value for tr empirically.

For a constant groundwater source concentration,

C°»'t; = ̂ x [1 - exp(-t/trn - (39)
The steady-state soil concentration in mol«kg"1 is assumed to be reached when

CG(t+At) - C°(t) < £t

where et = the difference in soil concentration in mol «kg"1 at two
times; this difference is assumed negligible.

If we set Ĉ .x = C(t+At) and t̂  = t + At, then Equation (39) becomes

(40)

- exp(-tGMX/tr)] - - exp[-(tG
MX - A t ) / t r ] }

or exp[-(ti,x - At)/tr] - exp (- j < et/C1Cmax

or r) [ (exp{At/tr) - Et/C
(
1

C
max

or exp(-tcM)I/tr) <
£t/C.0max

exp(At/tr) -

or < In

a
•̂
"max

exp(At/tr) -

or > In
exp(At/tr) -

= In
exp (At/tr) - 1

expotj
(41)

Similar relations hold for Ĉ  and t̂ , which define the curve for soil
contamination by deposition or irrigation. For the original SCEMR1 runs,
convergence of the concentration toward the asymptote was measured over a
period At set by the following conditions:

if groundwater is the source, At = 100 a;

if irrigation or deposition is the source, and

if tMX < 4000 a, At = 10 a
if tMX > 4000 a, At = 1000 a, and

et was set by the following conditions.
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We defined CMX when the concentration changed by less than 10"
6 over a time

period At. However, the number of significant digits used depended on
v = o clw exp ax:

for v < 0.1 nv^kg"1 5 significant digits
for 0.1 < v < 103 m3'kg-1 4 significant digits
for v > 103 rr^'kg-1 5 significant digits

This leads to the following table for Et:

V < lu'1 et = lu'
6 mol- kg'1

10"1 < V < 10° Et = 1£T
4

10° < V < 101 £t = ID'
3 (42)

101 < V < 102 Et = ID'
2

102 s v < io3 et = icr
1

103 < v < io4 et = lo-
1

104 < v < io5 et = 10°
and so on.

When (t!MX/At) / (EC/V) > 0.35 mol «kg'
1. Equation (41) is satisfied for all values

of tr and cannot be solved. For these cases, tr is set equal to 1.6, the
value it takes when (t̂ /At) / (Et/V) = 0.35. This is conservative, since tr
decreases for increased values of (t^/At) / (et/v) .

The Response Function for the Groundwater Case

The partial form (i.e., without tr in terms of t̂ ,x) of the response function
for the groundwater contamination route results when Equations (36) and (38)
are combined:

RG(t) = O (exp (XJ [exp(-t/tr)]/tr . (43)

The form as applied in Equation (23) characterizes the response to both
increasing and decreasing groundwater concentrations. The units for R°(t) are

The Response Function for the Irrigation Case

Equation (39) is the general form of the response function that may be used to
characterize the response of the soil compartment due to a unit-impulse input
for groundwater contamination. For the case of contamination by irrigation,
the resulting steady-state concentration (Equation (18)) is

CLx = OCiu exp ô  . (44)

The time required to reach the steady-state concentration (Equation (19)) is

tLx = Y exp P2 . (45)

Here 0̂  and (32 correspond to the appropriate regression forms for the case of
contamination by irrigation alone.

The response function for irrigation is then represented by

RMt) = a(exp a,) [exp(-t/tr)]/tr (46)

with the units m3'kg"1'a"1.
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Incorporating Radiological Decay, Degassing and Cropping
Loss into the Response Function for SCEMR1

The response function description of the regression soil model can be modified
to include the effects of parent ingrowth, decay., and losses due to degassing
and cropping.

Contamination of Soil by Groundwater

Consider the case where groundwater contaminates the soil. The solution is
the same for contamination through irrigation water. The differential
equation that expresses the rate of change of the concentration of nuclide i
in the root zone is

dC°(t)/dt = AJ CV(t) - B^IU) (47)

where

C'^ft) = the concentration of nuclide i in the groundwater.

A! and BI are unitless first-order rate constants. Note that Equation (47)
does not include a description of radioactive decay, degassing or loss due to
cropping.

Solving Equation (47) by Laplace transform, given Ci(t=0) = 0, results in

Ci(t) = AiCj (f) expt-B^t - t')] dt' . (48)
Jo

The solution of the regression model as a compartment model results in the
following convolution integral, where AX and B^ are now identified:

t f ̂
Ci(t) = Ci (t')(o/tr) (exp aj) exp[-(t - t')(l/tr)] dt' (49)

Jo

and where ctj. has been defined (see Equation (38)).

Comparing Equations (48) and (49), we can express Aj and Bj using the
regression model's constants:

Aj = (0/tcr) exp a, (50)

and

B: = l/t°r (51)

(a has been defined in Equation (38)).

The rate of loss of nuclide i due to decay (decay constant Xi) and by
degassing (rate constant T|ai) and by soil loss due to cropping (rate constant
0) may be incorporated into Equation (47):

dC°i(t)/dt = AjCVtt) - (Bj + Xt + r|si + OJClU) . (52)

The contribution to the rate of change of the concentration of nuclide i in
the soil root zone due to ingrowth of i from the decay of its precursor
i - 1 may also be included, giving

d C G i < t ) / d t = [AjC'Ht) + A.x- tC 'Utt : ) ] - (B! + Xt + T|si
(53)
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The corresponding solution (using Laplace transform and the same boundary
conditions as for the solution of Equation (47)) is

C=(t:) = t| [AiCVtf) + Xi.iC'Utt'n
JO

• exp[-(Bx + Xi + tlsi + 0) (t - t')] dt' (54)

where A^ and Bj are defined as before.

Hence, for contamination of the soil rooc zone by groundwater containing
radionuclide i with precursor i - 1, the input is described by

I°(t) = [AiCVU) + J.i-iCl.iU)] (55)

and the corresponding response function is

RG(t) = exp[-(B! + Xt + TI§I + 0}t] . (56)

Contamination of Soil by Deposition

The identification of the convolution integral for the case where root zone
soil is contaminated by deposition of contaminants from above either by
irrigation or atmospheric deposition is derived similarly to the groundwater
case described above.

The differential equation expressing the rate of change of concentration in
the root zone (without radioactive decay and degassing) is

dC^tJ/dt = A2Ci
e"(t) - B2C\(t) (57)

where A2 and B2 are unitless first-order rate constants, and Cf"(t) is the
effective concentration of contaminants deposited to the soil by atmospheric
deposition (wet + dry) or irrigation.

Solving Equation (30) by Laplace transform, given Ci(t=0) = 0, gives

t f .«
Ci(t) = A^, (t') exp[-B2(t - t')] dt' . (58)

Jo

The corresponding integral containing the regression coefficients is

cl(t) = /^""(f) (o/tj (exp eg exp[-(t - t')(l/tr)] dt' (59)
Jo

where 0̂  is defined in Equation (44).

Hence,

A2 = (o/t'r) exp Oj (60)

and

B2 = 1/t,
1 . (61)
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Incorporating loss by decay and gain by ingrowth from a precursor, degassing
and cropping losses, Equation (57) becomes

dCi(t)/dt = [AjĈ 'U) + Xi.jC'i.iU)] - (B2 + Xi + Tlsi + 3»C\(t) . (62)

The corresponding solution is

tit i
C i ( t ) = [AjA ( t ' ) + Xi.jCi.! ( t ' ) ]

Jo

• exp[-(B2 + X, + T|81 -c 0) (t - t ' ) ] dt' (63 )

where A2 and B2 are as defined above.

Hence, for contamination of the soil root zone by deposition of contaminants
to the soil surface, the input is described by

iMt) = [AjCf'Mt) + .̂iC'i.ilt)] . (64)

and the corresponding response function is

R'(t) = exp[-(B2 + Xi + n.i + 0)t]. (65)

In the BIOTRAC computer program, contamination due to irrigation is calculated
separately from contamination by natural deposition. This is because
irrigation is assumed to occur for only a period, tirr, before each time the
soil concentration is calculated (this corresponds conceptually to a series of
fields in time, with identical properties, but each irrigated for a period,
tirr, immediately preceding time t). This is achieved by truncating the
response functions for irrigation for times t' < t - tirr, thereby setting the
contribution from the convolution integral prior to that time to 0. In
contrast, the response function for natural deposition is not truncated, so
that natural deposition occurs for the entire time. The BIOTRAC code
implements Equations (55), (56), (64) and (65) as the soil submodel.

Expressing the Response Function Constants with Regression t,.,

The terms t° and t1,., the "relaxation" times, which occur in Equations (50),
(51), (59) and (61), can be related to the regression tma)C values using
Equation (41) and

t, = t^/p' . (66)

There exist two t,̂,,, values: t̂ x for the case where groundwater contamination
occurs, and t̂ x for the case where contamination occurs by deposition to the
soil surface.

The regression forms for each are

t°MX = y exp p, (67)

and

t^x = Y exp (32 (68)

where J, Pa and P2 have been defined.
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The constants Aa, A2, B1( and B2 may now be completely defined using Equations
(66), (67) and (68) :

A! = ( c r p ' / Y ) exp(aj - p t)

Bj = ( p ' / Y ) exp(-Pi)

A2 = ( a p ' / y ) expfcij - P2)

B2 = ( p ' / Y ) exp(-p2) .

(69)

(70)

(71)

(72)

The terms l/t° and 1/t* that appear in each response function above may be
expressed using constants and regression terms. Substituting Equation (66)
into Equations (67) and (68), gives

and

l/t°r = (p'/Y)

1/t* = (p'/Y) exp(-p2)

(73)

(74)

Substituting the constants Aj, B1( A2, B2, l/t°, and 1/t̂ . into Equations (55)
and (56) and (64) and (65) produces the final forms of the model inputs and
response functions:

IG(t) = [exp(ax - (t) H- (75)

RG(t) = exp
p'

+ T)sl 0 (76)

ap'
[exp(Oj - (t) (77)

and

Rx(t) = exp
p' exp(-p2)

+ T1,i + 0 (78)

Note that Equations (75) and (77) are the net flux of nuclide i into the soil
root zone. This includes ingrowth by decay of nuclide i - 1.
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Variable list:
sp... sampled
do .. deoendent
ts... time series
cq... consequence

FIGURE 3.1.1
(1 Attachment)
MODEL TRANSPORT IN SOIL
94-APR-01
Version 03A
H.A. Halliday

\
^X^ CTPWF.nuc field CTS nucjield

CTS_nuc_fteJd / SUM CONCENTRATIONS
EROM ALL SO

ipssum
CALCULATE CONCENTRATION

CALCULATE CONCENTRATION
DUE TO,

CALCULATE CONCENTRATION
DUE TO

CTPWF nucjield
CTSDS.nuoJield

CTGW_nuc_bloc

CTGWF_nuc_field
CTPW_nuc_bloc

CTWW.nuc

DETERMINE
SOURCE

ICENTRATION

dplwell

IRRIGNJield

CTLW.nuc \ \LOCTYP_bloc

GFLOW_bloc_nuc \ \ NBLOC
CTAPA.nuc spspeat \ QIRRJield

CTAGA_nuc \ \spssour
spspwtr

3.1.1.1 • DETERMINE Sf JRCE CONCENTRATIONS
3.1.1.2 • CALCULATE CONCENTRATION DUE TO GROUNDWATER CONTAMINATION
3.1.1.3 - CALCULATE CONCENTRATION DUE TO DEPOSITION
3.1.1.4 • SUM CONCENTRATIONS FROM ALL SOURCES
3.1.1.5 • CHECK MASS BALANCE IN BIOSPHERE
3.1.1.6 - CALCULATE CONCENTRATION DUE TO IRRIGATION

' • This flow appears more than once on this diagram.
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Attachment to
Figure 3.1.1
94-APR-01
Version 03A
H.A. Halliday

94-Jul-04
Version 04A
K. Demoline

cqsoil = MTL<nuc> + MTLS<nuc> + MTLW<nuc> + MTS<nuc,field> +
MTSL3<nuc,field> + MTSL4<nuc,field> + MTSLR<nuc,field>

dplwell =DPTHWL + LOCTYP<bloc> + OVWDPT + QWDEM + QWSUR

spmass = AREAAQ + CF6 + DECAY<nuc> -t- DECAY<nucp> •> LAYR4 + LAYRR + LD +
MOIST4<soil> + POROSR<soil> + SD<soil> + SDLOW<soil> +
SEDSOR<nuc> + SKD<nuc,soil> + SBD<soil>

spmaxd = CF4 + DECAY<nuc> + DECAY<nucp> + DEGASS<nuc,soil> + GAMMA +
PROPT + SIGMA + spmaxdc + spmaxdt

spmaxg = CF4 + DECAY<nuc> + DEGASS<nuc,soil> + GAMMA + SIGMA + spgconc +
spmaxgc + spmaxgt

spmaxi = DECAY<nuc> + DECAY<nucp> + DEGASS<nuc,soil> + GAMMA + SIGMA

spscrp = CRATIO<nuc> + CROPER + CRPFRC + CRPFRQ + IRRPER + LAYRR +
PYIELD<terr=animal> + PYIELD<terr=plant> + SBD<soil> + STYPE +
YBUILD + CF4

spspeat =PROPT •*- STYPE

spspwtr =CF6 •*• DECAY<nuc> + DECAY<nucp> + FRACAD<bloc> + LAYR4 +
MAREAD<bloc> + MOlST4<soil> + SBD<soil> + SD<soil> + SDLOW<soil> -f
SKD<nuc,soil> + STYPE

spssour =CF4 •*• DRYDEP -f MVDISCXbloo + MVDSCL + PRECIP + WASHOT

spssum = CEC<soil> + STYPE
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LEGEND . . ,
time series

lime-Independent
parameters *"

O Varlab
process n sp.

ap.

data store p"n"

e list:
. sampled
. dependent
time series

. consequence

FIGURE 3.1.1.1
(1 Attachment)
DETERMINE SOURCE
CONCENTRATIONS

94-APR-01
Version 03A
H.A. Halllday

CTSDS_nucJleld

DETERMINE .
/DEPOSITION»
(SOURCE )

1.1.1.1.

CTWW nuc

CTIR_nuc_fleld

IRRIGNJield
PROPT

STYPE

CF4 /

DRYDEP/

QIRRJleld/

PRECIP

WASHOT

/ CTAPA_nuc

CTAGA_nuc

i

LOCTYP_bloc

MVDISC_bloc
MVDSCL

NBLOC

CTGW_nuc_bloc
CTGWF^nucJIeld,
CTPW_nuc_bloo

CTPWF_nuc_fieldy

CALCULATE
POREWATER
CONCENTRA

DETERMIN
IRRIGATIO
WATER
CON

CALCULATE
ELL WATE
ONCENTR

GFLOW bloc nuc

3.1.1.1.1 - CALCULATE POREWATER CONCENTRATION
3.1.1.1.2 - CALCULATE WELL WATER CONCENTRATION
3.1.1.1.3 - DETERMINE DEPOSITON SOURCE CONCENTRATION
3.1.1.1.4 - DETERMINE IRRIGATION WATER CONCENTRATION
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Attachment to
Figure 3.1.1.1
94-APR-01
Version 03A
H.A. Halliday

94-Jul-04
Version 04A
K. Demoline

dplwell =DPTHWL + LCCTYP<bloc> •*• OVWDPT + QWDEM + QWSUR

spspwtr =CF6 + DECAY<nuc> f DECAY<nucp> + FRACAD<bloc> + LAYR4 +
MAREAD<bloc> +' MOIST4<soil> -f SBD<soil> + SD<soil> + SDLOW<soil>
SKD<nuc,soil> + STYPE
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:TGWF<nuc,field> [mol/m j
wll ter] GROUNDWATER CONCEN-

TRATION Concentration of <nuc> in groundwater
due to discharge from the geosphere at
discharge location over the different

mathematical symbol: C?"
:TGW<nuc,bloc> [mol/m3uacer] GROUNDWATER CONCENTRA-

TION Concentration of <nuc> in groundwater due
to discharge from the geosphere at discharge
location. CALCULATED (3.1.1.1.1) Research
mathematical symbol : cy

FIGURE 3.1.1.1.1
(3 Attachments)
CALCULATE POREWATER
CONCENTRATION
94-^SB-IS
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-19
Version 03A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

:TPWF<nuc, field> [mol/mjwat;ej POREWATER CONCENTRATION
Concentration of <nuc> in pore water of layer 4
of saturated unconsolidated overburden under
field due to discharge from the geosphere.
CALCULATED (3.1.1.1.1) Research mathematical
symbol: t\"

:TPW<nuc,bloc> [mol/m3w(ieer] POREWATER CONCENTRATION
Concentration of <nuc> in pore water of layer 4
of saturated unconsolidated overburden in
discharge location of the geosphere.
CALCULATED (3.1.1.1.1) Research mathematical
symbol: C\v

CF6
DECAY<nuc>
DECAY<nucp>
FRACAD<bloc>
LAYR4
LOCTYP<bloc>
MAREAD<bloc> —
MOIST4<soil>
MVDISC<bloc>
MVDSCL
NBLOC
SBD<soil>
SD<soil>
SDLOW<Soil>
SKD<nuc, soil>
STYPE

CTGW<nuc , bloo
CTGWF<nuc, field>
CTPW<nuc,bloc> < — GFLOW<bloc,nuc>
CTPWF<nuc,field>

Short Name Long Name
Research

Math Symbol SI Unit

CF6 CUBIC METERS PER LITRE None [rnVL]

CTGW<nuc,bloc> GROUNDWATER CONCENTRATION C,w [mol/msw.t.t]

CTGWF<nuc,field> GROUNDWATER CONCENTRATION C,"

CTPW<nuc,bloc> POREWATER CONCENTRATION Cf"

CTPWF<nuc, £ield> POREWATER CONCENTRATION Cf [raol/m3uat.t]

DECAY<nuc> RADIOLOGICAL DECAY CONSTANT X, [I/a]
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Short Name

DECAY<nucp>

FRACAD<bloc>

GFLOW<bloc,nuc>

LAYR4

LOCTYP<bloc>

MAREAD<bloc>

MOIST4<SOÎ1>

MVDISC<bloc>

MVDSCL

NBLOC

SBD<soil>

SD<soil>

SDLOW<soil>

SKD<nuc, soil>

STYPE

Long Name

RADIOLOGICAL DECAY CONSTANT

TERRESTRIAL FRACTION OF DISCHARGE AREA

GEOSPHERE FLOW RATE

SOIL DEPTH (LAYER 4)

DISCHARGE LOCATION TYPE

MODIFIED DISCHARGE AREA

MOISTURE CONTENT IN SOIL (LAYER 4)

MODIFIED GEOSPHERE DISCHARGE

MOD. GEO. DISCHARGE LOW LIMIT

NUMBER OF DISCHARGE LOCATIONS

SOIL BULK DENSITY

SOIL DEPTH ABOVE WTR TABLE

SOIL DEPTH LOWER LIMIT

SOIL Kd

SOIL TYPE

Attachment 1 to
FIGURE 3.1.1.1.1
94-FEB-15
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely.'
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-19
Version 03A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

Research
Math Symbol SI Unit

XL: H/a]
None [ - ]

None [mol/a]

LAYR4 [m,011]

None [ - )

None (m2)

None [^3wat«r/^3ioii Î

None [ml.t.r/a]

None [m3wat.r/a]

None [ - ]

None [kgdry.ou/m
3
dry,ou]

SD [m.011]

None [m.ou]

K°\ (L̂ /̂kĝ .on)

None [-]

Calculate the groundwater concentration:

Note: The GFLOW<bloc,nuc> values used here come from a different geosphere
node than those used in other biosphere specifications. The
GFLOW<bloc,nuo output from this node is called SEDFLO<bloc,nuc> in the
geosphere specifications. See geosphere specifications for more
information.

GFLOW<bloc,nuc>
CTGW<nuc,bloc> =

MVDISC<bloc>
Eq(l)
REq(1)* *
REq(6)*
for all bloc (NBLOC) where LOCTYP<bloc> = AQUA and MVDISC<bloc> is greater
than a minimum value MVDSCL.

Determine thickness of soil layer to be used in pore-water concentration
calculation:

IF (SD<Soil> <= SDLOW<soil>) THEN

Eq{2) SLTHK = SD<soil>

ELSE

Eq(3) SLTHK = LAYR4

ENDIF
* Geosphere-Biosphere Interface Synopsis
** Soil Synopsis
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Attachment 2 to
FIGURE 3.1.1.1.1
94-FEB-15
"sio~ O"1^

J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-19
Version 03A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

Calculate the pore-water concentration in layer 4 of soil over each discharge
bloc CTPW<nuc,bloc>:

CTPW<nuc,bloc> =
Eq(4)
REq(3)

GFLOW<bloc,nuc>

.MAREAD<bloc> • FRACAD<bloc> • SLTHK • GAM<nuc>

DECAY<nucp> • GAM<nucp>- CTPW<nucp,bloc>(t)
GAM<nuc>

• exp MVDISC<bloc>
MAREAD<bloc> ' FRACAD<bloc> • SLTHK • GAM<nuc>

DECAY<nuc> ' (t-f) dt'

where GAM<nuc> = MOIST4<soil=STYPE> + SBD<soil=STYPE> * SKD<nuc,soil=STYPE>
CF6.

(NOTE;| If there is no <nucp> for the current <nuc>, CTPW<nucp,bloc> = 0.

CTPWF<nuc,field> = area-averaged CTPW for each field, calculated as
described below.

The fields (possibly in several portions) are assumed to lie over the
discharges so that the average rooting zone concentrations of the fields
CTPWF<nuc,field> will decrease in the order: peat bog (if any), garden, forage
field, and woodlot. If the total area of all the fields is larger than all
the discharges, an area of soil uncontaminted by groundwater from below is
used to complete the area'of the incomplete field(s). The effective
concentration in soil in each field for food-chain purposes will consist of an
area-weighted average.

CTGWF<nuc,field> = area-averaged CTGW<nuc,bloc> for each field,
calculated as outlined below.

The fields (possibly in several portions) are assumed to lie over the
discharges so that the average rooting zone concentrations of the fields
CTGWF<nuc, field> will decrease in the order: peat bog (if any), garden, foraç--!
field, and woodlot. If the total area of all the fields is larger than all
the discharges, an area of soil uncontaminted by groundwater from below is
used to complete the area of the incomplete field(s). The effective
concentration in soil in each field for food-chain purposes will consist of an
area-weighted average.
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Attachment 3Eô
FIGURE 3.1.1.1.1
94-FEB-15
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-19
Version 03A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

UNIT CHECK:

Eq( l ) [mol/mUterl = [mol/a] / [m3
w.t.r/a]

Eq(2) [m,oil] = [maoil]

E q ( 3 ) [m.oil] = [m,ou]

E q ( 4 ) [mol/m3,,^.,.] = ( [mol / a ] / { [m2] • [-] • [m.oil] • [m3
WBt.r/m

3
80il] +

[kgdry.on/m^.ou] « [Lw.ter/kg^.ou] • m3 /L] ) } +

[I/a] • [-] • [mol/m3
w«.r] • { exp - ( [m3

watar/a] / ( [m2]

[-] • [m] • [m3
wllter/m

3.an] +

[Lw«.r/kgdrysoU] • m 3 / L ] ) ) + [I /a] • [a] }
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[CTWW<nuc>[mol/mt.tt!r] WELL WATER CONCENTRATION The
concentration of <nuc> in the water withdrawn
from the well. CALCULATED (3.1.1.1.2)
Research Symbol: C"w (in food chain/dose, and

ïel SIT.L

FIGURE 3.1.1.1.2
(No Attachments)
CALCULATE WELL WATER
CONCENTRATION
94-.APR-01
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-19
Version 03A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

DPTHWL
LOCTYP<bloc>
OVWDPT
QWDEM
QWSUR

CTWW<nuc> CTLW<nuc>
GFLOW<bloc, nuc>

Short Name

CTLW<nuc>
CTWW<nuc>

DPTHWL

GFLOW<bloc, nuc>

LOCTYP<bloc>

OVWDPT

QWDEM

QWSUR

Long Name

LAKEWATER CONCENTRATION

WELL WATER CONCENTRATION

DEPTH OF WELL

GEOSPHERE FLOW RATE

DISCHARGE LOCATION TYPE

OVERBURDEN DEPTH AT WELL

VOLUMETRIC DEMAND ON WELL

SURFACE WATER FLOW INTO WELL

Research
Math Symbol

Ci.i
cr
None
None
None

Qd.»
Qtot
Q.ur

SI Unit

[mol/ml.t,r]
[mol/n\5w.t.r]

[m]
[mol/a]

(-1
[m]

(ml.t.r/3]

[mju,t.t/a]

dplwell = DPTHWL + LOCTYP<bloc> + OVWDPT + QWDEM + QWSUR

IF (DPTHWL.LT«OVWDPT) THEN CTVW<nuc> = CTLW<nuc>
ELSE

Eq(l) CTWW<nuc> = (GFLOW<bloc,nuo•+ CTLW<nuc> • QWSUR) / QWDEM
REq ( 4 ) *

where LOCTYP<bloc> = WELL

UNIT CHECK:

[mol/m3
wocer] = {[mol/a] + [mol/m3

water] • [m3
wat=r/a] } / [m3

woter/a]

* In both Geosphere-Biosphere Interface Synopsis and Soil Model Synopsis
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CTSDS<nuc,field>[mol/rcj
w««]SOIL DEPOSITION

SOURCE CONC. Concentration of <nuc> in the
contaminated deposition source for each
<field>. Deposition may occur from the
atmosphere or from irrigation water.
Irrigation water sources are identified for
each <field> by IRRIGN<field>. CALCULATED
(3.1.1.1.3) Research mathematical symbol:None

IFIGURE 3.1.1.1.3
(No Attachments)
DETERMINE DEPOSITION
SOURCE CONCENTRATION
S4-FEB-15
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-Jul-04
Version 03A
K. Demoline

CF4
DRYDEP
PRECIP
QIRR<field>
WASHOT

-> CTSDS<nuc,field> CTAGA<nuc>
CTAPA<nuc>

Short Name

CF4
CTAGA<nuc>

CTAPA<nuc>

CTSDS<nuc,field>
DRYDEP

PRECIP

QIRR<field>
WASHOT

Long Name

SECONDS PER YEAR

ATMOS. CONC. FROM AQ. GAS SOURCES

ATMOS. CONC. FROM AQUATIC PARTICULATES

SOIL DEPOSITION SOURCE CONC.

DRY DEPOSITION VELOCITY

TOTAL ANNUAL PRECIPITATION

IRRIGATION DEMAND

WASHOUT RATIO

Research
Math Symbol

None
(CV.c.iU

(C')«
None
Vd (
P (r
I. [t
wt

SI Unit

[s/a]
[mol/m].lr]
!mol/mj.lt)

[mol/m'..t.r]
mj.lr/(m

2.011's)]
nJ..t.r/(m

5.oU'a) J

"wt.r/ (m2.oU*
a) !

tm'.ir/m'w.t.t]

For each <field>:

IF <nuc # 3H, 39Ar, «Ar, 8sKr or "2Rn> THEN

(WASHOT.PRECIP + DRYDEP«CF4)
Eq(l) CTSDS<nuc,field> =

QIRR<field>

(CTAPA<nuc> •*• CTAGA<nuc>)

ELSE
CTSDS<nuc,field> =0.0

UNIT CHECK:

Eq( l ) [mol/m3
w.t,r] =

( [m3
air/m

3
wacer] • [m3

W 4« r/(m2
s o l l .a)] + [m3

air/ (m2
soil.s) ] • [ s / a ] )

[m3
vat.t/(m2.oil.a) )

• ( [mol/m3
4ir] + [mol/m3

alr] )
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:TIR<nuc,field>[mol/intater] IRRIGATION WATER
CONCENTRATION Concentration of <nuc> in the
irrigation water on each <field> CALCULATED
(3.1.1.1.4) Research Mathematical Symbol:
none

FIGURE 3.1.1.1.4
(No Attachments)
DETERMINE IRRIGATION
WATER CONCENTRATION
32-SEF-2S
Version OlA
L.C. Wojciechowski

94-Jul-04
Version 02A
K. Demoline

__> CTIR<nuc,field><_
STYPE

CTLW<nuc>

CTWW<nuc>

Short Name

CTIR<nuc, field*

CTLW<nuc>

CTWW<nuc>

IRRIGN<field>
PROPT
STYPE

Long Name

IRRIGATION WATER CONCENTRATION

LAKE WATER CONCENTRATION

WELL WATER CONCENTRATION

FIELD IRRIGATION SOURCE
PROB. OF USING PEAT FOR ENERGY
SOIL TYPE

Research
Math Symbol

None

CLI
cr
None

PEAT PROB
none

SI Unit

[rool/m'u.t.t]
lmol/mjw.t.t]

[mol/mV.t.tl
[-]
[-1
[-1

For each <field>:

IF (field=peatbog) AND ((STYPE^ORGANC) OR (PROPT^l)) THEN

CTIR<nuc,field> = 0.0

ELSE

IF IRRIGN<field> = NONE, THEN

CTIR<nuc,field> =0.0

ELSE

IF IRRIGN<field> = LAKE, THEN

CTIR<nuc,field> = CTLW<nuc>

ELSE

IF IRRIGN<field> = WELL, THEN

CTIR<nuc,field> = CTWW<nuc>
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time series /TT\
fc „ [ | process n

V-X
r-> ÏJÏJ J.'-.-i

Varlible !lst:
sp... sampled
dp... dependent
ts... time series

CTSQF.nucJ

v
:TSGF_nucJiela—2

Soil Concentration
From Ground

RENAME DATA
CTSGF.nncJield FIELD CTSGF

FIGURE 3.1.1.Z
(1 Attachment)
CALCULATE CONCENTRATION
DUE TO GROUNDWATER
CONTAMINATION
94-APR-01
Version 03A
H.A. Halllday

EVALUATE
IESPONSE FUNCTION

:PG nuc field FOR

CALCULATE
CONCENTRATION
FROM
G

OECAY.nuc

DEGASS_nuc_soll

GAMMA'
spscrp

CALCULATE
REGRESSION TERM
ALPH

1.1.ZJ/

3.1.1.2.1 -CALCULATE REGRESSION TERM ALPHA1
3.1.1.2.2 . CALCULATE REGRESSION TERM BETA1
3.1.1.2.3 • EVALUATE REPONSE FUNCTION FOR CONTAMINATION BY GROUNDWATER
3.1.1.2.4 • CALCULATE CONCENTRATION FROM GROUNDWATER CONTAMINATION
3.1.1.2.5-CALCULATE GROUNDWATER REG. TIME CONST ANT
3.1.1.2.6 - RENAME DATA FIELD CTSGF
Data Store • Soil Concentration (com Groundwater Contamination
• • This variable appears more than once In a data How on this diagram
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Attachment to
Figure 3.1.1.2
94-FEB-15
Version 02A
H.A. Halliday

94-Jul-04
Version 03A
K. Demoline

spgconc =CF6 + DECAY<nucp> + MOIST4<soil> + SBD<soil> + SD<soil> +
SDLOW<soil> + SKD<nuc,soil>

spmaxgc =CF5 + EFFP + RCGC<soil,ngo + SD<soil> + SKD<nuc,soil> + STYPE

spmaxgt =CF5 + EFFP + RCGT<soil,ngt> + SD<soil> + SKD<nuc,soil> + STYPE

spscrp = CRATIO<nuc> + CROPER + CRPFRC -f CRPFRQ + IRRPER + LAYRR +
PYIELD<terr=animal> + PYIELD<terr=plant> + SBD<soil> + STYPE +
YBUILD + CF4
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ALPHAl 1-] GROUNDWATER REGRESSION TERM FOR CONC/SS
Parameter derived from regression analysis of
SCEMR results under conditions of groundv?ater
contamination. It is related to the steady-
state concentration of contaminant in the
soil IOOL £Gii<2 . CALCu LAZED (3.1.1.2.1)
Research mathematical symbol: at of
OC3* explaj in ESA-87-252

FIGURE 3.1.1.2.1
(1 Attachment)
CALCULATE REGRESSION
TERM ALPHAl
92-SEP-28
Veirsion ClA
L.C. Wojciechowski

94-OCT-19
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

CF5
EFFP
RCGC<soil,ngc> _
SD<soil>
SKD<nuc,soil>
STYPE

> ALPHAl

Shore Name Long Name
Research

Math Symbol SI Unit

ALPHAl

CP5

EFFP

RCGC<soil,ngc>

SD<soil>

SKD<nuc,soil>

STYPE

GROUNDWATER REGRESSION TERM FOR CONC/SS a,

KILOGRAMS PER LITRE none

ANNUAL EFFECTIVE PRECIPITATION ONTO SOIL P.

SOIL REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS FOR GC (see DD)

SOIL DEPTH SD

SOIL DISTRIBUTION COEFFICIENT Kd,

SOIL TYPE none

(see DD)

("Wil

wttwr / ̂ 9dry«ol 1J

spmaxgc = CF5 + EFFP
+ STYPE

RCGC<soil, ngo + SD<soil> + SKD<nuc, soil>
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Attachment to
FIGURE 3.1.1.2.1
92-SEP-28
Version 01A
L.C. Wojciechowski

94-OCT-19
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

For SKD<nuc, soil>, SD<soil>, and RCGC<soil,ngc>, <soil> type is
identified by the decision variable STYPE (i.e. <soil=STYPE>) . Therefore, in
the following equation "RCGC<soil, ngc ...>", "SD<soil>", and SKD<nuc, soil>" are
equivalent to "RCGC<soil=STYPE,ngc. . .>" , "SD<soil=STYPE>" , and
SKD<nuc, soil=STYPE>" . Equivalence was not made explicitly in order to make
the equation easier to check.

Eq(l) ALPHA1

REg(16)*

RCGC<soil , ngc=l> + RCGC<soil,ngc=2> • SD<soil>

RCGC<soil,ngc=3> • EFFP + RCGC<soil,ngc=4>

+ RCGC<soil,ngc=5> • SD<soil>

+ RCGC<soil,ngc=6> • SD<soil>

• {In (CF5 • SKD<nuc,

• {In (CF5 • SKD<nuc, ,

RCGC<soil,ngc=7> • (In (CF5 • SKD<nuc, soil>) } • EFFPEFFP

UNIT CHECK:

The regression coefficients have been assigned units such that ALPHA1
will have the correct units when EFFP is in [m3water/ (m

2
soil«a) ] , SD<soil> is in

[ms_011] , and SKD<nuc, soil> is in [Lwater/
ksrdrySOj.i] • CF5 is required to satisfy the

unit check.

Eq(l)

[m?
sou.a/m3

uater] • [m3
wat.er/ (m2

so l l«a)

[msoil]

[kg3oil/Lwacer] • [Lwater/kgsoil] [msoil»a/m3
water]

[mV(m2
s o i l .a)] + [m2

soil«a/m j
water]

[kgsoU/Lwacar] • tL,.ater/kgsoii] [ • [m3
wate r/(m2

so i l«a)

Exponential cerm of REq(16)
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BETA1 [-] GROUNDWATER REGRESSION TERM FOR TIME/SS
Parameter derived from SCEMR results and is
related to the time required to reach steady
state conditions when soil is contaminated by
grcur.dwater . CALCULATED (3.1.1.2.2) Research
mathematical symbol:
ESA-87-252

of t'juut= y explf^) in

FIGURE 3.1.1.2.2
(1 Attachment)
CALCULATE REGRESSION
TERM BETA1
92-SEP-28
Version 01A
L.C. Wojciechowski

94-OCT-19
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

CF5
EFFP
RCGT<soil,ngt> -
SD<soil>
SKD<nuc,soil>
STYPE

> BETA1

Short Name Long Name
Research

Math Symbol SI Unit

BETA1

CF5

EFFP

RCGT<soil,ngC>

SD<soil>

SKD<nuc,soil>
STYPE

GROUNDWATER REGRESSION TERM FOR TIME/SS (5,

KILOGRAMS PER LITRE none

ANNUAL EFFECTIVE PRECIPITATION ONTO SOIL P.

SOIL REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS FOR GT (see DD)

SOIL DEPTH SD

SOIL DISTRIBUTION COEFFICIENT Kd,

SOIL TYPE none

«MI/ («l'oii'
(see DD)

M

spmaxgt = CF5 -t- EFFP + RCGT<soil, ngt> + SD<soil> + SKD<nuc, soil>
+ STYPE
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Attachment to
FIGURE 3.1.1.2.2
92-SEP-28
Versien 01A
L.C. Wojciechowski

94-OCT-19
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

For SKD<nuc, soil>, SD<soil>, and RCGT<soil,ngt>, <soil> type is
identified by the decision variable STYPE (i.e. <soil=STYPE>) . Therefore, in
the following equation "RCGT<soil,ngt ...>", "SD<soil>", and SKD<nuc, soil>" are
equivalent to "RCGT<soil=STYPE, ngt ...>", "SD<soil=STYPE>" , and
SKD<nuc, soil=STYPE>" . Equivalence was not made explicitly in order to make
the equation easier to check.

Eq(l)BETAl = RCGT<soil , ngt=l> + RCGT<soil,ngt=2> • SD<soil> + RCGT<soil,ngt=3>

REq(17)* • EFFP + RCGT<soil , ngt=4>« {In (CF5 • SKD<nuc, soil>) }

+ RCGT<soil,ngt=5> • SD<soil> • (In (CF5 • SKD<nuc, soil>) }

+ RCGT<soil,ngt=6> • SD<soil> • EFFP + RCGT<soil,ngt=7>

• {In (CF5 • SKD<nuc,soil>)} • EFFP

UNIT CHECK:

The regression coefficients have been assigned units such that BETA1
will have the correct units when EFFP is in [m3woter/ (m

2
soil«a) ] , SD<soil> is in

[nwJ ' and SKD<nuc,soil> is in [L̂ cer/kgâ soa] . CF5 is required to satisfy the
unit check.

Eq( l ) [-] = [-] + [l/msoil] • [maoll]

ter] • [m3
water/ (m2

s o l l«a)

J • tm30il]

f + [rosoii'a/m3
uat;(!r] • [rnsoil]

[m 3 / (m 2
o i l . a ) ] + [m2

aoll'a/m3
wat.er]

««(:«] ' tLwater/kgsoil> • [m3
wat:er/ {m!

soU• a) ]

* Exponential term of REq(17)
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RESPG<nuc, field> [ - ] SOIL RESPONSE TO FIGURE 3.1.1.2.3
GROUNDWATER CONTAM. Time-dependent (2 Attachments)
concentration of contaminant<nuc> in the EVALUATE RESPONSE
soil root zone of both <fields> following FUNCTION FOR CONTAM. BY
a unit impulse input of groundwater GROUNDWATER
contamination. CALCULATED (3 .1 .1 .2 .3) 92-SEP-28
Research mathematical symbol :RC Version 01A

Short Name

BETA1

CF4

CRATIO<nuc>

CROPER

CRPFRC

CRPFRQ

DECAY<nuc>

DEGASS<nuc, 8oil>

GAMMA

1RRPER

LAYRR

PYIELD<terr>

REGTMG

RESPG<nuc. field>

SBD<soil>

STYPE

YBUILD

L.c. wojciecnowski

94-OCT-19
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G. Szekely

BETA1
CF4
CRATIO<nuc>
CROPER
CRPFRC
CRPFRQ
DECAY<nuc>
DEGASS<nuc, soil> > RESPG<nuc, f ield>
GAMMA
IRRPER
LAYRR
PYIELD<terr>
REGTMG
SBD<soil>
STYPE
YBUILD

Research
Long Name Math Symbol SI Unit

GROUNDWATER REGRESSION TERM FOR TIME/SS P, [-]

SECONDS PER YEAR -- |s/a)

PLANT/SOIL CONCENTRATION RATIO CR, (Bq/kgw,w.0/Bq/kgary.011 )

UNIRRIGATED CROPPING LOSS PERIOD none (a )

CROPPING LOSS FRACTION e ( - ]

FREQUENCY OF CROPPING . C, [ I / a ]

RADIOLOGICAL DECAY CONSTANT X. [1/aJ

SOIL DEGASSING CONSTANT T|', [1/sJ

SCEMR GAMMA Y [ a j

IRRIGATION PERIOD none [ a j

DEPTH OF SOIL ROOT ZONE (1-.2) LAYRR [m.oll]

PLANT YIELD Y3 [kgw.tv.0/m2.on J

TR/TMAX (GROUNDWATER) p [-)

SOIL RESPONSE TO GROUNDWATER CONTAM. R ° i t ) [-)

SOIL BULK DENSITY none (kgars,.oU/ra'arl.,01iJ

SOIL TYPE none [-)

PLANT YIELD FOR WOOD Yb Ikg..tv(>0/m2.on]
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Attachment 1 to
FIGURE 3.1.1.2.3
92-SEP-28
Version 01A
L.C. Wojciechowski

94-OCT-19
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

REq(76)

For <field=veqetable patch> and nuclide <nuc>:

CRPLOS = CRPFRC • CRATIO<nuc> • PYIELD<terr=plant> • CRPFRQ<field=veg.patch>

Eq(l) LAYRR • SBD<soil=STYPE>

For t <, CROPER':

Eq{2) RESPG<nuc,field=vegetable patch> =

REGTMG • exp(-BETAl)
exp) - DECAY<nuc>+CF4«DEGASS<nuc,soil=STYPE>+CRPLOS

GAMMA

For t > CROPER':

Eq(3) RESPG<nuc,field=vegetable patch> =

REGTMG • exp(-BETAl)
exp DECAY<nuc>+CF4«DEGASS<nuc,soil=STYPE>

GAMMA
• t

* If the field is not irrigated, use the sampled value for CROPER; if the
field is irrigated, reset CROPER to IRRPER.

For <field=forage field> and nuclide <nuc>:

CRPLOS = CRPFRC • CRATIO<nuc> • PYLDMN • CRPFRQ<field=forage field>

Eq(4) LAYRR • SBD<soil=STYPE>
where

Eq(5) PYLDMN = Min { PYIELD<terr=meat>, PYIELD<terr=milk> }

RESPG<nuc,field=forage field> = Same as Eq(2) and Eq(3), but using CRPLOS
value defined by Eq(4) and Eq(5).
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Attachment 2 to
FIGURE 3.1.1.2.3
92-SEP-28
Version CIA
L.C. Wojciechowski

94-OCT-19
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

For <field=woodlot> and nuclide <nuc>:

CRPLOS = CRPFRC • CRATIO<nuc> • YBUILD • CRPFRQ<field=woodlot>

Eq(6) LAYRR • SBD<Soil=STYPE>

RESPG<nuc,field=woodlot> = Same as Eq(2) and Eq(3), but using CRPLOS value
defined by Eq(6).

For <field=peatbog> and nuclide <nuc>:

RESPG<nuc,field=peatbog> = Same as Eq(3), for all t.

UNIT CHECK:

( 4 ) , & ( 6 )

Eq(2)

[-] ry^J • [kgH.tv,g/m
s.011] • [I/a]

[I/a] -i- [1/s] • Is/a] + [I/a]
[a]

[a]

Eq{3) [-] = + [I/a] + [1/s] • [s/a] [a]

Eq(5) [kgvetvog/m2,ou] = { [kgwetv(!g/m2
soil] , [kgwetveg/m2

soU]
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:TSGF<nuc, field> [mol/kgdrysûU] SOIL CONCENTRA-
TION FROM GROUNDWATER CONTAM.
Concentration of <nuc> in each <field> due
to groundwater. CALCULATED (3.1.1.2.4)
Research mathematical symbol: (Csvt))""'

FIGURE 3.1.1.2.4
(1 Attachment)
CALCULATE CONCENTRATION
FROM GROUNDWATER
CONTAMINATION
94-FEB-15
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-19
Version 03A
K. Demoline/J.G. Szekely

ALPHA1
BETA1
CF6
DECAY<nucp>
GAMMA
MOIST4<soil>
REGTMG
SBD<soil>
SD<soil>
SDLOW<soil>
SKD<nuc,soil>
SIGMA

> CTSGF<nuc,field>

CTPW<nuc, bloo

CTSGF<nucp,field>

RESPG<nuc,field>

Short Name

ALPHA1

BETA1

CF6

CTPW<nuc , bloo

CTSGF<nuc, f ield>
CTSGF<nucp, f ield>
DECAY<nucp>

GAMMA

MOIST4<Soil>

REGTMG

RESPG<nuc, f ield>
SBD<soil>

SD<soil>

SDLOW<soil>

SIGMA

SKD<nuc, soil>

Long Name

GROUNDWATER REGRESSION TERM FOR CONC/SS

GROUNDWATER REGRESSION TERM FOR TIME/SS

CUBIC METERS PER LITRE

POREWATER CONCENTRATION

SOIL CONCENTRATION FROM GROUNDWATER
CONTAM.

RADIOLOGICAL DECAY CONSTANT

SCEMR GAMMA

SOIL MOISTURE (LAYER 4)

TR/TMAX (GROUNDWATER)

SOIL RESPONSE TO GROUNDWATER CONTAM.

SOIL BULK DENSITY

SOIL DEPTH ABOVE WATER TABLE

SOIL DEPTH LOWER LIMIT

SCEMR SIGMA

SOIL DISTRIBUTION COEFFICIENT

Research
Math Symbol

a,
Pi

none
CI"

<C'<t))"

XL,

Y
none

P
RG

1

SD

none
a
Kdl

SI Unit

[-]
[-]

[mVL]

[mol/ra3w.t.t]
[mol/kgdty.ell]

[I/a]
[a]

[mVm3.oU]
[-)
[-]

^gary.on/niary.Mil
[m.ou]
[m.011]

[m3v.t.t/kgary.ou]

[iv.««/kg*,..ii]

spgconc = CF6 + DECAY<nucp> + MOIST4<soil> + SBD<soil> + SD<soil>
SDLOW<soil> + SKD<nuc,soil>
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Attachment to
FIGURE 3.1.1.2.4
94-FEB-15
Version 02A
J.G. Szekeiy/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-19
Version 03A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

For all <bloc and £ields>:
Calculate CTSG<nuc,bloc,field>, the concentration of the nuclide <nuc>

in the soil root zone from groundwater contamination if part of field <field>
lies over discharge <bloc>:

Eq(l) IF (SD<soil>«LT-<SDLOW<soil>)
REq(ll) THEN CTSG<nuc,bloc,field> = CTPW<nuc,bloc>«[MOIST4<soil>/

SBD<soil> + SKD<nuc, soil> • CF6]
ELSE

Eq(2) CTSG<nuc,bloc, =
field> JO

SIGMA-REGTMG
• exp(ALPHAl-BETAl) • CTPW<nuc,bloo

GAMMA

REq(75) DECAY<nucp> • CTSG<nucp,bloc,field>

RESPG<nuc,field>(t-t')dt'

I HOTE;""] If there is no -<:nucp> for the current <nuc>, CTSG<nucp> = 0.

CTSGF<nuc,field> = area-averaged CTSG calculated as follows:

The fields (possibly in several portions) are assumed to lie over the
discharges so that the average rooting'zone concentrations of the fields
CTSGF<nuc,field> will decrease in the order: peat bog (if any), garden, forage
field, and woodlot. If the total area of all the fields is larger than all
the discharges, an area of soil uncontaminated by groundwater from below is
used to complete the area of the incomplete field(s). The effective
concentration in soil in each field for food-chain purposes will consist of an
area-weighted average.

UNIT CHECK:

Eq( l ) [mol/kgdry.011] = • [-] • [mol/miater] + [I/a]

[a]

[a]

E g ( 2 ) [mol/kgdry.oil] =
mol

ddryioil ''water

mol

JdrysoU
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'REGTMG[-] TR/TMAX (GROUNDWATER)Used in
relating tr and t̂  from the SCEMR
regression analysis for soil contamination
by groundwater. CALCULATED (3.1.1.2.5)
Research mathematical symbol: p

FIGURE 3.1.1.2.5
(No Attachments)
CALCULATE GROUNDWATER
REG. TIME CONSTANT
93-SEP-21
J.G. Szekely
Version 02D

94-Jul-04
Version 03A
K. Demoline

Short Name

ALPHA1
BETA1

•AMMA
> REGTMG

Long Name
Research
Math Symbol SI Unit

ALPHA1

BETA1

GAMMA

REGTMG

GROUNDWATER REGRESSION TERM FOR CONC/SS

GROUNDWATER REGRESSION TERM FOR TIME/SS

SCEMR GAMMA

TR/TMAX (GROUNDWATER)

[a]

TMAXG = GAMMA • EXP(BETAl)
NU = EXP(ALPHAl)

DELTG = 100.

IF (TMAXG .LE. (2«DELTG)) TMAXG = 2-DELTG
IF (NU.LT.10~1) EPSILN = 10'6

IF (lO^.LE.NU.LT.lO0) EPSILN = 10'4

IF (lO^LE-NU-LT-lO1) EPSILN = 10'3

IF (lO^LE.NU.LT.lO2) EPSILN = 10'2

(to protect against low TMAXG)

(exception to pattern)IF (10-.LE.NU.LT.103) EPSILN = 10'1

IF (103.LE.NU.LT.104) EPSILN = 10'1

IF (104.LE.NU.LT.105) EPSILN = 10°
and so on

CHECK = (TMAXG/DELTG)•(EPSILN/NU) (protect against high TMAXG and EPSILN)
IF (CHECK.GT.0.3) REGTMG =1.6

ELSE
TREG = 0.1 • TMAXG

EXP(DELTG/TREG) - 1.
Eq (1) REGF = (TMAXG/TREG) - In

(EPSILN/NU)

REGDF = (l./(TREG2) ) •
DELTG • EXP(DELTG/TREG)

- TMAXG
EXP(DELTG/TREG) - 1.

TREGN = TREG - (REGF/REGDF)

IF ((|((TREGN - TREG)/TREG)|).LE..001) THEN REGTMG = TMAXG/TREGN
ELSE (If less than 100 iterations have been done) TREG=TREGN and GOTO

Eq(l)
ELSE REGTMG = 1.6 (and set a non-convergence warning flag).

TMAXG = GAMMA • exp(BETAl) (reset value of TMAXG)
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:TSGF<nucp,field> [mol/kgdry,01JSOIL CONCENTRATION
FROM GROUNDWATER CONTAM. Concentration of
<nucp> in each <field> due to groundwater.
CALCULATED (3.1.1.2.6) Research mathematical
symbol: (CMt))0"

FIGURE 3.1.1.2.6
(No Attachments)
RENAME DATA FIELD
CTSGF
94-APR-01
rsion 02A

J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-19
Version 03A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

CTSGF<nucp,field> CTSGF<nuc,field>

Short Name Long Name
Research

Math Symbol SI Unit

CTSGF<nuc,field>

CTSGF<nucp,field>

SOIL CONCENTRATION FROM
GROUNDWATER CONTAMINATION

SOIL CONCENTRATION FROM
GROUNDWATER CONTAMINATION

( C ' l t ) ) » "

(mol/kgdrytoll)

[mol/kgdry.oli)

This process receives CTSGF<nuc,field> from the data store Soil
Concentration from Groundwater Contamination from the previous iteration, and
outputs it as CTSGF<nucp,field> for the current iteration.
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LEGEND
time series

parameters

process n

data store

Vanaoie list,
sp samplea
ap... aeoenaeni
;s.,. ,\.::ii i<j,,cs
cq... consequence

FIGURE 3.1.1.3
(1 Attachment)
CALCULATE CONCENTRATION
DUE TO DEPOSITION

94-APR-01
Version 03A
H.A. Halliday

EVALUATE
RESPONSE FUNCTION
FOP,

DECAY.nuc

DEGASS_nuc_soil

CALCULATE
CONCENTRATION
FROMC

CALCULATE
REGRESSION

ERM BETDECAY.nucp
SIGMA

PROPT

STYPE

3.1.1.3.1 - CALCULATE REGRESSION TERM ALPHA2
3.1.1.3.2 - CALCULATE REGRESSION TERM BETA2
3.1.1.3.3 - EVALUATE RESPONSE FUNCTION FOR DEPOSITION TO SOIL
3.1.1.3.4 - CALCULATE CONCENTRATION FROM CONTAMINATION BY DEPOSITION
3.1.1.3.5 • CALCULATE DEPOSITION REG. TIME CONSTANT

3.1.1.3.6 - RENAME DATA FIELD CTSD

Data Store • Soil Concentration from Deposition to Surface
• • This variable appears more than once in a dataflow on this diagram.
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Attachment to
Figure 3.1.1.3
94-FEB-15
Version 02A
H.A. Halliday

94-Jul-04
Version 03A
K. Demoline

spmaxdc = CF5 + EFFP + RCDC<soil,ndc> + SD<soil> •<• SKD<nuc, soil> + STYPE

spraaxdt = CF5 •*• EFFP + RCDT<soil, ndt> + SD<soil> + SKD<nuc, soil> + STYPE

spscrp = CRATIO<nuc> + CROPER + CRPFRC -r CRPFRQ •<- IRRPER -t LAYRR -t-
PYIELD<terr=animal> f PYIELD<terr=plant> + SBD<soil> + STYPE +
YBUILD + CF4
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1ALPHA2F] DEPOSITION REGRESSION TERM FOR CONC/SS
Parameter derived from regression analysis of
SCEMR results. It is related to the steady-
state concentration of contaminant in the
soil root zone due to contamination by
irrigation. CALCULATED (3.1.1.3.1) Research
mathematical symbol:
02 of C1^ = O C1'-' exp(a2) in ESA-87-252

FIGURE 3.1.1.3.1
(1 Attachment)
CALCULATE REGRESSION
TERM ALPHA2
92-SEP-28
Version 01A
L.C. Wojciechowski

94-OCT-19
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

Short Name

CF5
EFFP
RCDC<soil,ndc> _ _
SD<soil>
SKD<nuc, soil>
STYPE

Long Name

-> ALPHA2

Research
Math Symbol SI Unit

ALPHA2 DEPOSITION REGRESSION TERM FOR CONC/SS a2 [-]

CF5 KILOGRAMS PER LITRE none I k9dry.cn /Lv.t.rl

EFFP ANNUAL EFFECTIVE PRECIPITATION ONTO SOIL P. [m3
w«t.r/ (m2 .on-a) ]

RCDC<soil,ndc> SOIL REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS FOR DC (see DD) (see DD)

SD<soil> SOIL DEPTH SO [n>.011]

SKD<nuc,soil> SOIL DISTRIBUTION COEFFICIENT Kdt [Lul>t.t/kgdty.011]

STYPE SOIL TYPE none [-]

spmaxdc = CF5 + EFFP + RCDC<soil , ndc>
+ STYPE

SD<soil> + SKD<nuc, soil>

For SKD<nuc,soil>, SD<soil>, and RCDC<soil,ndc>, <soil> type is
identified by the decision variable STYPE (i.e. <soil=STYPE>). Therefore, in
the following equation "RCDC<soil,ndc...>", "SD<soil>", and SKD<nuc,soil>" are
equivalent to "RCDC<soil=STYPE,ndc...>", "SD<soil=STYPE>", and
SKD<nuc,soil=STYPE>". Equivalence was not made explicitly in order to make
the equation easier to check.

Eq(l) ALPHA2 = RCDC<soil,ndc=l> + RCDC<soil,ndc=2> « SD<soil>

REq(18)* and + RCDC<soil,ndc=3> • EFFP + RCDC<soil,ndc=4>

REq(34)* (In (CF5 • SKD<nuc,soil>)}2 + RCDC<soil,ndc=5>

In (CF5 • SKD<nuc,soil>) + RCDC<soil,ndc=6>

SD<soil> « In (CF5 • SKD<nuc,soil>)

RCDC<soil,ndc=7> • SD<soil>

{In (CF5 • SKD<nuc,soil>)}2 + RCDC<soil,ndc-8>

SD<soil> • EFFP + RCDC<soil,ndc=9>

EFFP • In (CF5 • SKD<nuc,soil>) + RCDC<soil,ndc=10>

EFFP « {In (CF5 • SKD<nuc,soil>)}2
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Attachment to
FIGURE 3.1.1.3.1
92-SEP-28
Version 01A

94-OCT-19
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

UNIT CHECK:

The regression coefficients have been assigned units such that ALPHA2
will have the correct units when EFFP is in [m̂ ,̂ / (m2.oil«a) ] , SD<soil> is in
tnWili an<3 SKD<nuc, soil> is in [Luater/kgdry,ou] . CF5 is required for satisfying
the unit check.

Eq(l)

(l/m.oUJ

tm2.oxi-a/n»v«.r) • ««„/ <ni2.oil'a) ] * [-]

[Lw.e.r/kgdiy,ol,]

[Lw.ter/kgdry.oix]

.t.r] * t Lw«.r / k9dry.oil tm.oll«a/m j
wllt.r]

[m j
wat.r/(m2.oll-a) ] + [mj,011«a/m3

water]

[Lwllter/kgdry,olj| + Im2,oil«a/m3
v(ll.er]

[kgdry.oil/Lw.t.r] • [L^,^/kgdrysoll}\

NOTE:

* Exponential term of REq(18)

* REq(34) is from ESAB-87-252.
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BETA2 [-] DEPOSITION REGRESSION TERM FOR TIME/SS
Parameter derived from SCEMR results and is
related to the time required to reach steady
state conditions when soil is contaminated by
irrigation. CALCULATED (3.1.1.3.2) Research
mathematical symbol: (32 of
ESA-87-252

= Y exp(p2) in

FIGURE 3.1.1.3.2
1 Attachment)

CALCULATE REGRESSION
TERM BETA2
92 -SF.P-2 9
Version 01A
L.C. Wojciechowski

94-Jul-04
Version 02A
K. Demoline

Short Name

BETA2

CF5

EFFP

RCDT<soil,ndt>

SD<soil>

SKD<nuc,soil>

STYPE

CF5
EFFP
RCDT<soil,ndt> _
SD<soil> >

SKD<nuc, soil>
STYPE

Long Name

DEPOSITION REGRESSION TERM FOR TIME/SS

KILOGRAMS PER LITRE

EETA2

Research
Math Symbol SI Unit '

Pi 1-]
None Ikgary.^i/Lu.t.,]

ANNUAL EFFECTIVE PRECIPITATION ONTO SOIL P. [m3..c.r/ (m2,011.a) ]

SOIL REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS FOR DT

SOIL DEPTH

SOIL DISTRIBUTION COEFFICIENT

SOIL TYPE

(see ODD) (see DD)
SD [m.ou]

Kdj [Lu.t.r/'«3dry.ou]

none [ - ]

spmaxdt = CF5 + EFFP + RCDT<soil,ndt> + SD<soil> + SKD<nuc,soil>
+ STYPE

For SKD<nuc,soil>, SD<soil>, and RCDT<soil,ndt>, <soil> type is
identified by the decision variable STYPE (i.e. <soil=STYPE>). Therefore in
the following equation "RCDT<soil,ndt...>", "SD<soil>", and SKD<nuc,soil>" are
equivalent to "RCDT<soil=STYPE,ndt...>", "SD<SKD<nuc,soil=STYPE>".
Equivalence was not made explicitly in order to make the equation easier to
check.

REq(30.2)* and

REq(3 5)*

Eq(l) BETA2 = RCDT<soil,ndt=l> + RCDT<soil,ndt=2> • SD<soil>

REq(19)*, + RCDT<soil,ndt=3> • EFFP + RCDT<soil,ndt=4>

{In (CF5 • SKD<nuc,soil>)}2 + RCDT<soil,ndt=5>

In (CF5 • SKD<nuc,soil>) + RCDT<soil,ndt=6> • SD<soil>

In (CF5 • SKD<nuc,soil>) + RCDT<soil,ndt=7> • SD<soil>

{In (CF5 • SKD<nuc,soil>)}2 + RCDT<soil,ndt=8> • SD<soil>

EFFP + RCDT<soil,ndt=9> • EFFP • In (CF5 • SKD<nuc,soil>)

• RCDT<soil,ndt=10> • EFFP • {In (CF5 • SKD<nuc,soil>)}2
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Attachment to
FIGURE 3.1.1.3.2
92-SEP-28
Version 01A
L.C. Wojciechowski

94-Jul-04
Version 02A
K. Demoline

UNIT CHECK:

The regression coefficients have been assigned units such that BETA2

will have the correct units when EFFP is in [m3wat<>r/ (m
2
sou»a) ] , SD<soil> is in

[m«oiJ and SKD<nuc,soil> is in [Lu.car/^Sdrysou) • CF5 is required to satisfy unit

check.

Eq(l)

[m2.oil-a/m
3
uoc«,r]

• [mtoil]

\,M/ (m
2
loil.a)

ry.ou/L^t.,.] • [Lw.v«/kgdry,oll]| •» t l /m s o i l ]

.oii/Lv.t.rJ * [Luater/kgdry,011]| + tmsoil«a/m3
w(1«r]

[msoil] • [m3
WOC(i r/(m2 .oU .a) ] + [m2

50i l«a/m3
wote r]

[kgdryaoil/Luoter] • [L t tacer/kgdryBoil]

[kgdry,oU/Luater]

* Exponential term of REq(19)

# REq(35) and (30.2) are from ESAB-87-252.
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RESPD<nuc, fiel
DEPOSITI
contrat!
root zon
irr.pul se
deposit!
and dry
may incl
(3 .1 .1 .3

R1

Short Name

BETA2

CF4

CRATIO<nuc>

CROPER

CRPFRC

CRPFRQ

DECAY<nuc>

DEGASS<nuc,soil>

GAMMA

IRRPER

LAYRR

PYIELD<terr>

REGTMI

RESPD<nuc, £ield>

SBD<soil>

STYPE

YBUILD

d> i - j SOIL RESPONSE TO FIGURE 3.1.1.3.3
DN OF CONTAM. Tirae- dependent (2 Attachments)
on of contaminant<r.uc> in the soil EVALUATE RESPONSE
e of both <fields> to a unit FUNCTION FOR DEPOSITION
^,, r,,,_ n.T ^ p ^ ^ p ^ J r, = r T OT- J^V rpQ PQJL

on. Deposition may occur by wet 92-SEP-28
atmospheric deposition alone or Version 01A
ude irr igat ion. CALCULATED L .C . Wojciechowski
. 3 ) Research mathematical symbol:

94-OCT-19
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G . Szekely

BETA 2
CF4
CRATIO<nuc>
CROPER
CRPFRC
CRPFRQ
DECAY<nuc>
DEGASS<nuc, soil> > RESPD<nuc , f ield>
GAMMA
IRRPER
LAYRR
PYIELD<terr>
REGTMI
SBD<soil>
STYPE
YBUILD

Research
Long Name Math Symbol SI Unit

DEPOSITION REGRESSION TERM FOR TIME/SS |3; [-]

SECONDS PER YEAR -- [ s / a ]

PLANT/ SOIL CONCENTRATION RATIO CR, |Bq/kgw. tv.()/Bq/kgdry,{lli]

UNIRRIGATED CROPPING LOSS PERIOD none [a ]

CROPPING LOSS FRACTION C [ - ]

FREQUENCY OF CROPPING C, [ I / a ]

RADIOLOGICAL DECAY CONSTANT X, [ I / a ]

SOIL DEGASSING CONSTANT T\\ [1/s]

SCEMR GAMMA Y [a]

IRRIGATION PERIOD none [a]

DEPTH OF SOIL ROOT ZONE ( l i -2 ) LAYRR lm,011]

PLANT YIELD . V, [kgw.lv.,./ni2.on]

TR/TMAX (IRRIGATION/DEPOSITION) p [-]

SOIL RESPONSE TO DEPOSITION OF CONTAM. R: [-

SOIL BULK DENSITY none [kgdty.oi i /nidry.oj i ]

SOIL TYPE none [-

PLANT YIELD FOR WOOD Yb [kgw.tv.0/m
!,011 ]
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Attachment 1 to
FIGURE 3.1.1.3.3
92-SEP-28
Version 01A
L.C. Wojciechowski

94-OCT-19
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

REq(78)

For <field=vegetable patch> and nuclide <nuc>:

CRPLOS = CRPFRC • CRATIO<nuc> • PYIELD<terr=plant> • CRPFRQ<:field=veg.patch>

Eq(l) LÀYRR • SBD<Soil=STYPE>

For t < CROPER':

Eq(2) RESPD<nuc,field=vegetable patch> =

REGTMI • exp(-BETA2)
exp DECAY<nuc>+CF4»DEGASS<nuc, soil=STYPE>+CRPLOS

GAMMA

For t > CROPER':

Eq(3) RESPD<nuc, field=vegetable patch> =

REGTMI « exp(-BETA2)
exp DECAY<nuc>i-CF4'DEGASS<nuc,soil=STYPE>

GAMMA
« t

* If Che field is not irrigated, use the sampled value for CROPER; if the
field is irrigated, reset CROPER to IRRPER.

For <field=£orage field> and nuclide <nuc>:

CRPLOS = CRPFRC • CRATIO<nuc> • PYLDMN • CRPFRQ<field=forage field>

Eq(4) LAYRR • SBD<soil=STYPE>
where

Eq(5) PYLDMN = Min { PYIELD<terr=meat>, PYIELD<terr=milk> }

RESPD<nuc,field=forage field> = Same as Eq(2) and Eq(3), but using CRPLOS
value defined by Eq{4) and Eq(5).
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Attachment 2 to
FIGURE 3.1.1.3.3
92-SEP-28
Version CIA
L.C. Wojciechowski

94-OCT-19
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

For <field=woodlot> and nuclide <nuc>:

CRPLOS = CRPFRC • CRATIO<nuc> • YBUILD • CRPFRQ<field=woodlot>

Eq(6) LAYRR • SBD<soil=STYPE>

RESPD<nuc,field=woodlot> = Same as Eg(2) and Eq(3), but using CRPLOS value
defined by Eq(6).

For <field=peatbog> and nuclide <nuc>:

RESPD<nuc,field=peatbog> = Same as Eq(3), for all t.

UNIT CHECK:

(4},&(6)

E q ( 2 )

a

t-] • [Bq« iwoiil • [kgwetvea/m
2

aoil] • [I/a]

+ [I/a] + [1/s] • [s/a] + [I/a]
[a]

[a]

Eq(3) + [I/a] + [1/s] • [s/a]
[a]

[a]

E q ( 5 ) [kguetve!I/m
2

3oU] = { [kgwetvea/m
2

soil] , [kgwotveB/m2
soil]
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:TSD<nuc, field> tmoi/kgdl,.aolir SOIL CONCENTRA-
TION FROM DEPOSITION TO SURFACE
Concentration of <nuc> in each <field> due
to contamination by deposition.

(C3(t))lumathematical symbol:

FIGURE 3.1.1.3.4
(1 Attachment)
CALCULATE CONCENTRATION
FROM CONTAMINATION BY

7 T> *~\ C "T T> T r-\VT
« *. \-O -. * -. ̂  A

92-SEP-28
Version 01A
L.C. Wojciechowski

94-OCT-19
Version 02A

. Demoline/J.G. Szekely

ALPHA2
BETA2
TiTTPuWnDCj\~f\i **-ll

PROPT
REGTMI
SIGMA
STYPE

Short Name

ALPHA2

BETA2

CTSD<nuc, f ield>
CTSD<nucp, f ield>

CTSDS<nuc, field>

DECAY<nucp>

GAMMA

PROPT

REGTMI

RESPD<nuc, field>

SIGMA

STYPE

UCp> > CTSD<nuc,field> <

Long Name

DEPOSITION REGRESSION TERM FOR CONC/SS

DEPOSITION REGRESSION TERM FOR TIME/SS

SOIL CONCENTRATION FROM DEPOSITION TO
SURFACE

SOIL DEPOSITION SOURCE CONC.

RADIOLOGICAL DECAY CONSTANT

SCEMR GAMMA

PROS. OF USING PEAT FOR ENERGY

TR/TMAX (IRRIGATION/DEPOSITION)

SOIL RESPONSE TO DEPOSITION OF CONTAM.

SCEMR SIGMA

SOIL TYPE

CTSD<nucp , f ield>
— CTSDS<nuc, field>

RESPD<nuc

Research
Math Symbol

0-2

P:
( C ' ( t ) I"

none

Vi

Y
PEATPROB

P

R1

CT (

none

, f ield>

SI Unit

[ - )

[-]
[mol/kgary.011]

[mol/mUt.,3
[ I /a]

(a]

[-)

( -3
[-1

m3
wat.t/kgdry.ou]

( -3

For all <fields>:

IF (field=peatbog) AND ((STYPE*ORGANC) OR ((STYPE=ORGANC) AND
(PROPT*!)))

THEN

CTSD<nuc,field>= 0.0

ELSE

Eq(1) CTSD<nuc,field>=
SIGMA-REGTMI

GAMMA
exp(ALPHA2-BETA2) « CTSDS<nuc,field>

REq(77) DECAY<nucp> • CTSD<nucp, f ield> RESPD<nuc,field>(t-t') dt1

END IF

If there is no <nucp> for the current <nuc>, CTSD<nucp> = 0.
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Attachment to
FIGURE 3.1.1.3.4
92-SEP-28
Version 01A
L.C. Wojciechowski

94-OCT-19
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

UNIT CHECK:

[mol/kgdry.oll] =
[a]

[-} • [mol/m3
watBr] + [I/a]

[-] [a]
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REGTMI [-] TR/TMAX (IRRIGATION/DEPOSITION) Used
in relating tr and t.̂  from che SCEMR
regression analysis for soil contarination
by groundwater. CALCULATED (3.1.1.3.5)
Research mathematical symbol: p

FIGURE 3.1.1.3.5
(No Attachments)
CALCULATE DEPOSITION
REG. TIME CONSTANT
93-GEP-22
Version C2A
J.G. Szekely

94-Jul-04
Version 03A
K. Demoline

ALPHA2
BETA2
GAMMA

> REGTMI

Short Name

ALPHA2

BETA2

GAMMA

REGTMI

TMAXI =
NU =

Research
Long Name Mach Symbol SI Unit

DEPOSITION REGRESSION TERM FOR CONC/SS Q, (-]

DEPOSITION REGRESSION TERM FOR TIME/SS g, [-)

SCEMR GAMMA 1 [a]

TR/TMAX (IRRIGATION/DEPOSITION) p [-]

GAMMA • EXP(BETA2)
EXP (ALPHA2 )

IF (TMAXI.LE.4000.) DELTI = 10.
IF (TMAXI.GT.4000.) DELTI = 1000.
IF (TMAXI .LE. (2«DELTI)) TMAXI = 2-DELTI
IF (NU.LT.10~1) EPSILN = 10'6

IF (lO-'.LE.NU.LT.lO0) EPSILN = 10'4

IF (lO^LE-NU-LT-lO1) EPSILN = 10'3

IF (lO'.LE.NU.LT.lO2) EPSILN = 10'2

(protect against low TMAXI)

IF (10-.LE.NU.LT.103) ELSILN
IF (103.LE.NU.LT.104) EPSILN
IF (104.LE.NU.LT.105) EPSILN
and so on

CHECK = (TMAXI/DELTI)•(EPSILN/NU)
IF (CHECK.GT.0.3)REGTMI = 1.6

ELSE
TREG = 0.1 • TMAXI

Eq(l) REGF = (TMAXI/TREG) - In

REGDF = (I./(TREG2) )

(exception to pattern)

(protect against high TMAXI and EPSILN)

EXP(DELTI/TREG) - 1.

(EPSILN/NU)

DELTI • EXP(DELTI/TREG
- TMAXI

EXP(DELTI/TREG) - 1.

TREGN = TREG - (REGF/REGDF)
IF ((|((TREGN - TREG)/TREG|).LE..001) THEN REGTMI = TMÀXI/TREGN
ELSE (if less than 100 iterations have been done) TREG=TREGN and GOTO Eq(l)

ELSE REGTMI =1.6 (and set a non-convergence flag)

TMAXI = GAMMA * exp(BETA2) (reset value of TMAXI)
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:TSD<nucp,field> [rnoTTkgd^iJ SOIL CONCENTRATION
FROM DEPOSITION TO SURFACE Concentration of
<nucp> in each <field> due to contamination
by deposition. CALCULATED (3 .1 .1 .3 .6)
Research mathematical symbol: ( C s ( t ) ) 1 "

FIGURE 3.1.1.3.6
(No Attachments)

RENAME DATA FIELD CTSD
94-APR-01
Version 02A
3.G. Snekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-Jul-04
Version 03A
K. Demoline

CTSD<nucp,field> CTSD<nuc,field>

Short Name Long Name
Research

Math Symbol SI Unit

CTSD<nuc,field>

CTSD<nucp,field>

SOIL CONCENTRATION FROM
DEPOSITION TO SURFACE

SOIL CONCENTRATION FROM
DEPOSITION TO SURFACE

[mol/kgdry.on]

This process receives CTSD<nuc,field> from the data store Soil
Concentration from Deposition to Surface from the previous iteration, and
outputs it as CTSD<nucp,field> for the current iteration.
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:TS<nuc, field> [mol/kgdrysoil] SOIL CONCENTRATION
Concentration of <nuc> in the soil of each
<field>. CALCULATED (3.1.1.4) Research
mathematical symbol: CSVi and CSFl (in soil model
report), C° (in synopsis derivation of
response f̂ :;cLio::j .

FIGURE 3.1.1.4
(No Attachments)
SUM CONCS. FROM ALL
SOURCES
92-SEP-28

L.C. Wojciechowski

94-Jul-04
Version 02A
K. Demo line

CEC<soil>
STYPE

CTSD<nuc,field>
CTSGF<nuc,field>
CTSI<nuc,field>

Short Name Long Name
Research

Math Symbol SI UNIT

CEC<soil> CATION EXCHANGE CAPACITY

CTS<nuc,field> SOIL CONCENTRATION

CTSD<nuc,field> SOIL CONCENTRATION FROM DEPOSITION TO

SURFACE
CTSGF<nuc, field>

GROUNDWATER CONTAM.

CTSKnuc, field> SOIL CONCENTRATION FROM IRRIGATION

STYPE SOIL TYPE

CEC (mol/kgdry.oll)

Cs,v, Cs/ [mol/kgary.011]

(C"(t))tw (mol/kgary.011)

SOIL CONCENTRATION FROM

(CMC))" [rool/kgaryloll)
(C'(t))" [mol/kgdryloll]
none [-]

For all <fields>:

Eq(l) CTS<nuc, field> = CTSD<nuc, f ield> + CTSGF<nuc, f ield> + CTSKnuc, field>
REq(6)

Eq(2) IF (CTS<nuc,field> > CEC<soil=STYPE>)
REq(12) THEN CTS<nuc,field> = CEC<soil=STYPE>

UNIT CHECK:

E q ( l ) [mol/kgdrysoil] = [mol/kgdrysoil] + [mol/kgdry.01J •*• [mol/kgdrysoil]

E q ( 2 ) [mol/kgdryso l l] = [mol/kgdrysol l]
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LEGEND

time series

parameters

process n

data s to re

Variable list:
sp... sampled
dp... dependent
U.. Iliad Sol. Sa
cq... consequence

FIGURE 3.1.1.6
(1 Attachment)
CALCULATE CONCENTRATION
DUE TO IRRIGATION

94-APR-01
Version 03A
H.A. Halliday

CTSI nuc field
.CTSLnucJield

CTSLnuc field

CALCULATE
CONCENTRATION
FROM

Soil Concentration
From Irrlga

ALPHA2

DECAY_nucp

SIGMA

RENAME DATA
FIELD CTSI .

CTSLnucfifield

RESPLnuc feld

EVALUATE
RESPONSE FUNCTION
FOR.

DECAY_nuc

DEGASS_nuc_soll

spscrp

BETA2

GAMMA

REGTMI

BETA2

GAMMA

REGTMI

3.1.1.6.1 - EVALUATE RESPONSE FUNCTION FOR CONTAMINATION BY IRRIGATION
3.1.1.6.2 - CALCULATE CONCENTRATION FROM IRRIGATION CONTAMINATION
3.1.1.6.3 - RENAME DATA FIELD CTSI

Data Store - Soil Concentration from Irrigation Contamination
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Attachment to
Figure 3.1.1.6
94-FEE-15
Version 02A
K.A. Halliday

94-Jul-04
Version 03A
K. Demoline

spscrp = CRATICXnuo + CROPER + CRPFRC * CRPFRQ •> IRRPER i- LÀYRR v
PYIELD<terr=animal> + PYIELD<terr=plant> » SBD<soil> f STYPE
YBUILD -r CF4
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RESPKnuc, field> [-] SOIL RESPONSE TO IRRIGATION
CONTAM. Time-dependent concentration of
contaminant. <nuc> in the soil root zone of
both <fields> to a unit impulse input of
contamination by irrigation. CALCULATED
13.1.1.6.1) Research Machemacicai Symbol: i\~

FIGURE 3.1.1.6.1
(2 Attachments)
EVALUATE RESPONSE
FUNCTION FOR CONTAM.
BY IRRIGATION
52-SSP-2S
Version 01A
L.C. Wojciechowski

94-OCT-19
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

Short Name

BETA2

CF4

CRATIO<nuc>

CROPER

CRPFRC

CRPFRQ

DECAY<nuc>

DEGASS<nuc,soil>

G*MMA

IRKPER

LAYRR

PYIELD<terr>

REGTMI

RESPKnuc, f ield>

SBD<soil>

STYPE

YBUILD

BETA2
CF4
CRATIO<nuc>
CROPER
CRPFRC
CRPFRQ
DECAY<nuc>
DEGASS<nuc, soil> -
GAMMA
IRRPER
LAYRR
PYIELD<terr>
REGTMI
SBD<soil>
STYPE
YBUILD

Long Name

--> RESPKnuc, field>

Research
Math Symbol SI Unit

DEPOSITION REGRESSION TERM FOR TIME/SS P2 (-]

SECONDS PER YEAR

PLANT/ SOIL CONCENTRATION

UNIRRIGATED CROPPING LOSS

CROPPING LOSS FRACTION

FREQUENCY OF CROPPING

[s/a]

RATIO CR, lBq/kg..tv.a/Bq/kgdly.oll]

PERIOD none [a]
E [-]

C, [I/a]
RADIOLOGICAL DECAY CONSTANT X, [I/a]

SOIL DEGASSING CONSTANT

SCEMR GAMMA

IRRIGATION PERIOD

T}\ [1/S]

Y [a]
none [a]

DEPTH OF SOIL ROOT ZONE (1 + 2) LAYRR [">.„„]

PLANT YIELD Yj [kgw.tv.0/m
3.011]

TR/TMAX (IRRIGATION/DEPOSITION) p [-]

SOIL RESPONSE TO DEPOSITION OF CONTAM. R1 [-]

SOIL BULK DENSITY

SOIL TYPE

PLANT YIELD FOR WOOD

none [kgdry.on/m]
aryloll]

none [ - ]

Yb [kgw.tv.o/m2.»!!)
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Attachment 1 to
FIGURE 3.1.1.6.1
?2-SEP-28
Version 01A
L.C. Wojciechowski

94-OCT-19
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

REq(78)

For <field=vegetable pacch> and nuclide <nuc>:

CRPFRC • CRATIO<nuc> • PYIELD<terr=plant> • CRPFRQ<field=veg.patch>
CRPLOS =
Eq(l) LAYRR • SBD<soil=STYPE>

For c < CROPER':

Eq(2) RESPI<nuc,field=vegetable patch> =

REGTMI • exp(-BETA2)
exp DECAY<nuc>+CF4-DEGASS<nuc, scil=STYPE>-i-CRPLOS

GAMMA
«t

For t > CROPER':

Eq(3) RESPKnuc, field=vegetable patch> = 0.0

For <field=forage field> and nuclide <nuc>:

CRPFRC • CRATIO<nuc> • PYLDMN • CRPFRQ<field=forage field>
CRPLOS =
Eq(4) LAYRR • SBD<soil=STYPE>

where

Eq(5) PYLDMN = Min { PYIELD<terr=meat>, PYIELD<terr=milk> }

RESPI<nuc,field=forage field> = Same as Eq(2) and Eq(3), but using CRPLOS
value defined by Eq(4) and Eq(5).

* If the field is not irrigated, use the sampled value for CROPER; if the
field is irrigated, reset CROPER to IRRPER.
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Attachment 2 to
FIGURE 3.1.1.6.1
92-SEP-28
Version OlA
L.C. Wojciechowski

94-OCT-19
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

For <field=woodlot> and nuclide <nuc>:

CRPFRC • CRATIO<nuc> • YBUILD • CRPFRQ<field=woodlot>
CRPLOS =
Eq(6) LAYRR • SBD<soil=STYPE>

RESPI<nuc,field=woodlot> = Same as Eq(2) and Eq(3), but using CRPLOS value
defined by Eg(6).

For <field=peatbog> and nuclide <nuc>:

RESPKnuc, field=peatbog> = Same as Eg(3), for all t.

IUIT CHECK:

(4),&(6)

Eq(2)

1 [-] • [Bq-kgVetvej/Bq'kgYrysoii]

a .

-] = . ._ _. . . t M / ^ 1 _L F i / c r i •T L j./a j + L - L / s j •
[a]

• [kguetveg/m2
soil] • [I/a]

[kSdrysoi

[s/a] +

/mdryaoil

[I/a] • [a]

Eq(3)
[a]

+ [I/a] + [1/s] • [s/a] [a]

Eq(5 ) [kgwetvea/m
2

soil] = { [kgwetvea/m
2

soil] , [kguetveg/m2
soil]
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:TSI<nuc, field> [mol/kgdrysoil] SOIL
CONCENTRATION FROM IRRIGATION
Concentration of <nuc> in each <field>
due to contamination by irrigation.
CALCULATED (3.1.1.6.2) Research
Mathematical Symbol: (C'(t))lw

FIGURE 3.1.1.6.2
(No Attachments)
CALCULATE CONCENTRATION
FROM IRRIGATION
CONTAMINATION
92-SEP-28
Version 01A
L.C. Wojciechowski

94-Jul-04
Version 02A
K. Demoline

ALPHA2
BETA2
DECAY<nuco>
GAMMA
REGTMI
SIGMA

-> CTSI<nuc,
CTSI<nucp,field>
CTIR<nuc,f ie ld>
RESPKnuc, field>

Short Name Long Name
Research

Math Symbol SI Unit

ALPHA2 DEPOSITION REGRESSION TERM FOR CONC/SS

BETA2 DEPOSITION REGRESSION TERM FOR TIME'SS

CTIR<nuc,field> IRRIGATION WATER CONCENTRATION

CTSI<nuc,field> SOIL CONCENTRATION FROM DEPOSITION TO
CTSI<nucp,field>
DECAY<nucp> RADIOLOGICAL DECAY CONSTANT

GAMMA SCEMR GAMMA

REGTMI REGRESSION TR/T,^ RELATIONSHIP

RESPI-cnuc, f ield>

CONTAM. R1

SIGMA SCEMR SIGMA

[-1

[mol/m̂ .J

SURFACE

*.,.! [I/a]
Y [a]
p l-l
SOIL RESPONSE TO IRRIGATION

For both <fields>:

E q ( l ) CTSKnuc,field> =

REq(77)

0

SIGMA*REGTMI

GAMMA
• exp(ALPHA2-BETA2)

CTIR<nuc,field> + DECAY<nucp> • CTSI<nucp,field>

RESPI<nuc,field>(t-t')dt'

[NOTE; If there is no <nucp> for the current <nuc>, CTST<nucp,field> = 0.

UNIT CHECK:
[m j

water/kgdrysoil]
. [-] . [mol/m3

uacer] + [I/a]
[a]

[-] • [a]
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:TSI<nucp,field> imol/kgdrysoU] SOIL CONCENTRATION
FROM IRRIGATION Concentration of <nucp> in
S3 C^ < "̂  ̂  03. CÎ"* C^11 ̂  *" O CO*"* tl ̂FP.i. "OS t ~* P1"! t̂ N*

irrigation. CALCULATED (3.1.1.6.3)"
Research Mathematical Symbol: (C3(t))iw

FIGURE 3.1.1.6.3
(No Attachments)
RENAME DATA FIELD CTSI
94-APR-01
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-Jul-04
Version 03A
K. Demoline

CTSI<nucp,field> CTSI<nuc,field>

Short Name Long Name
Research

Math Symbol SI Unit

CTSI<nuc,field>

CTSI<nucp,field>

SOIL CONCENTRATION FROM
DEPOSITION TO SURFACE

SOIL CONCENTRATION FROM
DEPOSITION TO SURFACE

[mol/kgdry.on]

[mol/kgary,ou]

This process receives CTSI<nuc,field> from the data store Soil
Concentration from Irrigation Contamination from the previous iteration, and
outputs it as CTSI<nucp,field> for the current iteration.
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7. THE ATMOSPHERE MODEL

7.1 RESEARCH MODEL SYNOPSIS FOR THE ATMOSPHERE

Purpose: To calculate nuclide concentrations in air due to suspension of
particulates and gases from soils, vegetation and wacer bodies.

csv

(mol- kg •d
1

rysoll]

(mol»m;36cet)

(mol«m;\r)

GFLOW, (mol-a'1)

The concentration of nuclide i in the
root zone of the soil for a field on
which vegetables are grown - available
from the soil model.

The concentration of nuclide i in the
soil root zone for a field on which
forage crops are grown - available
from the soil model.

The concentration of nuclide i in the
soil root zone for a field on which a
wood lot grows - available from the
soil model.

The concentration of nuclide i in the
soil root zone for a field on which
there is a peat bog - available from
the soil model.

The concentration of nuclide i in lake
sediments for each field x - available
from the surface water model.

The concentration of nuclide i in
surface water body - available from
the surface water model.

The concentration of nuclide i in
well water - available from the
geosphere model.

The flux of nuclide i from the
geosphere to the biosphere.

Output;

Model:

(mol»m;\r) The concentration of nuclide i in air.
(Indoor and outdoor concentra-tions
may differ.)

To allow for the possibility that lakes dry up and the sediments
are used for farming, we assume that nuclide suspension from the
terrestrial surface occurs from the surface (among the vegetable
patch, the forage field and the lake sediments) having the largest
concentration of that nuclide.

i.e. we set
OR

and

= max (CV.C" ,ĉ

is used as soil
max (ciEDV

sw
.s'EDF1

if soil (1)
if sediment

= Csjx if soil is used OR C3^0" if
sediment is used and x is the field
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Tritium (3H) concentrations in air are not calculated because of a special
specific activity relationship used in the food-chain submodel.

Most nuclides are in solid form, but 7 ("c, 39Ar, 81Kr, 85Kr, 79Se, 129I and
222Rn) could also be gaseous. For these nuclides, we include concentrations
for gaseous forms.

With the exception of the inert gases "Kr, S5Kr and 39Ar, there are three
pathways by which all nuclides could be dispersed into the atmosphere:

(i) as particulates from terrestrial sources - TP,
(ii) as particulates from aquatic sources - AP, and

(iii) from the burning of biomass, through agricultural fires
(AF), burning peat or wood for energy (EF), or land
fires (LF).

For a given gaseous nuclide, there are four additional pathways:

(i) as gaseous emissions from terrestrial sources - TG,
(ii) as gaseous emissions from aquatic sources - AG,

(iii) indoor gaseous emissions from soil - IGS, and
(iv) indoor suspension from water - ISW.

The inert gases argon and krypton are assumed to be released instantaneously
from the geosphere as a groundwater release, GWR, pathway.

Pathways are therefore represented by TP, AP, TG, AG, AF, EF, LF, IGS, ISW
and GWR.

The total indoor or outdoor concentration (CA) for nuclide i is just the sum
of all the appropriate contributions for the nuclide.

NOTE: This model assumes that the atmospheric particulates are all
contaminated to the same extent as the contaminating source. As
equilibration occurs effectively instantaneously, no radiological
transformations of radionuclides are included (e.g. loss by radiological
decay). This approach is the SAME as that used in the second interim
assessment.

PARTICULATES For all nuclides (i) except 39Ar, 81Kr and 85Kr:

Terrestrial (TP) : (CiA)TP = ADL-Cf (2)

where ADL is the atmospheric dust load (kgdrysoil«m;
3
ir)

Aquatic (AP)_: (CAi)AP = AADL«C
LiW (2a)

where AADL is the atmospheric dust load from aquatic

sources [m3wat6r/m
3
alr]

INDOOR SUSPENSION

For all nuclides (except 39Ar, 81Kr and 85Kr)

Indoor suspension from water ( ISW)

(CA i ) I O W = Cvîw«USAGE.RELFRAC i.NUMMAN/(BVOL^INFlLT)

or cV'USAGE'RELFRACi'NUMMAN/ (BVOL'INFILT) ,
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whichever is the domestic water source. (2b)

where USAGE is the water usage [mĵ .'s'1 «person"1!,
BVOL is the building volume [ma

3
lr] ,

INFILT is the building infiltration rate [s'1] ,
NUMMAN is the number of persons in a household [person] , and
RELFRAC, is the fraction of nuclide i released from the
water [unitless].

Currently, only 222Rn, 14C and l"l are released in this process.

GASES

Terrestrial (TG) :

For a"Rn: «C/ n)w = qkr. • Cs
Br - D7 ( 3 )

where q̂ ,. is the radon source term
mol*R

J
t 'kgdrysojl] ; this is a sampled parameter.

DT = (4. 87. A1'6 - 3.56J/UWGHT [s .in2i0il -m'̂ J is a (3a)
dispersion function over land and A is the terrestrial
source area [m2soll] equivalent to the sum of the areas of all
fields. UWGHT is a weighted wind speed parameter value (unitless).

The terms appearing in this relationship were determined by regression
analysis. Their units were arbitrarily specified to give a valid unit check.

For "C, l"l and 79Se:

(CA,)TG = T}\ ' C\ ' 0.3 • p • DT, (4)

where T|* is the rate constant for nuclide i (1JC, I2"I or 79Se)
from soil [s"1] ,
0.3 is the soil depth (a constant) [m] ,
p is the soil dry bulk density depending on soil
type [kgdrysou.nr

3] , and
DT is calculated as in Equation 3o above.

Note; The soil submodel allows carbon, iodine and selenium to degas
from the soil according to rate r\\, which is a sampled
parameter.

Aquatic (AG) :

For Rn only: (Ĉ )̂  = ATCto • C
L
R
w
n • D

L (5)

where ATC^ is the Rn transfer coefficient from fresh water

For C only: (CA
C )A G = Tlw

c • CL
C

W • Ldepch • DL, (5a)

Where rj" is the carbon rate constant for surface water [s"1] ,
and Ldept.h is the lake depth.

The surface water model should allow carbon to degas according to
the rate r|£.

DL = exp (5 • In (In AJ -9) /UWGHT [s.m2wacer • m;\r ] (6)
is a dispersion function over water and
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AL is the surface area of the water body (mi3ter) .

For ia9I only:

(CÎ)M = AIML • CV (6a)

where AIML is an aquatic iodine mass-loading parameter
Plater '̂ ir] •

Selenium is assumed not to volatilize from water.

Indoor Gases
From Soil (IGS)_:

For "2Rn only: (C^) IGS = C|a • INDRN (6b)

where INDRN is the indoor radon transfer coefficient

[mol̂ Tn;3 /̂ (moljzssa'kg'â sou) ] .
Groundwater
Release (GWR)

For 39Ar, 81Kr, 85Kr: (C\)cm = GFLOWj • D
L/AL (6c)

where GFLOWi is the sum of all geopshere flows for
the radionuclide i.

FIRES (for all species except 39Ar, 81Kr and 85Kr)

Agricultural (CAi)AF = (CRi-C^
1") «Y«f f -DT. (EMFRACJ AF (7)

Fire (AF) ;
where ff is the frequency of agricultural fires [s"1] ,

Cst
£m is the FDil concentration or sediment-as-soil

concentration for the forage field,

CRi is the plant/soil concentration ratio

the area A used in DT (Equation 3a) is the area of the
forage field [m2] ,

Y is the yield of agricultural standing biomass

[In the biosphere submodel, the maximum of PYIELD
<terr> (for each <terr>) is used.], and

,̂  is the emission fraction from agricultural
fires (unitless) .

Burning for (CAi)EF = Ĉ
1" • (EMFRACjEf. • DB • FUELUSE/EP

Energy (EF) : (for organic soil only and peat is burned for energy)
(7a)

or (CAi)EF = (CRi • C
si£m) • (EMFRACi)EF • D

B • FUELUSE/EW

where Ci£m is calculated as follows:

1) If the soil type is organic, peat is burned for
energy, and the soil layer is thin, then the
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concentration in the soil or the sediment-as-soil
for the peat bog is C\cm .

~* } - f "̂ ^ ^ c i ̂ \̂i?s i ̂ orc*3ril c *^c5ti ^ s ir— med for
energy and the soil layer is not thin, then

a) calculate the soil concentration in layer 4 of each
terrestrial discharge location, bloc;

b) calculate the effective concentration in soil layer
4 for the peat bog; and

c) calculate the effective concentration over all
layers of the peat bog by taking a depth-weighted average through the soil
profile to give C\m.

3) If the soil type is not organic, then C\im is the
concentration in the soil or sediment-as-soil for
the wood lot.

FUELUSE is the amount of fuel [MJ-s"1],

EP is the amount of energy in peat fuel,
[MJ.kgVry.oii].

EW is the amount of energy in wood fuel

ef is the emission fraction from
energy fires (unitless).

and DE is a burning dispersion term:
DE = 2.0/ (BW-BH'UCAV) (7b)

where UCAV [m-s"1] is the plume wake entrainment
parameter ,

BW is the building width [m] , and

BH is the building height [m] .

Land Fires (LF) : (CAJLF = GF«D
T. (EMFRACJLF. [ (CRl«C

s
l
£l"'FY) +

(csJm.py) ] (7c)

where C\tm is the soil concentration or sediment-as-
soil concentration for the wood lot,

GF is the frequency of the event (s"1) ,

FY is the forest yield (kgblomass'm'
2) ,

(EMFRACJLF is the emission fraction from
land fires (unitless),

and PY is the yield of peat (kgdrysoil«m~
2) .

These fires could be natural forest fires or
caused by humans to clear land.

The area A, used in DT (Equation 3a) is the area of the
woodlot. The burning of peat (Ci*m«PY) is only

allowed when an organic soil is selected, otherwise
(C'ln'PY) = 0-
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TOTAL For all nuclides (i) except S33Rn, 14C, 139I, 3K, 39Ar, 4JAr,
"Kr, "Se:

f OIT tz Î.JT.S s'Dont out dooirs ;

CAi = (C A i ) T p + (CA i)AP + (C'iU + (C^J.p + (C*i)LF

for time spent indoors:

CAi = (C^p + (CA i)A P + (C\)n + (Cl)LF

For "2Rn

for time spent outdoors:

C^ = (£*,„) TP + (C^Jftp + (C^JAF + (C^ÎEF + ( C p ^ j ^ p
+ (CARn)TG + (C^)K

for time spent indoors:

CRH = (CgnJrp + ( C R n ) A P + (^RnÏAF + (C R n ) L F 1 + (Cun)ios

+ (CÎlnJiw + (C^Jre + (C^)^

For nuclides "9I and 14C

for time spent outdoors :

CAi = (CAJTp + (CAJAp + (C*.)^ + (C A ) E F + (cî),, +

(CD TO + ( C l J A O

for time spent indoors :

CAi = (CA)TP + (Cî)*, + (CAi)AF + (C
A)LF + (CAi)ISW +

(C*i)w + (CAi)AG

For 79Sej

for time spent outdoors :

(CÎ)A P + «%)„ + (C\)a + ( C A ) L F

for time spent indoors:

Cl = (CA i )T P + (C^Ap + ( C A i ) A F + < C A i ) L F + (CA
t)T G

For "Ar, 8lKr, 85Kr

C*t = (CAi)GWR

DEPOSITION FLUXES:

DEPOSITION TO SOIL (used in Soil Submodel):

The soil can only receive additional radionuclides from either irrigation
water or atmospheric input that originates from the surface water body
(lake) .
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For all nuclides except Ar, Kr, Rn

F\ = [IC*)AG •> (CA,)AF] • (V0 - PR-WJ - Irrigation (8)

where Fs, is the flux to the soil [mol«m"J«s"1] ,

Vd is the dry deposition velocity [m-s"1],

PR is the precipitation rate [m-s"1] ,

Wr is the washout ratio [unitless],

and Irrigation is the flux of nuclide added to the soil during
irrigation [mol«m~2«s"1] .

DEPOSITION TO VEGETATION (used in Food-Chain Submodel):

Vegetation is assumed to receive radionuclides from the atmosphere that have
originated from all sources. This is conservative in the case of fires where
the vegetation is burned, but then a portion of the radionuclide inventory is
redeposited. This accounts for the possibility of having a forest fire or
agricultural fire next to a vegetated area. This bypasses the need to have
net fluxes calculated between the fields. l'C is not included here but it is
implicitly included in the food-chain concentration ratio.

Therefore, for all nuclides except Ar, Kr, Rn, and 14C

(CÎ)AF + (CA)AF r (C\]a + (Cî)w + (ClKs *

) • (Vd * PR.WJ + Irrigation. (9)

'(C*I)TG = 0 f°r aH nuclides except 79Se.

The flux of radionuclide to vegetation caused by direct irrigation water
contacting the leaves is added separately.
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lima SoiitJs

time-Independent
parameters

process n

data store

sp... sampled
dp... dependent
ts... time series
cq... consequence

FIGURE 3.1.3
M Attachment)
MODEL TRANSPORT OF TERR.
CONTAMINANTS IN THE

ATMOSPHERE
M.FEB-15
Vtrslon 02A
HA Milieu^

CALCULATE
CONCENTRATION

CTAPB.nuc

CALCULATE
CONCENTRATION

3.1.3.1 • CALCULATE TERRESTRIAL DISPERSION TERM

3.1.3.2 • DETERMINE MAXIMUM TERRESTRIAL SOURCE CONCENTRATION

3.1.3.3 • CALCULATE CONCENTRATION DUE TO TERRESTRIAL PARTICULATES

3.1.3.4. CALCULATE CONCENTRATION DUE TO TERRESTRIAL QAS SOURCES

3.1.35 « CALCULATE CONCENTRATION DUE TO AGRICULTURAL FIRES

' • TH« Vtr1«bl« ipp*in mott than onca within a data now on IN» diagram

3.1.3 6. CALCULATE CONCENTRATION DUE TO ENERGY FIRES

3.1.3.7 • CALCULATE CONCENTRATION DUE TO LAND FIRES

3.1.3 8 • CALCULATE CONCENTRATION DUE TO SPECIAL PATHS

3 1.3 » • CALCULATE FORAOE FIELD DISPERSION TERM

3.1.3 10 • CALCULATE WOODLOT DISPERSION TERM
bp • Indtoatea burning pathway
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Attachmentto
Figure 3.1.3
94-FEB-15
Version 02A
H.A. Halliday

94-Jul-04
Version 03A
K. Demoline

spspec = AREAAQ + BVOL -t- CF4 + DISTAQ
NUMMAN * RELFRC<nuc> + USAGE

DOMEST INDRN + INFILT -t- NBLOC +
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DISTER [S«nf.oil/m
j.ir] TERR. DISPERSION TERM

Dispersion relationship for nuclides
originating from both terrestrial sources
(soils or sediments) and products from
burning vegetation. CALCULATED (3.1.3.1)
Research mathematical symbol: (DISP)TC

FIGURE 3.1.3.1
(No Attachments)
CALCULATE TERRESTRIAL
DISPERSION TERM
94-FEB-15
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-19
Version 03A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

AREAF<field>
DIST1
DIST2
UWGHT

> DISTER

Short Name Long Name
Research
Math Symbol SI Unit

AREAF<field>

DIST1

DIST2

DISTER

UWGHT

AREA OF EACH FIELD

TERR. DISPERSION TERM COEFF. 1

TERR. DISPERSION TERM COEFF. 2

TERR. DISPERSION TERM

WEIGHTED WIND SPEED

none Inr]

a constant (4.87) [-]

a constant (3.56) [-]

(DISP)TC [ŝ mj.0n/m
3.lr]

none [-]

Eq(l)

Eq(2)

AREAO =1.0

DISTO =1.0

AREAF = AREAF<field>
all fields

Eq(3) DISTER = DISTÛ • [DIST1 •

REq(3a)

- DIST2]/UWGHT

UNIT CHECK:

Eq( l ) [m2] = [m2]

Eq{2) [s«m2.ou/m3.ir] = [s«m2
soil/m

3
air]

Eq(3) [s«m2
80il/m

3
air] = [s«m2

oll/m
3

air]
1/8
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:TASM<nuc> [mol/kgdrYSOil] MAXIMUM PARTICULATE
SOURCE CONCENTRATION Concentration of
<nuc> in particulate source (Vegetable
Patch soil, Forage Field soil or Lake
Sediments) having the highest concentra-
tion of that nuclide. Hence, the unit
qualifiers "drysoil" and "drysed" are
equivalent here. CALCULATED (3.1.3.2)
Research mathematical symbol: C*

FIGURE 3.1.3.2
(1 Attachment)
DETERMINE MAX.
TERRESTRIAL SOURCE CONC.
92-SEP-28
Version 01A
L.C. Wojciechowski

94-OCT-19
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G. Szekely

PROSED > CTASM<nuc> <-
CTLSF<nuc,field>

CTS<nuc,field>

Short Name Long Name
Research

Math Symbol SI Unit

CTASM<nuc>

CTLSF<nuc,field>

CTS<nuc,field»

PROSED

MAXIMUM PARTICULATE SOURCE CONCENTRATION C*

LAKE SEDIMENTS CONCENTRATION C,.Q_,

SOIL CONCENTRATION C»,v. Cs,r

PROBABILITY OF USING SEDIMENT AS SOIL None

lmol/kgdryio l l]

(mol/kgar),.on)

l-l

IF PROSED = 0 then

Eq(l) CTASM<nuc> = Max
REq(1)

CTS<nuc,field=forage field>
CTS<nuc,field=vegetable patch >
CTS<nuc,field=woodlot>

CTS<nuc,field=peatbog

ELSE

Eq(2) CTASM<nuc> = Max
CTLSF<nuc,field=forage field>
CTLSF<nuc,field=vegetable patch>
CTLSF<nuc,field=woodlot>

CTLSF<nuc,field=peatbog

END IF
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UNIT CHECK:

Eq( l )
[mol/kgdrysoil]
[mol/kgdrysoil]
[mol/kgdryooil]
[mol/kgdrysoil]

Eg( l )
[mol/kgdrysed]
[mol/kgdrysed]
[mol/kgdrysed]
[mol/kgdrysed]

Attachment 1 to
FIGURE 3.1.3.2
92-SEP-28
Version 01A
IL . C. Wo j ciechowski

94-Oct-19
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

NOTE: Unit qualifiers (drysoil) & (drysed) are equivalent here.
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CTAPT<nuc> [mol/m-1.^] ATMOS. CONC. FROM. TERR.
PARTICULATES Concentration of <nuc> in
atmosphere from terrestrial particu- late
sources. CALCULATED (3.1.3.3) Research
mathematical symbol: (C°)TP

FIGURE 3.1.3.3
(No Attachments)
CALC. CONC. DUE TO
TERRESTRIAL PARTICULATES
92-SEP-28
Version 01A
L.C. Wojciechowski

94-OCT-19
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G. Szekely

ADLT > CTAPT<nuc> <- CTASM<nuc>

Short Name Long Name
Research

Math Symbol SI Unie

ADLT

CTAPT<nuc>

CTASM<nuc>

ATMOS. DUST LOAD, TERR. ADL

ATMOS. CONC. FROM TERR. PARTICULATES IC')T,

MAXIMUM PARTICULATE SOURCE CONCENTRATION Cs,

[mol/m j. l r]
[mol/kgary.ou]

Eq(l)
REq(2)

CTAPT<nuc> = ADLT • CTASM<nuc>

UNIT CHECK:

E q U ) [mol/mi i r] = [kgdry.oil/miit]
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:TAGT<nuc> [mol/mair] ATMOS. CONC. FROM. TERR.
GAS SOURCES Concentration in air of
nuclides from terrestrial sources that may
exisc as gaseous species <.nuc=!53Rn and
1291>) . CALCULATED (3.1.3.4)
mathematical symbol: (0"^,^-^

Research

FIGURE 3.1.3.4
(No Attachments)

CONC. DUE TO
TERRESTRIAL GAS SOURCES
94-FEB-14
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-Jul-04
Version 03A
K. Demoline

Short Name

DEGASS<nuc
DISTER
LAYRR >
SBD<soil>
SOILRN

, soil>

CTAGKnUO < CiAbM<nuC>

Research
Long Name Math symbol SI Unit

CTAGT<nuc> ATMOS. CONC. FROM TERR. GAS SOURCES (C'RN.I 'TO [mol/m].it]

CTASM<nuc> MAXIMUM PARTICULATE SOURCE CONCENTRATION C'j [mol/kgary.0,i)

DEGASS<nuc,soil> SOIL DEGASSING CONSTANT r\\ t l /s]

DISTER TERR. DISPERSION TERM (DISPl^ [S'ms.oU/m3
7.lr,

LAYRR DEPTH OF SOIL ROOT ZONE (1*2) LAYRR tm.oll]

SBD<soil> SOIL BULK DENSITY None [kgdtY.oii/m
3

ary.oU]

SOILRN RADON EMISSION SOURCE RATE QM [mol2"te.m-d
Jry..ii'S-V

(mol"'R. • kgVry.on»

For <nuo »"aRn>

Eq(l) CTAGT<nuc=222Rn> = SOILRN • CTASM<nuc=226Ra> • DISTER
REg(3)

For <nuc?i3"Rn>:

Eq(2) CTAGT<nuc> = DEGASS<nuc,SOil=STYPE> • LAYRR • SBD<Soil=STYPE>
REq(4) DISTER* CTASM<nuc>

UNIT CHECK:

E q ( l ) [mol/m3
alr] =

mo!222Rn

mo!226Ra
[mol226Ra/kgaoi l] • [s.m2

drysoil/m
3

air]

E q ( 2 ) [mol/m3
oir] = [maoil] • [kgdrysoil/m

3
drysoil] • [S'm2

soil/m
3

air] • [mol/kgdryaoil]
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:TA?B<riuc> [inol/m'sit] ATMOS. CONC. FROM. AGRI. FIRES
Concentration of <nuc> in air due to
agricultural fires. CALCULATED (3.1.3.5)
Researcn maLnematical symbol (C°)Af

FIGURE 3.1.3.5
(1 Attachment)
CALC. CONC. DUE TO
AGRICULTURAL FIRES
92-SEP-28
Version 01A
L.C. Wojciechowski

Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

CRATIO<nuc>
DISTRF
EMFRAC<nuc, bp>
FIRFRQ
PROSED
PYIELD<cerr>

CTAPB<nuc> < — CTLSF<nuc,field>
CTS<nuc,field?

Short Name Long Name
Research

Math Symbol SI Unit

CRATIO<nuc>

CTAPB<nuc>

PLANT /SOIL CONCENTRATION RATIO

ATMOS. CONC. FROM AGRI. FIRES

DÙSC Model-BV,

Atmos. Model-CR,

CTLSF<nuc,field> LAKE SEDIMENT CONCENTRATION

IF PROSED = 0 THEN

Eq(l) P = CTS<nuc,field=forage field>

ELSE

Eq(2) P = CTLSF<nuc,field=forage field>

END IF

[mol/m^,]

CTS<nuc. field>
DISTRF

EMFRAC<nuc.bp>

FIRFRQ

PROSED

PYIELD<terr>

SOIL CONCENTRATION

FORAGE FIELD DISPERSION TERM

EMISSION FRACTION

FREQ. OF FIRES

PROBABILITY OF USING SEDIMENT AS SOIL

PLANT YIELD

C\l. Cs,v

(DlSPltc

(EKFRACJ^

ft

Nolle

Y.,

(mol/kg1ry,uu)
Is.m2,ull/m

5,if]
[-]

[1/sJ

[-)
(kgu_g/<u)

Eq(3) CTAPB<nuc> = CRATIO<nuc> « p • FIRFRQ • a • DISTRF •

EMFRAC<nuc,burning pathway = agri. fire>

REq(7)

Eq(4) where a = Max {PYIELD<cerr>, where <terr=plant or <animal=meat, milk or

bird>)
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Attachment 1to
FIGURE 3.1.3.5
92-SEP-28
Version 01A
L.C.
Wojciechowski

94-OCT-19
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

E q ( l )

Eg ( 2 )

= [mol/kgdryooll]

= [mol/kgdrysed] (NOTE: drysed is equivalent to drysoil)

Eq(3 )* [mol/m3
air] = [mol/kgdrysoii]

[kguecvea/m
2

soil] [s.m2
oi l/m

a
i r]

Eg ( 4 ) [kguetveo/m2
soil] = [kguecveg/m2

soll]

*NOTE: Here, DISTER's unit qualifer (soil) is equal to (drysoil).
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CTAPFE<nuc>[mol/mJ.lr] ATMOS. CONC. FROM ENERGY FIRES
Concentration of <nuc> in air due to burning
wood or peat for energy. CALCULATED (3.1.3.6)
Research mathematical s}~.bcl (C"JEF

FIGURE 3.1.3.6
(4 Attachments)
CALC. CONC. DUE TO

94-FEB-15
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-19
Version 03A
K. Demoline/ J.G.
Szekely

AREAF<field>
AREAT<bloc>
BLDHT
BLDWI
CF4
CF6
CRATIO<nuc>
EMFRAC<nuc,burning pa thway>
EPEAT
EWOOD > CTAPFE<nuc> <-
FUELUS
LAYR4
LAYRR
MOIST4<soil>
PROLOG
PROPT
PROSED
SBD<soil>
SD<soil>
SDLOW<soil>
SKD<nuc,soil>
STYPE
WAKE

CTLSF<nuc,field>
CTPW<nuc, bloo
CTS<nuc,field>

Short Name

AREAF<tield>

AREAT<field>

BLDHT

BLDWI

CF4

CF6

CRATIO<nuc>

CTAPFE<nuc>

CTLSF<nuc, £ield>
CTPW<nuc,bloc>
CTS<nuc,field>
EMFRAC<nuc, bp>

Long Name

AREA OF EACH FIELD

TERRESTRIAL DISCHARGE AREA

BUILDING HEIGHT

BUILDING WIDTH

SECONDS PER YEAR

CUBIC METRES PER LITRE

PLANT/SOIL CONCENTRATION RATIO

ATMOS. CONC. FROM ENERGY FIRES

LAKE SEDIMENT CONCENTRATION

POREWATER CONCENTRATION

SOIL CONCENTRATION

EMISSION FRACTION

Research
Math Symbol

None
None
BH

BW

None

None

Dose Model -Bv,

Atmos. Model -CR!

(C',)tf

CSED.I

C',"

c\
(EMFRACJj,

SI Unit

(m2)
[m2]
[m]
[mj

Is/a]
[rnVLJ

tBq.kg-u'.tv.B/
Bq'kg-a

l
ry.oa]

(mol/m3.tt]
[mol/kgarylKl]
[mol/m]..c.r]
[mol/kgary.011]

[-]
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Short Name

EPEAT

EWOOD

FUELUS

LAYR4

LAYRR

MOIST4<soil>

PROLQC

PROPT

PROSED

SBD<soil>
SD<Soil>

SDLOW<soil>

SKD<nuc,soil>

STYPE

WAKE

Long Name

ENERGY CONTENT OF PEAT

ENERGY CONTENT OF WOOD

FUEL CONSUMPTION

DEPTH OF BOTTOM SOIL LAYER (4!

DEPTH OF SOIL ROOT ZONE ( 1 + 2 1

SOIL MOISTURE (LAYER 4)

PROBABILITY OF LOCATION

PROBABITLITY OF BURNING PEAT

PROBABILITY OF USING SEDIMENT AS SOIL

SOIL BULK DENSITY

SOIL DEPTH ABOVE WATER TABLE

SOIL DEPTH LOWER LIMIT

SOIL KD

SOIL TYPE

PLUME WAKE ENTRAINMENT COEFF.

Attachment 1 to
FIGURE 3.1.3.6
S4-FEB-15
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-19
Version 03A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

Research
Math Symbol SI Unit

None [MJ/kgdryp..t
None [MJ/kgu.tvood

None [MJ/a]

LAYR4 [m fou]

LAYRR [m.oll]

None [ml.t.r/m
3.011

LOCPROB [ - ]

PEATPROB [ - ]

None [ - ]

None lkgdry,0ii/m
!
dry.

SD [m.011]

None [m.oUI

]
]

1

on!

Kd, [Lw«.r/kgdryloUJ

None [-]

UCAV [m'S'1]

IF PROSED = 0 THEN
Eq(l) a = CTS<nuc,field=peatbog>

ELSE
Eg(2) a = CTLSF<nuc,field=peatbog>

END IF

IF (STYPE = organic) AND (PROPT = 1) THEN

IF (SD<soil=organic> > SDLOW<soil=organic>) THEN

The soil concentration in layer 4 of discharge location bloc
is given by:

Eq(3) CTSL4<nuc,bloc> = MOIST4<soil=organic>

SBD<soil=organic>

• SKD<nuc,soil=organic>

- MOIST4<soil=organic>)

CF6 • CTPW<nuc,bloc>
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Attachment 2to
FIGURE 3.1.3.6
94-FEB-15
=rsion 02A

J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-19
Version 03A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

Eq(4)

Eq(5)

Eq(6)

Eq(7)

Eq(8)

The effective concentration in layer 4 of the peat bog is given by:

CTSL4F<nuc,field=peatbog>

Z CTSL4<nuc,bloc> • AREAT<bloc>

all bloc * well

AREAF<field-peatbog>

The effective concentration (over all layers) of the peat bog is
given by:

CTSEFF<nuc,field=peatbog> =
SD<soil=organic> + LAYRR - LAYR4

SD<soil=organic> T LAYR4 - LAYRR

• a

•CTSL4F<nuc,field=peatbog>

Eq(9)

Eq(10)

ELSE
thin soil case where thin soil is calculated by the thin soil
equation in the soil model or lake sediment is used as soil

IF PROSED = 0 THEN
CTSEFF<nuc,field=peatbog> = CTS<nuc,field=peatbog>

ELSE
CTSEFF<nuc,field=peatbog> = CTLSF<nuc,field=peatbog>
END IF

P = CTSEFF<nuc,field=peacbog> / EPEAT
END IF

ELSE
there is no peat bog because the soil is NOT organic and NOT being
burned, so wood from the woodlot whose concentration P is calculated
from woodlot soil or sediment-as-soil is used instead as a fuel
source:

IF PROSED = 0 THEN
X = CTS<nuc,field=woodlot>

ELSE
X = CTLSF<nuc,field=woodlot>
END IF
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Attachment 3 to
FIGURE 3.1.3.6
94-FEB-15
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-19
Version 03A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

Eq(ll) (3 = CRATIO<nuc> • X / EWOOD

END IF

FUELUS • PROLOG • 2 • EMFRAC<nuc,burn. path=energy fires>
Eq(12)CTAPFE<nuc> = P •
REq(7a & 7b) BLDWI • BLDHT • WAKE • CF4

UNIT CHECK:

Eq(l ) [mol/kgdrysoil] = [mol/kgdrysoil] '

E q ( 2 ) [mol/kgdrysed] = [mol/kgdryseci] '

E q ( 3 ) [mol/kgdrysoil] = [-]

k

m3

L

3d,ySOil/

mol

3

'

•

LW««

- kgdrysoil

E q ( 4 ) [mol/kgdrysoil] = [mol/kgdrysoil] • [m2]

E q ( 5 ) [mol/kgdrysoil] =
tmsoii] •"" [msoil] + [msoil]

[mso i l]t-[mso i l]-i-[mso ij

[-]

•

mol

mol

kgdryaoii .

•

1
J

E q ( 6 ) tmol/kgdrvsoil] = [mol/kgdrysoil] '

E q ( 7 ) [mol/kgdrysed] = [mol/kgdrysed]'

Eg (8) mol

MJ

[mol/kgdtysoil]

[MJ/kgdrypMC]'
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Attachment 4 to
FIGURE 3.1.3.6
94-FEB-15
v'ersion 02A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-19
Version 03A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

E q ( 9 ) [mol/kgdry.oa] = [mol/kgarysoll]

Eq(10) [mol/kgdryil<!d] = [mol/kgdtyied]'

Eq( l l ) n)ol

MJ

[mol/kgary.otl]

[MJ/kg]

Eq(12) [mol/m3.ir] = mol

MJ

[MJ/a] • [-] . [-] • [-]

[m] • [m] • • [s/a] .

'Note: Here, the units (drysoil) 4< (drysed) and (drysoil) & (drypeat) are
equivalent.
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CTAPFL<nuc>[mol/mJair] ATKOS. CONC. FROM. LAND FIRES
Concentration of <nuc> in air due to natural
forest fires and deliberate land clearing
fires. CALCULATED \5.1.3.7) Research
mathematical symbol (CaJLF

'FIGURE 3.1.3.7
(1 Attachment)
CALC. CONC. DUE TO
iN2 FIRES

92-SEP-28
Version 01A
L.C. Wojciechowski

94-Jul-OS
Version 02A
K. Demoline

CLEFRQ
CRATIO<nuc>
DISTRW
EMFRAC<nuc,burning pathway>
FORYD > CTAPFL<nuc> <-
PROSED
PTYD
STYPE

_CTLSF<nuc,field=woodlot>
CTS<nuc,field=woodlot>

Short Name Long Name
Research

Math Symbol SI Unit

CLEFRQ

CRATIO<nuc>

CTAPFL<nuc>

CTLSF<nuc,

field>

CTS<nuc,£ield>

DISTRW

EKFFAC<nuc.

burning path >

FORYD

PROSED

PTYD

FREQUENCY OF LAND CLEARING FIRES

PLANT/SOIL CONCENTRATION RATIO

ATMOS. CONC. FROM LAND FIRES

LAKE SEDIMENT CONCENTRATION

SOIL CONCENTRATION

WOODLOT DISPERSION TERM

EMISSION FRACTION

FOREST YIELD

PROBABILITY OF USING SEDIMENT AS SOIL

PEAT YIELD

SOIL TYPE

GF

Dose Model-Bvj
Atmos. Model-CRi

None

(EMFRAC.)..,

FY

None
PY

IS'1]
(Bq«kg-u

:.tv.,/

[mol/m3.lr]
(mol/kgary,.d]

[mol/kgdry,01i)

[-1

IF PROSED = 0 then
Eq(l) p = CTS<nuc,field = woodlot>

ELSE
Ec;!2) P = CTLSF<nuc, field = woodlot>

END IF

Eq(3) CTAPFL<nuc> = CLEFRQ • DISTRW • CRATIO<nuc> • P • FORYD
R£qC7c) EMFRAC<nuc,burning pathway = land fires>

IF STYPE = organic
Eq(4) CTAPFL<nuc> = CTAPFL<nuc> + CLEFRQ • DISTRW • P • PTYD
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E q ( 4 ) [mol/m3
a l r] = [mol/m3

i i r]

mol

Attachment1to
FIGURE 3.1.3.7
92-SEP-2S
version 01A
L.C. Wojciechowski

94-Jul-05
Version 02A
K. Demoline

UNIT CHECK:

E q ( l ) [mol/kgdry,ou] = [mol/kgdry tou]

E q ( 2 ) * [mol/kgdry5,d] = [mol/kgdrvs.d]

E q ( 3 ) [mol/m3.lt] = [s'1] • [s«m* o i j /m 3
a i r ]

mol
t-1

'NOTE : Here, the unit qualifier (drysed) is equal to (drysoil)



LEGEND.,. .
time series

time-independent

parameters

process n

data store

Variaole list:
sp... sarnplea
dp... oepenoent
Is... time series
cq... consequence

FIGURE 3.1.3,8
(No Attacnmems)
CALCULATE CONCE.MTHATION
DUE TO SPECIAL PATHS

SM-FEB-15
Version 02A
H.A. HallWay

CTA GW.nuc CTAIRN

CALCULATE
CONCENTRATION

ETO

CTLW_nuc

CTWW.nuc

CTAGWR_nuc

CALCULATE
CONCENTRATION
DUE TO

BVOL
DOMEST

INFILT
NUMMAN

RELFRC_nuc

USAGE

GFLOW_bloc_nuc

CALCULATE
CONCENTRATION
DUE TO

FASM nue \

/ <nuc=226Ra> INDRN

\> I

3.1.3.8.1 • CALCUATE CONCENTRATION DUE TO INDOOR SUSPENSION FROM WATER

3.1.3.B.2 • CALCULATE CONCENTRATION DUE TO INDOOR GASES FROM SOIL
3.1.3.8.3 - CALCULATE CONCENTRATION DUE TO GROUND WATER RELEASE
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:TAIGW<nuc> [mol/mjair] ATMOS. CONC. (WATER SUSPEN-
SION) Concentration of <nuc> in indoor air
due to suspension from household water.
CALCULATED (3.1.3.8.1) Research
mathematical symbol: (CAi)IGW

FIGURE 3.1.3.8.1
(No Attachments)
CALC. CONC. DUE TO
INDOOR SUSPENSION FROM
WATER
94-FEB-15
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-19
Version 03A
K. Demoline/J.G. Szekely

BVOL
DOMEST
INFILT
NUMMAN

m CTLW<nuc>
CTWW<nuc>

RELFRC<nuc>
USAGE

Short Name

BVOL

DOMEST

CTAIGW<nuc>

CTLW<nuc>

CTWW<nuc>

INFILT

NUMMAN

RELFRC<nuc>

USAGE

Long Name

BUILDING VOLUME

DOMESTIC WATER SOURCE

Research
Math Symbol

BVOL

-

ATMOS. CONC. (WATER SUSPENSION) (C\) IGW

LAKEWATER CONCENTRATION

WELL WATER CONCENTRATION

BUILDING INFILTRATION RATE

PERSONS PER HOUSEHOLD

FRACTION RELEASED FROM WATER

WATER USAGE INDOORS

c"
Cw,w

INFILT

NP
RELFRAC!

USAGE

SI Unit

I»'.!,]

[-)

[moj/m3.,,]
[mol/m5,,.,..,]
[mol/mi.,..,]

Is'1]
[person]

[-1
[mt.t.r/s «person)

IF (DOMEST = lake) then

a = CTLW<nuc>

ELSE

a = CTWW<nuc>

END IF

Eq(l) CTAIGW<nuc> = a •

REq(2b)

USAGE•RELFRC<nuc>•NUMMAN

[BVOL*INFILT]

UNIT CHECK:

[mol/m3
atr] = [mol/m3

water] • [m3
water/ (person-s) ] • [ - ] • [person]

[m3 • s'1]
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:TAIRN<nuc> [mol/nv^J ATMOS. CONC. OF FIN FROM
SOIL Concentration of radon in indoor air
cue to emission from soil. CALCULATED

FIGURE 3.1.3.8.2
(No Attachments)
CALC. CONC. DUE TO
TNI'OO? GASES FROM SOIL
94-FEE-15
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-19
Version 03A
K. Demoline/J.G. Szekely

INDRN > CTAIRN <- CTASM<nuc=226Ra>

Short Name Long Name
Research

Math Symbol SI Unit

CTAIRN

CTASM<Ra>

INDRN

ATMOS. CONC. OF RN FROM SOIL

MAX. PARTICULATE SOURCE CONCENTRATION

INDOOR RN TRANSFER COEFFICIENT INDRN

[mol/m3.lr]

[mol/kgdry.011]

(needed for 222Rn only)

Eq(l)
REq(6b)

UNIT CHECK:

CTAIRN = CTASM<nuc=226Ra> • INDRN

imol222Rn/m3
oit] = [mol226Ra/kgdrysoil] • tmo!222Rn.m;3

ir/ (mo!226Ra«kg-d
1

rysoil)
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CTAGWR<nuc> [mol /mjair ] ATMOS . CONC. FROM GROUND-
WATER Concentration of <nuc> in air due to
release from groundwater entering the
biosphere. CALCULATED (3.1.3.8.3) Research
mathematical symbol: (Ĉ Q̂

FIGURE 3.1.3.8.3
(No Attachments)
CALC. CONC. DUE TO
[ROUND ïVATSR RELEASE
94-FEB-15
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-19
Version 03A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

AREAAQ
CF4
DISTAQ
NBLOC

> CTAGWR<nuc> <- GFLOW<bloc,nuc>

Short Name

AREAAQ

CF4

CTAGWR<nuc>

DISTAQ

GFLOW<bloc,nuc>

NBLOC

Long Name

LAKE AREA

SECONDS PER YEAR

ATMOS. CONC. FROM GROUNDWATER

AQUATIC DISPERSION TERM

GEOSPHERE FLOW RATE

NUMBER OF DISCHARGE LOCATIONS

Research
Math Symbol

AA. AI

None
/f*A \
(Cl)™!

(DISP)M

None
None

SI Unit

[n>l.t«l
[s/a]

[mol/m3,u]
[s-mjuat.t/m

j.lr]
[mol/a]

[-]

(needed for <nuc=uC, 39Ar, "Ar, 85Kr>)

Eq(1)CTAGWR<nuc>
REq(6c)

NBLOC
Z GFLOW<bloc,nuc> • DISTAQ/[AREAAQ • CF4]

L bloc=l

UNIT CHECK:

[mol/m :
air] = [mol/a] • [s-m2

wat.er/m
3

air] / { [m2
water] • [ s /a]}
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[DISTRF TS FORAGE FIELD DISPERSION TERM
Dispersion rela- tionship for nuclides
originating from agricultural fires in the
forage field. CALCULATED ;'3.1 3.5}

Mathematical Symbol: none

FIGURE 3.1.3.9
(No Attachments)
CALCULATE FORAGE

TERM
94-FEB-15
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-Jul-05
Version 03A
K. Demo line

AREAF<field>
DIST1
DIST2
UWGHT

> DISTRF

Short Name

AREAF<field>
DIST1

DIST2

DISTRF

UWGHT

Long Name

AREA OF EACH FIELD

TERR. DISPERSION TERM COEFF. 1

TERR. DISPERSION TERM COEFF. 2

FORAGE FIELD DISPERSION TERM

WEIGHTED WIND SPEED

Research
Math Symbol

none
a constant (4.87)
a constant (3.56)

none
none

SI Unit

[m2]

[-1
l-l

ts-m̂ i/m1.,,]
[-1

Eq(l) AREAO =1.0

Eq(2) DISTO =1.0

Eg(3) DISTRF = DISTO
REq(4)

DIST1
AREAF<field=forage field>

AREAO
- DIST2 / UWGHT

UNIT CHECK:

Eq(l) [m2] = [m2]

Eq(2) [s«m2
oil/m

3
air] = [sTnJ

soil/m
3

air]

E q ( 3 ) [s«m2
o i l /ma l r] = [s»m2

aoi l/m
3

aj
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DISTRW [S'IïV ioii/m
J
alr] WOODLOT DISPERSION TERM

Dispersion relationship for nu- elides
originating from land fires in the woodlot.
CALCULATED {3.1.3.10} Research Mathematical
Symbol : none

FIGURE 3.1.3.10
(No Attachments)

CALCULATE WOODLOT
DISPERSACX TERM
94-FEB-15
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/
H . A . Halliday

94-Jul-OS
Version 03A
K. Demoline

AREAF<field>
DIST1
DIST2
UWGHT

> DISTRW

Short Name Long Name
Research

Math Symbol SI Unit

AREAF<field>
DIST1
DIST2
DISTRW
UWGHT

AREA OF EACH FIELD

TERR. DISPERSION TERM COEFF. 1

TERR. DISPERSION TERM COEFF. 2

WOODLOT DISPERSION TERM

WEIGHTED WIND SPEED

none [m2]
a constant ( 4 . 8 7 ) [-]
a constant ( 3 . 5 6 ) [-]

none [s»mj.011/m3.lt]
none [-]

E q ( l ) AREAO = 1 . 0

E q ( 2 ) DISTO = 1 . 0

Eq(3) DISTRW = DISTO•
REq(4)

DIST1*
AREAF<field=woodlot>

AREAO
- DIST2 / UWGHT

UNIT CHECK:
E q ( l ) [m2] = [m2]

E q ( 2 ) [s«m2
soil/m

3
air] = [s«m2

oi l/m
3

ai r]

E q ( 3 ) [s.m2
soil/m

3
aicj =
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LEGEND „.. -, v

time series f

time-independent
parameters

*TT\ Variable list:
1 p ;;su - Sp samp. do

^__^/ dp... dependent
Is... time series

data store co conseouonca

FIGURE 3.1.4
(No Attachments)
MODEL TRANSPORT OF AQUATIC
CONTAMINANTS IN THE

ATMOSPHERE
94-FEB-15
Version 02A
H.A. Halliday

CALCULATE
CONCENTRATION
DUE TO

CTAGA_nuc

CALCULATE
CONCENTRATION

JE TO

ATCRN

CALCULATE1

/AQUATIC
DISPERSION)

\T
3.1.4.U AREAAQ

DISA1

DISA2

UWGHT

3.1.4.1 - CALCUATE AQUATIC DISPERSION TERM
3.1.4.2 - CALCUATE CONCENTRATION DUE TO AQUATIC PARTICULATES

3.1.4.3 - CALCULATE CONCENTRATION DUE TO AQUATIC GAS SOURCES
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DÏSTAQ [s-nCtar/niliJ AQUATIC DISPERSION TERM
Dispersion relationship for nuclides
originating from the surface water body

ALC17^*71"^ ' "̂  ^ 4 ^ ^
Research mathematical symbol: (DISP)

FIGURE 3.1.4.1
(No At tachment s)
CALC. AQUATIC DISPERSION
TERM
94-FEB-15
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/'
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-19
Version 03A
K. Demoline/J.G. Szekely

AREAAQ
DISA1
DISA2
UWGHT

> DISTAQ

Short Name Long Name
Research

Math Symbol SI Unit

AREAAQ

DISA1

DISA2

DISTAQ

UWGHT

LAKE AREA

AQ. DISPERSION TERM COEFF.l

AQ. DISPERSION TERM COEFF.2

AQUATIC DISPERSION TERM

WEIGHTED WIND SPEED

a constant (5)

a constant (9)

(DISP) A G

UWGHT

E q ( l ) AREAO = 1 . 0

E q ( 2 ) DISAO = 1 . 0

E q ( 3 )

R E q ( 6 )

DISTAQ = DISAO
exp loiSAl-ln , In

AREAAQ

AREAO - DISA2

UWGHT

UNIT CHECK:

E q ( l ) [m2] =[m 2 ]

E q ( 2 ) [s.m2ou/n»l = [S'm2
oi l/m

3
ai r]

E q ( 3 ) [s.m2
uiicer/m

3
air] = [-] • lr In

m',
- [-3 / [-]
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:TAPA<nuc> [mol/m^J ATMOS. CONC. FROM AQUATIC
PARTICULATES Concentration of <nuc> in air
from aquatic particulate sources.
CALCULATED ! 3 .1 . -Î . 2 ) Research .T.athereat ical
symbol: (C°)AP

IFIGURE 3.1.4.2
(No Attachments)
CALC. CONC. DUE TO
AQUATIC PARTICULATES
92-SEP-28
Version 01A
L.C. Wojciechowski

94-OCT-19
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

AADL - - - > CTAPA<nuc> CTLW<nuc>

Short Name Long Name
Research
Hath Symbol SI Unit

AADL ATMOS. DUST LOAD, AQUATIC AADL [ral.t.i/m'.ir)

CTAPA<nuc> ATMOS. CONC. FROM AQUATIC PARTICULATES (C')*p [mol/m3alt]

CTLW<nuc> LAKEWATER CONCENTRATION C"3 [rnol/m3v.t.r]

Eq(l)
REq(2a)

CTAPA<nuc> = AADL • CTLW<nuc>

UNIT CHECK:

E q ( l ) [mol/m3
air] = [mol/m3

w(lter]
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:TAGA<nuc> [mol/nî ] ATMOS. CONC. FROM AQ. GAS
SOURCES Concentration in air of nuclides from
aquatic sources that may exist as gaseous

(3.1.4.3) Research math, symbol:

FIGURE 3.1.4.3
(No Attachments)
CALC. CONC. DUE TO
AQUATIC GAS SC'JRCES
92-SEP-28
Version 01A
L.C. Wojciechowski

94-OCT-19
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

ATCRN
CF4
DEGASL<nuc>
DISTAQ > CTAGA<nuc> <-
IMLA
LD

CTLW<nuc>

Short Name Long Name
Research

Math Symbol SI Unit

ATCRN RADON AQ. TRANSF. COEFF.

CF4 SECONDS PER YEAR

CTAGA<nuc> ATMOS. CONC. FROM AQ. GAS SOURCES

DEGASL<nuc> LAKEWATER DEGASSING CONSTANT

CTLW<nuc> LAKEWATER CONCENTRATION

DISTAQ AQUATIC DISPERSION TERM

IMLA IODINE AQ. MASS-LOAD COEFF.

LD LAKE DEPTH

Ei ( l ake ) , IT(a tmos . )

C"
(DISP)W

AIML

(s/a]

[mol/rn5.,,]

[I/a]

[s.mj..t.r/m
3.lt]

!m3
w.t.r/m

3.lr]

[niu>t<r]

For, <nuc = 222Rn>

Eq(l) CTAGA<nuc> = ATCRN • CTLW<nuc> • DISTAQ
REq(5)

For <nuc = 129I>

Eq(2) CTAGA<nuc> = IMLA • CTLW<nuc>
REq(6a)

For <nuc = 14C>

DEGASL<nuc>
Eq(3) CTAGA<nuc> = • CTLW<nuc> • LD • DISTAQ
REq(5a) CF4

UNIT CHECK:

E q ( l ) [mol/m3
oir] = [nu^/s] • [mol/m3

watei:] • [s«m2
wat.er/m

3
alr]

E q ( 2 ) [mol/m3.^] = [m3
water/m

3
air] • [mol/m3

wacer]

E q ( 3 ) [ir.ol/m3
oir] = [I /a] / [s/a] • [mol/m3

uacer] • [nw.r] ' [s«m2
wate r/m

3
a i r]
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CTAI<nuc> [mol/rrv^J ATMOS . CONC . ' INDOOP ) F
Concentration of <nuc> in. indoor air due to (
all sources. CALCULATED (3 .1 .5 ) Research S
:;\d.c2i syiuboi: C* C

9
V
L

CTAO<nuc> [mol/m j
air] ATMOS. CONC. (OUTDOOR)

Concentration of <nuc> in outdoor air due to 9
all sources. CALCULATED ( 3 . 1 . 5 ) Research V
math symbol: C\ K

CTID [mol/m j
air ] ATMOS. CONC. (OUTDOOR) Concentration

of <nuc> in outdoor air from 1-129.
CALCULATED (3 .1 .5 ) Research math symbol : C*

CTAGA<nuc=laC , '"I , ""Rn>
CTAGT<nuc="C , 1291 , 222Rn>
CTAGWR<nuc=39Ar, <lAr , 85Kr>

CTAKnuo CTAIGW<nuc=uC , 1291 , 222Rn>
< CTAIRN ( fo r 222Rn)

CTAO<nuc> CTAPA<nuc>
CTAPB<nuc>

CTID CTAPFE<nuc>
CTAPFL<nuc>
CTAPT<nuc>

IGURE 3.1.5
1 Attachment)
UM ALL ATMOSPHERIC
CONCENTRATIONS
2-SEP-28
ersion OlA
.C. Wojciechowski

4-Jul-05
ersion 02A
. Demo line

Research
Short Name

CTAGA<nuc>
CTAGT<nuc>
CTAGWR<nuc>
CTAKnuo
CTAIGW<nuc>
CTAIRN
CTAO<nuc>
CTAPA<nuc>
CTAPB<nuc>
CTAPFE<nuc>
CTAPFL<nuc>
CTAPT<nuc>
CTID

tsaq

tsterr

Long Name Math Symbol SI Unit

ATMOS. CONC. FROM AQ. GAS SOURCES (C* R n . :>A=

ATMOS. CONC. FROM TERR. GAS SOURCES (C'nn. i lTG

ATMOS. CONC. FROM GROUNDWATER (C* „-.„,

ATMOS. CONC. (INDOOR) (C*,)

ATMOS. CONC. (WATER SUSPENSION) (C*,)^,

ATMOS. CONC. OF RN FROM SOIL 1 C'lw ) ics

ATMOS. CONC. (OUTDOOR) CAj

ATMOS. CONC. FROM AQ. PARTICULATES (C'3 „

ATMOS. CONC. FROM AGRI . FIRES (CA ,)A r

ATMOS. CONC. FROM ENERGY FIRES (C\ tr

ATMOS. CONC. FROM LAND FIRES (C* Lr

ATMOS. CONC. FRM TERR. PARTICULATES (C*,) I P

ATMOS. CONC. (OUTDOOR) FROM 1-129 CA
:

= CTAGA<nuc> + CTAPA<nuc>

= CTAGT<nuc> -f CTAGWR<nuc> + CTAIGW<nuc>
CTAPB<nuc> + CTAPFE<nuc> + CTAPFL<nuc>

[mol/m1,!,]
[mol/m3.it]
tmol/rn1.!,]
tmol/m3. lr]
tmol/m3.lr)
(mol/m3, lr]
[mol/m3.dj.]
[mol/m3.ir]
[mol/m3.,,]
[mol/m'.lr]
[mol/m3.lr]
[mol/m3.lr]
[mol/m3.lr]

+ CTAIRN +
+ CTAPT<nuc>
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ATTACHMENT TO
FIGURE 3.1.5
SUM ALL ATMOSPHERIC
r̂ r>vr̂ ic"VTr7ir'. ̂ m-rr**\TQ
s_w»*w *-<*.* - * -~* .*. —-W..VO

92-SEP-28
Version 01A
L.C. Wojciechowski

94-Jul-05
Version 02A
K. Demoline

For each nuclide <nuc>, sum the contributing sources of the nuclide to
calculate the indoor and outdoor air concentrations of the nuclide (CTAI<nuc>
and CTAO<nuc>) according to the following table. As well, for 129I calculate
the outdooor air concentration serving as a deposition source to plants, CTID.

<nuc>

>H

"c

"AR

"AR

"KR

1:'I

:»RN

All
other
<nuc>

INDOORS

OUTDOORS

INDOORS

OUTDOORS

INDOORS

OUTDOORS

INDOORS

OUTDOORS

INDOORS

OUTDOORS

INDOORS

OUTDOORS

DEPOSITION

INDOORS

OUTDOORS

INDOORS

OUTDOORS

CTAGA

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

CTAGT

X

X

X

X

X

X

CTAGWR

X

X

X

X

X

X

CTAIGW

X

X

X

X

CTAIRN

X

CTAPA

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

CTAPB

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

CTAPFE

X

X

X

X

X

CTAPFL

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

CTAPT

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

For example:
CTAI<nuc=3H>
CTAO<nuc=3H>
CTAKnuc=129I>

CTID = same as
omitted

CTAO<nuc=222Rn>

UNIT CHECK: All quantities

0.
0.
CTAGA<nuc=129I> + CTAGT<nuc=129I>
+ CTAIGW<nuc=1J9I> + CTAPA<nuc=129I>
+ CTAPB<nuc=129I> + CTAPFL<nuc=129I>
+ CTAPT<nuc=129I>

outdoor air CTAO<nuc=129I>, except CTAGT is

= CTAGA<nuc=222Rn> + CTAGT<nuc=222Rn>
+ CTAPA<nuc=222Rn> + CTAPB<nuc=222Rn>
+ CTAPFE<nuc=222Rn> + CTAPFL<nuc=222Rn>
+ CTAPT<nuc=222Rn>

in all equations have units of [mol«m;3ir] .
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tstoxic = CTAKtcxio + CTACXtoxio + CTLV,'<toxic>
•*- CTWW<toxic> + CTLSF<toxic,£ield> -r
CTS<toxic,field>

tsrn = CTAI<rn> + CTAO<rn> + CTGW<rn,bloc> ->-
CTGWF<rn, field> + CTID + CTI.SF<rr./ f ield>
+ CTLW<rn> + CTWW<rn> + CTPW<rr, bloo +
CTPWF<rn, f ield> •*- CTS<rn, f ield>

tssrn = CTLSF<rn,field> f CTS<rn,field> +
CTLW<rn> + CTWW<rn> t- CTAl<rn> -r
CTAO<rn>

IFIGURH 3.1.6
(1 Attachment)
IDENTIFY CONCENTRATIONS
OF i\AD0.0X0*0Li ZDSS Â J3
TOXIC ELEMENTS
94-FEB-15
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Kalliday

94-Jul-OS
Version 03A
K. Demoline

tstoxic
tsrn
tssrn

CTAI<nuc>
CTAO<nuc>
CTGW<nuc, bloo
CTGWF<nuc,field>
CTID
CTLS<nuc, bloo
CTLSF<nuc,field>
CTLW<nuc>
CTPW<nuc,bloc>
,;TPWF<rn,field>
CTS<nuc,field>
CTWW<nuc>

Short Name Long Name
Research

Math Symbol SI Unit

CTAI<nuc>

CTAO<nuc>

CTGW<nuc, bloo

CTGWF<nuc,field>
CTIDo

CTLS<nuc, bloo

CTLSF<nuc,fields

CTLW<nuc>

CTPW<nuc, bloo

CTPWF<nuc,bloc>

CTS<nuc,field>
CTWW

tsrn
tstoxic
tssrn

ATMOSPHERIC CONCENTRATION

ATMOS. CONC. OUTDOORS

GROUNDWATER CONCENTRATION

GROUNDWATER CONCENTRATION

OUTDOOR ATMOS. CONC. FOR I1"

LAKE SEDIMENTS CONCENTRATION

LAKE SEDIMENT CONCENTRATIONS

LAKEWATER CONCENTRATION

POREWATER CONCENTRATION

POREWATER CONCENTRATION

SOIL CONCENTRATION

WELL WATER CONCENTRATION

(See Data Dictionary)

(See Data Dictionary)

(See Data Dictionary)

C",

C',"

C",

C,M

c"
See DD

See DD

See DD

[mol/m1.^]

[mol/m3
y.t.t]

[mol/m3, l r]

(mol/kg^..,,)
[mol/kgdry..d]

[mol/m3
v.t.r]

[mol/m3
w.t.r]

[mol/m3
w.t.t]

[mol/kgary.011]

[mol/mj
w.t.r]

See DD
See DD
See DD
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Attachment to
Figure 3.1.5
94-FEB-15
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-Jul-OS
Version 03A
K, Demoline

For each input time series :

If the nuclide indexed nuc is considered toxic (i.e. if nuc belongs to
<toxic>) include the indexed time series in th% set of time series that make
up tstoxic.

tstoxic = CTAI<toxic> H
CTLW<toxic> + CT3<toxic,field> + CTWW<toxic> +
CTLSF<toxic,field>

For each input time series;

If the nuclide indexed nuc is considered a radionuclide (i.e. if nuc
belongs to <rn>) then include the indexed time series in the set of time
series that make up tsrn and tssrn.

tsrn

tssrn

CTAI<rn> + CTAO<rn> + CTGWF<rn,field> + CTID +
CTLW<rn> + CTS<rn,field> + CTWW<rn> + CTLSF<rn,field>
CTID + CTGW<rn,bloc> + CTPW<rn,bloc> +
CPTWF<rn,field>

CTLSF<rn,field> + CTS<rn,field> + CTLW<rn> +
CTWW<rn> + CTAKrn> + CTAO<rn>
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THE FOOD-CHAIN AND DOSE MODEL

8.1

Purpose:

SYNOPSIS FOR THE FOOD-CHAIN AND DOSE MODEL

To calculate the dose to man from all important exposure
pathways, given the radionuclide concentration in the various
environmental compartments.

'*v [Bq/kgdry30il] The concentration (activity) of radionuclide i in
the root zone of the soil for a field on which vegetables are
grown.

CSF

cww

Output: Deijk

DSi

Di;

[Bq/kgdrysoil] The concentration (activitv) of radionuclide i in
the root zone of the soil for a f ielc" c- 1 which forage crops
are grown.

[Bq/kgdrysoil] The concentration (activity) of radionuclide i in
the root zone of the soil for a field on which a woodlot is
grown.

[Bq/kgdn.s(.d] The concentration (activity) of radionuclide i in
the bottom sediments of the surface water body.

[Bq/m3alr] The concentration (activity) of radionuclide i in
air .

[Bq/m3uater] The concentration (activity) of radionuclide i in
the surface water body.

[Bq/m3wat.er] The concentration (activity) of radionuclide i in
well water.

[Bq/m3uat.,.r] The concentration (activity) of radionuclide i in
groundwater .

[Bq/nrwat.er] The concentration (activity) of radionuclide i in
pore water.

[Bq/kgdrysolJ The concentration (activity) of radionuclide i in
soil .

"1] Internal dose from radionuclide i due
to ingestion of food type j along pathway k.

[Sva"1] Internal dose from radionuclide i due to
ingestion of drinking water.

[Sv'a"1] Internal dose from radionuclide i due to
ingestion of soil.

[Sva"1] Internal dose from radionuclide i due to
inhalation.

[Sva"1] External dose from radionuclide i due to
immersion in air.

[Sva"1] External dose from radionuclide i due to
immersion in water.

[Sva"1] External dose from radionuclide i due to
standing on contaminated ground.

Eq(5}-(15)

Eq(16)

Eq(16a)

Eq(17)

Eq(18)

Eq{19)

Eq(20)
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'1] External dose from radionuclide i due
to exposure to contaminated building material.

Eq(21)-(24)

[Sv-a"1] Internal dose from :<C.

(Sva"1] Internal dose from 129I. Eq(24.1),(24.2]

Notation: i = radionuclide i
j = food type (plant, meat, milk, bird, or fish)
k = food ingestion pathway.
1 = building material (wooden or inorganic)

There are 8 food ingestion pathways considered:

(i) soil —> plant roots --> crops —> man
(ii) soil --> plant roots --> crops --> animals --> man

(iii) air --> plant leaves --> man
(iv) air —> plant leaves —> animals —> man
(v) water —> animals —> man
(vi) soil --> animals --> man
(vii) water —> fish —> man
(viii) soil --> man

Pathways (ii), (iv), (v) & (vi) each involve three branches corresponding to
the three terrestrial animal (TE) types: meat, milk, and bird.

Soil on lake sediments may act as sources of contamination in the three food
ingestion pathways (i), (ii), and (vi) noted above, depending on whether or
not sediment is to replace soil in the simulations (see PROSED). Soil or
sediment may also be used in the soil ingestion and external exposure
pathways.

As noted in the soil model, we model four different fields: a garden, a forage
field, a woodlot and a peat bog. The only difference between the fields is
that the garden (or "vegetable patch") has a much higher probability of
irrigation and may be irrigated with either lake water or well water. The
forage field, if irrigated- will be irrigated only with lake water. If lake
sediments form the substrate for plants in the garden or forage field, neither
field is irrigated.

The garden appears in Equations (5), (16a) and (20) of the synopsis. The
forage field appears in Equations (6), (14), (20), and (23). The woodlot
appears in Equation (22).

If sediment is being used as soil, then:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Find the maximum C\z° from all fields; otherwise find the maximum
root zone concentration under each field, C^, from all fields. Use
in Equation (20) for SD̂

Use C\ED for the woodlot SDj in Equation (22); otherwise use Ci".

Use Cl™ for the forage field
otherwise use CSJ .

Use CSiED for the vegetable field
otherwise use C\v .

i in Equations (6), (14), and (23);

i in Equations (5) and (16a) ;

Note: Equations (22) and (23) also include the possibility that building
materials came from the bottom layer of soil - see discussion of
Equation (24) .
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8.1.1 Food-Chain Model and Related Dose Pathways

The food-chain model cu;d related dose pathways car. be expressed as a
series of equations. Each equation starts with a radionuclide concentration
in water, soil or atmosphere, or an atmospheric deposition rate, which is then
translated into a radiological dose to man. The water, soil and air
concentrations, and the atmospheric deposition rates are supplied by the other
three submodels of the biosphere model.

8.1.1.1 Ingrowth of Progeny

Ingrowth of short-lived progeny (of hal-f-life greater than one day and less
than 20 a) is modelled by adding to the concentration due to direct uptake of
the progeny nuclide a second ingrowth contribution from the decay of the
parent, assuming that this second source has reached its maximum (secular
equilibrium) value. For example, for the root pathway plant food type,
Equation (5) in the following is modified as follows:

Deljk = Dedjk + [(Dep:k/DFep).DFed] (5')
where

Ded:jk = man's ingestion dose from progeny (Sv^a"1) , as
calculated by Equation 5

Dep3k = man's ingestion dose from parent (Sva"
1) , as

calculated by Equation 5

DFep = ingestion dose conversion factor for parent (Sv'Bq"1)

DFed = ingestion dose conversion factor for progeny (SvBq"1) .

The first term in equation 5' accounts for direct uptake of the radionuclide
or progeny and the second for ingrowth, based on secular equilibrium with the
parent. Equation 5' is very general and it applies to seven of the food
ingestion pathways. Soil ingestion is an exception: its dose is calculated by
another equation.

Man's consumption rate of the foods associated with each pathway must be
calculated, as well as rates of inhalation and consumption of drinking water.
These are presented in Equations (1), (2), (3), and (4).

8.1.1.2 Man's Ingestion and Inhalation Rates

Man's food (U3) and drinking water (Udw) ingestion rates and inhalation (li)
rate are calculated in an integrated way using simplified equations derived
from a model of ingestion and inhalation in man (Zach and Barnard 1987, Zach
and Sheppard 1992) .

Man's Ingestion Rates of Food Types

Man's ingestion rates of TE PLANT, TE MILK, TE MEAT, TE BIRD and FW FISH are
given by:

365 .25 d
( E n - Y c f 3 ) •- ( Cym.j • Cec ) + ( Fyitij • Fee ) + ( Pym, • Pec ) (1)

where

U3 = man's food ingestion rate of food type j [kguet£ood*/a]

En = man's total energy need
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Ycf 5 = rescaled energy fraction of food type j [-]

Cyrtij = carbohydrate content of food type j [g»kg^t

Cec = carbohydrate fuel value [kJ^g"1]

= fat content of food type j [g«kgwetfood*]

= fat fuel value [kJ'g"1]

= protein content of food type j [g'kg^et£ood*]

= protein fuel value tkJ'g"1] .

Fee

Pec

Note that

where

n
Z Ycf< = 1
3=1

(2a)

n = number of food types j .

This is done by defining Ycf< as

n
Ycf} = Ycfj / I Ycf,

3=1
(2b)

Ycfj is the amount of energy derived by man per annum from food type j, and
the denominator converts this value to an ingestion rate. The values in
Equation 2a must sum to unity because man's entire diet is assumed to be based
on local.food types.

Man's Drinking Water Ingestion Rate

Man's drinking water ingestion rate is given by the following:

Udw =
365.25 d

En • • ewe
n

3=1

n

3=1'
(Cym.j«Cmw)

( Fynt| • Fmw ) + ( Pym ̂  • Pmw ) )
(3 )

where Udw = man's ingestion rate of drinking water [Luater/a]

ewe = energy/water conversion ratio [L̂ '̂kJ"1]

YWC. = water content of food type j [Lw,ter«kg^
1«tfood*]-3

Cmw

Fmw

Pmw

• go «»= carbohydrate metabolic water yield [

= fat metabolic water yield [Lwater'StiJ

= protein metabolic water yield [!*„««• g protein 1 •

* Food ingestion rates, and carbohydrate, fat and protein contents of foods
depend on the food type: kgwetvea for plants; kgwet£ood for meat, bird and fish;
and Lmilx for milk. This footnote also applies to units marked with an
asterisk on the following pages.
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The first term in Equation 3 defines man's annual water need; the
second term defines his annual intake of water in food and internal production
of metabolic water from completely oxidizing the ingested carbohydrate, fats
and protein in the food. If the second term, exceeds the first term, man's
drinking water ingestion rate, Udw, is set to zero.

Man's Inhalation Rate

Man's inhalation rate is given by

n
li = ( (Cym-j.Co)* (Fym^Fo) + (Pyitij-Po) ) •oac«ov f • (4 )

1000 L

where

li

Co

Fo

Po

oac

ov

= man's inhalation rate [m3
air/a]

= carbohydrate STP oxygen combustion value [Lox«g;.irb]

= fat STP oxygen combustion value [L̂ g-̂ J

= protein oxygen combustion value [Lox«gpi.0t»iJ

= oxygen/air conversion factor [Lair/L0J

= man's oxygen utilization factor [-] , or [Lox/in/Lox,used] .

The inhalation rate, li, conservatively assumes complete oxidation of the
ingested food.

8.1.1.3 Terrestrial Plant/Animal Pathways

These plant pathways include root uptake and atmospheric deposition of
radionuclides on leaves. Leaf deposition can occur through deposition of
radionuclides from the air as such, or through aerial sprinkler irrigation.
The plants, or related plant products, may then be directly consumed by man
(TE PLANT), or be eaten by animals as feed or forage resulting in radionuclide
transfer to animal food types (TE MILK, TE MEAT and TE BIRD), which are
consumed by man.

Root Pathway-Plant Food Type

The dose to man from ingesting TE PLANT contaminated by root uptake of
radionuclides is given by

Deijk
,-X, . th/(365.25d/a) (5)

where

De1:)k = man's ingestion dose from radionuclide i, food type j and pathway
k [Sva"1] = root pathway-plant food type

= annual average soil concentration (activity) of radionuclide i
g-̂ îJ (see Sheppard 1992)

= plant/soil concentration ratio for radionuclide i
[ Bq • kg-̂ tpi.,,,. / ( Bq • kĝ û ]
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= radiological decay constant of radionuclide i [I/a]

= holdup time for TE PLANT [d]

= man's ingestion rate of food type j [kgwet£ood* «a"
1]

= ingestion dose conversion factor for radionuclide i [Sv«Bq"1] .

Root Pathway-Animal Food Types

The dose to man from ingestion of TE MILK, TE MEAT and TE BIRD from animals
that have eaten plants contaminated by root uptake of radionuclides is given
by the following:

-^•thfj/065.25 d/a)
(6)

where

k = Root pathway-animal food type

Fi3 = terrestrial transfer coefficient for radionuclide i and food
type j [d.kg;1,,̂ *̂]

Qfj = feed or forage consumption rate for food type j [kgwetv(ig»d~
l]

thfj = terrestrial animal feed or forage holdup time for food type j
[d].

Leaf Pathway-Plant Food Type

The dose to man from ingesting TE PLANT contaminated by irrigation and
atmospheric deposition of radionuclides on the surface of plants is given by

-Xith/(365.25d/a)
)/(Y.,.XEl) (7)

where

k = Leaf pathway-plant food type

dt = deposition rate of radionuclide i to surface of plants
[Bq.m;2011«d-

1]

ri = plant interception fraction for food type j [-]

Note that r.j has different values depending upon whether plants are
contaminated by atmospheric deposition alone or by irrigation.

XEl = effective removal constant of radionuclide i from vegetation
[d"1] (see Equation 8)

teik = time of above-ground exposure for food type j during the growing
season, or return time for pasture [d]

= plant yield for food type j [kgwetveB.m;2
oil] .
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The effective removal constant, XEl, which defines the loss of atmospheric
deposits from vegetation due to radiological decay and weathering is given by

A-EI = IÀ-I/ (365 .25 d/ &} } -r (In 2/tpJ (8)

where

In 2 - 0.693

tp = plant environmental half time [d] .

Deposition Rate to Plants

If the field is contaminated by atmospheric deposition only, then

di = [vdd • (8.64 x 10' s/d) + vdw] • ACj. (9)
where

ACi = C* = annual average air concentration (activity) of
radionuclide i [Bq/m3]

vdd = dry deposition velocity [m3air/ (m
2
soil«s) ]

vdw = wet deposition velocity [m3air/ (m
2
soil«a) ] (10)

= Wr«P/ (365.25d/a)

where

Wr = washout ratio [m3air/m^ater] and

P = total annual precipitation [m3wocer/ (m
2
soil«a) ] .

If the field is irrigated, however, there is an additional contribution to the
deposition rate:

• I (11)
365. 25d

= irrigation source (well or lake) concentration (activity) of
radionuclide i [Bq/m3.,..ater]

I = annual irrigation demand [m3 ,̂.,,,./ (m2soU»a) ] .

Leaf Pathway-Animal Food Types

The dose to man from ingesting TE MILK, TE MEAT and TE BIRD from animals that
have consumed plants contaminated by irrigation and atmospheric deposition of
radionuclides is given by the following:

Deijk

-XEi«tejx
(1-e )/(Yj»X,i)

(12)

where

k = leaf pathway-animal food types

Note that Equations 7 and 12 apply to both deposition from the air as such
(Amiro 1992), and to deposition from aerial sprinkler irrigation (Sheppard
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1992) only if the field is irrigated; otherwise only deposition from the air
is calculated. See Equations (9), (10) and (11).

Certain combinations of sampled parameters' plant/'soil concentration ratio
CRATIO<rn>, plant yield PYIELD<terr>, and soil bulk density SBD<soil> might
infer that there are higher concentrations of nuclides in plants than are
present in the substrate soil. This would be conservative, but should not
occur, given the assumptions of the model (no contaminant removal from, nor
replenishment of the soil). To check whether the sampling
process leads to such a situation, the concentration ratio CHKCR<rn> is
calculated for the four terrestrial plant food sources <terr>:

CHKCR<rn> = max
terr=plant,meat,milk,bird

CRATIO<rn>•PYIELD<terr>

0.3.SBD<soil=STYPE>
(12a)

If CHKCR<rn> > 1 for any <rn> then CRATIO<rn> = LAYRR»SBD<soil=STYPE>/(X

where a is max(PYEILiD<terr=plant, meat, milk or bird>) .

Terrestrial Animals' Drinking Water Pathway

This pathway involves ingestion of radionuclides by animals via drinking water
and radionuclide transfer to animal food types. The dose to man from
ingesting contaminated TE MILK, TE MEAT and TE BIRD is given by

• Qdw3-
-(Xi'thw.j)/(365.25d/a)

1000L
• e (13)

where

k = terrestrial animal's drinking water pathway

CFWj = annual average freshwater concentration of radionuclide i
[Bq.m-W

3
oter] (Bird et al. 1992)

Note: CFWj may equal Cf or C"w, depending upon man's domestic
source of water.

= animal drinking water ingestion rate for food type j [Lwat(.r• d"
1 ]

=terrestrial animal drinking water holdup time for food type
j [d] .

Note that radionuclide transfers via drinking water and ingestion of feed or
forage (Equations 6, 12 and 13) are treated in an equivalent manner and are
governed by F^.

Terrestrial Animals' Soil Ingestion Pathway

This pathway defines animals' ingestion of radionuclides in soil, and their
transfer to animal food types consumed by man. The dose to man from ingesting
contaminated TE MILK, TE MEAT and TE BIRD is given by

De, (14]
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where

k = terrestrial animals1 soil ingestion pathway

Qs: = animal soil ingestion rate for food type j

thSj = terrestrial animal soil ingestion holdup time for food type j [d] .

As in the case of animals' drinking water (Equation 13), transfer from soil
ingestion and from ingestion of feed or forage (Equations 6 and 12) are
treated in an equivalent manner governed by FlS .

Aquatic Animal Pathway

This pathway deals with the transfer of radionuclides ' from freshwater to fish
consumed by man. The dose to man from ingesting contaminated FW FISH is given
by:

De, CLt
w«

m -(Xi«thp)/(365.25d/a)

1000
(15)

where

k

Bi

= aquatic animal pathway

= aquatic concentration ratio for radionuclide i and food type j
I "water • kguectoocjj

thp = holdup time for FW FISH [d] .

8.1.1.4 Man's Drinking Water Pathway

The dose to man from ingesting contaminated drinking water is given by the
following:

Dw, =
mj -(Xi-thdw)/(365.25d/a)

1000
(16)

where

Dwt = man's ingestion dose from radionuclide i in drinking water
[Sva'1]

Udw = man's ingestion rate of drinking water [L
Equation 3)

thdw = holdup time for man's drinking water [d] .

(see

Note: CFWt may equal C
L" or C"w, depending upon man's domestic

source of water.

8.1.1.5 Man's Soil Ingestion Pathway

The dose to man from coincidental ingestion of soil on plants and dirty hands
is given by

(16a)
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where

DSi = man's soil ingestion dose from radionuclide i [Sv«a"lj

Us = man's soil ingestion rate [kgdry.oil«a"
1]

= Hs + (Ps.UJ (16b)

where

Hs = soil ingestion rate from hands

Ps = soil concentration of plants

Uj = man's ingestion rate of TE PLANT from Equation (1).

8.1.1.6 Man's Inhalation Pathway

The dose to man from inhaling radionuclides in air is given by

Dit = t(C*} lndoor • Ob + (Cl)^^ • og] .li-DFii (17)

where

Dii = man's inhalation dose from radionuclide i [Sv^a"1]

li = man's inhalation rate [m̂ 'a'1] (see Equation 4)

DFii = inhalation dose conversion factor for radionuclide i [SvBq"1]

Og = ground occupancy factor [-]

Ob = building occupancy factor [-] .

8.1.1.7 Man's External Doses

Man is exposed to external doses from being immersed in contaminated air and
contaminated water, standing on contaminated ground and being exposed to
contaminated building materials. These pathways do not involve radionulide
transfer to man.

Immersion in Air

The external dose to man from immersion in air contaminated by radionuclides
is given by

Da, = ((C\)indool ' Ob + (Cl)outdoor . Og] • DFat (18)
where

Dai = man's immersion dose in air from radionuclide i [Sva"1]

Ob = building occupancy factor [-]

Og = ground occupancy factor [-]
DFat = air immersion dose conversion factor for radionuclide i

[Sva-V(Bq-m;3ir)]

and ACi = CI
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Immersion in Water

The external dose to man from swimming anci bathing in wacer concaminaced by
radionuclides is given by

Dht = CFWj'Oe-DFhj (19)

where

DHi = man's immersion dose in water from radionuclide i [Sv^a"1]

Oe = water immersion occupancy factor [-]

DFhj, = water immersion dose conversion factor for radionuclide i

Ground Exposure

The external dose to man from standing on ground contaminated fcy radionuclides
is given by

(20)

where

Dgj = man's ground exposure dose from radionuclide i [Sv«a~l]

dws = dry/wet soil conversion factor [kĝ î̂ g;1,̂ ^

Og = ground exposure occupancy factor [-]

= ground exposure dose conversion factor for radionuclide i

Exposure to Building Material

The external dose to man from exposure to building material contaminated by
radionuclides is given by

Dbu = Bbu«Ob'DFbi

where

Dbn = man's exposure dose from radionuclide i and building material 1
[Sva'1]

Bbu = annual average concentration of radionuclide i in building
material 1 [Bq̂ kg"̂ ] (see Equations 22 and 23)

Ob = building occupancy factor [-]

DFbi = building material exposure dose conversion factor for
radionuclide i [Sva'1/ (Bq-kg^ry) ] •

For wooden building materials, radionuclide concentrations (except for 3H)
based on both root uptake and leaf deposition (see Equations 5 and 7), are
given by
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(365.25d/a) I I - (Ai-thbJ / (365.25d/aj

-XEl«teb
•rb« (1-e }/(Yb«XEi) wdw (22)

where

thbi = holdup time for building material 1 [d]

rb = plant inte ception fraction for wooden building material [-]

teb = time of above-ground exposure for wooden building material [d]

Yb = plant yield for wooden building material tkgwetve!J«m",
2
oil]

wdw = wet/dry wood conversion factor [kĝ k̂ĝ y,,,,] •

Note: For d4 use EquationsO) and (10). For SDi see Equation (24).

Radionuclide transfer from soil to wood is assumed to be the same as to plants
(Equation 5), and to feed or forage of animals (Equation 6) as governed by
Bv4.

For inorganic building materials, such as brick, radionuclide concentrations
for all radionuclides can be derived from soil concentrations:

Bbu = S D i . s b c . e - - (23)

where

sbc = soil/inorganic building material conversion factor [-] .

For both organic and inorganic building materials, SDi represents the
radionuclide concentration in either the lake sediments, the (top layer of)
forage field soil, or (bottom layer of) soil assumed to be saturated with
groundwater, whichever of the three is most concentrated. The concentration
in the bottom layer of soil is calculated as follows:

= Cpt
w • MOIST4 • SBD (24)

1000L

where

Kdi =the soil distribution coefficient [l>mtei/'kgitytoil] and

MOIST4 =soil moisture (layer 4) [m3wat)ir/m
3
soil] .
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8.1.1.8 Internal Dose Arising from 129I

The equations for dose via the ingestion and inhalation pathways are used to
calculate activities foi --"I rake;: in over ̂  year. Te de this the ingestion
and inhalation dose conversion factors IDCF<rn = 129I> and INHDCF<rn = 129I> are
set to 1. The time series for these activities are identified by a
superscript "+" (e.g. DDIF") to differentiate them from the pathway doses
calculated later - after the total dose has been calculated by Equation (24.1)
- by applying the resulting premultiplier to the activity time series for
each pathway.

Man's estimated total internal dose from 129I through the different pathways is
calculated from the activities through the different pathways.

Dii29 = DF1129 • { [ (In I129.gb) / ( In j -r (In I129.gb) ) ]

• ( T h i / g b ) } / T h m ( 2 4 . 1 )

This pathway's estimate of the total internal dose from 129I is compared with
the maximum possible internal dose, which is set by the concentration of
stable iodine in well water and the groundwater at various discharges; and the
minimum of the two is taken to be the internal dose.

DI129 (pathways estimate)

DFI129 • {[(a-gbJ/fCWj 1- (ocgb))]
•(Thi/gb)}/Thm (24.2)

where

a = maximum of the well water activity and the groundwater activity
at the different discharges [Bq/m3uater]

DI129 = man's total internal dose from 129I [Sva"1]

DFn29= internal dose conversion factor for 129I

Inj = man's total intake of stable iodine [kgu27«a'
1]

InIU9= total intake of 129I [Bq-a'1]

gb = mass/re,dioactivity conversion factor [kg»Bq~l]

CWj = annual average groundwater concentration of stable iodine
[kgu21/Luoter]

Thi = iodine content of thyroid [kg]

Thm = mass of thyroid [kg] .

8.1.1.9 Internal Dose Arising from C-14

A total internal dose for 14C is first estimated by the usual pathway
equations. This estimated dose is compared with the maximum possible internal
dose, which is set by the average annual concentration of stable carbon in
groundwater, and the minimum of the two is taken to be the internal dose.
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ECU (pathways estimate)

Dcl< = Min DFC14 • { [ (a«gb) , ' (CW c ••- (O«gb) ) ]
\ .(Bc/gb)}/Bm / (24.3)

where

cc=maximum of the well water activity and the groundwater activity
at the different discharges [Bq/m3water]

DCK=man's total internal dose from "C [Sv^a"
1]

DFC14 =internal dose conversion factor for
 14C

[(Sv.a-1)/(Bq.kg-1)]

gb=mass/radioactivity conversion factor [kg-Bq'1]

CWc=annual average groundwater concentration of stable carbon
[kgc/Lwater]

Bc=carbon content of soft tissues [kg]

Bm =mass of soft tissues [kg] .

8.1.1.10 Internal Dose Arising from H-3

Man's total internal dose from 3H is given by

DM = DFH3 • (CFWH3/CFWH) • MCH (25)

where

DH=man's total internal dose from
 SH [Sv/a"1]

DFH3=internal dose conversion factor for
 3H [Sv«a"V (Bq̂ kg'1) ]

CFWH3=annual average freshwater concentration of
 3H [Bq/m"3]

CFWH=annual average freshwater concentration of hydrogen [g«m~3]

MCH=annual average hydrogen concentration in man tg'kg"
1]

8.1.1.11 Total Doses to Man

Total Dose from Food Ingestion

The total food ingestion dose to man from all the radionuclides (except 3H) ,
food types and pathways is given by the following:

Det
m n o
E E E De
i=l j=i k=l

ijk (26)

where

Det = man's total food ingestion dose

i = radionuclide i

j = food type j
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k = food ingestion pathway k

m = nuiTiber of radionuclides i

n = number of food types j (=5)

o = number of pathways k (=8).

Note, however, that not all combinations of ~i and k are possible.
(See the 8 food ingestion pathways on page 246.)

The sum of all legitimate j/k combinations of foods and ingestion pathways is
given by the following:

I= ( De ix.(l) + De i k l ( l l l ) •>• Deik.(viil + Deik.lvlii)

Lé \

(27)

Here, j = 1-3 refers to the terrestrial animal food types: meat, milk,
and bird.

Note that the food ingestion pathway index k is equivalent to the pathways
noted on page 246 of this synopsis. The lower case roman numerals in
parentheses refer to the pathways as noted on that page and are reproduced
here for reference.

(i) soil --> plant roots --> crops --> man
(ii) soil —> plant roots —> crops --> animals —> man

(iii) air —> plant leaves --> man
(iv) air --> plant leaves --> animals --> man
(v) water --> animals --> man
(vi) soil --> animals --> man
(vii) water --> fish --> man
(viii) soil --> man

Pathways (ii), (iv), (v) & (vi) each involve 3 branches corresponding to the 3
terrestrial animal types: meat, milk, and bird.

Total Drinking Water Dose

The total dose to man from his drinking water from all radionuclides (except
3H) is given by

m
Dwt I DWi (28)

i=l

where

Dwt = man's total drinking water dose [Sva"1] .
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Total Soil Ingestion Dose

The total dose to -,an fro.- his soil ingestion (except 3H) is given by

m
Dst = I DSi (28a)

i=l

where

Dst = man's total soil ingestion dose [Sv^a"1]

Total Inhalation Dose

Man's total inhalation dose from all radionuclides (except 3H) is given by

m
Dit = I Di> (29a)

i=l

where

Dit = man's total inhalation dose [Sv^a"1].

Total Internal Dose

Man's total internal dose from food and water ingestion and inhalation,
(including 3H) is given by

Dbt = Det + Dwt + Dst + Dit + DH3 (29b)

where

Dbt = man's total internal dose [Sva'1] .

Total External Dose

Man's total external dose from air and water immersion, ground exposure and
exposure to building materials is given by

m
Dot = I (Dai + Dhi + D9i + Dbu> <3°)

i=l

where

Dot = man's total external dose [Sva'1]

1 = more contaminated building material (wooden or inorganic).

Note that the more conservative building material is chosen.

Total Dose

Man's total dose, (from his food ingestion, drinking water consumption,
inhalation, and external dose) is given by

Dtt = Dbt + Dot (31)

where

Dtt = man's total internal and external dose [Sv«a~l] .
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In che CC3 code for BIuTRAC, simulations are carried cut one nuclide at
time. Hence, total dose for each nuclide is calculated before the calculation
for the next nuclide is started. Summation over all radionuclides is done
after the calculations for all radionuclides have been completed.
Radionuclide-specific doses are produced and passed to DFD 3.5 (Compute
Consequences for Biosphere) for summation.
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NOTE : This is a generic DDD. It transforms the
set of concentration data in composite flow
tsrn from units of mol into units of
becquerel. The output is contained in
composite flows tsactl, tsact2, and tsact3.

FIGURE 3.2.1
(2 Attachments)
"ONVSKT CONCENTRATION
UNITS
94-FEB-15
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-Jul-06
Version 03A
K. Demoline

ftVOGAD

ADAI<rn>
ADAO<rn>
ADGW<rn , bloo
ADGW<rn, field»

ADPW<rn,bloc>
ADPWF<rn,field>
ADS<rn, field>
ADWW<rn>

CTAKrn>
CTAO<rn>
CTGW<rn,bloc>
CTGWF<rn,field>

_CTID
~CTLSF<rn,field>
CTLW<rn>
CTPW<rn,bloc>
CTPWF<rn,field>
CTS<rn,field>
CTWW<rn>

spdconv

tsactl

tsact2

tsact3

tsrn

Short Name

AVOGAD + CF4 + DECAY<rn>

= ADAI<rn> + ADAO<rn> + ADID + ADGW<rn,bloc> + ADLSF<rn,field> +
ADLW<rn> + ADS<rn,field> + ADWW<rn>

= ADAI<rn> + ADAO<rn> + ADLSF<rn,field> + ADLW<rn> + ADS<rn,field>
+ ADPWF<rn,field> + ADWW<rn>

- ADLSF<rn,field> + ADLW<rn> + ADS<rn,field> + ADWW<rn>

= CTAI<rn> + CTAO<rn> + CTGW<rn,bloc> + CTGWF<rn,field> + CTID +
CTLSF<rn,field> + CTLW<rn> + CTPW<rn,bloc> + CTPWF<rn,field> +
CTS<rn, «!ield> + CTWW<rn>

Long Name
Research
Math Symbol SI Unit

ADAI<rn>

ADAO<rn>

ADGW<rn,bloc>

ADGWF<rn, f ield>

ADID

ADLSF<rn, f ield>

ADLW<rn>

ADPW<rn,bloc>

ADPWF<rn, f ield>

ADS<rn, f ield>

ACTIVITY IN AIR (INDOOR) ACIB

ACTIVITY IN AIR (OUTDOOR)

CONCENTRATION

CONCENTRATION

1-129 ACTIVITY

CONCENTRATION

CONCENTRATION

CONCENTRATION

CONCENTRATION

CONCENTRATION

(ACTIVITY)

(ACTIVITY)

DEPOSITED

(ACTIVITY)

(ACTIVITY)

(ACTIVITY)

(ACTIVITY)

(ACTIVITY)

IN

IN

TO

IN

IN

IN

IN

IN

GROUNDWATER

GROUNDWATER

VEGETATION

LAKE SEDIMENTS

LAKE WATER

POREWATER

POREWATER

SOILS

AC10

cy
cy
AC,

fiS «d

cy
cy
cy

GI.CI

[Bq/m3.lr]

[Bq«m;3lt]

[Bq/m3,».,]

[Bq/m3v.t.r]

[Bq/m3.ir]

[Bq/kĝ ..,]

[Bq/m3w.t.r]

(Bq/mLt.J

tBq/ml.t.t]

[Bq/kgdtyloll] '
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Short Name

ADWW<rn>

AVOGAD

CF4

CTAI<rn>

CTAO<rn>

CTGW<rn,bloc>

CTGWF<rn, f ield>

CTID

CTLSF<rn, f ield>

CTLW<rn>

CTPW<rn,bloc>

CTPWF<rn, field>

CTS<rn, f ield>

CTWW<rn>

DECAY<rn>

Equation Unit

Note: 1 B

Long Name

CONCENTRATION (ACTIVITY) IN WELL WATER

AVOGADRO'S NUMBER

SECONDS PER YEAR

ATMOSPHERIC CONCENTRATION (INDOOR)

ATMOSPHERIC CONCENTRATION (OUTDOOR)

GROUNDWATER CONCENTRATION

GROUNDWATER CONCENTRATION

1-129 CONCENTRATION DEPOSITED TO VEG.

LAKE SEDIMENT CONCENTRATION

LAKEWATER CONCENTRATION

POREWATER CONCENTRATION

POREWATER CONCENTRATION

SOIL CONCENTRATION

WELL WATER CONCENTRATION

RADIOLOGICAL DECAY CONSTANT

Checks follow each Equation

a = [ i / s ]

Attachment 1 to
Figure 3.2.1
? 4 -FSB- 15
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-Jul-06
Version 03A
K. Demoline

Research
Math Symbol SI Unit

C7 [Bq/m3
w.t.t]

N* [l/mol]

CF4 [s/a]

C\ [mol/m1.,,]

C* [mol/m5.lr]

C"," lmol/m\,.t.r]

C'," [mol/mj.t.r]

CA, [mol/m5.,,.]

On [mol/mi.t.r]

Cpiw [mol/m5
w.t.r]

CP!H tmol/m j
v. t.rj

C'v,C*t
r [rool/kgdty.oll]

X, [I/a]

Eq(l)ADLW<rn> = CTLW<rn> • AVOGAD • DECAY<rn> / CF4

[Bq/m3
wacer] = [mol/m3

watec] . [l /mol] • [I/a] / [s/a]

Eq(2)ADWW<rn> = CTWW<rn> • AVOGAD • DECAY<rn> / CF4

[Bq/m3
water] = [mol/m3

water] • [l/mol] • [I/a] / [s/a]

Eq(3)ADS<rn,f ield> = CTS<rn,field> • AVOGAD • DECAY<rn> / CF4

[Bq/kgdrysoil] = [mol/kgdryaoil] • [l/mol] • [I/a] / [s/a]
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Attachment 2 to
Figure 3.2.1
94-FEB-15
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-Jul-06
Version 03A
K. Demoline

Eg(4) ADAI<rn> = CTAI<rn> • AVOGAD • DECAY<rn> / CF4

[Bq/m3
Bir] = [mol/m3

air] . [1/mol] • [I/a] / [s/a]

Eq(4a) ADAO<rn> = CTAO<rn> • AVOGAD • DECAY<rn> / CF4

[Bq/m3
air] = [mol/m3

alr] . [1/mol] . [I/a] / [s/a]

Eq(5 ) ADGW<rn,bloc> = CTGW<rn,bloc> • AVOGAD • DECAY<rn> / CF4

[Bq/m3
water] = [mol/m3

water] • [1/mol] • [I/a] / [s/a]

Equation (6) holds for <I> only:

Eq(6) ADID = CTID • AVOGAD • DECAY<rn> / CF4

[Bq/m3
alr] = [mol/m3

air] . [1/mol] • [I/a] / [s/a]

E q ( 7 ) ADGWF<rn,bloc> = CTGWF<rn,bloc> • AVOGAD • DECAY<rn> / CF4

[Bq/m3
water] = [mol/m3

wa[er] • [1/mol] • [I /a] / [s/a]

Eg(8) ADPW<rn,bloc> = CTPW<rn,bloc> • AVOGAD • DECAY<rn> / CF4

[Bq/m3
water] = [mol/m3

watBr] • [1/mol] • [I/a] / [s/a]

E q ( 9 ) ADPWF<rn,bloc> = CTPWF<rn,bloc> • AVOGAD • DECAY<rn> / CF4

[Bq/m3
water] = [mol/m3

wacer] • [1/mol] • [I /a] / [s/a]

Eq(10) ADLSF<rn,bloc> = CTLSF<rn,bloc> • AVOGAD • DECAY<rn> / CF4

[Bq/m3
dry.ed] = [mol/m3

dry.ed] • [1/mol] • [I /a] / [ s / a ]

NOTEt There are no research equations representing the conversions
noted above.
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LEGEND

lime series

lime-Independent
parameters

O Varlab
process n sp

dp.

data store J."n"

e list:
. sampled
. dependent
time series

. consequence
FIQUHE 3.2.2

94-APR-Ot
Version 03A
H.A. Halllday

ADLW.rn

ADAO.rn ' "

ADS.mJeM ' *

ADWW.m ' •

ADLSF m field'*

DDIF.m

RDD_rn_tleld_doposll

3.2.2.1 - DETERMINE INGESTION & INHALATION RATES
3222 • CALCULATE DOSE FROM FOOD PATHWAYS
3223 • CALCULATE DOSE FROM DRINKING WATER PATHWAY
3.25.4. CALCULATE DOSE FROM AIR INHALATION PATHWAY
3.2.2.5- SUM INTERNAL DOSES
3.2.2.6 • CALCULATE DOSE FROM SOIL INGESTION PATHWAY
3.2.2.7 • CALCULATE INTERNAL DOSES FROM 3-H

• • For radionuclide not equal to hydrogen • 3
' • This flow appears more than once on this diagram
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Attachment to
Figure 3.2.2
94-FEB-15
Version 02A
H.A. Halliday

94-Jul-06
Version 03A
K. Demoline

spdair = BLDOCC + GROCC + INHDCF<rn>

spdfood = CRATIO<rn> + LAYRR + PYIELD<terr=plant> + PYIELD<terr=animal> +
SBD<soil> + spddrin + spdfish + spdleaf + spdroot + spdsoil +
STYPE

spdgwd = CADCF + CF6 + INDCF + INIDN + MASRAD + SCAGW + SINGW + SOFCA +
SOFMAS + THYIDN + THYMAS + MASRDC

spdh3 = HDCF + HYMAN + HYWTR

spdrate = EFRAC<food> + spirai + spirfo + spirwa

spdsoi!2 = IDCF<rn> + PROSED + SOILHD + SOILPT

spdwatr = CF3 + CF6 + DECAY<rn> + HMWATR + IDCF<rn>

tsddif = DDIFFM<rn> + DDIFLA<rn,animal> + DDIFLM<rn> + DDIFRA<rn,animal> +
DDIFRM<rn> + DDIFSA<rn,animal> + DDIFWA<rn,animal>
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LEGEND . • - . * . * . . , . . - , , . - • ,
time series

lime-Independent

parameters

O Varlab
process n sp_

dp.

data store nq"

e list:
. sampled
. dependent
lime series

. consequence
FIGURE 3.2.2.1
(1 Attachment)
DETERMINE INGESTION &
INHALATION RATES

94-FEB-15
Version 02A
H.A. Halllday

IRATE

CALCULATE
MAN'S DRINKING
WATER

CALCULATE
AN'S

INHALATION

DETERMINE FRACTION
OF MAN'S ENCALCULATE MAN'S

FOOD INGESTIO

3.2.2.1.1 - DETERMINE FRACTION OF MAN'S ENERGY REQUIREMENT CONTRIBUTED BY EACH

FOOD TYPE

3.2.2.1.2 - CALCULATE MAN'S FOOD INGESTION RATE
3.2.2.1.3 - CALCULATE MAN'S DRINKING WATER INGESTION RATE

3.2.2.1.4 - CALCULATE MAN'S INHALATION RATE
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Attachment to
Figure 3.2.2.1
94-FEB-15
Version 02A
H.A. Halliday

94-Jul-06
Version 03A
K. Demoline

spirai = CF6 + CCONT<food> + COVALU + FCONT<food> + FOVALU + OXCONV +
OXUTIL «• PCONT<food> + POVALU

spirfo = CF3 + CCONT<food> + CFVALU + ENERGY + FCONT<food> +
FFVALU •»• PCONT<food> + PFVALU

spirwa = CF3 + ENERGY + EWC + spimet
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REFRAC<food> [-] RESCALED FOOD ENERGY
FRACTION This parameter represents the
rescaled values of EFRAC<food> such
that ZREFRAC<food>=l lover all foods)
CALCULATED (3.2.2.1.1) Research
mathematical symbol: Ycf'3

FIGURE 3.2.2.1.1
(No Attachments)
DETERMINE FRACTION OF MAN'S
ENERGY REQUIREMENT CONTRI-
BUTED BY EACH FOOD TYPE
92-SEP-28
Version 01A
L.C. Wojciechowski

94-OCT-19
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G. Szekely

EFRAC<food> REFRAC<food>

Short Name Long Name
Research

Math Symbol SI Unit

EFRAC<food>

REFRAC<food>

FOOD ENERGY FRACTION

RESCALED ENERGY FRACTION

Ycf,

YcfJ (-1

Note that EFRAC<food> is originally sampled, but is rescaled here such that

Eq(l)
REq(2a) E

food = 1

REFRAC<food> = 1

i.e. Summation is over all five (fish, plant, meat, milk, and
bird) food types.

This is done by the equation:

Eq(2) REFRAC<food> = EFRAC<food>
REq(2b)

UNIT CHECK:

Eq(l) [-]

Eq(2) [-]

EFRAC<food>

food=l
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FRÀTE<food>[(see body of definition for units)j
MAN'S FOOD INGESTION RATE Man's annual rate
of ingestion of each <food> type. Units for
<;food=plant> = [kgwetveB/a] , while those for
<food= meat, bird and fish> = [kgu(!t:£ooa/a] .
The units for <food=milk> = [Lmilk/a] .
CALCULATED ( 3 . 2 . 2 . 1 . 2 )
Research mathematical symbol: Uj

FIGURE 3.2.2.1.2
(No Attachments)
CALCULATE MAN'S FOOD
INGESTION KATE
92-SEP-28
Version 01A
L.C. Wojciechowski

94-OCT-19
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

CCONT<food>
CF3
CFVALU
ENERGY
FCONT<food> > FRATE
FFVALU
PCONT<food>
PFVALU
REFRAC<food>

Short Name Long Name

CCONT<food> FOOD CARBOHYDRATE CONTENT

CF3 DAYS PER ANNUM

CFVALU CARBOHYDRATE FUEL VALUE

ENERGY MAN'S TOTAL ENERGY NEED

FCONT<food> FOOD FAT CONTENT

FFVALU FAT FUEL VALUE

FRATE<food> MAN'S FOOD INGESTION RATE

PCONT<food> FOOD PROTEIN CONTENT

PFVALU PROTEIN FUEL VALUE

REFRAC<food> RESCALED FOOD ENERGY FRACTION

<food>

Research
Math Symbol SI Unit

Cym3 [gc.rt/kgw.clooa-]
None [à/a]
Cec [kJ/gc.rb]
En [kJ/d]

Fyirij [gt.t/J«g«tteoa']
Fee [kJ/gt.t]
U3 [kgu.t(ood'/a]

Pyroj [gprot.in/fcg..uood']
Pec tkJ/gprot. ln]

Y c f j [-]

spirfo = CF3 + CCONT<food> + CFVALU + ENERGY + FCONT<food> +
FFVALU + PCONT<food> + PFVALU

Determine FRATE<food> for each of 5 food types (<food=meat, milk, bird, plant
& fish>)

Eq(l)
REq(l)

ENERGY • REFRAC<food> • CF3
tKATE<tood^cCoNT<food> . CFVALU + FCONT<food> • FFVALU + PCONT<food> • PFVALU)

UNIT CHECK:
EQ(1) [kJ/dl t-1 [d/a]

[g=.rb/kgu.tloo;1] • ] • [kJ/gptot.ln]

* Units of foods in CCONT, FCONT, FRATE and PCONT depend on food type-

kgwecveB
 for plant; kg wet£0od

 f°r meat, bird and fish; and Lmilk for milk.
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LEGEND.- ,
.' -£ Sï." Çî

time-independent
parameters

( ) process n

data store

sp... sampled
dp... dependent
Is... time series
cq... consequence

FIGURE 3.2.2.1.3
(1 Attachment)
CALCULATE MAN'S DRINKING
WATER INGESTION RATE

94-APR-01
Version 03A
H.A. Halliday

DRATE

CALCULATE
MAN'S DRINKING
WATER

WNEED WINPUT

CALCULATE
MAN'S WATER
NEED

CALCULATE
MAN'S WATER

FR

FRATEJood

spimet

3.2.2.1.3.1 - CALCULATE MAN'S WATER NEED

3.2.2.1.3.2 - CALCULATE MAN'S WATER INPUT FROM FOOD
3.2.2.1.3.3. - CALCULATE MAN'S DRINKING WATER INGESTION RATE
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Attachment•to
Figure 3.2.2.1.3
94-FEB-15
Version 02A
H.A. Halliday

94-Jul-06
Version 03A
K. Demoline

spimet = CCONT<food> + CWATER + FCONT<food> + FWATER + PCONT<food> +
PWATER + WATCON<food>
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WNEED [Lw«er/a] MAN'S WATER N E E D M a n ' s water
requirement given his total annual
energy need. CALCULATED ^ 3 . 2 . 2 . 1 . 3 . 1 )
Research mathematical symbol: None

FIGURE 3.2.2.1.3.1
(No Attachments)
CALCULATE MAN'S WATER NHED
92-SEP-28
Version 01A
L.C. Wojciechowski

94-OCT-19
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G. Szekely

CF3
ENERGY
EWC

WNEED

Short Name Long Name
Research

Math Symbol SI Unit

CF3
ENERGY

EWC

WNEED

DAYS PER ANNUM

MAN'S TOTAL ENERGY NEED

ENERGY/WATER CONVERSION RATIO

MAN'S WATER NEED

none
En

ewe
none

l à / a ]
[kJ/d]

[L..t.r/kJJ
[Lw.t.t/a]

Eq( l )
R E q ( 3 ) '

WNEED = ENERGY • CF3 • EWC

UNIT CHECK:

= [kJ/d] • [d/a] • [L t ta ter/kJ]

*NOTE: Eq(l) represents the first bracketed term in REq(3)
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WINPUT [Lw.c.r/a] MAN'S WATER INPUT FROM FOOD Man's
water input from all food types including
metabolic conversion of carbohydrates to
water. CALCULATED
(3.2.2.1.3.2) Research mathematical symbol:
None

FIGURE 3.2.2.1.3.2
(1 Attachment)
CALCULATE MAN'S WATER
INPUT FROM FOOD
92-SEP-28
Version 01A
L.C. Wojciechowski

94-OCT-19
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

CCONT<food>
CWATER
FCONT<food>
FRATE<food>
FWATER
PCONT<food>
PWATER
WATCON<food>

WINPUT

Short Name Long Name
Research

Math Symbol SI Unit

CCONT<food>

CWATER

FCONT<food>

FRATE<food>

FWATER

PCONT<food>

PWATER

WATCON<food>

WINPUT

FOOD CARBOHYDRATE CONTENT

CARBOHYDRATE WATER YIELD

FOOD FAT CONTENT

MAN'S FOOD INGESTION RATE

FAT WATER YIELD

FOOD PROTEIN CONTENT

PROTEIN WATER YIELD

FOOD WATER CONTENT

MAN'S WATER INPUT FROM FOOD

Cyitij

Cmw

«l
Fmw

Pyrrij

Pmw

Ywc,

None

[kgv.ttoo<1'/a]

Wat« ' 9prot«ln J

spimet = CCONT<food> + CWATER + FCONT<food> + FWATER + PCONT<food>
+ PWATER + WATCON<food>

* Units of foods in CCONT, FCONT, FRATE, PCONT and WATCON depend on food type:

k9wacveg for plant; kgwet£ood for meat, bird and fish; and Lmilk for milk.
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Attachment to
FIGURE 3.2.2.1.3.2
S2-SEF-2S
Version 01A
L.C. Wojciechowski

94-OCT-19
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

Eq(l)
REq(3)* *

WINPUT = I FRATE<food> • WATCON<food>
food = 1

I FRATE<food>
food = 1

CCONT<food> • CWATER +

FCONT<food> • FWATER + PCONT<food> • PWATER

where summation is over all five food types (i.e. <food = fish,
plant, meat, milk and bird>).

UNIT CHECK:

Eq(l)

[Lwater/a] = [kgwet.foodVa]

ater/gfaJ + [gprotein/kgwet£ood" ] • [ LWater/gprotein]

* Units of foods in CCONT, FCONT, FRATE, PCONT and WATCON depend on food
type:

Kguetveg for plant; kgw=c£ood for meat, bird and fish; and Lraijk for milk.

** NOTE: Eg(l) represents the two summation terms of REq(3).
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DRATE [Lwater/a] MAN'S DRINKING WATER INGESTION
RATE Rate of ingestion of drinking water
by man. CALCULATED (3.2.2.1.3.3)
Research mathematical symbol: Udw

FIGURE 3.2.2.1.3.3
(No Attachments)
CALCULATE MAN ' S DRIIC
WATER INGESTION RATE
92-SEP-28
Version OlA
L.C. Wojciechowski

94-OCT-19
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G. Szekely

WINPUT
WNEED DRATE

Shore Name Long Name
Research

Math Symbol SI Unit

DRATE

WINPUT

WNEED

MAN'S DRINKING WATER INGEST. RATE Udw

MAN'S WATER INPUT PROM FOOD None

MAN'S WATER NEED None

Eq(l)
REQ{3)*

DRATE = WNEED - WINPUT

If DRATE is negative,
Set DRATE = 0

UNIT CHECK:

Eqd) (Lwace r/a] = [Luacer/a] - [Luacer/a]

* NOTE: WNEED and WINPUT represent the terms of REq(3)

See 3.2.2.1.3.1 and 3.2.2.1.3.2
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IRATE [mjair/ar MAN'S INHALATION RATE Total volume of
air required for man in one year given ENERGY
requirement. CALCULATED (3.2.2.1.4)
Research mathematical symbol: li

FIGURE 3.2.2.1.4
(1 Attachment)
CALCULATE MAN'S
INHALATION RATE
92-SEP-28
Version 01A
L.C. Wojciechowski

94-OCT-19
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

CCONT<food>
CF6
COVALU
FCONT<food>
FOVALU
FRATE<food>
OXCONV
OXUTIL
PCONT<food>
POVALU

IRATE

Short Name

CCONT<food>

CF6

COVALU

FCONT<food>

FOVALU

FRATE<food>

IRATE

OXCONV

OXUTIL

PCONT<food>

POVALU

Long Name

FOOD CARBOHYDRATE CONTENT

CUBIC METERS PER LITRE

CARBO. OXYGEN COMBUSTION VALUE

FOOD FAT CONTENT

FAT OXYGEN COMBUSTION VALUE

MAN'S FOOD INGESTION RATE

MAN'S INHALATION RATE

OXYGEN/ AIR CONV. FACTOR

OXYGEN UTILIZATION FACTOR

FOOD PROTEIN CONTENT

PROTEIN OXYGEN COMBUSTION VALUE

Research
Math Symbol SI Unit

Cym, (ĝ /kĝ o,,-)
none [m'/L]
Co (Lox/gc.Ib]

Fymj (g(.t/kgw«(00d']
Fo [Lox/gut]
U, lkgu«.,ooa'/a]
li fm'.u/a]
oac IL.U/LOX)
OV (L0x.in/L0x.v.i.a

Pynij [gpto1..in''kgw.t,ooa']
PO [L0x/gprol.inl

spirai = CF6 + CCONT<food> + COVALU + FCONT<food> + FOVALU + OXCONV
+ OXUTIL + PCONT<food> + POVALU

Units of foods in CCONT, FCONT, FRATE and PCONT depend on food type:

eg
 for plant; kgwetfood for meat, bird and fish; and L̂ ^ for milk.
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Attachment to
FIGURE 3.2.2.1.4
92-SEP-28
Version 01A
L.C. Wojciechowski

94-OCT-19
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

Eq(l)
REq(4)

IRATE = FRATE<food> • CCONT<food> • COVALU + FCONT<food>
. food=l

• FOVALU + PCONT<food> • POVALU • OXCONV « OXUTIL • CF6

Where the summation is over all five food types (i.e. <food=fish,
plant, meat, milk, and bird>).

UNIT CHECK:

E q ( l )

[miir/a] = [kgwat£ood*/a] « I

[Lox/gprot [Liir/Lox]

lLox.ln/Lox>u,,,d] . [m
3/L]
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LEISEND

lime series

time-independent
parameters

O Variab
process n sp

up.
data store ĵ "

e list:
. sampled
. dependent
time series

. consequence

FIGURE 3 22 2
M AttKfvn*nn
CALCULATE DOSE FROM
POOD PATHWAYS I

3.2.2.2.1 - CALCULATE DOSES FROM ROOT PATHWAYS

3.ZJ32 -CALCULATE DOSES FROM LEAF PATHWAYS
3-2.! 2.3 - CALCULATE DOSES DUE TO ANIMAL'S DRINKING WATER
3.2.2.2.4 . CALCULATE DOSES DUE TO ANIMAL'S SOIL INGESTION
3.2.Ï 2.B - CALCULATE DOSES DUE TO INGESTION OF FISH
3.2 2.2 8 • GENERATE WARNING OF HIGH PLANT CONCENTRATION
32.Z 27 - SUM AU FOOD ROUTE DOSES

3 2.2.2.10. RENAME DATA FIELD ODIFFM

d to 3 2.2.2.3 • Do>« dua to Animal DrlnWng Wataf PiSiwty
d to 3.2,2,2-4 - Do*» du» to Animal Sol Ing»i9oo Pitfwy

Conmcttd to 3 2.2 2 5 • DOM dm to Flrt PatfMiy

• • For a! «#ooudkJ«i not ftq-jal to hydrogin • 3

* • Tnli How ipp«an mot* man coct on thu diagram
« • Calculait p*r»m»l»r CHKCR<m> li output and may CBUM CRATtO<m>

to b* rtitt.
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Attachment to
Ficmre 3.2.2.2
94-FEB-15
Version 02A
H.A. Halliday

94-Jul-06
Version 03A
K. Demoline

spddrin =

spdfish =

spdleaf =

spdroot =

spdsoil =

ADRINK<animal> + CF3 + CF6 + DECAY<rn> + HALFHI + HAWATR<animal> +
HLIFE<rn> + IDCF<rn> + IDCF<rnp> + TCOEFF<rn,animal>

ATCUEF<rn> + CF3 + CF6 + DECAY<rn> + HALFHI + HFISH +
HLIFE<rn> + IDCF<rn> + IDCF<rnp>

CF2 + CF3 + DECAY<rn> + DRYDEP + FEEDR<animal> + HAFOOD<animal> +
HALFHI + HLIFE<rn> + HPLANT -f IDCF<rn> + IDCF<rnp> + PHLIFE<rn> +
PIFRAC<terr.deposit> + PRECIP + PYIELD<terr=animal> +
PYIELD<terr=plant> + TCOEFF<rn,animal> + TEXPOS<terr> + WASHOT

CF3 + CRATIO<rn> + DECAY<rn>
HALFHI + HLIFE<rn> + HPLANT +
TCOEFF<rn. animal>

FEEDR<animal> + HAFOOD<animal>
IDCF<rn> + IDCF<rnp> + PROSED +

CF3 + DECAY<rn> + 'HALFHI + HASOIL<animal> + HLIFE<rn> + IDCF<rn>
IDCF<rnp> + PROSED + SOILR<animal> + TCOEFF<rn, animal>
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LEGEND ,- . :.
ïiITlô Sdl.dS

time-independent
parameters

O process n

data store

sp.
dp.
ts..
cq.

. sampled

. dependent
time series

. consequence

PIQURE 3.2.25.1
(No Attachments)
CALCULATE DOSES FHOM
ROOT PATHWAYS »

94-FEB-15
Version 02A
H.A. HalMay

Dose due to
-Plant Pathwa

Dosa due to
Root-Animal Pathwa

CALCULATE DOSE
OUE.TO INQESTI

RENAME DATA
FIELD DDIFRA.

CF3

CRATIO.m

DECAY.m
FRATEJOod

HALFHI

HLIFE_rn

IDCF_rn

IDCF.rn,

PROSED

DDIFRA rnp_ammal

CALCULATE DOS.
DUETOINGESTIC

CF3
CRATIO.jn

DECAY_m

FRATEJood

HALFHI

HUFE_m

IDCF.m
lOCFjno / yADS_rn_tleld

PROSED

HAFOOD.ammal

FEEDH_anlmal

TCOEFF_m_ammai

JFRA_rn_anlmal

3.2.2.2.1 .t • CALCULATE DOSE DUE TO INGESTION OF ANIMALS THAT HAVE INGESTED
PLANTS CONTAMINATED BY ROOT UPTAKE

3.2.2.2.15 • CALCULATE DOSE DUE TO INGESTION OF PLANTS CONTAMINATED BY ROOT
UPTAKE

3.2.2.2.1.3 • RENAME DATA FIELD DDIFRA
3.2.2.2.1.4 • RENAME DATA FIELD DDIFRM

*. For alt radionuclides not equal to hydrogen • 3

DATA STORES
Connected to 3.2.2.2.1.1 • Dose duo to Root-Animal Pathway

Connected to 3.2.25.1.2 • Dose duo to Root-Plant Pathway
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DDIFRA<rn,aniraal> [Sv/a] MAN'S DOSE FROM
ANIMALS (PLANT-ROOT) Annual dose to man
by consuming terrestrial<animals> that
have eaten plants contaminated by <rn>
via root uptake.
CALCULATED(3.2.2.2.1.1) Research
mathematical symbol : DEi:jk where
j = animal and k = plant-root -> animal
-> man.

FIGURE 3.2.2.2.1.1
(1 Attachment)
CALCULATE DOSE DUE TO
INGESTION OF ANIMALS THAT
HAVE INGESTED PLANTS CON-
TAMINATED BY ROOT UPTAKE*
94-APR-01
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-19
Version 03A
K. Demoline/J.G. Szekely

CF3
CRATIO<rn>
DECAY<rn>
FEEDR<animal>
FRATE<food>

HALFHI
HLIFE<rn>
IDCF<rn>
IDCF<rnp>
PROSED
TCOEFF<rn,animal>

ADLSF<rn,field=forage field>
ADS<rn,field=forage
DDIFRA<rnp,animal>

Short Name Long Name
Research

Math Symbol SI Unit

ADLSF<rn,field>

ADS<:rn, f ield>

CF3

CRATIO<rn>

DDIFRA<rn,animal>
DDIFRA<rnp,animal>

DECAY<rn>

FEEDR<animal>

FRATE<food>

HAFOOD<animal>

HALFHI

HLIFE<rn>

IDCF<rn>

IDCF<rnp>

PROSED

TCOEFF<rn,animal>

ACTIVITY IN LAKE SEDIMENTS

ACTIVITY IN SOILS

DAYS PER ANNUM

PLANT/SOIL CONCENTRATION RATIO

MAN'S DOSE FROM ANIMALS (PLANT-ROOT)

MAN'S DOSE FROM ANIMALS (PLANT-ROOT)

RADIOLOGICAL DECAY CONSTANT

ANIMAL'S FEED CONSUMPTION RATE

MAN'S FOOD INGESTION RATE

TERR. ANIMAL FEED HOLDUP TIME

HIGHEST DAUGHTER HALF-LIFE

RADIOACTIVE HALF-LIFE

INGESTION DOSE CONVERSION FACTOR

INGESTION DOSE CONVERSION FACTOR

PROBABILITY OF USING SEDIMENT AS SOIL

TERR. TRANSFER COEFFICIENT

rSV r f,SF
l_ ( « V - i

none

Dose Model-BV! [Bq

Del]k

t h f j

none

tî,
DFe,

[Bq/kgdrylol l]

[d/a]
'kĝ '.tv.,/ (Bq'kgVry.oa) :

[Sv/a]
[Sv/a]
H/a]

[kgu.cv.3/d]

Id]
[a]
[a]

[Sv/Bq]
[Sv/Bq]

[-]
[d/kgw. t fooa

-]

For each <rn* 3H> at each timestep:

IF PROSED = 0 THEM a = ADS<rn,field=forage field>
ELSE a = ADLSF<rn,field=forage field>

NOTE: For all <rn * 3H>
Units of foods in FRATE and TCOEFF depend on food type: kgwecve, for
plant; kgwec£ood for meat, bird and fish; and Lmilk for milk.
TCOEFF refers to meat, milk, or bird only.
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Attachment to
FIGURE 3.2.2.2,1.1
34-APR-GI
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-19
Version 03A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

For <food> = <animal=meat, milk, bird>

Eq(l)
REq(6) DDIFRA<rn,animal> = a • CRATIO<rn> • TCOEFF<rn,animal>
FEEDR<animal>

exp
DECAY<rn>

CF3
HAFOOD<animal> FRATE<food=animal> • IDCF<rn>***

Eq(2)

IF (HLIFE<rn> < HALFHI)

Then DDIFRA<rn,animal> = DDIFRA<rn, animal > + DDIFRA<rnp,animal> •

IDCF<rn>

NOTE;

IDCF<rnp>

If there is no <rnp> for the current <rn>, DDIFRA<rnp,animal> = 0.

UNIT CHECK:

Eq( l ) [Sv/a] = [Bq/kgdry30il"] • [Bq.kg;l
etvea/

[d/kgwet.£ood'] • [kgwetvea/d] • exp [d]

[kgwfltfood"/a] • fSv/Bq]

Eq(2) [Sv/a] = [Sv/a] + [Sv/a] •
[Sv/Bq]

[Sv/Bq]

NOTE; Unit conversion factor CF3 was added to Eq(l) [REq(6)] to convert
units such that DDIFRA<rn> is in [Sv/a].

* Units of foods in FRATE and TCOEFF depend on food type: kguetv<.a for
plant;
kguet£ood for meat, bird and fish; and Lmil)t for milk. TCOEFF refers to
meat, milk, or bird only.

** NOTE; Lake sediments may be used as a plant substrate (i.e. soil) here.
Hence, unit qualifier (drysed) = (drysoil).

*** IDCF<rn = 129I> is set to 1.0 to use this equation to calculate DDIFRA.
For 129I DDIFRA is an activity. It is transformed to a dose in Figure 3.2.2.5.
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DDIFRM<rn> [Sv/a] MAN'S DOSE FROM PLANTS
(ROOT) Annual dose to man from eating
niants contaminated by <rn> via root
uptake. CALCULATED (3.2.2.2.1.2)
Research mathematical symbol: Dei;jk
where j = plants and k = plant-root
-> man.

FIGURE 3.2.2.2.1.2
(1 Attachment)
CALCULATE DOSE DUE TO
INGESTION OF PLANTS CONTAM-
INATED BY ROOT UPTAKE *
94-APR-01
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-19
Version 03A
K. Demoline/J.G. Szekely

CF3
CRATIO<rn>
DECAY<rn>
FRATE<food>
HALFHI
HLIFE<rn>
HPLANT
IDCF<rn>
IDCF<rnp>
PROSED

DDIFRM<rn>
ADLSF<rn,field>
ADS<rn,field>
DDIFRM<rnp>

Short Name

ADL3F<rn, f ield>

ADS<rn, field>
CF3

CRATIO<rn>

DDIFRM<rn>

DDIFRM<rnp>

DECAY<rn>

FRATE<food>

HALFHI

HLIFE<rn>

HPLANT

IDCF<rn>

IDCF<rnp>

PROSED

Long Name

ACTIVITY IN LAKE SEDIMENTS

ACTIVITY IN SOILS

DAYS PER ANNUM

PLANT/SOIL CONCENTRATION RATIO

MAN '5 DOSE FROM PLANTS (ROOT)

MAN'S DOSE FROM PLANTS (ROOT)

RADIOLOGICAL DECAY CONSTANT

MAN'S FOOD INGESTION RATE

HIGHEST DAUGHTER HALF-LIFE

RADIOACTIVE HALF-LIFE

PLANT HOLDUP TIME

INGESTION DOSE CONVERSION FACTOR

INGESTION DOSE CONVERSION FACTOR

PROBABILITY OF USING SEDIMENT AS SOIL

Research
Math Symbol

C=ED

r*sv j- r*srC, & Cs

none
Dose Model-Bv,

Del3K

De1]k

*i
UJ

none

tïj
th
DFe,
DFe,
none

SI Unit

[Bq/kgary..a]
IBS/kĝ .,,,)

[d/a]

[Bq-kg;l.tv.0/ (Bq'kgVry.ou) 1
[Sv/a]
[Sv/a]
[I/a]

tkcWiooa'/a]

[a]

[a]
[d]

[Sv/Bq]
[Sv/Bq]

[-]

NOTE ;
For each <rn * 3H> at each timestep:

IF PROSED = 0 THEN a = ADS<rn, f ield=vegetable patch>
ELSE cx = ADLSF<rn, f ield=vegetable patch>

NOTE; For all <rn 3H>

* Units of foods in FRATE depend on food type: kgwecvefl for plant;
kguet£ood for meat, bird and fish; and Lmilk for milk.
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Attachment to
FIGURE 3.2.2.2.1.2
94-APR-01
version Ù2A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-19
Version 03A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

Where <food = plant>

Eq(l)
REq(5) DDIFRM<rn> =

exp

• CRATIO<rn>

DECAY<rn>
HPLANT

CF3
FRATE<food> • IDCF<rn>***

IF (HLIFE<rn> < HALFHI)

Eq(2) Then DDIFRM<rn> = DDIFRM<rn> + DDIFRM<rnp> •

IDCF<rn>

IDCF<rnp>

NOTE; If there is no <rnp> for the current <rn>, DDIFRM<rnp> = 0.

UNIT CHECK:

Eq(l) [Sv/a] = [Bq/kgdryaoU"] •

[a'1]
exp

[d-a'1]
[d]

Eq(2) [Sv/a] = [Sv/a] + [Sv/a]

[Sv/Bq]

[Sv/Bq]

[Sv/Bq]

* Units of foods in FRATE depend on food type: kgwecv<!a for plant;
kgwct£ood for meat, bird and fish; and Lnilk for milk.

** NOTE ; Lake sediments may be used as a plant substrate (i.e. soil} here.
Hence, unit qualifier (drysed) = (drysoil) .

*** IDCF<rn = 129I> is set to 1.0 to use this equation to calculate DDIFRM.
For 129I DDIFRM is an activity. It is transformed to a dose in Figure 3.2.2.5,
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DDIFRA<rnp,animal> [Sv/a] MAN'S DOSE FROM
ANIMALS (PLANT-ROOT) Annual dose to man
by consuming terrestrial <animals> that
have eaten plants contaminated by <rnp>
via root uptake. CALCULATED (3.2.2.2.1.3)
Research mathematical symbol: Deij)t where
j = animal and k = plant-root —> animal
-» man.

FIGURE 3.2.2.2.1.3
(No Attachments)

IRENAME DATA FIELD DDIFRA
94-APR-Ol
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-19
Version 03A
K. Demoline/J.G. Szekely

DDIFRA<rnp,animal> DDIFRA<rn,aniroal>

Short Name Long Name
Research

Math Symbol SI Unit

DDIFRA<rn,animal>
DDIFRA<rnp,animal>

MAN'S DOSE FROM ANIMALS (PLANT-ROOT) Deljk

MAN'S DOSE FROM ANIMALS (PLANT-ROOT) Dellk

[Sv/a]
[Sv/a]

This process receives DDIFRA<rn,animal> from the data store Dose Due to
Root-Animal Pathway from the previous iteration, and outputs it as
DDIFRA<rnp,animal> for the current iteration.
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DDIFRM<rnp> [Sv/a] MAN'S DOSE FROM PLANTS
(ROOT) Annual dose to man from eating
plants contaminated by <rnp> via root
uptake. CALCULATED (3.2.2.2.1.4)
Research mathematical symbol: De1;jk where
j = plant and k = plant-root —» man.

FIGURE 3.2.2.2.1.4
(No Attachments)
RENAME DATA FIELD DDIFRM
94-APR-01
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-19
Version 03A
K. Demoline/J.G. Szekely

DDIFRM<rnp> DDIFRM<rn>

Short Name Long Name
Research

Math Symbol SI Unit

DDIFRM<rn>

DDIFRM<rnp>

MAN'S DOSE FROM PLANTS (ROOT) De1]k
MAN'S DOSE FROM PLANTS (ROOT) Deuk

[Sv/a]

[Sv/a]

This process receives DDIFRM<rn> from the data store Dose Due to Root-Plant
Pathway from the previous iteration, and outputs it as DDIFRM<rnp> for the
current iteration.
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lime series

time-independent
parameters

process n

data store

Variable list:
sp... sampled
dp... dependent
Is... time series
cq... consequence

FIOURE ÎJ.27J
(No At«rf»TWTtt)
CALCULATE DOSES FROM
LEAF PATHWAYS •
M. APR-01

CF3

DECAYjn

FRATEJood

HALFHI

HUFE_m

IDCFjn

IDCF_mp

IRRIQNJwIa

PHUFE_m

PlFRAC_T«rr_(J*poirt

PYIELDJWT

TEXPOS.UfT

3742 2.1 • CALCULATE RATE OF DEPOSITION OF LEAVES
323.2.2.2 • CALCULATE DOSE DUE TO INGESTION OF PLANTS CONTAMINATED BY

DEPOSITION
37322 J • CALCULATE DOSE DUE TO INGESTION OF ANIMALS THAT HAVE INGESTED

PLANTS CONTAMINATED BY DEPOSITION
3 2.Î.2.2 4 • RENAME DATA FIELD DDIR.M
3 2.3.2.2.5 • RENAME DATA FIELD DDIFLA

Com«ct»d to

Com*ct«J lo

DATA STORES
• Do*» du« to LMl-Pknt Pathway
• Dot* Out to LMl-Artmal Piffitray

• TN* Row appMn m<x« Vian one* on fil» dlagrmm
. Fw »l ndnnuckdai not »qual to hyorog*n • 3
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RDD<rn, field, [Bq/ (m̂ '̂d) ] DEPOSITION RATE TO
deposit> PLANTS Rate at which <rn> is

deposited to the surface of plants in a
<field> and may be due to atmospheric
deposition (wet plus dry) or to
irrigation. Whether a <field> is
irrigated and from what source is
identified by the decision variable
IRRIGN<field>. CALCULATED (3.2.2.2.2.1)
Research mathematical symbol: a.L

FIGURE 3.2.2.2.2.1
(1 Attachment)
CALC. RATE OF DEPOSITION
TO LEAVES *
92-SEP-28
Version 01A
L.C. Wojciechowski

94-OCT-19
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G. Szekely

F2
F3

DRYDEP
IRRIGN<field> ---
PRECIP
QIRR<field>
WASHOT

RDD<rn,field,deposit>

ADAO<rn>
ADID
ADLW<rn>
ADWW<rn>

Short Name

ADAO<rn>
ADID

ADLW<rn>

ADWW<rn>

CF3

CF2

DRYDEP

IRRIGN<field>

PRECIP

QIRR<field>

RDD<rn, field,
deposit>

WASHOT

Research
Long Name

ACTIVITY IN AIR (OUTDOOR)

ACTIVITY IN AIR (OUTDOOR) FOR

ACTIVITY IN LAKEWATER

ACTIVITY IN WELLWATER

DAYS PER ANNUM

SECONDS PER DAY

DRY DEPOSITION VELOCITY

FIELD IRRIGATION SOURCE

TOTAL ANNUAL PRECIPITATION

IRRIGATION DEMAND

DEPOSITION RATE TO PLANTS

WASHOUT RATIO

Math Symbol

AC10
1J9I NO DEPOS. AC10

cV
c-i"
None
None
Vd

None
P,Po

I»
d,

W,

SI Unit

[Bq.m;3lr]
[Bq.m;\t]

[Bq/m3uat.r]

[Bq/m!u.t.r

td/a]
[s/d]

[m3.lr/ (mail's) ]
(-]

(m3wat.r/(m
2,011-a) ]

(m3w.t.r/(m
2.oa«a) ]

[Bq/(m2.011.G)]

[m'.lt/»l.Mt]

NOTE: For all <rn 3H>
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Attachment to
FIGURE 3.2.2.2.2.1
92-SEP-28
Version 01A
L.C. Wojciechowski

94-OCT-19
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

Perform the following for both <field=veqetable patch>

and <field=forage field>, and for all <rn & 3H>

IF the <field> is irrigated by the lake (IRRIGN<field>=LAKE)
then

Eq(l) ADLW<rn> • QIRR<field>
REq(ll) RDD<rn,field,lake> =

CF3

IF the <field> is irrigated by the well (IRRIGN<field>=WELL)
then

Eq(2) ADWW<rn> • QIRR<field>
REq(ll) RDD<rn,field, well> =

CF3

IF the <field> is not irrigated (IRRIGN<field>=NONE)
then

IF <nuc * 3H, "C, 39Ar, 42Ar, 129I, 85Kr, 222Rn>, then

Eq(3)
REq(9&10) RDD<rn,field, atmos> = (DRYDEP • CF2 + WASHOT • PRECIP/CF3) •
ADAO<rn>

IF <nuc = 129I>, then
Eq(4)

RDD<rn,field, atmos> = (DRYDEP • CF2 + WASHOT • PRECIP/CF3) • ADID

UNIT CHECKS:

Eqd) [Bq/m3
wat(!r] • [n\3

water/ (m2
oi l.a) ]

E q ( 2 ) [Bq/(m2
o i l .d)] =

[d/a]

E q ( 3 & 4 ) [Bq/(m2
s o i l .d)] = ( [m3

alr/ (m2
0 1 1«s) ] . [s/d] + [m3

olr/m
3

water]

• [m3
u a t e r/(m2

s o i l .a)] / [ d / a ] ) • [Bq/m3
alr]
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DDIFLM<rn> [Sv/a] MAN'S DOSE FROM PLANTS
^ i_iH!Ar j Alllîucij- iJLOSc ÛO IV.cîIl n'GIVi

consuming plants contaminated by <rn>
via deposition. CALCULATED
(3.2.2.2.2.2)
Research mathematical symbol: Dei:j)t
Where j = plants, and k = air ^plant-
leaves ->man.

IFIGURE 3.2.2.2.2.2

CALC. DOSE DUE TO INGESTION
OF PLANTS CONTAMINATED BY
DEPOSITION *
94-APR-01
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-19
Version 03A
K. Demoline/J.G. Szekely

CF3
DECAY<rn>
FRATE<food>
HALFHI
HLIFE<rn>
HPLANT
IDCF<rn>
IDCF<rnp>
IRRIGN<field>
PHLIFE<rn>
PIFRAC<terr,deposit>
PYlELD<terr>
TEXPOS<terr>

DDIFLM<rn> <- RDD<rn,field,deposit>
DDIFLM<rnp>

Short Name Long Name
Research

Math Symbol SI Unit

CF3

DDIFLM<rn>

DDIFLM<rnp>

DECAY<rn>

FRATE<food>

HALFHI

HLIFE<rn>

HPLANT

IDCF<rn>

IDCF<rnp>

IRRIGN<field>

PHLIFE<rn>

PIFRAC<terr,deposit>
PVIELD<Cerr>

RDD<rn,field,deposit>
TEXPOS<terr>

DAYS PER ANNUM

MAN'S DOSE FROM PLANTS (LEAF)

MAN'S DOSE FROM PLANTS (LEAF)

RADIOLOGICAL DECAY CONSTANT

MAN'S FOOD INGESTION RATE

HIGHEST DAUGHTER HALF-LIFE

RADIOACTIVE HALF-LIFE

PLANT HOLDUP TIME

INGESTION DOSE CONVERSION FACTOR

INGESTION DOSE CONVERSION FACTOR

FIELD IRRIGATION SOURCE

PLANT ENVIRON. HALF-LIFE

PLANT INTERCEPTION FRACTION

PLANT YIELD

DEPOSITION RATE TO PLANTS

ABOVE GROUND EXPOSURE TIME

none

De1]k

De,Jk

X,

U3

none

tJ4

th

DF6j

DFCj

none

tp

dt

[d/a]

[Sv/a]

[Sv/a]

[I/a]

[kgw.ttood'/a]
[a]
[a]
[d]

[Sv/Bq]

[Sv/Bq]

[-]

[d]

[Bq/(m2.oll.d)]
[d]

For all <rn & 3H>, <food = <terr=plant» (i.e. <food=plant>)
and for <field=vegetable patch>

NOTE:

OR

IF

IF

IF

IRRIGN<field> = NONE
THEN <deposit=Atmos
IRRIGN<field> = LAKE
THEN <deposit= Plus
IRRIGN<field> = WELL
THEN <deposit= Plus

Only>

Lake Irrig. >

Well Irrig. >

*Units of FRATE depend on food type: kgwetveg for plant; kguet£ood for meat,
bird and fish; and Lmilk for milk. Calculation here is for <food=plant> only.
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Define a temporary variable TEMP, where
TEMP = RDD<rn,field,Atmos. only>

• PIFRACXterr,deposit=Atmos. Only>

IF IRRIGN<field=LAKE>, then
TEMP = TEMP + RDD<rn,field,deposit = Plus
Lake Irrig'n>

• PIFRACXterr,deposit = Plus Lake Irrig'n>

Attachment to
FIGURE 3.2.2.2.2.2
94-APR-01
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-19
Version 03A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

IF IRRIGN<field = WELL>, then
TEMP = TEMP + RDD<rn,field,deposit = Plus Well Irrig'n>

• PIFRAC<terr,deposit = Plus Well Irrig'n>

Eq(l)
Req(7)

DDIFLM<rn> = TEMP • exp
DECAY<rn>

HPLANT
CF3

• TEXPOS<terr>)
FRATE<food> • IDCF<rn>***

where
Eq{2)
REq(8)

IF

PYIELD<terr> « X

DECAY<rn> In2
X = +

CF3 PHLIFE<rn>

(HLIFE<rn> < HALFHI)

Eq(3) DDIFLM<rn> = DDIFLM<rn> + DDIFLM<rnp>
IDCF<rn>

IDCF<rnp>

NOTE: If there is no <rnp> for the current <rn>, DDIFLM<rnp> = 0.

UNIT CHECK:
Eq(l)

[Sv/a] = [Bq/(m2oll«d) ] • exp

( [-]- exp( [d'1] • [d] ) )
,

[kgwetveo/m2
soll] • [d'1]

ta'1]

[d-a-1]
[d]

[Sv/Bq]

Eq(2)

Eq(3)

[d-1]
[a'1]

[d/a] [d]

[Sv/a] = [Sv/a] + [Sv/a]
[Sv/Bq]

[Sv/Bq]

* Units of FRATE depend on food type: kgwetvea for plant; kgwet£ood for meat, bird
and fish; and Lmilk for milk. Calculation here is for <food=plant> only.
*** IDCF<rn = 129I> is set to 1.0 to use this equation to calculate DDIFLM.For
129I DDIFLM is an activity. It is transformed to a dose in Figure 3.2.2.5.
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DDIFLA<rn,animal>[Sv/a] MAN'S DOSE FROM
ANIMALS (PLANT-LEAF) Annual dose to
r-?.n fror1 cor.puming <animals> that have
ingested plants contaminated by <rn>
via deposition. CALCULATED
(3.2.2.2.2.3) Research mathematical
symbol: Dei:]k where j = meat, milk and
bird, and k = air ->plant leaves
->animal->man.

FIGURE 3.2.2.2.2.3
(2 Attachments)
CALC. DOSE DUE TO INGESTION
OF ANIMALS CONTAMINATED BY
DEPOSITION *
94-APR-01
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-19
Version 03A
K. Demoline/J.G. Szekely

F3
DECAY<rn>
FEEDR<animal>
FRATE<food>
HAFOOD<animal>
HALFHI > DDIFLA<rn,animal> <-
HLIFE<rn>
IDCF<rn>
IDCF<rnp>
IRRIGN<field>
PHLIFE<rn>
PIFRAC<terr,deposit>
PYIELD<terr>
TCOEFF<rn,animal>
TEXPOS<terr>

_RDD<rn,field,deposit>
DDIFLA<rnp,animal>

Short Name Long Name
Research

Math Symbol SI Unit

CF3

DDIFLA<rn,animal>

DDIFLA<rnp,animal>

DECAY<rn>

FEEDR<animal>

FRATE<food>

HAFOOD<animal>

HALFHI

HLIFE<rn>

IDCF<rn>

IDCF<rnp>

IRRIGN<field>

Pi' IFE<rn>

PIFRAC<terr,deposit>

PYIELD<terr>

RDD<rn,field,deposit>

TCOEFF<rn,animal>

TEX?OS<terr>

DAYS PER ANNUM none

MAN'S DOSE FROM ANIMAL (PLANT-LEAF) De1]k

MAN'S DOSE FROM ANIMAL (PLANT-LEAF) Deux

RADIOLOGICAL DECAY CONSTANT Xj

ANIMAL'S FEED CONSUMPTION RAT Qfj

MAN'S FOOD INGESTION RATE U5

TERR. ANIMAL FEED HOLDUP TIME thf,

HIGHEST DAUGHTER HALF-LIFE none

RADIOACTIVE HALF-LIFE tî,

INGESTION DOSE CONVERSION FACTOR DFe!

INGESTION DOSE CONVERSION FACTOR DFe,

FIELD IRRIGATION SOURCE none

PLANT ENVIRON. HALFLIFE tp

PLANT INTERCEPTION FRACTION I,

PLANT YIELD Y,

DEPOSITION RATE TO PLANTS d,

TERR. TRANSFER COEFFICIENT Fn

ABOVE GROUND EXPOSURE TIME te,k

I d / a ]

[Sv/a]

[Sv/a)

[ I / a ]

[kgw.tv.0/d]
[kg-.tfoodVa]

Id]
[a]
[a]

[Sv/Bq]

[Sv/Bq]

[-]

[d]

[Bq/(m 2 . o U 'd) ]

(d/kgu. t!ooa
-)

Id)

For all <rn * 3H>
Units of foods in FRATE and TCOEFF depend on food type: kguet.v(15 for plant;
kSwettood f°r meat, bird and fish; and Lmilk for milk. TCOEFF refers to meat,
milk, or bird only.
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For <animal=meat,milk, bird>
and for <fields=forage field>

Attachment 1 to
FIGURE 3.2.2.2.2.3
94-APR-01
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-19
Version 03A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

NOTE: If IRRIGN<field> = NONE
THEN <deposit = Atmos. Only>

IF IRRIGN<field> = LAKE
THEN <deposit = Plus Lake Irrig.>

IF IRRIGN<field> = WELL
THEN <deposit = Plus Well Irrig.>

Define a temporary variable TEMP, where

TEMP = RDD<rn, field, deposit = Atmos. Only>
• PIFRAC<terr, deposit = Atmos. Only>

IF IRRIGN<field> = LAKE, then
TEMP = TEMP + RDD<rn, field, deposit = Plus Lake Irrig.>
• PIFRAC<terr, deposit = Plus Lake Irrig.>

IF IRRIGN<field> = WELL, then
TEMP = TEMP + RDD<rn, field, deposit = Plus Well Irrig.>
• PIFRAC<terr, deposit = Plus Lake Irrig.>

Eq(l)
REq(12)

DDIFLA<rn,animal> = TEMP • TCOEFF<rn,animal> • FEEDR<animal>

DECAY<rn>
exp - HAFOOD<animal>

CF3

{l-exp(-A,»TEXPOS<terr>}}

PYIELD<terr>

where

Eq(2)
REq(8)

K =
DECAY<rn> In 2

CF3 PHLIFE<rn>

FRATE<food> • IDCF<rn>***

*** IDCF<rn = 1JSI> is set to 1.0 to use this equation to calculate DDIFLA.
For 129I DDIFLA is an activity. It is transformed to a dose in Figure
3.2.2.5.
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Attachment 2to
FIGURE 3.2.2.2.2.3
92-APR-01
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-Oct-19
Version 03A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

IF (HLIFE<rn> < HALFHI)

Eq(3) DDIFLA<rn,animal> = DDIFLA<rn,animal> + DDIFLA<rnp,animal>
IDCF<rn>

IDCF<rnp>

NOTE» If there is no <rnp> for the current <rn>,
DDIFLA<rnp,animal> = 0.

UNIT CHECK:
Eq(l)**

[Sv/a]

• exp

[Bq/(m2
3 0 i l .d)]

[a'1]

[d/a]
Id]

[d/kgW9t£ood*] . [kgwetveBV

( [-]- exp( [d'1] • F d D )

Eq(2)

[kgwec£ood*/a] • [Sv/Bq]

[a'1] [-]

[d/a] [d]

Eq(3) [Sv/a] = [Sv/a] + [Sv/a] •
[Sv/Bq]

[Sv/Bq]

**Note: Unit qualifer "wetveg" is equivalent to "feed" here.

Units of foods in FRATE and TCOEFF depend on food type: kguatveo for plant;
kgwetfood f°r meat, bird and fish; and Lmllk for milk. TCOEFF refers to meat,
milk, or bird only.
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DDIFLM<rnp>[Sv/a] MAN'S DOSE FROM PLANTS (LEAF)
Annual dose to man from consuming plants
contaminated "by <rnp> via deposition.
CALCULATED (3 . 2 . 2 . 2~. 2 . 4)
Research mathematical symbol: Delix where
j = plants, and k = air —» plant leaves —» man.

FIGURE 3.2.2.2.2.4
(No Attachments)
RENAME DATA FIELD
DDIFLM
94-APR-01
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-Oct-19
Version 03?
K. Demoline'
Szekely

.G.

DDIFLM<rnp> DDIFLM<rn>

Short Name Long Name
Research

Math Symbol SI Unit

DDIFLM<rn>

DDIFLM<rnp>

MAN'S DOSE FROM PLANTS '(LEAF) De13k

MAN'S DOSE FROM PLANTS (LEAF) Dellk

[Sv/a]

[Sv/a)

This process receives DDIFLM<rn> from the data store Dose Due to Leaf-Plant
Pathway from the previous iteration, and outputs it as DDIFLM<rnp> for the
current iteration.
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DDIFLA<rnp,animal> [Sv/a] MAN'S DOSE FROM
ANIMALS (PLANT-LEAF) Annual dose to man

ingested plants contaminated by <rnp> via
deposition. CALCULATED (3.2.2.2.2.5)
Research mathematical symbol : Deijk where
j = meat, milk and bird, and k = air
—> plant leaves —» animal —i man

FIGURE 3.2.2.2.2.5
(No Attachments)

94-APR-01
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-19
Version 03A
K. Demoline/J.G. Szekely

DDIF2jA<rnp, animal> DDIFLA<rn,animal>

Short Name Long Name
Research

Math Symbol SI Unit

DDIFLA<rn,animal>

DDIFLA<rnp,animal>

MAN'S DOSE FROM ANIMAL (PLANT-LEAF) De,,K

MAN'S DOSE FROM ANIMAL (PLANT-LEAF) De1]k

[Sv/a]

[Sv/a]

This process receives DDIFLA<rn,aniroal> from the data store Dose Due to
Leaf-Animal Pathway from the previous iteration, and outputs it as
DDIFLA<rnp,animal> for the current iteration.
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DDIFWA<rn,animal> [Sv/a] MAN 'S DOSE FROM ANIMALS
(WATER) Annual dose to man from consuming

contaminated by <rn> .
CALCULATED (3.2.2.2.3) Research
mathematical symbol: Deijlt where j = meat,
milk and bird, and k = water ->animals
- >man .

FIGURE 3.2.2.2.3
(1 Attachment)
CALCULATE POSE DUE TO
ANIMALS DRINKING WATER *
94-APR-01
Version 03A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-19
Version 04A
K. Demoline/J.G. Szekely

ADRINK<animal>
CF3
F6
DECAY<rn>
DOMEST
FRATE<food>
HALFHI > DDIFWA<rn,animal> <-
HLIFE<rn>
HAWATR< an ima1>
IDCF<rn>
IDCF<rnp>
TCOEFF<rn,animal>

ADLW<rn>
ADWW<rn>
DDIFWA<rnp,animal>

Short Name

ADLW<rn>

ADRINK<animal>

ADWW<rn>

CF3

CF6

DDIFWA<rn, animal>

DDIFWA<rnp, animal>

DECAY<rn>

DOMEST

FRATE<food>

HALFHI

HAWATR<animal>

HLIFE<rn>

IDCF<rn>

IDCF<rnp>

TCOEFF<rn, animal>

spddrin

Long Name

ACTIVITY IN LAKEWATER

ANIMAL'S DRINKING WATER INGESTION RATE

ACTIVITY IN WELLWATER

DAYS PER ANNUM

CUBIC METERS PER LITRE

MAN'S DOSE FROM ANIMALS (WATER)

MAN'S DOSE FROM ANIMALS (WATER)

RADIOLOGICAL DECAY CONSTANT

DOMESTIC SOURCE OF WATER

MAN'S FOOD INGESTION RATE

HIGHEST DAUGHTER HALF-LIFE

ANIMAL'S DRINKING WATER HOLDUP TIME

RADIOACTIVE HALF-LIFE

INGESTION DOSE CONVERSION FACTOR

INGESTION DOSE CONVERSION FACTOR

TERR. TRANSFER COEFFICIENT

Research
Math Symbol SI Unit

C,"
Qdwj

cr
None

None

De1)k

Deuk

*•!

None
U3

none
thwj
tî,

DFe,

DF6!

Fil

ADRINK<animal> + CF3 + CF6 +
HAWATR<animal> + HLIFE<rn> +
TCOEFF<rn, animal>

[Bq/m3
v.ttr]

[I^.t.^d]

[Bq/mi.t.,.

[d/a]

[mVL]
[Sv/a]

[Sv/a]

[I/a]

[-)
[kg.«tood'/a]

[a]
[d]
[a]

[Sv/Bq]

[Sv/Bq]

[d/kgw.t£t,od*]

DECAY<rn> + HALFHI +
IDCF<rn> + IDCF<rnp> +

For all <rn 3H>

Units of foods in FRATE and TCOEFF depend on food type: kgwetvea for plant;
kgw<lt.£ood for meat, bird and fish; and Lmilk for milk. TCOEFF refers to meat,
milk, or bird only.
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Attachment to
FIGURE 3.2.2.2.3
94-APR-01
Version 03A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-Oct-19
Version 04A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

For <animal=meat,milk, bird>

Eq(l)
Req(13)

DDIFWA<rn,animal> = a ' TCOEFF<rn,animal> • ADRINK<animal> • CF6

/ DECAY<rn> \
•exp - « HAWATR<animal> I

\ CF3 /

• FRATE<animal> • IDCF<rn>***

where if DOMEST = "LAKE"

Eq(2) a = ADLW<rn>

else

Eq(3) a = ADWW<rn>

Eq(4) IF (HLIFE<rn> < HALFHI)
IDCF<rn>

DDIFWA<rn,animal> = DDIFWA<rn,aniraal> + DDIFWA<rnp,animal> •
IDCF<rnp>

NOTE: If there is no <rnp> for the current <rn>, DDIFWA<rnp,animal> = 0.

UNIT CHECK:

Eq( l )
[Sv/a] = [Bq/m3

wlt(ir] • [d/kgwat£ooa'] • [Lwater/d] • [m3/L]

[a-1]
exp [d] [Sv/Bq]

[d/a]
E q ( 2 )
and [Bq/mi8ter] = [Bq/m3

woter]
E q ( 3 )

[Sv/Bq]
Eq(4) [Sv/a] = [Sv/a] + [Sv/a] •

[Sv/Bq]
* Units of FRATE and TCOEFF depend on food typa: kguetva9 for plant; kgWBt£ood for
meat, bird and fish; and Lmilk for milk. TCOEFF refers to meat, milk or bird
only.

*** IDCF<rn = 129I> is set to 1.0 to use this equation to calculate DDIFWA.
For 129I DDIFWA is an activity. It is transformed to a dose in Figure
3.2.2.5.
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DDIFSA<rn,animal>[Sv/a] MAN'S DOSE FROM
ANIMALS (SOIL) Annual dose to man from
consuming <animals> that have eaten soil
contaminated by <rn>.
CALCULATED (3.2.2.2.4) Research
mathematical symbol: Dei;jk where
j = meat, milk and bird, and k = soil
->animal->man

FIGURE 3.2.2.2.4
(1 Attachment)
CALCULATE DOSES DUE TO
ANIMAL'S SOIL INGESTION
94-APR-01
Version 03A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-19
Version 04A
K. Demoline/J.G. Szekely

CF3
DECAY<rn>
FRATE<food>
HALFHI
HASOIL<animal>

IDCF^ST ""* DDIFSA<rn,animal>
IDCF<rnp>
PROSED
SOILR<animal>
TCOEFF<rn, animal>

Short Name Long Name

ADLSF<rn,field> ACTIVITY IN LAKE SEDIMENTS

ADS<rn, f ield> ACTIVITY IN SOILS

CF3 DAYS PER ANNUM

DDIFSA<rn,animal> MAN'S DOSE FROM ANIMALS (SOIL)

DDIFSA<rnp,animal> MAN'S DOSE FROM ANIMALS (SOIL)

DECAY<rn> RADIOLOGICAL DECAY CONSTANT

FRATE<food> MAN'S FOOD INGESTION RATE

HALFHI HIGHEST DAUGHTER HALF-LIFE

HASOIL<animal> ANIMAL'S SOIL INGESTION HOLDUP TIME

HLIFE<rn> RADIOACTIVE HALF-LIFE

IDCF<rn> INGESTION DOSE CONVERSION FACTOR

IDCF<rnp> INGESTION DOSE CONVERSION FACTOR

PROSED PROBABILITY OF USING SEDIMENT AS SOIL

SOILR<animal> ANIMAL'S SOIL INGESTION RATE

TCOEFF<rn,animal> TERR. TRANSFER COEFFICIENT

ADLSF<rn, f ield>
ADS<rn, field>

DDIFSA<rnp, animal>

Research
Math Symbol SI Unit

C\LD [Bq/kgdty..a]
C'," & C5/ [Bq/kgdryitlll]

None (d/a]

Deljk [Sv/a]

Del]k [Sv/a]

X, t l /a]

U3 [kg«.tioo,r/a]
none [a]
thsj [d]
tï, [a]

DFet [Sv/Bq]
DFe, [Sv/Bq)
none [ - ]
QSJ tkgatyi{>u/d]
FU ld/kgu.tfoo<i']

spdsoil = CF3 + DECAY<rn> + HALFHI + HASOIL<animal> + HLIFE<rn> +
IDCF<rn> + IDCF<rnp> + PROSED + SOILR<animal> +
TCOEFF<rn,animal>

NOTE: For all <rn 3H>

IF PROSED = 0 THEN
a = ADS<rn,field=forage field>

ELSE
a = ADLSF<rn,field=forage field>

END IF
Units of foods in FRATE and TCOEFF depend on food type: kgw(,tvea for plant;
kgwet£ood for meat, bird and fish; and Lmilk for milk. TCOEFF refers to meat,
milk, or bird only.
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Attachment to
FIGURE 3.2.2.2.4
,9 4-APR-01
version 03A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-19
Version 04A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

For <animal=meat,milk and bird>

Eq(l)
REq(14)

DDIFSA<rn,animal> = a • TCOEFF<rn,animal^ • SOILR<animal>

exp
DECAY<rn>

CF3
• HASOIL<animal>

• FRATE<food> • IDCF<rn> * **•

IF (HLIFE<rn> < HALFHI)

Eq(2) DDIFSA<rn,animal> = DDIFSA<rn,animal> + DDIFSA<rnp,animal>

NOTE: If there is no <rnp> for the current <rn>,
DDIFSA<rnp,animal> = 0.

IDCF<rn>

IDCF<rnp>

UNIT CHECK:

Eq(l) [Sv/a]

• exp

[Bq/kgdry5oil]

[a'1]

[d/kgwet£ood']

[d/a]
[d]

[kgdrysoii/d]

• [Sv/Bq]

Eq(2) [Sv/a] = [Sv/a] + [Sv/a] •
[Sv/Bq]

[Sv/Bq]

**Note; Unit qualifer "wetveg" is equivalent to "feed" here.

* Units of foods in FRATE and TCOEFF depend on food type: kguetvea for plant;
kgw(,t£ood for meat, bird and fish; and Lmllk for milk. TCOEFF refers to meat,
milk, or bird only.

*** IDCF<rn = 129I> is set to 1.0 to use this equation to calculate DDIFSA.
For 129I DDIFSA is an activity. It is transformed to a dose in Figure
3.2.2.5.
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DDIFFM<rn> [Sv/a] MAN'S FISH INGEST. DOSE Annual
dose to man from consuming fish
contaminated by <rn> present in lake water.
CALCULATED (3.2.2.2.5) Research
mathematical symbol:Dei:Jk where j = fish and
k = water ->fish->man.

FIGURE 3.2.2.2.5
(1 Attachment)
CALCULATE DOSES DUE TO
INGESTION OF FISH *
94-APR-01
Version 03A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-Oct-19
Version 04A
K. Demoline/J.G. Szekely

ATCOEF<rn>
CF3
CF6
DECAY<rn>
FRATE<food=fish>
HALFHI
HFISH
HLIFE<rn>
IDCF<rn>
IDCF<rnp>

ADLW<rn>
DDIFFM<rnp>

Short Name

ADLW<rn>
ATCOEF<rn>

CF3

CF6

DDIFFM<rn>

DDIFFM<rnp>

DECAY<rn>

FRATE< f ood= f i sh>

HALFHI

HFISH

HLIFE<rn>
IDCF<rn>

IDCF<rnp>

Long Name

ACTIVITY IN LAKEWATER

AQUATIC CONCENTRATION RATIO

DAYS PER ANNUM

CUBIC METRES PER LITRE

MAN'S FISH INGEST. DOSE

MAN'S FISH INGEST. DOSE

RADIOLOGICAL DECAY CONSTANT

MAN'S FOOD INGESTION RATE

HIGHEST DAUGHTER HALF-LIFE

FISH HOLDUP TIME

RADIOACTIVE HALF-LIFE

INGESTION DOSE CONVERSION FACTOR

INGESTION DOSE CONVERSION FACTOR

Research
Math Symbol

C,"
Bu
none
none
De13k
Dem
*i
Uj

none
thp

Mi
DFe,
DF6l

SI Unit

[Bq/m'w.t.r]

[ls.«.i/fc3wifoo(iJ
Id/a]
[m3/L]
[Sv/a]
[Sv/a]
[I/a]

[kgv.ttoodVa]
[a]
[d]
[a]

[Sv/BqJ

[Sv/Bq]

For all <rn / 3H>

spdfish = ATCOEF<rn> + CF3 + CF6 + DECAY<rn> + HALFHI
+ HFISH + HLIFE<rn> + IDCF<rn> + IDCF<rnp>
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Attachment to
FIGURE 3.2.2.2.5
94-APR-01
Version 03A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-19
Version 04A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

Eq(l)
REq(15)

DDIFFM<rn> = ADLW<rn> • CF6 • ATCOEF<rn>

exp
DECAY<rn>

HFISH
CF3

FRATE<food=fish> • IDCF<rn>***

IF (HLIFE<rn> S HALFHI)

Eq(2) DDIFFM<rn> = DDIFFM<rn> + DDIFFM<rnp>
IDCF<rn>

IDCF<rnp>

NOTE: If there is no <rnp> for the current <rn>, DDIFFM<rnp> = 0.

UNIT CHECK:

Eq(l) [Sv/a] = [Bq/m3
u«er]

[a'1]exp [d]
[d/a]

* fkwater/kgwetfood]

• [kgwet£ood'/a] • [Sv/Bq]

Eq(2) [Sv/a] = [Sv/a] + [Sv/a] •
[Sv/Bq]

[Sv/Bq]

* Units of foods in FRATE depend on food type: kguei.vefl for plant;
kgwet.£ood for meat, bird and fish; and Lmilk for milk.

*** IDCF<rn = 129I> is set to 1.0 to use this equation to calculate DDIFFM.
For 129I DDIFFM is an activity. It is transformed to a dose in Figure 3 . 2 . 2 . 5 .
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CHKCR<rn> [-] CHECK ON CONCENTRATION RATIO
Maximum ratio of concentrations of
nuclide <rn> in plants and soil for the
plant sources of the four terrestrial
food sources.
CALCULATED (3.2.2.2.6) Research
mathematical symbol: None

FIGURE 3.2.2.2.6
(No Attachments)
3ENERATE WARNING OF HIGH
PLANT CONCENTRATION
92-SEP-28
Version 01A
L.C. Wojciechowski

94-OCT-19
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G. Szekely

Short Name

CRATIO<rn>
LAYRR
PYIELD<terr>
SBD<soil>
STYPE

CHKCR<rn>

Long Name
Research

Math Symbol SI Unit

CHKCR<rn> CHECK ON CONCENTRATION RATIO none

CRATIO<rn> PLANT/SOIL CONCENTRATION RATIO Dose Model-E

LAYRR 3EPTH OF SOIL ROOT ZONE (1+2) LAYRR

PYIELD<terr> PLANT YIELD Yj

SBD<soil> SOIL BULK DENSITY none

STYPE SOIL TYPE none

Eq(l) CHKCR<rn> = Max
REq(12a) terr

CRATIO<rn> • PYIELD<terr>

LAYRR • SBD<soil=STYPE> /

For <terr=plant, meat, milk or bird>, and for all <rn>.

NOTE: (CHKCR<rn> should be output to .OUT file as a dependent (calculated)
parameter).

IF (CHKCR<rn> > 1. for any <rn>)

THEN
a = Max {PYIELD<terr>}

terr

For <terr=plant, meat, milk or bird>, and for all <rn>.

Eq(2) CRATIO<rn> = LAYRR • SBD<soil=STYPE> / a

UNIT CHECK:

Eq(l) [-] =

Bq/kgu<.tveg

. Bq/kg^ou .

msoil

•

•

^gwetveg

mloil

kgdrysoil

• mdrysoil

Eq(2) [Bq.kg-w
l
ctvea/(Bq. = [nwil * [kgdrysoil/m

3
drysoil] / [kgwetv^/m2.oll]
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DDIF<rn> [Sv/a] MAN'S FOOD INGEST. DOSE Annual
dose to irian due to consurr.pticn of <foods>
(plant, meat, milk, bird and fish)
contaminated with <rn>.
CALCULATED (3.2.2.2.7) Research mathe-
matical symbol: ZZ Dei:jk where j = plant,
meat, milk, bird and fish, and k = the 7
food ingestion pathways.

FIGURE 3.2.2.2.7
(Nc Attachments)
SUM ALL FOOD ROUTE DOSES

92-SEP-28
Version 01A
L.C. Wojciechowski

94-OCT-19
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G. Szekely

DDIF<rn>

DDIFFM<rn>
DDIFLA<rn,animal>
DDIFLM<rn>
DDIFRA<rn,animal>
DDIFRM<rn>
DDIFSA<rn,animal>
DDIFWA<rn,animal>

Short Name

DDIF<rn>

DDIFFM<rn>

DDIFLA<rn, animal>

DDIFLM<rn>

DDIFRA<rn, aniroal>

DDIFRM<rn>

DDIFSA<rn, animal>

DDIFWA<rn, animal>

Long Name

MAN-

MAN'

MAN-

MAN'

MAN-

MAN'

MAN-

MAN'

S

S

S

S

S

S

s
s

FOOD

FISH

DOSE

DOSE

DOSE

DOSE

DOSE

DOSE

INGEST. DOSE

INGEST. DOSE

FROM

FROM

FROM

FROM

FROM

FROM

ANIMALS

PLANTS

ANIMALS

PLANTS

ANIMALS

ANIMALS

(PLANT LEAF)

(LEAF)

(PLANT ROOT)

(ROOT)

(SOIL)

(WATER)

Research
Math Symbol

£ I

De
De
De
De
De
De
De

D6ljk

13k

13k

13k

13k

13k

13k

13k

SI Unit

[Sv/a]

[Sv/a]

[Sv/a]

[Sv/a]

[Sv/a]

[Sv/a]

[Sv/a]

[Sv/a]

Note: For <animal=meat, milk and bird>, and for

ail <rn * 3H>

Eq(l)
REq(27)

DDIF<rn> = DDIFRM<rn> + DDIFLM<rn> + DDIFFM<rn> DDIFRA<rn,animal>
animal=l

+ DDIFLA<rn,animal> -f- DDIFWA<rn,animal> + DDIFSA<rn,animal>

UNIT CHECK:

Eq(l) all quantities are in [Sv/a], except for 129I, when all quantities are
in [Bq/a]
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DDIFWA<rnp,animal> [Sv/aJMAN'S DOSE FROM
ANIMALS (WATER) Annual dose to man from
consuming <animals> that have ingested
water contaminated by <rnp>.
CALCULATED (3.2.2.2.8)
Research mathematical symbol: Deiik where
j = meat, milk and bird, and k = water
—> animals —» man.

FIGURE 3.2.2.2.8
(No Attachments)
RENAME DATA FIELD DDIFWA
94-APR-01
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-19
Version 03A
K. Demoline/J.G. Szekely

DDIFWA<rnp,animal> DDIFWA<rn,animal>

Short Name Long Name
Research

Math Symbol SI Unit

DDIFWA<rn,animal>
DDIFWA<rnp,animal>

MAN'S DOSE FROM ANIMALS (WATER) De,

MAN'S DOSE FROM ANIMALS (WATER) De,

ISv/a]

[Sv/a]

This process receives DDIFWA<rn,animal> from the data store Dose due to
Animal Drinking Water Pathway from the previous iteration, and outputs it as
DDIFWA<rnp,animal> for the current iteration.
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DDIFSA<rnp,animal> [Sv/a] MAN'S DOSE FROM
ANIMALS (SOIL) Annual dose to man from
consuming <animals> that have eaten soil
contaminated by <rnp>.
CALCULATED (3.2.2.2.9) Research
mathematical symbol: Dei:jk where j = meat,
milk and bird, and k = soil —> animal
—» man.

'FIGURE 3.2.2.2.9
(No Attachments)
RENAME DATA FIELD DDIFSA
94-APR-01
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-19
Version 03A
K. Demoline/J.G. Szekely

DDIFSA<rnp,animal> DDIFSA<rn,animal>

Short Name Long Name
Research

Math Symbol SI Unit

DDIFSA<rn,animal>

DDIFSA<rnp,animal>

MAN'S DOSE FROM ANIMALS (SOIL) Deuk

MAN'S DOSE FROM ANIMALS (SOIL) De1)k

[Sv/a]

[Sv/a]

This process receives DDIFSA<rn,animal> from the data store Dose due to
Animal Soil Ingestion Pathway from the previous iteration, and outputs it as
DDIFSA<rnp,animal> for the current iteration.
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DDIFFM<rnp> [Sv/a] MAN'S FISH INGEST. DOSE
Annual dose to man from consuming fish
contaminated by <rnp> present in lake
water. CALCULATED (3.2.2.2.10) Research
mathematical symbol :Dei:)lt where j = fish
and k = water —> fish —» man.

FIGURE 3 .2 .2 .2 .10
(No Attachments)
RENAME DATA FIELD DDIFFM
94-APR-01
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-19
version 03A
K. Demoline/J.G. Szekely

DDIFFM<rnp> DDIFFM<rn>

Short Name Long Name
Research

Math Symbol SI Unit

DDIFFM<rn>
DDIFFM<rnp>

MAN'S FISH INGEST. DOSE

MAN'S FISH INGEST. DOSE

[Sv/a]
[Sv/a]

This process receives DDIFFM<rn> from the data store Dose due to Fish
Pathway from the previous iteration, and outputs it as DDIFFM<rnp> for the
current iteration.
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DDIW<rn> [Sv/a] MAN'S DRINKING WATER DOSE FIGU
Annual dose to man from consuming water ^No i
contaminated with <rn>. CALC
CALCULATED ( 3 . 2 . 2 . 3 ) MATE
Research mathematical symbol: Dw£ 94-A

Short Name

ADLW<rn>

ADWW<rn>

CF3

CF6

DDIW<rn>

DECAY<rn>

DOMEST

DRATE

HMWATR

IDCF<rn>

Vers
J.G.
H . A .

94-O
Vers
K. D

CF3
CF6
|gCAY<rn> . ADLW<

DRATET ' D ^" " ADWW<

HMWATR
IDCF<rn>

Research

RE 3 . 2 . 2 . 3
Attachments)
. DOSE FROM DRINKING
R PATHWAY #
PR- 01
ion 02A
Szekely/
Halliday

:T-19
ion 03A
smoline/J.G. Szekely

:rn>
;rn>

Long Name Math Symbol SI Unit

ACTIVITY IN LAKE WATER Ct
lH

ACTIVITY IN WELL WATER d™

DAYS PER ANNUM none

CUBIC METRES PER LITRE none

MAN'S DRINKING WATER DOSE Dw1

RADIOLOGICAL DECAY CONSTANT X4

DOMESTIC SOURCE OF WATER none

MAN'S' DRINKING WATER INGESTION RATE Udw

MAN'S DRINKING WATER HOLDUP TIME thdw

INGESTION DOSE CONVERSION FACTOR DFe!

[Bq/m3
v.t.r]

[Bq/m3
u.t.r]

[d/a]
[m3/L]
[Sv/a]
[I/a]

[-]
lLv.t.r/3]

[d]

[Sv/Bq]

spdwatr = CF3 + CF6 + DECAY<rn> + HMWATR + IDCF<rn>

NOTE: For all <rn * 3H>

DECAY<rn>
Eq(l) DDIW<rn> =
REq(16)

a • exp • HMWATR • DRATE • IDCF<rn>***
CF3

where IF DOMEST = "LAKE"

Eq(2) a = ADLW<rn> • CF6

Eq(3) ELSE a = ADWW<rn> • CF6 (wellwater source)

UNIT CHECKS:

E q ( 3 ) and E q ( 2 ) [Bq/Lwacer] = [Bq/m3
water] • [m3 /L]

E q ( l )

[Sv/a] = exp
[a-lj

[d] • [Luacer/a] • [Sv/Bq]
[d/a]

*** IDCF<rn = 129I> is set to 1.0 to use this equation to calculate DDIW.
For 129I DDIW is an activity. It is transformed to a dose in Figure 3.2.2.5.
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DDIA<rn> [Sv/a] MAN'S INHALATION DOSE Annual dose
to man from inhaling air contaminated with
<rn>. CALCULATED (3.2.2.4) Research
mathematical symbol: Dii

FIGURE 3.2.2.4
(No Attachments)
CALC. DOSE FROM AIR
INHALATION PATHWAY
94-APR-01
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-20
Version 03A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

BLDOCC
ROCC
INHDCF<rn>
IRATE

ADAKrn>
ADAO<rn>

Short Name

ADAKrn>

ADAO<rn>

BLDOCC

DDIA<rn>

GROCC

INHDCF<rn>

IRATE

Long Name

ACTIVITY IN AIR (INDOOR)

ACTIVITY IN AIR (OUTDOOR)

BUILDING OCCUPANCY FACTOR

MAN'S INHALATION DOSE

GROUND EXPOSURE OCCUPANCY FACTOR

INHALATION DOSE CONVERSION FACTOR

MAN'S INHALATION RATE

Research
Math Symbol

AC1B
AC10
Ob

Dii
Og

DFt
li

SI Unit

[Bq.m-.3lt]
[Bq.m-.\r]

(-)
[Sv/a]

[-]
[Sv/Bq]

Ui3.lr/a]

spdair = BLDOCC + GROCC + INHDCF<rn>

* NOTE: For all <rn * 3H>

Eq(l) DDIA<rn> = [GROCC • ADAO<rn> + BLDOCC • ADAKrn>] •
Req(17) IRATE • INHDCF<rn>***

UNIT CHECK:

Eq(l) [Sv/a] [Bq/m3
air] [Bq/m3

air]

[m3
air/a] • [Sv/Bq]

*** INHDCF<rn = 123I> is set to 1.0 to use this equation to calculate DDIA.
For 129I DDIA is an activity. It is transformed to a dose in Figure 3 .2 .2 .5
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DDI<rn> [Sv/a] MAN'S TOTAL INTERNAL DOSE
to man

Annual dose
due to internal exposure routes from

radionuclide <rn> CALCULATED ( 3 . 2 . 2 .5 )
Research mathematical symbol: DwL + DSi +
ZZ Dei:ix where j = plant, meat, milk
fish,

Short Name

ADGW<rn, bloo

ADWW<rn>

CADCF

CF6

DDI<rn>

DDIA<rn>

DDIFH

DDIF<rn>
DDIS<rn>
DDIW<rn>
INDCF

INIDN

MASRAD

MASRDC

SCAGW

SINGW

SOFCA

SOFMAS

THYIDN

THYMAS

and k = all 8 food ingestion

CADCF
Lr o
INDCF
INIDN
MASRAD
SCAGW ^ DDI^rn.' ^
SINGW
SOFCA
SOFMAS
THYIDN
THYMAS
MASRDC

Long Name

ACTIVITY IN GROUNDWATER

ACTIVITY IN WELL WATER

INTERNAL DCF FOR C-14

CUBIC METRES PER LITRE

MAN'S TOTAL INTERNAL DOSE

MAN'S INHALATION DOSE

MAN'S INTERNAL DOSE FROM 3-H

MAN'S FOOD INGESTION DOSE

MAN'S SOIL INGESTION DOSE

MAN'S DRINKING WATER DOSE

INTERNAL DCF FOR. I 129

STABLE IODINE INTAKE

MASS/RADIOACTIVITY CONV. FCTR.

MASS /RADIOACTIVITY CONV. FCTR.

CONCENTRATION OF CARBON IN WATER

CONCENTRATION OF 1-127 IN WATER

CARBON CONTENT IN SOFT TISSUES

MASS OF CARBON IN SOFT TISSUES

IODINE CONTENT OF THYROID

MASS OF THYROID

, bird and
pathways.

FIGURE 3 . 2 . 2 . 5
(3 Attachments)
SUM INTERNAL DOSES
9 4 -APR- 01
Version 01A
J.G. Szekely/
H . A . Halliday

94-OCT-20
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

ADGW<rn , bloc>
ADWW<rn>
DDIA<rn>
DDIFH
DDIF<rn>
DDIS<rn>
DDIW<rn>

Research
Math Symbol

C=,«

d"
DFcu

none
See DD

Dii
DHH3

IE De13k

DSj

Dw,

DFU!,

In,

gb
gc
cwc

cw,
Bc

B.
Thi

Thm

SI Unit

[Bq/m5
u«.t]

[Bq/ml.t.r)

[ ( S v / a ) / ( B q / k g ) ]

[m'/L]
[Sv/a]

[Sv/a]

[Sv/a]

[Sv/a]

[Sv/a]

[Sv/a]

[ (Sv / a ) / (Bq /kg ) ]

[kg/a]

[kg/Bq]

[Kg/Bq]

[kgc/Lu.c.r]

[fcgi-137/L..t.rl

[kg]
[kg]
[kg]
[kg]

spdgwd = CADCF
SOFCA

CF6 + INDCF + INIDN + MASRAD + SCAGW + SINGW +
SOFMAS + THYIDN + THYMAS + MASRDC
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Attachment 1 to
FIGURE 3.2.2.5
94-APR-01
Version 01A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-20
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

For all 4C or 3H>

Eq( l )
REq(29b)

DDI<rn> = DDIF<rn> + DDIW<rn> + DDIS<rn> + DDIA<rn>

For <rn=128I>

E q ( 2 ) DDr<rn=129I>" = DDIF<rn=129I> + DDIW<rn=129I> + DDIS<rn=129I>
DDIA<rn=129I>

E q ( 3 ) DDKrn=129I> = INDCF •

THYIDN

DDr<rn=129I> «MASRAD

. NIDN + DDI*<rn=129I>'MASRAD

MASRAD
/ THYMAS

The contributions to DDI for 129I via the different internal pathways are now
calculated by a formula like Equation (3), breaking DDI* in the numerator into
the sum of activities ingested via the different pathways.

Eq(3a) DDIpathway<rn=
129I> = INDCF

THYIDN

DDI'pathway<rn=
129I»MASRAD

INIDN + DDr<rn=129I>«MASRAD .

MASPAD
/ THYMAS

Calculate the maximum possible 129I internal dose from the concentration of
stable iodine in well water or groundwater:

( ADWW<rn=129I> )
Eq(4) a = Max' < \

lADGW<rn=129I,bloc*well> J
Make the comparison only if a well is present and is used as the
source of domestic water; otherwise take the maximum of all
ADGW<rn=129I, bloc*well>.

Eq(5) = INDCF •
a- MASRAD

SINGW

CF6 .

+ a • MASRAD

THYIDN

MASRAD
/ THYMAS

DDI*<rn=129I> is the sum of ingested and inhaled activity through the
usual pathways.
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Attachment 2 to
FIGURE 3.2.2.5
94-APR-01
Version 01A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-20
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

Set the internal 129I dose to the minimum of the pathways and
groundwater-limited estimates (Eqs(3) and ( 5 ) ) .

[DDKrn=129I>
E q ( 6 ) DDI<rn=129I> = Min (

lp

If at any time the groundwater dilution limit, p, is the minimum then
set a flag indicating that the groundwater dilution limit was selected over
the total internal dose. The estimated pathways doses lose their meaning
after that time because different water sources may drive different pathways,
hence stable iodine may have a different effect in diluting 129I via each
pathway.

For <rn=14C>
Calculate estimated internal dose via the various pathways:

Eq(7) DDKrn=14C> = DDIF<rn=14C> + DDIW<rn=14C> + DDIS<rn=14C> + DDIA<rn=14C>

Compare the pathways estimate with the physically possible upper limit set
by the concentration of stable carbon in well water or groundwater:

[ADWW<rn=14C> |
Eg (8) a = Max* ( \

lADGW<rn=14C,bloc*well> J
Make the comparison only if a well is present and is used as the
source of domestic water; otherwise take the maximum of all
ADGW<rn=l4C, bloc*well>.

Eq(9) p = CADCF •
OC • MASRDC

SCAGW '

CF6 .

+ a • MASRDC
•

SOFCA

MASRDC ,
/ SOFMAS

Set the internal 14C dose to the minimum of the pathways and groundwater
limit estimates:

DDI<rn=14C>
Eq(10) DDKrn=14C> = Min { \

If at any time the groundwater dilution limit, P, is the minimum, then
set a flag indicating that the groundwater dilution limit was selected over
total internal dose. Estimated pathways doses lose their meaning after this
time.

For <rn=3H>
Eq( l l ) DDKrn=3H> = DDIFH
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Attachment 3 to
FIGURE 3.2.2.5
94-APR-01
Version 01A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-20
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

UNIT CHECK:

Eq(l)& [Sv/a]
Eq(2)&Eq(7)

Eq(3)& [Sv/a)
(3a)

Eq(5)& [Sv/a] =
Eq(9)

= [Sv/a] + [Sv/a] + [Sv/a] + [Sv/a]

[Sv/a]

[Bq/kg]

[Bq/a]•[kg/Bq]

[kg/a]+[Bq/a]•[kg/Bq]

[kg]

[kg/Bq] [kg]

[Sv/a]

[Bq/kg]

[Bq/m3
uater] • [kg/Bq]

kg/Lwater

.m 3 /L

•f [Bq/m3
water]. [kg/Bq]

[kg]

[kg/Bq]

1

[kg]

Eq(6)& [Sv/a] = [[Sv/a],[Sv/a]]
Eq(10)

Eq(ll) [Sv/a] = [Sv/a]

Note: For 129I DDI* is an activity and has units of [Bq/a] .
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DDIS<rn> [Sv/a] MAN'S SOIL INGESTION DOSE
Annual dose to man from ingesting soil
contaminated with <rn>.
CALCULATED (3.2.2.6) Research
mathematical symbol: DSj_

FIGURE 3.2.2.6
(No Attachments)
CALCULATE DOSE FROM SOIL
INGESTION PATHWAY *
94-APR-01
Version 03A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliuay

94-OCT-20
Version 04A
K. Demoline/J.G. Szekely

FRATE<food>
IDCF<rn>
PROSED
SOILHD
SOILPT

DDIS<rn>
ADLSF<rn, f ield=vegetable patch>
- ADS<rn, f ield=vegetable patch>

Short Name Long Name
Research

Math Symbol SI Unit

ADLSF<rn,field=veg.patch>
ADS<rn,field=veg.patch>
DDIS<rn>
FRATE<food>

IDCF<rn>

PROSED

SOILHD

SOILPT

ACTIVITY IN LAKE SEDIMENTS C\c°

ACTIVITY IN SOILS C\v 4 C\r

MAN'S SOIL INGESTION DOSE Ds,

MAN'S FOOD INGESTION RATE Uj

INGESTION DOSE CONVERSION FACTOR DFe!

PROBABILITY OF USING SEDIMENT AS SOIL none

SOIL INGESTION FROM HAND Hs

SOIL CONTAMINATION OF PLANTS Ps

[Bq/kgary.01i]

[Sv/a]
[Jcg«.tfood'/a]

[Sv/Bq]

NOTE:

spdsoi!2 = IDCF<rn> + PROSED + SOILHD + SOILPT

For all <rn> but 3H

IF PROSED = 0 THEN (X = ADS<rn,field=vegetable patch>
ELSE a = ADLSF<rn,field=vegetable patch>

Eq(l) DDIS<rn> = a • [SOILHD + (SOILPT • FRATE<food=plant>)]
REq(16a)
and(16b)

IDCF<rn>***

UNIT CHECK:
[Sv/a] = [Bq/kgdryaoil'*] •

(kgdrysoil/kgwetvea

[kgdrysoil/a

[Sv/Bg]

* Units of foods in PRATE depend on food type: kgwetveg for plant;
kgwet£ood f°r meat, bird and fish; and Lmilk for milk.

** NOTE: Lake sediments may be used here. Hence unit
qualifer (drysed) is equivalent to (drysoil) here.

*** IDCF<rn = 129I> is set to 1.0 to use this equation to calculate DDIS.
For 129I DDIS is an activity. It is transformed to a dose in Figure 3 . 2 . 2 . 5
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D D I F H [ S v / a ] MAN'S INTERNAL DOSE FROM 3-H
Annual dose to man due to 4H in the
environment. Includes ingestion of all
foods, drinking of water and inhalation of
air. CALCULATED (3.2.2.7) Research
mathematical symbol: DHH3

FIGURE 3.2.2.7
(No Attachments)
CALCULATE INTERNAL DOSE
FROM 3H
94-APR-01
Version 03A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-20
Version 04A
K. Demoline/J.G. Szekely

HDCF
HYMAJN - > LIJJIFH < A
HYWTR

DLW<rn=3H>

Short Name

ADLW<rn>

DDIFH

HDCF

HYMAN

HYWTR

Long Name

ACTIVITY IN LAKEWATER

MAN'S INTERNAL DOSE FROM 3-H

INTERNAL DCF FOR H-3

HYDROGEN CONCENTRATION IN MAN

HYDROGEN CONCENTRATION IN WATER

Research
Math Symbol SI Unit

CV IBq/»l««,
DHH, [Sv/a]

DFH3 [Sva-'/Oq-kg-.'.J ]

MCh [ghyaroo-n/kg^]

CFWH [Shydroo.n/raMt.rl

spdh3 = HDCF + HYMAN + HYWTR

Eq(l) DDIFH = HDCF • (ADLW<rn=3H>/HYWTR) • HYMAN
REq(25a)

UNIT CHECK:

Eq(l) [Sv/a] = [Bq/m3
water]
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LEGEND
lime selles

time-Independent

parameters

process n

data store

Variable list:
sp... sampled
dp... dependent
Is... time series
cq... consequence

FIGURE 3.2.3
(1 Attachment)
CALCULATE faoSES DUE TO
EXTERNAL ROUTES

94-FEB-15
Version 02A
HA HalliOay

<m * 3-H>

ADPWF.mJIold

ADS.m.fleld

RDD_rn_(leld_doposlt

3.2.3.1 - CALCULATE DOSE FROM IMMERSION IN AIR
3.2.3.2 • CALCUUTE DOSE FROM IMMERSION IN WATER
3.2.3.3 - CALCULATE DOSE FROM EXPOSURE TO GROUND

3.2.3.4 • CALCULATE DOSE FROM EXPOSURE TO BUILDING MATERIALS
3.2.3.5 • SUM EXTERNAL DOSES TO MAN

' - This variable appears more than once once within a data now on
this diagram
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spdbmat =BLDDCF<rn> + BLDOCC + spdinorg + spdwood

tsbld = ADEBI<rn> -t- ADEBW<rn>

Attachment to
Figure 3.2.3
94-FEB-15
Version 02A
H.A. Halliday

94-Jul-06
Version 03A
K. Demoline
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lDDEA<rn> [Sv/a] MAN'S AIR IMMERSION DOSE Annual dose
to man due to immersion in air contaminated by
<rn>. CALCULATED (3.2.3.1)
Research mathematical symbol: Dax

FIGURE 3.2.3.1
(No Attachments)
CALC. DOSE FROM
IMMERSION IN AIR
92-SEP-28
Version 01A
L.C. Wojciechowski

94-OCT-20
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

ADAKrn>
ADAO<rn>

GROCC

Short Name

ADAI<rn>

ADAO<rn>

AIRDCF<rn>

BLDOCC

DDEA<rn>

GROCC

Long Name

ACTIVITY IN AIR (INDOOR)

ACTIVITY IN AIR (OUTDOOR)

AIR IMMERSION DOSE CONVERSION FACTOR

BUILDING OCCUPANCY FACTOR

MAN'S AIR IMMERSION DOSE

GROUND OCCUPANCY FACTOR

Research
Math Symbol

ACIB

AC10

DFa,

Ob

Da,

Og

SI Unit

lBq.m;]u]

[Bq.m-.\t]

[Sva-'/(Bq.m;3lr) ]

[-]

[Sv/a]

[-]

Eg(l) DDEA<rn> = [GROCC • ADAO<rn> + BLDOCC • ADAKrn>]
REq(18)

AIRDCF<rn>

UNIT CHECK:

E q ( l ) [Sv/a] = {[-] • [Bq/m3
air] + [-] • [Bq/m3

air]}

[Sv.a-V(Bq.m;3
i r)]
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Dr>EW<rr.>[Sv/a.1 MAN'S WATER IMMERSION DOSE Annual
dose to man due to immersion in water (lake
water or well water) contaminated by <rn>.
CALCULATED (3.2.3.2) Research mathematical
symbol : Dhi

FIGURE 3.2.3.2
(No Attachments)
CALC. DOSE FROM
IMMERSION IN WATER
92-SEP-28
Version 01A
L.C. Wojciechowski

94-OCT-20
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

DOMEST
WTRDCF<rn> > DDEW<rn>
WTROCC

ADLW<rn>
ADWW<rn>

Short Name Long Name
Research
Math Symbol SI Unit

ADLW<rn>

ADWW<rn>

DDEW<rn>

DOMEST

WTRDCF<rn>

WTROCC

ACTIVITY IN LAKEWATER

ACTIVITY IN WELLWATER

MAN'S WATER IMMERSION DOSE

DOMESTIC SOURCE OF WATER

WATER IMMERSION DOSE CONVERSION FACTOR

WATER IMMERSION OCCUPANCY FACTOR

none

Oe

[Bq«mjw.c.t]

[Bq.m3u.t.r]

[Sv/a]

[Sva-V(Bq.m-w
J.t.r>:

[-1

Eq(l) DDEW<rn> = a • WTROCC • WTRDCF<rn>
REq(19)

Where IF DOMEST = "LAKE"

Eq(2) a = ADLW<rn>

Eq(3) ELSE a = ADWW<rn> (wellwater source)

UNIT CHECKS:

Eq(2) and (3)

Eq(l)

[Bq/m3
watar] = [Bq/m3

wacer]

[Sv/a] = [Bq/m3
wo«r] • [-] • [Sva'1/ (Bq.m-U

3
ater) ]
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)PDEG<rn~- [Sv/a] MAN'S GROUND EXPOSURE DOSE
Annual dose to man from exposure to
ground (forage field soil, vegetable
patch soil or lake sediment) contamin-
ated by <rn>. CALCULATED (3.2.3.3)
Research mathematical symbol: DgA

FIGURE, 3.2.3.3
(No Attachments)
CALC. DOSE FROM EXPOSURE
TO GROUND
92-SEP-28
Version 01A
L.C. Wojciechowski

94-OCT-20
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G. Szekely

DWS
GRDCF<rn>v
GROCC
PROSED

DDEG<rn> ADLSF<rn, field>
ADS<rn, field>

Short Name Long Name
Research

Math Symbol SI Unit

ADLSF<rn, f ield>
ADS<rn, f ield>
DDEG<rn>

DWS

GRDCF<rn>

GROCC

PROSED

ACTIVITY IN LAKE SEDIMENTS

ACTIVITY IN SOILS

MAN'S GROUND EXPOSURE DOSE

DRY/WET SOIL CONVERSION FACTOR

GROUND EXPOSURE DOSE CONVERSION FACTOR

GROUND EXPOSURE OCCUPANCY FACTOR

PROBABILITY OF USING SEDIMENT AS SOIL

CSED

cV.cV
Dg,
dws
DFg,
Og
none

[Bq/kgjjy.̂ ]
(Bq/kgdry.011]

[Sv/a]
[kgdryloli/kg1(.t.011]

[Sva"1/ (Bq'kg'J.t.ou) ]
t-1
[-]

E q ( l )

E q ( 2 )

E q ( 3 )
REq(20)

IF PROSED = 0 THEN
ADS<rn,field=vegetable patch>

a = Max (ADS<rn,field=forage field>
/ADS<rn,field=woodlot>

I ADS<rn,field=peatbog>

ADLSF<rn,field=vegetable patch>
ELSE

a = Max ADLSF<rn,field=forage field>
ADLSF<rn,field=woodlot>
ADLSF<rn,field=peatbog>

END IF

DDEG<rn> = a • DWS • GROCC • GRDCF<rn>

UNIT CHECK:

E q ( l ) & { 2 ) [Bq/kgdry] = [Bq/kgdrysoll] , [Bq/kgdrysed]

oii'] • [kgdrysoil'/kgwets,oil] • [-]E q ( 3 ) [Sv/a] =

* or kgdry8ed/ assuming farmed soils and sediments have equal moisture content.
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tCGEND -
time sonos

parameters

O process n

data store

Variable list:

dp... dépendent

cq... consequence

FIGURE 3.2.3.4
(1 Attachment)
CALCULATE DOSS FROM
EXPOSURE TO BUILDING

MATERIALS
94-FEB-15
Version 02A
H.A. Halliday

CALCULATE DOSE
FROM EACH
BUILD

CALCULATE CONCENTRATION
OF RAD

ADLSF_m_field

ADPWF_m_lield

ADS.rnJIeld

3.2.3.4.1 - CALCULATE CONCENTRATION OF RADIONUCLIDE IN WOODEN BUILDING MATERIALS
3.2.3.4.2 - CALCULATE CONCENTRATION OF RADIONUCLIDE IN INORGANIC BUILDING

MATERIALS
3.2.3.4.3 - CALCULATE DOSE FROM EACH BUILDING MATERIAL SOURCE
3.2.3.4.4 - RENAME DATA FIELD ADEBW
Data Store • Activity In Wooden Building Materials
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(Attachment to
Figure 3.2.3.4
94-FEB-15
Version 02A
H.A. Halliday

94-Jul-06
Version 03A
K. Demoline

spdinorg =CF3 + CF6 + DECAY<rn> + HINORG + MOIST4<soil> + PROSED + SBC +
SBD<soil> + SD<soil> + SDLOW<soil> + SKD<rn,soil> + STYPE

spdwood =CRATIO<rn> -i- CF3 + CF6 + DECAY<rn> + HALFHI + MOIST4<soil> +
HLIFE<rn> + HWOOD + HYWD + HYWTR + PHLIFE<rn> + PROSED +
SBD<soil> + SD<soil> + SDLOW<soil> + SKD<rn,soil> + STYPE +
TBUILD + WDW + WIFRAC -f YBUILD
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BUILDING MATERIALS Activity of <rn> in
dry wooden building materials.
CALCULATED (3.2.3.4.1)
Research mathematical symbol: Bbu

(3 Attachments)
-ALC. CONC. OF RADIONUCLIDE
IN WOODEN BLDG. MATERIALS
94-FEB-15
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/
H.À. Halliday

94-OCT-20
Version 03A
K. Demoline/J.G. Szekely

ADEBW<rn>

CF3
CF6
CRATIO<rn>
DECAY<rn>
HALFHI
HLIFE<rn>
HWOOD
HYWD
HYWTR
MOIST4<soil>
PHLIFE<rn>
PROSED
SBD<soil>, SD<soil>, SDLOW<soil>
SKD<rn,soil>
STYPE
TBUILD
WDW
WIFRAC
YBUILD

ADEBW<rnp>
ADLSF<rn,field>
ADLW<rn=3H>
ADPWF<rn,field>
ADS<rn,field>
RDD<rn,field,

deposit>

Snort: Name

ADEBW<rn>

ADEBW<rnp>

ADLSF<rn,field>

ADLW<rn>

ADPWF<rn,field>

ADS<rn,field>

CF3
CF6

CRATIO<rn>

DECAY<rn>

HALFHI

HLIFE<rn>

HWOOD

HYWD

HYWTR

MOIST4<soil>

PHLIFE<rn>

PROSED

RDD<rn,field,
deposit>

Long Name

ACTIVITY IN WOODEN BUILDING MATERIALS

ACTIVITY IN WOODEN BUILDING MATERIALS

ACTIVITY IN LAKE SEDIMENTS

ACTIVITY IN LAKEWATER

ACTIVITY IN POREWATER

ACTIVITY IN SOILS

DAYS PER ANNUM

CUBIC METRES PER LITRE

PLANT/SOIL CONCENTRATION RATIO

RADIOLOGICAL DECAY CONSTANT

HIGHEST DAUGHTER HALF-LIFE

RADIOACTIVE HALF-LIFE

BUILDING WOOD HOLDUP TIME

HYDROGEN CONC. IN WOOD BLDG. MAT.

HYDROGEN CONCENTRATION IN WATER

MOISTURE CONTENT IN SOIL (LAYER 4)

PLANT ENVIRON. HALF-LIFE

PROBABILITY OF USING SEDIMENT AS SOIL

DEPOSITION RATE TO PLANTS

Research
Math Symbol

Bbu

Bbu
pSED

cv
pPW
>- i

C E V Cs r

None

None

Dose Model Bv,

none

tli
thb,
OBH

CFWH

none

tp
none

SI Unit

[Bq/kgaryv.B]

[Bq/kgaryv.3]

[Bq/m!
v.t.r]

[Bq/kgdryiol l]

[d/a]
Im'/L]

[ Bq • kg'u
l.tv.0 / Bq • kg"̂

tl/a]
[a]
fa]
Id]

LQhydrogen' ̂ 9dryv"0-l

I Shydroaen / ̂  w«t«r J

[d]
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Attachment 1 to
FIGURE 3.2.3.4.1
94-FEB-15
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-Oct-20
Version 03A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

Short Name

SBD<soil>

SD<soil>

SDLOW<soil>

SKD<rn,soil>

STYPE

TBUILD

WDW

WIFRAC

YBUILD

Research
Long Name

SOIL BULK DENSITY

SOIL DEPTH

SOIL DEPTH LOWER LIMIT

SOIL DISTRIBUTION COEFFICIENT

SOIL TYPE

EXPOSURE TIME FOR WOOD BLDG. MATERIAL

WOOD WET TO DRY RATIO

PLANT INTERCEPTION FRACTION FOR WOOD

PLANT YIELD FOR WOOD

none
SD

none
Kd,

none
teb
wdw
rb
Yb

Math SymbolSI Unit

tkgdry.011/m>ary.011]
[lHB011 ]

[n\moli ]
[Lv.t.r/kgacy.on]

[-]
[d]

[kgu.tv.g/m
j.0,i]

[-1
[kgv.tv.0/m

2
1<lU]

spdwood = CRATIO<rn> + CF3 + CF6 + DECAY<rn> + HALFHI + MOIST4<soil> +
HLIFE<rn> + HWOOD + HYWD + HYWTR + PHLIFE<rn> + SBD<soil> +
SD<soil> + SDLOW<soil> + SKD<rn,soil> + STYPE + TBUILD +
WDW •*• WIFRAC + YBUILD -f PROSED

For all <rn> except <rn = 3H>

IF SD<scil> > SDLOW<soil> THEN
IF PROSED = 0 THEN

ADPWF<rn,field=woodlot> • (MOIST4<soil>/SBD<soil>
Eq(l) tt = Max \ SKD<rn,soil=STYPE> • CF6)

ADS<rn,field=woodlot>

ELSE
Eq(la) a = ADLSF<rn,field=woodlot>

END IF
ELSE

the thin soil model was used so just use soil activity or sediment-
as-soil activity
IF PROSED = 0 THEN

Eq(lb) a = ADS<rn,field=woodlot>
ELSE

Eq(lc) a = ADLSF<rn,field=woodlot>
END IF

END IF
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Attachment 2 to
FIGURE 3.2.3.4.1
94-FEB-15
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-20
Version 03A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

Eq(2)

Eq(3)

DECAY<rn>
= - •

CF3

= 8 • TBUILD

HWOOD

Eq(4) 5 =
REq(8)

DECAY<rn>

CF3

In2

PHLIFE<rn>

Eq(5 ) ADEBW<rn> a • CRATIO<rn>«exp(-|3) RDD<rn,field=

woodlot,deposit=Atmos. only> • exp(-(3) • WIFRAC • (l-exp(-y)) /

(YBU1LD • 5) • WDW

IF (HLIFE<rn> < HALFHI)

Eq(6) ADE3W<rn> = ADEBW<rn> f ADEBW<rnp>

NOTE; If there is no <rnp> for the current <rn>, ADEBW<rnp>

UNIT CHECKS:

= 0,

Eq(l ) [Bq/kgdry,,oil] =

Eq(la)&
Eq( lc)

I [Bq/m3
uat«r] • { [mi«er/m

3
oou] /

Ukgdry8oil/m
3

dtry80il] +[LW(lt:.r/kgdry.oll] • [m3/L]
l

= [Bq/kgdrysed] '

Eq(lb) [Bq/kgdrysotl] = [Bq/kgdryaoil]

[I/a]
E q ( 2 ) [-] = [d]

[d/a]

Eq(3) [-] = [1/d] • [d]

[I/a] [-]
Eq(4) [1/d] =

[d/a] [d]
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attachment 3 to
FIGURE 3.2.3.4.1
94-FEB-15
Version U2A
.G. Szekely/

H.A. Kalliday

94-OCT-20
version 03A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

E q ( 5 )
[Bq/kgdryvea] = [Bq/kgdrysoil] • [Bq-kg;1^,/ ( Bq . ) ] • [-]

[Bq/(m 2
s o i l .d)] [kgwetveg/m2

soil]

* l*9wocwood/^SdrywoodJ

Eq(6) [Bq/kgdryveJ = [Bq/kgdryvea] + [Bq/kgdryv(!g]

NOTE: Wood is considered a vegetation here.

* Sediment may act as "soil" here. Hence, (drysed) is equivalent to
(drysoil).

For<rn>=3H:

Eq(7) ADEBW<rn=3H> = ADLW<rn=3H>
REq (26)

HYWD/HYWTR

UNIT CHECK:

E q ( 7 ) = [Bq/m3
wacer]
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|ADEBKrn> [Bq/kg-,_.,...] ACTIVITY IN INORGANIC
BUILDING MATERIALS Activity of <rn> in
dry wooden building materials.
CALCULATED ( 3 . 2 . 3 . i . 2 )
Research mathematics symbol: 8bn

FIGURE 3.2.3.4.2
(1 Attachment)
CALC. CONC. OF RADIONUCLIDE
IN INORGANIC BLDG.MATERIALS
94-FEB-15
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/'
K.A. Halliday

94-OCT-20
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G. Szekely

CF3
CF6
DECAY<rn>
HINORG
MOIST4<soil>
PROSED
SBC
SBD<soil>
SD<soil>
SDLOW<soil>
SKD<rn,soil>
STYPE

> ADEBI<rn> <-
ADLSF<rn,field>
ADS<rn,field>
ADPWF<rn,field>

Short Name

ADEBKrn>

ADLSF<rn, f ield>

ADPWF<rn, f ield>

ADS<:rn, field>

CF3

CF6

DECAY<rn>

HINORG

MOIST4<soil>

PROSED

SEC

SBD-:soil>

SD<soil>

SDLOW<soil>

SKD<rn,soil>

STYPE

Research
Long Name Math Symbol

ACTIVITY IN INORGANIC BUILDING MATERIALS Bbn
ACTIVITY IN LAKE SEDIMENTS

ACTIVITY IN POREWATER

ACTIVITY IN SOILS

DAYS PER ANNUM

CUBIC METRES PER LITRE

RADIOLOGICAL DECAY CONSTANT

BUILDING INORG. HOLDUP TIME

MOISTURE CONTENT IN SOIL (LAYER 4)

PROBABILITY OF USING SEDIMENT AS SOIL

SOIL/IK. iGANIC BLDG. MATERIAL CONV. FACTOR

SOIL BULK DENSITY

SOIL DEPTH

SOIL DEPTH LOWER LIMIT

SOIL DISTRIBUTION COEFFICIENT

SOIL TYPE

Ci
CI"

c\",c\r

none
none

AI
thb,
none
none
s be
none
3D

none
Kd,
none

SI Urit

[Bq/kgdty]
[Bq/kĝ ..̂ ]

[Bq/m3w.t.r]

[Bq/kgdryioll]

[d/a]
[mJ/L]
ll/a)
[d]

[ml.t.r/m'.oii]
(-]
(-1

I ̂9dryioll' ̂dry»oll J

[m-01| ]
[inmoji J

[L..t.r/kgdiy.oll]
(-1

spdinorg = CF3 +
SBC +
STYPE

CF6 + DECAY<rn> + HINORG + MOIST4<soil> + PROSED +
SBD<soil> + SD<soil> + SDLOW<soil> + SKD<rn,soil>

Eq(l)

IF SD<soil> > SDLOW<soil> THEN
IF PROSED = 0 THEN

|

ADPWF<rn,field=forage field> • (MOIST4<soil>/
SBD<soil> + SKD<rn, sc-il=STYPE> • CF6)

ADS<rn, f ield=forage field>
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Attachment 1 to
FIGURE 3.2.3.4.2
94-FEB-15
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/
K.A. Halliday

94-OCT-20
Version 03A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

ELSE
Eq(la) a = ADLSF<rn,field=forage field>

END IF

ELSE
the thin soil model was used so just use soil activity or sediment-
as-soil activity
IF PROSED = 0 THEN

Eq(lb) a = ADS<rn,field=forage field>
ELSE

Eq(lc) a = ADLSF<rn,field=forage field>
END IF

END IF

DECAY<rn>
Eq(2) P = • HINORG

CF3

Eq(3) ADEBKrn> = a . SBC • exp(-|3)

UNIT CHECKS:

( [Bq/m3
water] • ( [m3

water/m
3

soil] / ]
Eq(l) [Bq/kg^^iJ = Ukgdry30il/m

3
drysoU] + [Lwatar/kgdryaoil] . [m3/L] )V

1 [Bq/kgdry8oil] J

Eq( la}& [Bq/kgdrysed] = [Bq/kgdrysed]'
Eq(lc)

Eq(lb) [Bq/kgdrysoil] = [Bq/kgdrysoil]

[I/a]
E q ( 2 ) [-] = • [d]

[d/a]

E q ( 3 ) /
[Bq/kgdry] = [Bq/kgdryooil] . [-] . [-]

* NOTE : Sediment may act as a "soil" here. Hence, (drysed) is
equivalent to (drysoil).
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DDEB<rn.bmat> (Sv/aj MAN'S BUILDING EXPOSURE
DOSE Annual dose to man from exposure to
building materials (either <bmat=wooden>
or <bmat=inorganic>) that are
contaminaced by <rn>.
CALCULATED (3.2.3.4.2) Research
mathematical symbol: Dbu where 1= either
wooden or inorganic building materials.

FIGURE 372.3.4.3
(No Attachments)
CALC. DOSE FROM EACH
BUILDING MATERIAL SOURCE
92-SEP-28
Version 01A
L.C. VJojciechowski

94-OCT-20
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G. Szekely

BLDDCF<rn>
BLDOCC DDEB<rn,bmat> <- ADEBI<rn>

ADEBW<rn>

Short Name Long Name
Research

Math Symbol SI Unit

ADEBI<rn>

ADEBW<rn>

BLDDCF<rn>

BLDOCC

DDEB<rn,bmat>

ACTIVITY IN INORGANIC BUILDING MATERIALS Bbu

ACTIVITY IN WOOD BUILDING MATERIALS Bbn

BUILDING MATERIAL DOSE CONV. FACTOR DFb,

BUILDING OCCUPANCY FACTOR Ob

MAN'S BUILDING EXPOSURE DOSE Dbn

[Bq/kgJryv<0]

[Sv/a]

tsbld = ADEBI<rn> + ADEBW<rn>

Eq(la)
REq(21)

DDEB<rn,bmat=wooden> = ADEBW<rn> • BLDOCC • BLDDCF<rn>

Eq(lb)
REq(21)

DDEB<rn,bmat=inorganic> = ADEBKrn> • BLDOCC • BLDDCF<rn>

UNIT CHECK:

Eq( la ) [Sv/a] = [Bq/kgdryvca] • [-] • [Sva'V

Eq( lb) [Sv/a] = [Bq/kgdrv] • [-]
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!AnEBW<rr.p> [Bo/kg,..,..,,] ACTIVITY IN WOODEN
BUILDING MATERIALS Activity of <rnp> in
dry wooden building materials. CALCULATED
(3.2.3.4.4) Research mathematical
symbol : Bbu

FIGURE 3.2.3.4.4
(No Attachments)
RENAME DATA FIELD ADEBW
94-APR-01
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-20
Version 03A
K. Demoline/J.G. Szekely

ADEBW<rnp> ADEBW<rn>

Short Name Long Name
Research

Math Symbol SI Unit

ADEBW<rn>

ADEBW<rnp>

ACTIVITY IN WOODEN BUILDING
MATERIALS

ACTIVITY IN WOODEN BUILDING
MATERIALS

Bbn

Bbn

(Bq/kgdryv.0]

[Bq/kgdrYV.0]

This process receives ADEBW<rn> from the data store Activity in Wooden
Building Materials from the previous iteration, and outputs it as ADEBW<rnp>
for the current iteration.
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|DDE<rn> [Sv/a] MAN'S TOTAL EXTERNAL DOSE Annual
dose to man from external exposure to
materials contaminated with <rn>.
CALCULATED (3.2.3.5) Research mathematical
symbol : Daj + Dhi + Dgt + Dbn where 1 =
either wooden or inorganic building
materials, whichever is more contaminated

FIGURE 3.2.3.5
(No Attachments)
SUM EXTERNAL DOSES TO
MAN
92-SEP-28
Version 01A
L.C. Wojciechowski

94-OCT-20
Version 02A
K. Demoline

DDE<rn>

DDEA<rn>
DDEB<rn,bmat>
DDEG<rn>
DDEW<rn>

Short Name

DDE<rn>
DDEA<rn>

DDEB<rn,bmat>
DDEG<rn>

DDEW<rn>

Long Name

MAN'S TOTAL EXTERNAL DOSE

MAN'S AIR IMMERSION DOSE

MAN'S BUILDING EXPOSURE DOSE

MAN'S GROUND EXPOSURE DOSE

MAN'S WATER IMMERSION DOSE

Research
Math Symbol

Da.-Dh.+Dg.+Dbu
Da,
Dbu
Dg,

Dh,

SI Unit

[Sv/a]
[Sv/a]
[Sv/a]
[Sv/a]
[Sv/a]

Eq(l)
REq(30)

where

Eq(2)*

UNIT CHECK:

Eq(2)

Eq(l)

* NOTE:

DDE<rn> = DDEA<rn> •*- DDEW<rn> + DDEG<rn> + a

a = Max
DDEB<rn,bmat=wooden>

DDEB<rn,bmat=inorganic> ,

[Sv/a] = [Sv/a]

[Sv/a] = [Sv/a] + [Sv/a] + [Sv/a] + [Sv/a]

See Note below REq(30) in Research Model Synopsis re DDEB.
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lDDT<rn> [Sv/a] MAN'S TOTAL DOSE Annual dose to
man due to all internal and external
exposure pathways. CALCULATED (3.2.4)
Research mathematical symbol : None

FIGURE 3.2.4
(No Attachments)
CALCULATE DOSES DUE TO
ALL EXPOSURE ROUTES
92-SEP-28
Version 01A
L.C. Wojciechowski

94-OCT-20
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G. Szekely

DDT<rn> DDE<rn>
DDI<rn>

Short Name Long Name
Research

Mach Symbol SI Unit

DDE<rn>
DDKrn>
DDT<rn>

MAN'S TOTAL EXTERNAL DOSE

MAN'S TOTAL INTERNAL DOSE

MAN'S TOTAL DOSE

[Sv/a]
[Sv/a]
[Sv/a]

Eq(l)
REq(31)

DDT<rn> = DDKrn> DDE<rn>

UNIT CHECK:

Eq(l) [Sv/a] = [Sv/a] + [Sv/a]
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9. CONSEQUENCE CALCULATIONS

The following pages contain the data flow diagram (DFD 3.5) and the minispecs
(DDD 3.5.1 to 3.5.7), with attachments, for biosphere model consequence
calculations.
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LEGEND

time series

time-independent
parameter *

process n

data store

Variable list:
sp... sampled
dp... dependent
ts... tirr.e series
cq... consequence

FIGURE 3.5
(1 Attachment)
COMPUTE CONSEQUENCES
FOR BIOSPHERE
94-APR-01
Version Ot A
HA. Ha««Jay

ETERMINSOURCE OF
WATER JCNGDSH

CNQFSR_(M«
DMST

FORQ a
TQWDLM_nuc

WEFFP

WGWDLM_nuc°

WMVDSC btoc

CNUUO.nuc

ERLPTH.nuc.PATH

NTLPTH.nuc.PATH

PEAKDS.mic.PATN

RNTOX.nuc

TPEAK.nue

ETERMIN
WARNING
FLAGSDETERMINE MAX

___DOSEL)PTO

RMINE
PEAK DOSE.
INTEGRATE

MXLAL_nuc_ animal

MXLAR_nuc_ammal

MXLAS.nuc.ammal

MXUW.nuc.aromal

MXLF.nuc

MXLPL.nuc

MXLPR.nuc

TUXLAL_nuc_

TMXLAR_nuc_anlmal

TMXLAS_nuc_anim»l

TMXLAW.nuc.snimal

TMXLF.nuc

TMXLPL_nuc

TMXLPB_nuc

MXLDA

MX4DA

MX4DDT m

TMXLDA

TMX4DA

VALDA.TIME

NTIME
TIMES.TIME '

TLIMIT

MXLCN.nuc.COMP

TMXLCN.nuc.COMP

WCNLIM.nuc.COMP

ETERMINE
CONSEQUENCES
FOR TOT

DETERMINE
CONSEQUENCES
FROM

DETERMINE
CONSEQUENCES
FROM
FO.

3.5.1 - DETERMINE SOURCE OF WATER
3.52 • DETERMINE MAXIMUM DOSE UP TO END OF SIMULATION FROM EACH NUCLIDE
3.5.3 • DETERMINE PEAK DOSE, INTEGRATED DOSE, AND PATHWAY IDENTIFIERS
3.5.4. DETERMINE CONSEQUENCES FOR TOAL DOSÇ ?riOM RADIONUCLIDE SUM
3 5 5 - DETERMINE CONSEQUENCES FROM COMPARTMENT CONCENTRATIONS

3 S 6 • DETERMINE CONSEQUENCES FROM FOOD-CHAIN
3 5.7 • DETERMINE WARNING FUGS

Data Stort • Syvac Output Fib

• • Indicates that this now appear» more than one* on this diagram
O . Flag Of lima u determined lor xnuc - fedine • 12S> and

<nuc • carbon • 14> only.
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Attachment to
Figure 3.5
94-APR-01
Version 01A
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-20
Version 02A
K. Demoline/
J.G.Szekely

Note: 1. Process 3.5.4 is executed only after all nuclides have been
simulated. All other processes are executed for each nuclide.

2. TLIMIT is a SYVAC3 parameter

cqbout = ERLPTH<nuc , path> + MXLCN<nuc , COMP> + MX4DA + MXLDA + MXLDT<nuc> +
NTLPTH<nuc , PATH> + CNUCID<nuc> + PEAKDS<nuc , path> + RNTOX<nuc> +
TMXLCN<nuc,COMP> + TMX4DA -t- TMXLDA + TMXLDT<nuc> •*• TPEAK<nuc> +
VALDA<TIME> + VALDT<nuc , TIME> + MXLAL<nuc, animal> +
MXLAR<nuc,animal> + MXLAS<nuc, animal> + MXLAW<nuc,animal> +
MXLF<nuc> + MXLPL<nuc> t- MXLPR<nuc> t- MX4DDT<rn> +
TMXLAL<nuc,animal> + TMXLAR<nuc , animal> + TMXLAS<nuc , animal> +
TMXLAW<nuc,animal> + TMXLF<nuc> •*• TMXLPL<nuc> + TMXLPR<nuc> -t-
CNGDSR + CNGFSR<field> + DMST -r FORG + VEGE + WDLT + PTBG +
WCNLIM<nuc,COMP> + WEFFP + WGWDLM<nuc> t WMVDSC<bloc> +
WREGTM<nuc> + TGWDLM<nuc>

tsact3 = ADLSF<rn, field> + ADLW<rn> + ADS<rn, f ield>

tsddif

ADWW<rn>

DDIFFM<rn> + DDIFLA<rn,animal> + DDIFLM<rn> + DDIFRA<rn, animal>
DDIFRM<rn> + DDlFSA<rn,animal> + DDIFWA<rn,animal>

tsdext = DDEA<rn> + DDEB<rn, bmat> + DDEG<rn>

tsdint = DDIA<rn> + DDIS<rn> + DDIW<rn>

tsdosel= DDE<rn> + DDI<rn> i- DDIF<rn>

tsdose2= DDT<rn> + tsdext f tsdint

DDEW<rn>
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JDMST [-1 DOMESTIC SOURCE OF W A T E R S e e DOMES
COXSSQ'JEXCS Research \Vithc-.atic3l S^T-bol
None

VEGE [-] VEGETABLE PATCH IRRIGATION SOURCE See
IRRIGN. CONSEQUENCE Research Mathematical
Symbol : None

FORG [-] FORAGE FIELD IRRIGATION SOURCESee
IRRIGN. CONSEQUENCE Research Mathematical
Symbol : None

FIGURE 3.5.1
(1 Attachment.^
DETERMINE SOURCE OF
WATER
94-APR-01
Version OlA
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-20
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

WDLT [-] WOODLOT IRRIGATION SOURCE See IRRIGN.
CONSEQUENCE Research Mathematical Symbol:
None

PTBG [-] PEAT BOG IRRIGATION SOURCE See IRRIGN.
CONSEQUENCE Research Mathematical Symbol:
None

:NGDSR LH FLAG - DOMESTIC WATER SET TO LAKE Flag
indicating the domestic source of water has
been set to the lake since the well can not
supply all the needs of man. Can have the
values 0[=domestic water] and l[=domestic water
set to lake]. CONSEQUENCE Research
Mathematical Symbol: None

CNGFSR<fieid> [-J _FLAG - FIELD IRRIGATION SOURCE
RESET Flag indicating the field irrigation
source has been reset. Can have the values
0[=sampled value used] and 1[=irrigation
source reset]. CONSEQUENCE Research
Mathematical Symbol: None

DOMEST

IRRIGN<field>

DMST
VEGE
FORG

---> WDLT
PTBG
CNGDSR
CNGFSR<field>
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Attachment to
FIGURE 3.5.1
94-APR-01
Version 01A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-20
Version 02A
K. Demoline/
J.G.Szekely

Short Name

CNGDSR

CNGFSR<field>

DMST

DOMEST

FORG

IRRIGN<field>

PTBG

VEGE

WDLT

Research
Long Name Math Symbol SI Unit

FLAG - DOMESTIC WATER SOURCE SET TO LAKE

FLAG - FIELD IRRIGATION SOURCE RESET

DOMESTIC SOURCE OF WATER

DOMESTIC SOURCE OF WATER

FORAGE FIELD IRRIGATION SOURCE

FIELD IRRIGATION SOURCE

PEAT BOG IRRIGATION SOURCE

VEGETABLE PATCH IRRIGATION SOURCE

WOODLOT IRRIGATION SOURCE

None [ - ]

None - ]

None - ]

None - ]

None - ]

None - J

None - ]

None [ - ]

None [ - ]

For each simulation:

Output the source of water for:

or

i) DMST
ii) VEGE

iii) FORG

iv) WDLT
v) PTBG
vi) CNGDSR

otherwise 0
vii) CNGFSR<field>

domestic needs DOMEST (LAKE=1 or WELL=2)
vegetable patch irrigation IRRIGN<vegetable
patch>(LAKE=l or WELL=2 or NONE=0)
forage field irrigation IRRIGN<forage field>(LAKE=1
NONE=0)
woodlot irrigation IRRIGN<woodlot>(LAKE=1 or NONE=0)
peat bog irrigation IRRIGN<peatbog>(LAKE=1 or NONE=0)
set to 1 when random selection of domestic water
source as "well" has been changed to "lake";

set to 1 when random selection of field irrigation
source has been changed; otherwise 0
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MXLDT<nuc> [Sv/a][mol/a]MAXIMUM DOSE FROM ALL
PATHWAYS Maximum dose to man from all
pathways for one nuclide. CONSEQUENCE
Research Mathematical Symbol: None

TMXLDT<nuc> [a] TIME OF MAXIMUM DOSE FROM ALL
PATHWAYS Time of maximum dose to man from all
pathways for one nuclide. CONSEQUENCE
Research Mathematical Symbol : None

FIGURE 3.5.2
(Kf. ;-,c tachments)
PETERNINE MAX. DOSE
UP TO END OF
SIMULATION FROM EACH
NUCLIDE
94-APR-01
Version 01A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-20
Version 02A
K. Demoline/0'.G.
Szekely

TLIMIT MXLDT<nuc>
TMXLDT<nuc>

DDT<rn>

Short Name Long Name
Research

Math Symbol SI Unit

DDT<rn>

MXLDT<nuc>

TLIMIT

TMXLDT<nuc>

MAN'S TOTAL DOSE

MAXIMUM DOSE FROM ALL PATHWAYS

MAXIMUM TIME FOR SIMULATION

TIME OF MAXIMUM DOSE FROM ALL PATHWAYS

None
None
None
l.'one

(Sv/a]

[Sv/a][mol/a]

[a]

For each radionuclide <rn>:

Output in .OUT file the maximum value of the total dose time series
DDT<rn> up to TLIMIT, MXLDT<rn>, and the time it occurs, TMXLDT<rn>.

For each non-radioactive nuclide:

MXLDT<nuc> = 0
TMXLDT<nuc> = 0
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CNUCID<nuc> [-J NHIGHEST NUCLIDE CHAIN NUMBER
Nuclide chain nî ber of the NHIGHest ranked
maximum dose. CONSEQUENCE Research
Mathematical Symbol: None

ERLPTH<nuc,path> [-J ERROR IN INTEGRATED PATHWAY
DOSE Error achieved in calculating integrated
dose of a nuclide received through its
principal pathway up to the end of the
simulation. CONSEQUENCE Research
Mathematical Symbol : None

NTLPTH<nuc,path> [^INTEGRATED PATHWAY DOSE
Integrated dose of a nuclide received through
its principal pathway up to the end of the
simulation. CONSEQUENCE Research Mathematical
Symbol : None

FIGURE 3.5.3
(2 Attachments)
DETERMINE PEAK DOSE,
INTEGRATED DOSE, AND
PATHWAY IDENTIFIERS
94-APR-01
Version 01A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-20
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

PEAKDS<nuc,path> [Sv/a] MAXIMUM DOSE VIA PATHWAY
Maximum dose to man from a certain pathway at
the time of the total maximum dose.
CONSEQUENCE Research Mathematical Symbol :
None

RNTOX<nuc> [-T RADIONUCLIDE/TOXIC ELEMENT INDICATOR
Indication if nuclide being simulated is a
radionuclide or a toxic. Can have the values
1[=radionuclide] or 2[=toxic]. CONSEQUENCE
Research Mathematical Symbol: None

TPEAK<nuc> [a] TIME OF MAXIMUM DOSETime of
maximum dose to man from all pathways.
CONSEQUENCE Research Mathematical Symbol:
None

VALDT<nuc,TIME> [Sv/a] TOTAL DOSE (ONE NUC) AT
GIVEN TIME Total dose to man from a nuclide
at a given time. CONSEQUENCE Research
Mathematical Symbol : None
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Attachment 1 to
FIGURE 3.5.3
94-APR-01
Version 01A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-20
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

NTIME

TLIMIT
MXLDT<nuc>

CNUCID<nuc>
ERLPTH<nuc , path>
NTLPTH<nuc,path>

> PEAKDS<nuc , path> <
RNTOX<nuc>
TPEAK<nuc>
VALDT<nuc , TIME>

DDEA<rn>
DDEB<rn,bmat>
DDEG<rn>
DDEW<rn>
DDIA<rn>
DDIFFM<rn>
DDIFLA<rn, animal>
DDIFLM<rn>
DDIFRA<rn, animal>
DDIFRM<rn>
DDIFSA<rn, animal>
DDIFWA<rn, animal>
DDIS<rn>
DDIW<rn>
DDT<rn>

Short Name

CNUCID<nuc>

DDEA<rn>

DDEB<rn,bmat>

DDEG<rn>

DDEW<rn>

DDIA<rn>

DDIFFM<rn>

DDIFLA<rn, animal>

DDIFLM<rn>

DDIFRA<rn, animal>

DDIFRM<rn>

DDIFSA<rn, animal>

DDIFWA<rn, animal>

DDIS<rn>

DDIW<rn>

DDT<rn>

ERLPTH<nuc , path>

MXLDT<nuc>

NTIME

NTLPTH<nuc , path>

PEAKDS<nuc , path>

RNTOX<nuc>

TIMES<TIME>

TLIMIT

TPEAK<nuc>

VALDT<nuc,TIME>

Long Name

NHIGHEST NUCLIDE CHAIN NUMBER

MAN'S AIR IMMERSION DOSE

MAN'S BUILDING EXPOSURE DOSE

MAN'S GROUND EXPOSURE DOSE

MAN'S WATER IMMERSION DOSE

MAN'S INHALATION DOSE

MAN'S FISH INGEST. DOSE

MAN'S DOSE FROM ANIMALS (PLANT-LEAF)

MAN'S DOSE FROM PLANTS (LEAF)

MAN'S DOSE FROM ANIMALS (PLANT-ROOT)

MAN'S DOSE FROM PLANTS (ROOT)

MAN'S DOSE FROM ANIMALS (SOIL)

MAN'S DOSE FROM ANIMALS (WATER)

MAN'S SOIL INGESTION DOSE

MftN'S DRINKING WATER DOSE

i'.rX'S TOTAL DOSE

.". '.ROR IN INTEGRATED PATHWAY DOSE

MAXIMUM DOSE FROM ALL PATHWAYS

NUMBER OF TIMES

INTEGRATED PATHWAY DOSE

MAXIMUM DOSE VIA PATHWAY

RADIONUCLIDE/TOXIC ELEMENT INDICATOR

TIME OF CONSEQUENCE

MAXIMUM TIME FOR SIMULATION

TIME OF MAXIMUM DOSE

TOTAL DOSE (ONE NUC) AT GIVEN TIME

Research
Math Symbol

None

Da,
Dbu
Dg,
Dht

Dii
Deljk
De13k
De13k

De^x

Deux

Detjk

Deijk
DSl

Dw,

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

SI Unit

[-]
[Sv/a]

[Sv/a]

[Sv/a]

[Sv/a]

[Sv/a]

[Sv/a]

[Sv/a]

[Sv/a]

[Sv/a]

[Sv/a]

[Sv/a]

[Sv/a]

[Sv/a]

[Sv/a]

[Sv/a]

t-1
[mol/a]

[-1

[-]
[Sv/a]

(-]
[a]

[a]
[a]

[Sv/a]
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Attachment 2 to
FIGURE 3.5.3
94-APR-01
Version 01A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-20
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

For all nuclides, output in .OUT:

i) CNUCID<nuc>

ii) VALDT<nuc,TIME>

iii) NTLPTH<nuc,path>

vi) ERLPTH<nuc,path>

v) PEAKDS<nuc,path>

vi) TPEAK<nuc>
vii) RNTOX<nuc>

name of the nuclides ranked in descending
order based on their MXLDT value.
value of DDT<rn=CNUCID<r.uc» at time TIME
(where 1<TIME<NTIME) and TIMES<TIME> are the
corresponding NTIME times to be used.
integrated dose from CNUCID<nuc> via each of
its pathways, up to TLIMIT.
error achieved in calculating integrals in
(iii).
peak dose from each nuclide nuc received via
path up to TLIMIT. See pathways listed below.
time of peak dose from nuclide nuc up to TLIMIT.
1 for radionuclide, 2 for toxic

Pathway Identifiers

PATH

01
02

. 03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12

Pathway

inhalation
root-meat
root-milk
root-bird
root-plant
leaf-meat
leaf -milk
leaf -bird
leaf-plant
water-meat
water-milk
water-bird

Corresponds to
Time Series

DDIA<rn>
DDIFRA<rn,meat>
DDI FRA< r n , mi 1 k>
DDIFRA<rn, bird>
DDIFRM<rn>
DDIFLA<rn,meat>
DDIFLA<rn, milk>
DDIFLA<rn, bird>
DDIFLM<rn>
DDIFWA<rn , meat>
DDIFWA<rn,milk>
DDIFWA<rn, bird>

PATH

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Pathway

soil-meat
soil-milk
soil-bird
fish
water ingestion
air immersion
org . bldg . mat .
inorg. bldg. mat.
ground exposure
water immersion
soil ingestion

Corresponds to
Time Series

DDIFSA<rn, meat>
DDIFSA<rn, milk>
DDIFSA<rn, bird>
DDIFFM<rn>
DDIW<rn>
DDEA<rn>
DDEB<rn , wooden>
DDEB<rn, inorg>
DDEG<rn>
DDEW<rn>
DDIS<rn>

NTIME = 2 5
TIMES = 160, 250, 400, 640, 1 000, 1 250, 1 600, 2 000, 2 500,

3 200, 4 000, 5 000, 6 400, 8 000, 10 000, 12 500, 16 000,
20 000, 25 000, 32 000, 40 000, 50 000, 64 000, 80 000,
and 100 000.

Note: Toxic elements are not calculated, and therefore their values are set
to zero.
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MX4DA [Sv/a] MAX. DOSE ALL NUC TO 10" à Maximum
dose to rp?.n from all nuclides up to 10* a.
CONSEQUENCE Research Mathematical Symbol : None

MX4DDT<rn> [Sv/a] DOSE AT TIME OF MAX. DOSE TO 10' a
Dose to man from one nuclide at time of
maximum dose up to 10* a. CONSEQUENCE Research
Mathematical Symbol: None

MXLDA [Sv/a] MAX. DOSE ALL NUC TO END OF SIMULATION
Maximum dose to man from all nuclides up to
the end of the simulation. CONSEQUENCE
Research Mathematical Symbol: None

FIGURE 3.5.4
(1 Attachment)
DETERMINE
CONSEQUENCES FOR
TOTAL DOSE FROM
RADIONUCLIDE SUM
94-APR-01
Version OlA
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-20
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

TMX4DA [a] TIME OF MAX. DOSE UP TO 10" aTime of
maximum dose to man from all nuclides up to
104 a. CONSEQUENCE Research Mathematical
Symbol : None

ITMXLDA [a] TIME OF MAX. DOSE ALL NUC TO END OF
SIMULATION Time of maximum dose to man from
all nuclides up to the end of the simulation.
CONSEQUENCE Research Mathematical Symbol:
None

VALDA<TIME> [Sv/a] TOTAL DOSE (ONE NUClAT GIVEN
TIME Total dose to man from all nuclides at a
given time. CONSEQUENCE Research Mathematical
Symbol : None

NTIME
TIMES<TIME> -
TLIMIT

MX4DA
MX4DDT<rn>
MXLDA <-
TMX4DA
TMXLDA
VALDA<TIME>

DDT<rn>
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Attachment to
FIGURE 3.5.4
94-APR-01
Version 01A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-20
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

Short Name

DDT<rn>

MX4DA

MX4DDT<rn>

MXLDA

NTIME

TIMES<TIME>

TLIMIT

TMX4DA

TMXLDA

VALDA<TIME>

Long Name

MAN'S TOTAL DOSE

MAX. DOSE ALL NUC TO 10' a

DOSE AT TIME OF MAX. DOSE TO 10' a

Research
Math Symbol

None

None

None

MAX. DOSE ALL NUC TO END OF SIMULATION None

NUMBER OF TIMES

TIME OF CONSEQUENCE

MAXIMUM TIME FOR SIMULATION

TIME OF MAX. DOSE UP TO 104 a

TIME OF MAX. DOSE ALL NUC TO END OF

TOTAL DOSE (ALL NUC) AT GIVEN TIME

None

None

None

None

SIMULATION None

None

SI Unit

[Sv/a]

[Sv/a]

[Sv/a]

[Sv/a]

[-]
[a]
[a]
[a]

[a]
[Sv/a]

NOTE: These consequences must be calculated after all nuclides are simulated.

For all radionuclides,<rn>:

Calculate the total dose from all nuclides

DDA = I DDT<rn>
rn

and output in the .OUT file the following consequences calculated
from DDA:

i) VALDA<TIME> = value of DDA at time TIME (where IS TIMESNTIME)
and TIMES<TIME> are the same as in C(ii).

ii) MX4DA = maximum value of DDA up to 104 a
iii) TMX4DA = time of (ii)
iv) MXLDA = same as (ii), but up to TLIMIT
v) TMXLDA = time of (iv)

vi) MX4DDT<rn> = value of DDT <rn> at TMX4DA
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pCLCN<nuc,COMP> [mol/kg] or [mol/mj] MAX. CONC. IN

in biosphere compartment. CONSEQUENCE Research
Mathematical Symbol: None

TMXLCN<nuc,COMP> [a] TIME OF MAX. CONC. IN BIOSPHERE
COMPARTMENT Time of maximum concentration in
biosphere compartment. CONSEQUENCE Research
Mathematical Symbol: None

WCNLIM<nuc,COMP> (-] FLAG - COMPARTMENT CONC. IS
ABOVE LIMIT Flag indicating the compartment
concentration is greater than the concentration
limit allowed. Can have the values
0[=compartment concentration is okay] and
1=[concentration is above limit]. CONSEQUENCE
Research Mathematical Symbol: None

FIGURE 3.5.5
(1 Attachment)
DETERMINE
CONSEQUENCES FROM
COMPARTMENT
CONCENTRATIONS
94-APR-01
Version 01A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-20
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

CNLIM<COMP> ---
MXLCN<nuc , COMP>
TMXLCN<nuc , COMP>
WCNLIM<nuc,COMP>

CTAKnuO
CTAO<nuc>
CTLSF<nuc,field>
CTLW<nuc>
CTS<nuc,field>
CTWW<nuc>

Short Kame

CKLIM<COMP>

CTAKnuo

CTAO<nuc>

CTLSF<nuc,field>
CTLW<nuc>

CTS<nuc,field>
CTWW<nuc>

MXLCN<nuc,COMP>

TMXLCN<nuc, COMP>

WCNLIM<nuc,COMP>

Long Name

CONCENTRATION INDEX COMP

ATMOS. CONC. (INDOOR)

ATMOS. CONC. (OUTDOOR)

LAKE SEDIMENT CONCENTRATION

LAKEWATER CONCENTRATION

SOIL CONCENTRATION

WELL WATER CONCENTRATION

MAX. CONC. IN BIOSPHERE COMPARTMENT

Research
Math Symbol SI Unit

None [mol/kg] , [mol/m1]
C\ [mol/m3.lt]
C\ [mol/mj.lt]

C..a.i [mol/kgdry..a]
CL;, C"j [mol/m3w.t.r]
CY, CV [mol/kgdry.oll]

C"," [raol/msv.t.r]
None [mol/kg], [mol/m3]

TIME OF MAX. CONC. IN BIOSPHERE COMPARTMENT None [a]

FLAG - COMPARTMENT CONC. IS ABOVE LIMIT None [ - ]
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Attachment to
FIGURE 3.5.5
94-APR-01
Version 01A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-20
Version 02A
K.Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

For each nuclide <nuc>:

Output the following consequences calculated from the time series for
compartment concentrations :

i) MXLCN<nuc,COMP>=maximum value of the concentration in compartment COMP
up to TLIMIT

ii) TMXLCN<nuc,COMP>=time of (i)
where

COMP = 1 corresponds
COMP = 2 corresponds
COMP = 3 corresponds
COMP = 4 corresponds
COMP = 5 corresponds
COMP = 6 corresponds
COMP = 7 corresponds
COMP = 8 corresponds
COMP = 9 corresponds
COMP = 10 corresponds
COMP = 11 corresponds
COMP = 12 corresponds

to CTS<nuc,vegetable patch>
to CTS<nuc,forage field>
to CTS<nuc,woodlot>
to CTS<nuc,peatbog>
to CTLSF<nuc,vegetable patch>
to CTLSF<nuc,forage field>
to CTLSF<nuc,woodlot>
to CTLSF<nuc,peatbog>
to CTLW<nuc>
to CTWW<nuc>
to CTAKnuo
to CTAO<nuc>

Compare the compartment maximum concentration (MXLCN<nuc,COMP>) with a
limiting value (CNLIM<COMP>), and if the limit is exceeded for a compartment,
set the flag WCNLIM<nuc,COMP> = 1 instead of 0.
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MXLAL<nuc,animal> [mol/kg] or [Bq/kg] MAX.
C0"r. ,'ACT. Ix? .-.NIïlALS FPOM T HAVFP Maximum
concentration/ activity of a toxic, non-
radionuclide/ radionuclide in consumed
animals due to contamination in leaves.
CONSEQUENCE Research Mathematical
Symbol : None

MXLAR<nuc,animal> [mol/kg] or [Bq/kg] MAX.
CONC./ACT. IN ANIMALS FROM ROOTS Maximum
concentration/ activity of a toxic, non-
radionuclide/ radionuclide in consumed
animals due to contamination in roots.
CONSEQUENCE Research Mathematical
Symbol : None

FIGURE 3.5.6
(6 Attachments)
DETERMINE CONSEQUENCES
FROM FOOD-CHAIN
94-APR-01
Version 01A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-21
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G. Szekely

MXLAS<nuc,animal>[mol/kg]or[Bq/Kgj MAX.
CONC./ACT. IN ANIMALS FROM SOIL Maximum
concentration/ activity of a toxic, non-
radionuclide/ radionuclide in consumed
animals due to contamination in soil.
CONSEQUENCE Research Mathematical
Symbol : None

MXLAW<nuc,animal> [moi/kg] or [Bq/kg] MAX.
CONC./ACT. IN ANIMALS FROM WATER Maximum
concentration/ activity of a toxic, non-
radionuclide/ radionuclide in consumed
animals due to contamination in drinking
water. CONSEQUENCE Research Mathematical
Symbol : None

MXLF<nuc> [mol/kg] or [Bq/kg] MAX. CONC./ACT. IN
FISH Maximum concentration/activity of a
toxic, non-radionuclide/radionuclide
consumed due to ingestion of contaminated
fish. CONSEQUENCE Research Mathematical
Symbol : None

MXLPL<nuc> Unol/kg] or [Bq/kg] MAX. CONC./ACT.
IN LEAVES Maximum concentration/activity
of a toxic, non-radionuclide/radionuclide
in consumed plants due to contamination in
leaves. CONSEQUENCE Research Mathematical
Symbol : None

MXLPR<nuc>[mol/kg] or [Bq/kg] MAX. CONC./ACT.
IN ROOTS Maximum concentration/activity
of a toxic, non-radionuclide/radionuclide
in consumed plants due to contamination in
roots. CONSEQUENCE Research Mathematical
Symbol : None
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TMXLAL<nuc,animal> [a] TIME OF MAX. CONG./ACT. IN
AMI- MALS FROM LEAVES Time of maximum
concentra- tion/activity of a toxic, non-
radionuclide/ radionuclide in consumed animals
due to contamination in leaves. CONSEQUENCE

Research Mathematical Symbol : None

TMXLAR<nuc,animal> [a] TIME OF MAX. CONC./ACT. IN
ANIMALS FROM ROOTS Time of maximum concentra-
tion/activity of a toxic, non-radionuclide/
radionuclide in consumed animals due to
contamination in roots. CONSEQUENCE Research
Mathematical Symbol: None

Attachment 1 to
FIGURE 3.5.6
94-APR-01
Version 01A
J.G. Szekely
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-21
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

TMXLAS<nuc,animal> [a] TIME OF MAX. CONC./ACT. IN
ANIMALS FROM SOIL Time of maximum concentra-
tion/activity of a toxic, non-radionuclide/
radionuclide in consumed animals due to
contamination in soil. CONSEQUENCE Research
Mathematical Symbol: None

TMXLAW<nuc,animal> [a] TIME OF MAX. CONC./ACT. IN
ANIMALS FROM WATER Time of maximum concentra-
tion/activity of a toxic, non-radionuclide/
radionuclide in consumed animals due to
contamination in drinking water. CONSEQUENCE
Research Mathematical Symbol : None

TMXLF<nuo[a] TIME OF MAX. CONC./ACT. IN FISH Time
of maximum concentration/activity of a toxic,
non-radionuclide/radionuclide consumed due to
ingestion of contaminated fish. CONSEQUENCE
Research Mathematical Symbol : None

TMXLPL<nuc> [a] TIME OF MAX. CONC./ACT. IN LEAVES
Time of maximum concentration/activity of a
toxic, non-radionuclide/radionuclide in
consumed plants due to contamination in
leaves. CONSEQUENCE Research Mathematical
Symbol : None

TMXLPR<nuc> [a] TIME OF MAX. CONG./ACT. IN ROOTS
Time of maximum concentration/activity of a
toxic, non-radionuclide/radionuclide in
consumed plants due to contamination in roots.
CONSEQUENCE Research Mathematical
Symbol : None
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Short Name

MXLAL<nuc , animal >
MXLAR<nuc , animal>
MXLAS<nuc , animal>
MXLAW<nuc , animal>
MXLF<nuc>

DECAY<nuc> MXLPL<nuc>
FRATE<food> MXLPR<nuc>
IDCF<nuc> • •• > TMXLAL-»cnuc , aiiimal> <
TLIMIT TMXLAR<nuc , animal>

^_TT,T ^ . , ̂  TMXLAS<nuc, animal>
DDIFLA<rn, animal> m..,rT- t, ' . ,

TMXLAW<nuc , animal>

DDIFRA<rn, anima 1> TMXT,PT. UC

DDIFSA<rn/animal> TMXLPR<nuc>

DDIFWA<rn, animal>

Long Name

ADLSF<rn, f ield> ACTIVITY IN LAKE SEDIMENTS

ADLW<rn> ACTIVITY IN LAKE WATER

ADS<rn,field> ACTIVITY IN SOILS

ADWW<rn> ACTIVITY IN WELL WATER

CTLSF<nuc,field> LAKE SEDIMENT CONCENTRATION

CTLW<nuc> LAKEWATER CONCENTRATION

CTS<nuc, field> SOIL CONCENTRATION

CTWW<nuc>

DDIFFM<rn>

WELL WATER CONCENTRATION

MAN'S FISH INGEST. DOSE

DDIFLA<rn,animal> MAN'S DOSE FROM ANIMALS (PLANT-LEAF)

DDIFLM<rn> MAN'S DOSE FROM PLANTS (LEAF)

DDIFRA<rn,animal> MAN'S DOSE FROM ANIMALS (PLANT-ROOT)

DDIFRM<rn> MAN'S DOSE FROM PLANTS (ROOT)

DDIFSA<rn,animal> MAN'S DOSE FROM ANIMALS (SOIL)

DDIFWA<rn,animal> MAN'S DOSE FROM ANIMALS (WATER)

DECAY<nuc> RADIOLOGICAL DECAY CONSTANT

Attachment 2 to
FIGURE 3 .5 .6
9 4 -APR- 01
Version 01A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-21
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

ADLSF<rn, f ield>
ADLW<rn>
ADS<rn, f ield>
ADWW<rn>
CTLSF<nuc, field>
CTLW<nuc>
CTS<nuc, field>
CTWW<nuc>
DDIFFM<rn>

DDIFLM<rn>

DDIFRM<rn>

Research
Math Symbol SI Unit

CS!ED [Bq/kgdryirf]

C\" [Bq/mV.t.r

CV.CV [Bq/kgdtvioU]

C"," [Bq/m3
v.t.t]

C..J.! [mol/kgaty..d]

Cj,,, C"3 I mol /«'„„„]

CV'C" [mol/kgdry.011J

C7 [mol/ml.t.:]

Deldk [Sv/a]

De1]k [Sv/a]

De l jk [Sv/a]

De13k [Sv/a]

Dem [Sv/a]

De l jk [Sv/a]

Dem [Sv/a]

^ [I/a]
FRATE<food> MAN'S FOOD INGESTION RATE U3 [kg..t,ood'/a]

IDCF<nuc> INGESTION DOSE CONV. FACTOR

MXLAL<nuc,animal> MAX. CONC./ACT. IN ANIMALS FROM LEAVES

Continued.

DFet [Sv/Bq]

None [mol/kg] , [Bq/kg]

Units of foods in FRATE<food> depend on food type: kgwetvea for plant;
kgu for meat, bird, and fish; L_nk for milk.
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(Attachment 3 to
'FIGURE 3.5.6
94-APR-01
Version 01A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-21
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

Short Name

MXLAR<nuc , animal>

MXLAS<nuc , animal>

MXLAW<nuc , animal>

MXLF<nuc>

MXLPL<nuc>

MXLPR<nuc>

TLIMIT

TMXLAL<nuc ,

TMXLAR<nuc ,

TMXLAS<nuc ,

TMXLAW<nuc ,

TMXLF<nuc>

TMXLPL<nuc>

TMXLPR<nuc>

MAX.

MAX.

MAX.

MAX.

MAX.

MAX.

Long Name

CONC./ACT. IN ANIMALS

CONC./ACT. IN ANIMALS

CONC./ACT. IN ANIMALS

CONC./ACT. IN FISH

CONC . /ACT . IN LEAVES

CONC./ACT. IN ROOTS

MAXIMUM

animal>

animal>

animal>

animal>

TIME

TIME

TIME

TIME

TIME

TIME

TIME

OF

OF

OF

OF

OF

OF

OF

TIME

MAX.

MAX.

MAX.

MAX.

MAX.

MAX.

MAX.

Research
Math Symbol SI Unit

FROM ROOTS None [mol/kg] , [Bq/kg]

FROM -SOIL None [mol/kg), (Bq/kg]

FROM WATER None [mol/kg], [Bq/kg]

None [mol/kg] , [Bq/kg]

None [mol/kg], [Bq/kg]

None [mol/kg] , [Bq/kg]

FOR SIMULATION

CONC.

CONC.

CONC.

CONC.

CONC.

CONC.

CONC .

/ACT .

/ACT.

/ACT.

/ACT .

/ACT .

/ACT.

/ACT .

IN

IN

IN

IN

IN

IN

IN

ANIMALS

ANIMALS

ANIMALS

ANIMALS

FISH

LEAVES

ROOTS

None

FROM LEAVES None

FROM ROOTS None

FROM SOIL None

FROM WATER None

None

None

None

[a]
[a]

[a]
[a]
[a]
[a]
[a]

[Sv/a]

For each nuclide, where <rn> is a radionuclide and <toxic> is a toxic
nuclide, output in the .OUT file the following consequences calculated
from food-chain time series, and for all three animal types (meat, milk,
and bird):

i) MXLPR<nuc> = maximum activity/concentration of rn/toxic in consumed
plants due to contamination by root uptake, up to
TLIMIT.

for a radionuclide:

maximum value of DDIFRM<rn> up to TLIMIT
= (c.f. ODD 3.2.2.2.1.2)

FRATE<food=plant> • IDCF<rn>

and for a toxic nuclide:

maximum value of (X up to TLIMIT

FRATE<food=plant> • IDCF<toxic>

where (X = calculation of DDIFRM<toxic> using CTS<toxic,vegetable
patch> if soil is used or CTLSF<toxic,vegetable patch> if sediment is
used as soil instead of ADS or ADLSF. DECAY<toxic> = 0 and
IDCF<toxic> = 1.
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FIGURE 3.5.6
94-APR-01
Version OlA
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H.A. Halliday
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Version 02A
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Szekely

ii) TMXLPR<nuc> = time of (i)
iii) MXLPL<nuc> = [Bq/kguetplant] / [mol/kguetp,ant] maximum

activity/concentrati'" of rn/toxic in consumed
plants due to contami ition by leaf uptake, up to
TLIMIT

for a radionuclide:

maximum value of DDIFLM<rn> up to TLIMIT
= (c.f. ODD 3.2.2.2.2.2}

FRATE<food=plant> • IDCF<rn>

and for a toxic nuclide:

maximum value a up to TLIMIT

FRATE<food=plant> • IDCF<toxic>

where a = calculation of DDIFLM<toxic> using CTS<toxic,vegetable patch> if
soil is used or CTLSF<toxic,vegetable patch> if sediment is used as soil
instead of ADS or ADLSF. DECAY<toxic> = 0 and IDCF<toxic> = 1.

iv) TMXLPL<nuc> = time of (iii)

v) MXLAR<nuc,animal> = [Bq/kgwec£ood] / [mol/kgwetf<00<J] or
[Bq/LnuJ / [mol/Lmilk] maximum
activity/concentration of rn/toxic in consumed
animals due to contamination by root uptake, up
to TLIMIT

for a radionuclide:

maximum value of DDIFRA<rn,animal> up to TLIMIT
= (c.f.DDD 3.2.2.2.1.1)

FRATE<food=animal> • IDCF<rn>

and for a toxic nuclide:

maximum value a up to TLIMIT

FRATE<food=animal> • IDCF<toxic>

where a = calculation of DDIFRA<toxic> using CTS<toxic,forage field>
if soil is used or CTLSF<toxic,forage field> if sediment is used as
soil instead of ADS or ADLSF. DECAY<toxic> = 0 and IDCF<toxic> = I.
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Attachment 5 to
FIGURE 3.5.6
94-APR-01
Version 01A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-21
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

vi) TMXLAR<nuc, animal> = time of (v)
vii) MXLAL<nuc,animal> = [Bq/kgw,tfood] / [mol/kgw<>tj00,j] or

[Bq/L^uJ/[mol/Lmil)J maximum
activity/concentration of rn/toxic in consumed
animals due to contamination
by leaf uptake, up to TLIMIT

for a radionuclide:

maximum value of DDIFLA<rn,animal> up to TLIMIT
= (c.f. DDD 3.2.2.2.2.3)

FRATE<food=animal> • IDCF<rn>

and for a toxic nuclide:

maximum value a up to TLIMIT

FRATE<food=animal> • IDCF<toxic>

where a = calculation of DDIFLA<toxic> using CTS<toxic,forage field> if
soil is used or CTLSF<toxic,forage field> if sediment is used as soil
instead of ADS or ADLSF. DECAY<toxic> = 0 and IDCF<toxic> = 1.

viii) TMXLAL<nuc,anima 1> = time of (vii)
ix) MXLAW<nuc, animal> = [Bq/kgwetfood] / [mol/kgwet£oo<,] or

[Bq/LmilJ/[mol/Lmil)J maximum
activity/concentration of rn/toxic in consumed
animals due to contamination in drinking water,
up uo TLIMIT

for a radionuclide:

maximum value of DDIFWA<rn,animal> up to TLIMIT

FRATE<food=animal> • IDCF<rn>

and for a toxic nuclide:

maximum value a up to TLIMIT

(c.f. DDD 3.2.2.2.3)

FRATE<food=animal> • IDCF<toxic>

where a = calculation of DDIFWA<toxic> using CTWW<toxic> or CTLW<toxic>
depending on the domestic water source instead of ADWW<toxic> or
ADLW<toxic>. DECAY<toxic> = 0 and IDCF<toxic> = 1.
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Attachment 6 to
FIGURE 3.5.6
94-APR-01
Version 01A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-21
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

x) TMXLAW<nuc,anima1> = time of (ix)
xi) MXLAS<nuc,animal> = [Bq/kguet.£ood] / [mol/kguet£ood] or

[Bq/L^J/ [mol/LCTilk] maximum
activity/concentration of rn/toxic in consumed
aniamls due to contamination in ingested soil,
up to TLIMIT

for a radionuclide:

maximum value of DDIFSA<rn,animal> up to TLIMIT
(c.f. DDD 3.2.2.2.4)

FRATE<food=animal> • IDCF<rn>

and for a toxic nuclide:

maximum value a up to TLIMIT

FRATE<food=animal> • IDCF<toxic>

where a = calculation of DDIFSA<toxic> using CTS<toxic,vegetable patch> if
soil is used or CTLSF<toxic,vegetable patch> if sediment is used as soil
instead of ADS or ADLSF. DECAY<toxic> = 0 and IDCF<toxic> = 1.

xii) TMXLAS<nuc,animal> = time of (xi)
xiii) MXLF<nuc> = [Bq/kgwetfood] / [mol/kgyet£ood] maximum

activity/concentration of rn/toxic in consumed
fish, up to TLIMIT

(C.f. DDD 3.2.2.2.4)

for a radionuclide:

= maximum value of DDIFFM<rn> up to TLIMIT

FRATE<food=fish> • IDCF<rn>

and for a toxic nuclide:

maximum value a up to TLIMIT

FRATE<food=fish> • IDCF<toxic>

where a = calculation of DrIFFM<toxic> using CTLW<toxic> instead of
ADLW<toxic>. DECAY<toxic> = 0 and IDCF<toxic> = 1.

xvi) TMXLF<nuc> = time of (xiii).
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TGWDLM<nuc> [a] TIME DOSE RESET TO GROUNDWATER LIMIT
Tir^e that dose for 129I and 14C was reset to the
groundwater dilution limit. CONSEQUENCE
Research Mathematical Symbol: None

WEFPP [-] FLAG - EFF. PRECIPITATION RESET TO D . 2 Flag
indicating the effective precipitation has been
reset to 0.2. Can have the values
0 [=calculated value used] and l[=reset to 0.2]
CONSEQUENCE Research Mathematical Symbol : None

WGWDLM<nuc> [-] FLAG - RESET DOSE TO GROUNDWATER
LIMIT Flag indicating the dose for 129I and 14C
has been reset to the groundwater dilution
limit. Can have the values 0[=calculated value
used] and l[=reset to groundwater dilution
limit]. CONSEQUENCE Research Mathematical
Symbol : None

FIGURE 3.5.7
(1 Attachment)
DETERMINE WARNING
FLAGS
94-APR-01
Version 01A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-21
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

WMVT)SC<bloc> [-] FLAG - DISCHARGE VOLUME IS LESS THAN
LIMIT Flag indicating the modified discharge
volume is less than the modified discharge
volume limit. Can have the values
0 [=calculated value is okay and 1[=calculated
value is less than limit]. CONSEQUENCE
Research Mathemat- ical Symbol : None

WREGTM<nuc>_ [-] FLAG - REGRESSION TIME SET TO 1.6
Flag indicating the regression time has been
reset to 1.6. Can have the values
0 [=calculated value used] and l[=reset to 1.6].
CONSEQUENCE Research Mathematical Symbol : None

EFFP

MVDSCL

TGWDLM<nuc>
WEFFP
WGWDLM<nuc>
WMVDSC<bloc>
WREGTM<nuc>

Short Name Long Name
Research

Math Symbol SI Unit

EFFP

MVDSCL
TGWDLM<nuc>

WEFFP

WGWDLM<nuc>

WMVDSC<bloc>

WREGTM<nuc>

EFFECTIVE ANNUAL PRECIPITATION P.

MOD. GEO. DISCHARGE LOW LIMIT None

TIME DOSE RESET TO GROUNDWATER LIMIT None

FLAG - EFF. PRECIPITATION RESET TO 0.2 None

FLAG - RESET DOSE TO GROUNDWATER LIMIT None

FLAG - DISCHARGE VOLUME IS LESS THAN LIMIT None

FLAG - REGRESSION TIME SET TO 1.6 None

[a]

(-1

[-1
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Attachment to
FIGURE 3.5.7
94-APR-01
Version 01A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-21
Version 02A
K. Demoline/
J.G. Szekely

i i i ) TGWDLM<nuc >

For other warning situations output the following to the .OUT file:

i) WEFFP = Reset from 0 to 1 when effective precipitation, EFFP,
is less than 0.2 and has been reset to 0.2 (c.f. DDD
3.3.4).

ii) WGWDLM<nuc> = Reset from 0 to 1 when total internal dose for 129I and
14C, respectively, has been lowered to the groundwater
dilution limit for at least one time point (c.f. DDD
3.2.2.5) .

= Times after which pathway doses for 129I and 14C become
meaningless because the groundwater dilution limit was
exceeded (c.f. DDD 3.2.2.5). See WGWDLM<nuc> above.

iv) WMVDSC<bloc> = Reset from 0 to 1 when the modified discharge volume is
less than the modified discharge volume limit, MVDSCL,
and has been set to 0 so the discharge is ignored
(c.f. DDD 3.1.1.1.1).

v) WREGTM<nuc> = Reset from 0 to 1 when the regression time algorithm in
the soil model has not converged for a large number of
iterations and has been set to 1.6 (c.f. DDD 3.1.1.2.5
and 3.1.1.3.5).

NOTE:
1) More warning flags are mentioned previously in DDD 3.5.1 (CNGDSR and

CNGFSR<field>) and DDD 3.5.5 (WCNLIM<nuc,COMP>).

2) WGWDLM<nuc> and TGWDLM<nuc> are calculated only for 129I and 14C.
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10. MASS BALANCE CALCULATIONS

10.1 SYNOPSIS OF THE RESEARCH MODEL TO CHECK MASS BALANCE IN THE BIOSPHERE

Several calculations are made at the end of the biosphere model to estimate
the mass of each nuclide in the different parts of the biosphere. The
interpretations of these results are discussed by Davis et al. (1993).

Lake water

The amount of nuclide <nuc> in the lake water at a given time t is estimated
as

MTLW<nuc> = AREAAQ • LD • CTLW<nuc> (1)

where MTLW<nuc> is the mass of nuclide in the lake water [mol],

AREAAQ is the lake area [m2wat(!r] ,

LD is the mean lake depth [nWerl / and

CTLW<nuc> is the concentration of the nuclide in the lake
water [mol/m3water] .

Lake Sediments

The estimated amount of nuclide <nuc> in the shallow lake sediments is
estimated by Equation (10) in the Lake Model Synopsis:

tt [SEDSOR<nuc> • AREAAQ • LD • CTLW<nuc> (2)
MTLS<nuc> = + DECAY<nucp> • MTLS<nucp>] • RESFLS<nuo(t-t') dt'

Jo

where MTLS<nuc> is the mass of nuclide in the shallow lake
sediment [mol],

RESFLS<nuc>(t-t') is the response function for the lake
sediment, but not truncated for times before time t
greater than PARTIM as in the lake model (c.f. RESPLS<nuc>),

RESPLS<nuc> is the lake sediments response [-], and

SEDSOR<nuc> is the sediment removal rate constant [I/a].

Total Mass in Biosphere

The total amount of nuclide <nuc> in the biosphere at any time is estimated as
follows:

MTL<nuc> = MTLS<nuc> + MTLW<nuc> ( 3 )

where MTL<nuc> is the total mass of nuclide in the lake water
and lakebed sediments [mol].
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Total Mass of Nuclide in the Soil

If the soil depth is less than a minimum value (SDLOW[m]), then the nuclide
mass in the soil is calculated as though the soil were loaded to capacity with
groundwater (c.f. soil model synopsis, Equation (11)).

The nuclide concentration in soil calculated by the four-layer soil model
represents a weighted average nuclide concentration in the top two layers
(layers 1 and 2), the rooting zone of plants of the four-layer SCEMR model.
The bottom layer of soil, layer 4, is in direct contact with, and assumed to
be in equilibrium with, the underlying groundwater. The nuclide concentration
in the intermediate layer, layer 3, is estimated as an equally weighted
average of the other two concentrations.

Mass in Soil Layers 1 and 2

The total amount of nuclide <nuc> in soil layers 1 and 2 (the rooting zone) of
field <field> is estimated as follows:

IF SD<soil> < SDLOW<soil> THEN (shallow soil, only layers 1 & 2)

MTSLR<nuc,field> = AREA<field> • SD<soil> • (POROSR<soil> +
(l-POROSR<soil>) • SBD<soil> • SKD<nuc,soil>
• CF6) • CTPWF<nuc,field>

ELSE

MTSLR<nuc,field> = AREA<field> • LAYRR • SBD<soil> •
CTS<nuc,field> (4)

where MTSLR<nuc,field> is the amount of nuclide <nuc> in layers
1 and 2 of field <field> [mol],

AREA<field> is the area of field <field> [m2] ,

CF6 is the number of cubic metres per litre [m3/L],

LAYRR is the depth of the soil rooting zone (layers 1 and 2) [m],

POROSR<soil> is the soil porosity of soil layers 1 and 2
[m3/m3soU] ,

SBD<soil> is the soil bulk density of soil <soil>
[kgdrysoll/mdrysoil] ,

SD<soil> is the soil depth [msoil] ,

SDLOW<soil> is the soil depth lower limit [maoil] ,

SKD<nuc,soil> is the soil distribution coefficient for
nuclide <nuc> in soil <soil> [Lwater/kgdry30il] ,

CTPWF<nuc,field> is the concentration of nuclide <nuc> in the pore
water of field <field> [mol/kgdrysoil] , and

CTS<nuc,field> is the concentration of nuclide <nuc> in the soil of
field <field> [mol/kgdrysoil] .
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Mass in Soil Layer 4

The total amount of nuclide <nuc> in soil layer 4 of field <field> is
estimated as follows:

IF SD<soil> < SDLOW<soil> THEN

MTSL4<nuc,field> = 0 shallow soil model is used since there
is no soil layer 4

ELSE

MTSL4<nuc,field> = AREA<field> • LAYR4 • CTPWF<nuc> •
[MOIST4<soil> + • SBD<soil> • (5)
SKD<nuc,soil> • CF6]

where MTSL4<nuc,field> is the amount of nuclide <nuc> in
layer 4 of field <field> [mol],

LAYR4 is the depth of the bottom layer of soil [m],

MOIST4<soil> is the moisture content of soil layer 4
tml««r/n>3aoil] '

SKD<nuc,soil> is the soil distribution coefficient for
nuclide <nuc> in soil <soil> [Lwat(.r/kgdrysoil] ,

SBD<soil> is the soil bulk density [kĝ â/mâ on] ,

CF6 is the number of cubic metres per litre [m3/L],

SD<soil> is the soil depth [msoil] ,

SDLOW<soil> is the soil depth lower limit [mooil] , and

CTPWF<nuc,field> is the concentration of nuclide <nuc>
in the pore water of field <field> [mol/kgdryiloil] .

Mass in Soil Layer 3

The depth of the intermediate layer of soil (layer 3) is obtained by
subtracting the thickness of layers 1 + 2, and 4 from the total soil depth:

LAYR3 = SD<soil> - LAYRR - LAYR4 (6)

where LAYR3 is the depth of soil layer 3 [m] and

SD<soil> is the total depth of soil <soil> above the water
table [m].

The total amount of nuclide <nuc> in soil layer 3 of field <field> is
estimated as

IF SD<soil> < SDLOW<soil> THEN

MTSL3<nuc,field> = 0 shallow soil model is used since
there is no soil layer 3

ELSE

MTSL3<nuc,field> = AREA<field> • LAYR3 • average
concentration in layers 1 + 2 and 4. (7)
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where MTSL3<nuc,field> is the amount of nuclide <nuc> in
iieid

Total Mass of Nuclide in the Soil

The total mass of nuclide <nuc> in the soil of field <field> is estimated as

MTS<nuc,field> = MTSLR<nuc,field> + MTSL3<nuc,field> (8)
+ MTSL4<nuc,field>

where MTS<nuc,field> is the total mass of nuclide <nuc> in the
soil of field <field> [mol]. The total mass in the soil is the
sum of the amounts in the four fields.

The code outputs values of the estimated mass at the end of the simulation
period in the lake as a whole, lake sediments, lake water, each field as a
whole, and the rooting zone, layer 3, and layer 4 of each field.

REFERENCE

Davis, P.A., R. Zach, M.E. Stephens, B.D. Amiro, G.A. Bird, J.A.K. Reid,
M.I. Sheppard, S.C. Sheppard and M. Stephenson. 1993. The disposal of
Canada's nuclear fuel waste: The biosphere model, BIOTRAC, for
postclosure assessment. Atomic Energy of Canada Limited Report,
ÀECL-10720, COG-93-10.
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L£QEND^ : - . • , .
time series

parameters

process n

data store

Variable list:

dp... dépendent

cq... consequence

FIGURE 3.1.1.5
(No Attachments)
CHECK MASS BALANCE
IN BIOSPHERE

94-FEB-15
Version 02A
H.A. Halliday

MTL_nuc

MTLS_nuc

MTLW_r,uc

CALCULATE TOTAL
MOLES OF NUCLI

DTLW_nuc
^

\AREAAQ

"X\ MTS_nuc_lield

* MTSL3_nuc_field

MTSL4_nuc_(ield

MTSLR_nuc_fleld

CALCULATE
TOTAL MOLES
JF NUCL

J

DECAY_nuc

DECAY_nucp

LD

SEDSOR_nuc

CTPWF_nuc_field

CTS_nuc_field

SDLOW.soll

SKD_nuc_soil

3.1.1.5.1 - CALCULATE TOTAL MOLES OF NUCLIDE IN LAKEWATER AND SEDIMENTS

3.1.1.5.2 - CALCULATE TOTAL MOLES OF NUCLIDE IN SOIL
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LEGEND
time series

lime-Independent
parameters

process n

data store

Variable list:
sp... sampled
dp... dependent
is... time series
cq... consequence

FIGURE 3.1.1.5.1
(No Attachments)
CALCULATE TOTAL MOLES OF
NUCLIDE IN LAKEWATER

AND SEDIMENTS
94-APR-01
Version 03A
H.A. Halliday

S_nuc Mass |n Lake

Sediment

SUM MOLES IN
LAKEWATER AND

CALCULATE TOTAL
MOLES OF NUC

RENAME DATA
FIELD MTLS

J. 1.5. 1.5

MTLS_nucp'

DECAY_nucp

SEDSOR_nuc

3.1.1.5.1.1 • CALCULATE TOTAL MOLES OF NUCLIDE IN LAKEWATER
3.1.1.5.1.2 - CALCULATE TOTAL MOLES OF NUCLIDE IN LAKE SEDIMENT
3.1.1.5.1.3 - SUM MOLES IN LAKEWATER AND SEDIMENTS
3.1.1.5.1.4 • EVALUATE LAKE SEDIMENTS RESPONSE (FULL) FUNCTION
3.1.1.5.1.5 - RENAME DATA FIELD MTLS
Data Store - Mass in Lake Sediment
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^TLW<nuc> [mol] MASS OF NUCLIDE IN LAKEWATER
The total a.-ount of nuclide in the water
of the lake. CALCULATED (3.1.1.5.1.1)
Research Mathematical Symbol: MTLW<nuc>

FIGURE 3.1.1.5.1.1
(No Attachments)
CALCULATE TOTAL MOLES OF
NUCLIDE IN LAKEWATER
92-SEP-28
Version 01A
L.C. Wojciechowski

94-OCT-21
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G. Szekely

AREAAQ

LD
> MTLW<nuc> <- CTLW<nuc>

Short Name Long Name
Research
Math Symbol SI Unit

AREAAQ

CTLW<nuc>

LD

MTLW<nuc>

LAKE AREA

LAKEWATER CONCENTRATION

LAKE DEPTH

MASS OF NUCLIDE IN LAKEWATER

A,, AA

MTLW<nuc>

[mol/m1u.t.r]

["W.r)

I mol]

MTLW<nuc> = AREAAQ • LD • CTLW<nuc> for time = end of the
simulation period

UNIT CHECK:

[mol] = [m2
wot<:r] • [mwacer] • [mol/m3^,.,.]
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MTLS<nuc>[mol] MASS OF NUCLIDE IN LAKE
?5DTMENTS The mass of nuclide in lake
sediments. CALCULATED u.i.i.5.1.2,'
Research Mathematical Symbol : MTLS<nuc>

FIGURE 3.1.1.5.1.2
(No Attachments)
CALCVIATE TOTAL MOLES OF
NUCLIDE IN LAKE SEDIMENT
94-FEB-15
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-21
Version 03A
K. Demoline/J.G. Szekely

Short Name

AREAAQ

CTLW<nuc>

DECAY<nucp>

LD

MTLS<nuc>

MTLS<nucp>

RESFLS<nuc>

SEDSOR<nuc>

AREAAQ
DECAY<
LD
SEDSOR

LAKE

nucp> o-r,,î  *> MTljû<nUC> <

<nuc>

Long Name

AREA

LAKEWATER CONCENTRATION

RADIOLOGICAL DECAY CONSTANT

LAKE

MASS

MASS

LAKE

DEPTH

OF NUCLIDE IN LAKE SEDIMENTS

OF NUCLIDE IN LAKE SEDIMENTS

SEDIMENTS RESPONSE (FULL)

SEDIMENT REMOVAL RATE CONSTANT

CTLW<nuc>
MTLS<nucp>
RESFLS<nuc>

Research
Math Symbol SI Unit

AI. AA [ml.t.rl

C,.i, C"3 (mol/m3u.t.t]
X, [I/a]

Zi tnw.rl
MTLS<nuc> [mol]
MTLS<nucp> [mol]

!W t-1

a, [I/a]

MTLS<nuc> = [SEDSOR<nuc> • AREAAQ • LD • CTLW<nuc>(t'
0

NOTE:

+ DECAY<nucp> • MTLS<nucp>(t')]

• RESFLS<nuc> (t-f ) dt '

for time t = the end of the simulation period.

If there is no <nucp> for the current<nuc>, MTLS<nucp> = 0.

UNIT CHECK:

[mol] = [I/a] • [m2
uater] • [nWerl • [mol/m3

water] -f [I/a] • [mol]

[-] • [a]
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MTL<nuc> [mol] MASS OF NUCLIDE IN LAKE The mass
of nuclide in lake (for all sediments).
CALCULATED (3.1.1.5.1.3) Research
Mathematical Symbol: MTL<nuc>

FIGURE 3.1.1.5.1.3
(No Attachments)
àû~M MOLES Xî» LAKEIi'ATSR
AND SEDIMENTS
92-SEP-28
Version 01A
L.C. Wojciechowski

94-OCT-21
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G. Szekely

MTL<nuc> MTLW<nuc>
MTLS<nuc>

Short Name Long Name
Research
Math Symbol SI Unit

MTL<nuc>

MTLS<nuc>

MTLW<nuc>

MASS OF NUCLIDE IN LAKE MTL<nuc>

MASS OF NUCLIDE IN LAKE SEDIMENTS MTLS<nuc>

MASS OF NUCLIDE IN LAKEWATER MTLW<nuc>

[mol]
[mol]
[mol]

MTL<nuc> = MTLW<nuc> + MTLS<nuc> for time = the end of the
simulation period

UNIT CHECK:

[mol] = [mol] + [mol]
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RESFLS<nuc> [-] LAKE SEDIMENTS RESPONSE (FULL)
Time-dependent concentration of contaminant
<nuc> in the lake sediment compartment
following a unit impulse input of
contamination. CALCULATED (3.1.1.5.1.4)
Research Math Symbol : none

FIGURE 3.1.1.5.1.4
(No Attachments}
EVALUATE LAKE
SEDIMENTS RESPONSE
(FULL) FUNCTION
92-SEP-28
L.C. Wojciechowski
Version 01A

94-Jul-07
Version 02A
K. Demoline

DECAY<nuc> ---- RESFLS<nuc>

Short Name Long Name
Research

Math Symbol SI Unit

DECAY<nuc>

RESFLS<nuc>

RADIOLOGICAL DECAY CONSTANT

LAKE SEDIMENTS RESPONSE (FULL)

[I/a]
none

Eq(l) RESFLS<nuc> = exp(-DEÇAY<nuc>«(t))

UNIT CHECK:

Eq(l) [-] = exp ([I/a].[a])
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MTLS<nucp>[moTT MASS OF NUCLIDE IN LAKE
SEDIMENTS The rr;?.?? of <nuct» in lake
sediments. CALCULATED (3 .1.1.5.1.5)
Research Mathematical Symbol: MTLS<nucp>

FIGURE 3.1.1.5.1.5
(No Attachments)
IRENAME DATA FIELD MILS
94-APR-01
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-21
Version 03A
K. Demoline/J.G. Szekely

MTLS<nucp> MTLS<nuc>

Short Name Long Name
Research

Math Symbol SI Unit

MTLS<nuc> MASS OF NUCLIDE IN LAKE SEDIMENTS MTLS<nuc>

MTLS<nucp>- MASS OF NUCLIDE IN LAKE SEDIMENTS MTLS<nucp>

[mol]

[mol]

This process receives MTLS<nuc> from the data store Mass in Lake Sediment
from the previous iteration, and outputs it as MTLS<nucp> for the current
iteration.
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LEQEND.-. •

time series

time-independent
parameters

process n

data store

Variable list:
sp... sampled
dp... dependent
Is... time series
cq... consequence

FIGURE 3.1.1.5.2
(No Attachments)
CALCULATE TOTAL MOLES
OF NUCLIDE IN SOIL

94-FEB-15
Version 02A
H.A HallWay

SUM MOLES OF
NUCLIDES IN ALL

Vj.1.5

CTPWF.l

3.1.1.5.2.1 • DETERMINE MOLES OF NUCLIDE IN SOIL LAYER 4

3.1.1.5.2.2 - DETERMINE MOLES OF NUCLIDE IN SOIL LAYERS 1 i 2

3.1.1.5.2.3 • CALCULATE THICKNESS OF SOIL LAYER 3

3.1.1.5.2.4 • ESTIMATE MOLES OF NUCLIDE IN SOIL LAYER 3
3.1.1.5.2.5 • SUM MOLES OF NUCLIDE IN ALL LAYERS OF SOIL

' • This tlow appears mora than once on this diagram.
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^TSL4<nuc,fiela> tmol] MASS OF NUCLIDE IN SOIL
LAYER 4 The mass of nuclide that is
present in the fourth (bottom-most)
layer of soil of the specified field.
CALCULATED (3.1.1.5.2.1) Research math
symbol: MTSL4<nuc,field>

FIGURE 3 .1. i.D.2.i
(No Attachments)
DETERMINE MOLES 0F
NUCLIDE IN SOIL LAYER 4
94-FEB-15
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-21
Version 03A
K. Demoline/J.G. Szekely

AREAF<field>
CF6
LAYR4
MOIST4<soil>
SBD<soil> ---
SD<soil>
SDLOW<Soil>
SKD<nuc, soil>

MTSL4<nuc, field> CTPWF<nuc,field>

Short Name Long Name
Research
Math Symbol SI Unit

AREAF<field>

CF6

CTPWF<nuc,field>

LAYR4

MTSL4<nuc,field>

MOIST4<soil>

SBD<soil>

SD<soil>

SDLOW<soil>

SKD<nuc,soil>

AREA OF EACH FIELD None

CUBIC METRES PER LITRE None

POREWATER CONCENTRATION C\"

DEPTH OF BOTTOM SOIL LAYER LAYR4

MASS OF NUCLIDE IN SOIL LAYER 4 MTSL4<nuc, f ield>

SOIL MOISTURE CONTENT (LAYER 4) None

SOIL BULK DENSITY None

SOIL DEPTH SD

SOIL DEPTH LOWER LIMIT None

SOIL Kd Kd.

[m2]
[m'/L]

[mol/m'v.t.r]

[mol]

Invt.t̂ /m'.ou)

[".oil)

IF (SD<soil> < SDLOW<soil>) THEN

MTSL4<nuc,field> =0.0

ELSE

MTSL4<nuc,field>

(shallow soil is used)

AREAF<field> • LAYR4 • [MOIST4<soil> + SBD<soil> •
SKD<nuc,soil> • CF6] • CTPWF<nuc,field>
for time = the end of the simulation period

END IF

UNIT CHECK:

[mol] = [m2soil] • [msoil] •

nl.i«

mr,

"drysoil

• [mol/m3
waler]
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MrSLR<nuc,iieia> (.moij MASS OF NUCLIDE IN
SOIL ROOT ZONE The mass of nuclide
that is present in the top two layers
of soil (rooting zone) of the
specified field.
CALCULATED (3.1.1.5.2.2) Research
math symbol: MTSLR<nuc,field>

FIGURA 5 . i . i . 5 . 2 . 2
(No Attachments)
DETERMINE MOLES OF NUCLIDE
IN SOIL LAYERS 1 & 2
94-FEB-15
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-21
Version 03A
K. Demoline/J.G. Szekely

AREAF< field>
CF6
LAYRR
POROSR<soil>
SBD<soil> ---
SD<soil>
SDLOW<soil>
SKD<nuc, soil>

MTSLR<nuc, f ield> CTS<nuc,field>
CTPWF<nuc,field>

Short Name

AREAF<field>

CF6

CTPWF<nuc, f ield>

CTS<nuc, f ield>

Long Name

AREA OF EACH FIELD

CUBIC METRES PER LITRE

POREWATER CONCENTRATION

SOIL CONCENTRATION

Research
Math Symbol

None
None

*- i
nSV r£ F
*- 1 ' *- 1

SI Unit

[m2]
[mVL]

[mol/mjw.ttr]
[mol/kgaty.01i)

LAYRR

MTSLR<nuc,field>

POROSR<soil>

SBD<soil>

SD<soil>

SDLOW<soil>

SKD<nuc,soil>

DEPTH OF SOIL ROOT ZONE (1 & 2) LAYRR

MASS OF NUCLIDE IN SOIL ROOT ZONE MTSLR<nuc,field>

SOIL POROSITY (LAYERS i i 2) p

SOIL BULK DENSITY None

SOIL DEPTH ABOVE WATER TABLE SD

SOIL DEPTH LOWER LIMIT None

SOIL DISTRIBUTION COEFFICIENT Kdt

[m.on]

IF (SD<soil> < SDLOW<soil>) THEN (shallow soil is used)

MTSLR<nuc,field>

ELSE

MTSLR<nuc,field>

END IF

= AREAF<field> • SD<soil> • (POROSR<soil> + (1 -
POROSR<soil>)• SBD<soil> • SKD<nuc,soil> • CF6)
CTPWF<nuc,field>

for time = the end of the simulation period

= AREAF<field> • LAYRR • SBD<soil> • CTS<nuc,field>
for time = the end of the simulation period

UNIT CHECK:
E q ( l ) [mol] = [m2] • [m] • ( [mVm3

30il] + ( [-] - [mVm3
soU] ) • [kgdryaoU/m3

dryooil]
[Luater/kgdrysoil] . [m3 /L] [mol/m3

wacer]

E q ( 2 ) [mol] = [m2] • [m] • [kgdrysoU/m3
drysoll] • [mol/kgdrysoil]
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LAYR3 [msoil] DEPTH OF SOIL LAYER 3 The depth or
thickness of the third layer in the SCEMR
soil model. CALCULATED (3.1.1.5.2.3)
Research math symbol : LAYR3

FIGURE 3.1.1.5.2.3
(No Attachments)
CALCULATE THICKNESS OF
SOIL LAYER 3
92-SEP-28
Version 01A
L.C. Wojciechowski

94-OCT 21
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G. Szekely

LAYR4
LAYRR
SD<soil>

> LAYR3

Short Name

LAYR3

LAYR4

LAYRR

SD<soil>

Long Name

DEPTH OF SOIL LAYER 3

DEPTH OF BOTTOM SOIL LAYER (4)

DEPTH OF SOIL ROOT ZONE (1 & 2)

SOIL DEPTH ABOVE WATER TABLE

Research
Math Symbol

LAYR3

LAYR4

LAYRR

SD

SI Unit

[n>.<,u]

[m.ou]

[m.otil

[nWil

LAYR3 = SD<soil> - LAYRR - LAYR4

UNIT CHECK:

= [maoll] - - [maoll]
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•Ï.L SLS^iiuc, neld> imoij MASS Or NUCLIDE IN
SOIL LAYER 3 The mass of nuclide chat
is present in the specified field.
CALCULATED (3.1.1.5.2.4) Research Math
Symbol: MTSL3<nuc,field>

AREAF<field>
CF6
LAYR3
MOIST4<soil>_,
SBD<soil>
SD<soil>
SDLOW<soil>
SKD<nuc,soil>

r'IGuRE 3 .1.1. D . 2 . 4
(1 Attachment)
ESTIMATE MOLES OF NUCLIDE
IN SOIL LAYER 3
94-FEB-15
Version 02A
J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-21
Version 03A
K. Demoline/J.G. Szekely

CTPWF<nuc,field>
MTSL3<nuc,field> <—

CTS<nuc,field>

Short Name

AREAF<field>
CF6

CTPWF<nuc, f ield>

CTS<nuc, f ield>

LAYR3

MTSL3<nuc, field>
MOIST4<soil>

SBD<soil>

SD<soil>

SDLOW<soil>

SKD<nuc,soil>

Long Name

AREA OF EACH FIELD

CUBIC METRES PER LITRE

POREWATER CONCENTRATION

SOIL CONCENTRATION

DEPTH OF SOIL LAYER 3

MASS OF NUCLIDE IN SOIL LAYER 3

SOIL MOISTURE CONTENT (LAYER 4)

SOIL BULK DENSITY

SOIL DEPTH ABOVE WATER TABLE

SOIL DEPTH LOWER LIMIT

SOIL Kd

Research
Math Symbol

None
None
cv

Cs,v, Cs,r

LAYR3

KTSL3<nuc, field>

None

None

SD

None
Kd,

SI Unit

[m2]
[mVL]

[mol/m3w.t.r]
[mol/kgaty.oll]

tnWil
[mol]

tm3..t.r/mj.ou]
[kgdry.01I/m

3
drY.oU]

[m.011]
[m.ou]

[L_/kgaryiou)

IF (SD<soil> < SDLOW<soil>) THEN (shallow soil is used)

MTSL3<nuc,field> =0.0

ELSE

MTSL3<nuc,field> = AREAF<field> • LAYR3 • j SBD<soil> • CTS<nuc,field>

+ CTPWF<nuc, f.ield> • [MOIST4<soil> + SBD<soil>

• SKD<nuc,soil> • CF6] [ / 2.0

END IF for time t = the end of the simulation period.
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Attachment 1 to
FIGURE 3.1.1.5.2.4
94-FEB-15
Version 02A
'J.G. Szekely/
H.A. Halliday

94-OCT-21
Version 03A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

UNIT CHECK:

[mol] = [m2
80ll]

L m -drysoil

Cm 1 . <
lmsoilJ ' ]

Lwater

• kcfdrysoil .

*9drysoil

mdrysoil

^wacer

"water

'

mol

• kcfdrysoil

mol

^ water •

. (
i

mwater

msoil •

/ r i/ I- J
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c, fisld> îrirl) MAS? OF NUCLIDE IN SOIL The
mass of nuclide that is present in an area
of soil of the specified field.
CALCULATED (3.1.1.5.2.5) Research math
symbol : MTS<nuc,field>

FIGURE 3.1.1.5.2.5
(No Attachments)
SUM MOLES OF NUCLIDE
IN ALL LAYERS OF SOIL
92-SEP-28
Version OlA
L.C. Wojciechowski

94-OCT-21
Version 02A
K. Demoline/J.G.
Szekely

MTS<nuc,field>
MTSL3<nuc,field>
MTSL4<nuc,field>
MTSLR<nuc,field>

Short Name Long Name
Research

Math Symbol SI Unit

MTS<nuc,field> MASS OF NUCLIDE IN SOIL MTS<nuc,field>
MTSL3<nuc,field> MASS OF NUCLIDE IN SOIL LAYER 3 MTSL3<nuc,field>
MTSL4<nuc,field> MASS OF NUCLIDE IN SOIL LAYER 4 MTSL4<nuc,field>
MTSLR<nuc,field> MASS OF NUCLIDE IN SOIL ROOT ZONE KTSLR<nuc,field>

[mol]
[mol]
[mol]

[mol]

MTS<nuc,field> = MTSLR<nuc,field> + MTSL3<nuc,field> +
MTSL4<nuc,field>

for time = the end of the simulation period.

UNIT CHECK:

[mol] = [mol] + [mol] + [mol]
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